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PREFACE

Scope. In the making of this dictionary the attempt has

been to produce a word-book for the use of persons interested

in aviation from any of the various points of view from

which it may be contemplated, or from any of the several

starting-points from which it may be pursued. The subject

itself is indeed somewhat new, and not yet highly differen-

tiated. Aviation as a whole involvs in some degree not only

various other arts, such as the arts of mechanical construction

and manipulation
;
but various sciences, such as fysics, mathe-

matics, mechanics, meteorology, climatology, astronomy, geeg-

rafy, and ornithology; as well as various professions and oc-

cupations, such as transportation, navigation, sport, politics,

law, warfare, literature, etc. Airships have not only to be con-

structed and operated, but they have also to be considerd as

factors in a world-transforming process. Their gauzy wings

cast strange shadows upon the pathway of humanity. No
man can tell just how and when and where these airy mecha-

nisms may not metamorfose the face of the globe, modify the

structure and distribution of the human race, and unravel or

weave anew the social fabric. The scope of this book is

therefore wider than might at first thought seem advisable.

Aeronautics has often been considerd as distinct from, or

larger than, and embracing, aviation. When, about three

years ago, this dictionary was first (in great part) compiled,

and announced as being in preparation, I cald it a Dictionary

of Aeronautics. Since that time, however, the word aviation

has come into very wide use; and as the book is primarily in-
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2 PREFACE

tended for the use of persons interested in the more promi-

nent of these two subjects, and as the more prominent of

them seems to be dynamic flight or aviation in the narrower

or more 'proper’ sense, rather than aeronautics or aerostation

and airmailing generally, in the regular olddiashiond sense,

I do not now hesitate to call the book a Dictionary of Avia-

tion. To put the thing in other words, aeronautics seems to

me to be getting to be considerd merely as a side-show or old*

fashioned aspect of aviation, and I therefore make this book

primarily for the aviators and their kindred, rather than for

the aeronauts and balloonists. A further reason for the adop-

tion of this title is the fact that the word aviation has itself

come to be used sometimes as the more inclusiv term, embra-

cing aeronautics and ballooning, as well as dynamic flight;

and it seems to me likely that this inclusiv sense of the word

aviation will become quite common, especially as, historically,

the attempts at dynamic flight seem to antedate, or at least

predominate over, the idea of aerostation.

As there apparently exists no dictionary of meteorology,

and as the subject is of great importance in aviation, the

number of meteorologic terms in this dictionary is larger

than might otherwise be necessary.

Aviation will most likely give rise to a group of arts and

industries of titanic proportions and become a factor of pro-

digious power in the evolution of mankind. For this reason

it is interesting to show its terminology somewhat folly.

Hence the vocabulary of this dictionary includes words useful

to writers and translators of books and articles on aviation as

well as to aviators themselvs. It is the undifferentiated vo-

cabulary not alone of a great manufacturing industry, a great

sport, a great military factor; but also of a new mode of life

of mankind : of romance, and travel, and fancy.

Aviation lends itself with peculiar ease not only to imagi-

nativ and poetic literature, but to sociologic speculation, and

I merely record the words and frases which I have found in

actual use in the literature of aviation and of certain fases of

all these other closely allied subjects.
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Most technical glossaries and dictionaries are blunderingly

made. They are often characterized by *(i) meagerness of

vocabulary; *(2) paucity, and absence of classification, of

frases; *(3) lack of alternate spellings; *(4) lack or inaccu-

racy of pronunciations; (5) lack of etymologies; *(6) inaccu-

racy of definitions; *(7) inadequate cross-references ; *(8) de-

fectiv classification of the parts of speech, and differentia-

tion of the senses, of the title-words; *(9) badness of typeg-

rafy; *(10) highness of price; (11) lack of quotations from, or

references to, the literature of the subject, in support of the

usage recorded.

In the present volume I have tried to overcome the defi-

ciencies markt above with a star (*). Further improvements,

at least from some points of view, would be the introduction

of etymologies and references. But altho I have one or more

good references or quotations from reputable books or peri-

odicals for practically every word, and every sense of every

word, in the book, I have withheld them all, as well as all ety-

mologies, encyclopedic features, and pictorial illustrations,

from fhe present edition.

I have been fortunate in securing certain specific criti-

cisms, especially among the meteorologic terms, from the be-

ginning of the book to about the word governingzplane, from

A. Lawrence Rotch, founder of the meteorologic observing-

station at Blue Hill, near Boston, Massachusetts, and pro-

fessor in Harvard University.

Vocabulary. The vocabulary of this dictionary is thus

necessarily, from the scope of the subject treated, quite an ex-

tensiv one. Besides the multitude of words used in the no-

menclatures of the above subjects, in so far as they relate to

aviation, many words and frases are included which may, ©n

the one hand, seem bizarre or fanciful (rockeUrising ,
adj,;

scareship, n., etc.), and, on the other hand, self-explanatory

(<air-balloon, aviatiommeet, etc.). In such a new subject,

however, what seems bizarre today may net seem bizarre to-

morrow, even to the same individual; and what seems, when

recorded, self-explanatory or matter-of-course, is often, in
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reality, neither. Besides, the fact that a word exists, is, in

itself, interesting. A glance thru a well-arranged vocabulary

often suggests a useful term or expression whose existence

would not otherwise be suspected.

Sometimes simple and compound words which one would

suppose to be in common use, do not exist in actual usage.

What seems to be the obvious meaning or spelling or pro-

nunciation of a word is often not really the t£ue one. It is

often, on the contrary, quite difficult to get at the facts of the

occurrence, meanings, spellings, and pronunciations of words,

even by dint of much study. Then, too, various readers have

various degrees of intelligence, and various habits. Some use

a dictionary often, others seldom. Some are nativs, others

are foreners. Some are aviators, others are writers. More-

over, it is apt to be just those persons who consider these

things so very obvious after they are explaind, who are apt

to make the worst blunders in using words.

Nevertheless, many nonce-words, temporary combinations,

etc., such as aeroplanitis, corkscrew (verb), aero-neck, avia-

tion-committee,
aviation-goer, barometer-reading, raviator, are

excluded.

Spellings. The spellings or word-forms given in title-

place are in the main those which are most likely to be lookt

for by the general reader. Under each title-word are given

in brackets the other current spellings of the word. In some

cases mention is also made of spellings no longer in current

use. These are confined mainly to obsolescent forms and

forms valuable because more nearly fonetic than those in

current use. No attempt has been made to record all the cases

in tuhich separate words or solid words are often or generally

used insted of hyfenated forms (wing warping for wing-warp-

ing
; thunderstorm for thunder-storm, etc.); or all cases in

which nouns have also assumptiv or adjectival uses.

Cognate forms having the same meaning as the title-word

but differing from it in pronunciation, are classified as

‘synonymous cognates/
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When a title-word is of two or more parts of speech, or

U)hen two or more title-words are spelt just alike but are of

different parts of speech, or of different origin, or are for

any other reason treated separately, the oldest part of speech,

or the oldest title-word, is placed first, the others following

somewhat in the order of their first known appearance in the

literature of the subjects treated in this book.

Definitions. When several definitions are given, their

order is in the main historical, the oldest sense being placed

first, with the more recent senses following in the sequence

of their temporal development. Fortunately this sequence is

often closely identical with the sequence of their logical de-

velopment.

Pronunciation. The pronunciation of the title-words is

in every case indicated by a foil respelling. Under each

title-word are given, in somewhat normalized or universalized

form, its most acceptable or proper natural pronunciation or

pronunciations current today in the English-speaking world

at large.

Where several pronunciations are given without classifi-

cation, the forms following the first form are usually to be

considerd as individual, local, or functional variants in good

usage.

Fonetic Notation. The sounds of speech are noted in

this dictionary by means of a system of letters ichich, for con-

venience, are arranged in the order g, k, etc. This system

of letters, so arranged, I have named gammakap (from gam-

ma and kappa), by analogy to the word alfabet

,

which

denotes a system of letters arranged in the order a, b (or

alfa, beta), etc. The system is a modified, amplified, and

improved form of the international alfabet which sprang into

special prominence about the year 1885 thru the efforts of

Paul Passy, of Paris, and others, and which has since that

time been fosterd and developt by the International Fonetic

Association (20 rue de la Madeleine, Bour-la-Reine, Seine,

France).
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This amplified ferm of the roman alfabet used in the* re-

spellings of the title^words thruout this dictionary has been

undergoing a most remarkable advancement during the last

quarter of a century. It is by far the most diversely used

and highly perfected means as yet devised for indicating

simply and accurately, the pronunciation of all languages in

any popular world^wide system. It will doutless undergo

further modification of detail as time goes on, but the prin-

ciples which have guided the selection of its letters from the

alfabets of the world, its flexibility, and the extent and man-

ner of its present use, bespeak its capacity for development

and foretell its universality. It has alredy been applied to

several hundred languages and dialects and is now in activ

competition with local and old^fashiond systems of fonetic

spelling, not only in dictionaries and grammars, and text-

books on fonetics, but also in general literature.

This system of fonetic notation is in general accord with

the systems used in Murray’s New English Dictionary (Ox-

ford), Wright’s English Dialect Dictionary (Oxford), Funk’s

Standard Dictionary (New York), and a large number of bi-

lingual dictionaries. It is similar to the alfabets advocated by

the American Filological Association, the International Fo-

netic Association, by committees of the Modern Language As-

sociation and the National Educational Association, and used

by filologists the world over. It is based upon the ordinary

spelling of all the languages of the world which are written in

roman letters : as r for example, English, German, French,

Italian, Spanish, Latin. More different new books are using

this system than all other systems of fonetic notation com-

bined. This feature tends to render the pronunciations in the

present volume equally servisable to aviators and other per-

sons of all nationalities in all parts of the world.

Below are two tables. The first table shows the more im-

portant letters of the universal gammakap, arranged so as to

give some idea of the place and manner of articulation of the

sound or group of sounds which each symbol represents. Be-
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sides the symbols (letters) for indicating the basic sounds

qualities, which constitute the gammakap proper, this uni-

versal system includes, of course, other symbols (modifiers),

for indicating voicelessness, nasality, and whisper, and the

various degrees of length, stress, and pitch. The second table

shows the letters of the English gammakap, with examples of

words containing the sounds which the letters represent. In

a few cases, examples from foreign languages have been

added, to show the occurrence of practically the same sounds

in those tongues.

UNIVERSAL GAMMAKAP

Letters inclosed in curvs ( ) indicate sounds made partly in the position where their letters

are so, inclosed, but mainly m the position where the same letters appear without curvs

OBGANS Throat
Soft and Herd Palate

Back Central Front

Teeth
Lips

or Gums Lip

Wholly closed,

then opened

? cq g k gK jc d t DT b p

Rounded

Strident;
Struck or trild

Q r a ri u
i Rounded

So close as to

produce friction

h fi h jf * 5 X is tr d0jS ?. s £3 vf i’f w ui qn

gX(wto) (qu) 5G sf r? Rounded

1

1m

Nose-passage open
t)o JlK n n m m

Rounded

Open at sides (of

tongue) only

+ i. K A I n 1 1-

Rounded

Open at top (of

tongue) only

7 S

Rounded

1o

5

High

Close
ui J i

u y y Rounded

Open
Ul 1 I

O L Y Rounded

Mid

Close
v a e

0 3 0 Rounded

Open
a 3 e

3 0 0 Rounded

Low

Close
OHS
C B CC Rounded

Open
a a a

0 A Rounded
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ENGLISH GAMMAKAP

Stridents

Shut

g good (god), linger ('iiggaz), wriggle ('zigal), gig (gig).

k cook (kok), kick (kik), bunk (bAtjk), tickle ('tikal), keep
(kiip).

d deed (diid), wind (wind), widen ('wai-dn), meddle
('medl), bold (boold).

t taught (tc:t), hinf (hint), whiten ('wai-tn), belf (belt),

whi^le ('witl).

b bib (bib), thimble ('Oimbal).

P P^P (piip), limp (limp).

Fricativ

h who (hou), bouse (haos), bit (hit).

j ye (jii), you (jou), dew (djou); German jung (jug).

g cure (kgu:z), pure (pgu:z) ; German icb (ig).

r dry (drai), laundry* ('lc:n-dti).

E try (tjai), pastry ('pee-st£i).

d this (dis), heafben ('hii-dan), wifb (wid)
; Spanish todos

('todos).

0 thin (0in), myth (nn0), wid£b (wid0)
;
Spanish gracias

('gra0ias).

5 a^ure ('ae30z), judge (d3Ads) ;
French je (30); Italian

gia (d3a).

S shoe (Sou), chew (tSou); sh (SO; French chic (Jik) ; Ger-
man Schuh (SuO Italian cinque ('t$ii]:-kwe)

;
Spanish

mucbo ('mutSo).

z ^eal (ziil), rose (zooz), his (hiz).

s sister ('sistoz).

v vivid, ('vivid), of (ev).

f fife (faif).

w
w

win (win), dwindle ('dwindl).

when (wen), qwick (kwik), twine (twain).
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Sonorants

Nasal

13 long (10:13), longer ('lo^-goz), bank (baeqk).

n nun (nAn), gardener ('ga:z-dn-9z), cardinal ('ka:z-dn-l),

hint (hint).

n snare (snc:z).

m maim (meem), triumph ('t£ai-3mf), limp (limp).

m humph. (Mm), smear (smi:z).

Oral

1 lull (1a1), cardinal ('ka:z-dn-l), tatt/e ('tsetl).

z. p/ay (pzxe), s/ow (sz.oo).

z red (zed), ear (i:z), earth (b:z0), very ('vezi).

5 free (fsii), throw (0soo),

Resonants

High-close

u whoever (,hu'evaz), shoe (Sou), unit ('juu-nit), cower
('kau-3z) ;

French tont (tu), tonr (tu:n)
;
German Zu-

fall ('tsu^fal).

i raact (zi'sekt), eat (lit), scoriae ('sko:-zi,i:), buoyant ('boi-

snt)
;
French ni (ni), p/re (pi:R)

;
German hied (li:t).

High-open

0 fall (fol), poor (pu:z), shoe (Sou), unite (jo'nait); Ger-
man Mnff (mof).

1 pity ('piti), hatod ('hee-tid), ax/s ('seksis), foro/gn

('fozin), carriage ('ksezidg), senate ('senit).

1 it (it), oar (i:z), eat (iit), high (hai), why (uiai), boy
(boi)

;
German b/n (bin).

Mid-close

o poetic (po'etik), note (noot)
;

French pot (po), cote

(ko:t)
;
German So/m ('zo:n), Italian leone (le'o:-ne).

a ovor ('oo-v3z), sofa ('soo-fo), again (a'gen), truism ('tjou-

,iz3m), takon ('tee-kon), chocolate ('t$ok3-l3t), chest-

nut ('tSesN3t), tackle ('tsekal).

e aereal (e'i:-zi-3l), gate (geet) ; French ete (e'te)
; Ger-

man Reh (ne:); Italian poro ('pe:-re).
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Mid-open

a but (bAt), under ('Andaz).

o door (do:z), obey (o'bee), note (noot); French note

(not), tort (tom) ; German Gott (got),

e bod (bed), beat (berz), gate (geet), example (eg'zarm-

pol); French iait (fe), tote (te:t); German Bar (bem),
Bott (bet) ; Italian tempo ('tem:-po), bone ('be:-ne).

Low-close

c autumnal (c'tAmnl), law (1c:); Italian poco ('pcr-ko).

b fur (fore), turtle (tsztl), hurry ('Iibzi).

se cot (kaet).

Low-open

a for (fare), barter ('baetoz), cow (kau), why (tuai),

French pos (pa), pdte (part); German Mol (marl), ob
(ap), bei (bai) ; Italian omore (a'ma:-re).

0 hot (hot), horn (horzn), boy (bei).

a osk (arsk), high (hai)
; French potte (pat), port (pam).

Compound Sounds. Among the consonants attention

may be cald to the affricate d3, as in judge (dsAds), and its

voiceless mate t$, as in church (t$Brzt$).

Among the vowels may be noted eight normal rising

difthongs, as follows : uu, as in fool (foul), ii, as in see

(sii) ; oo, as in note (noot) ; ee, as in gote (geet) ; au, as in

now (nau)
;

ai, as in wise (waiz)
;

©i, as in boy (boi)
; ai,

as in kite (kait). The last four difthongs (au, ai, 01, ai),

when fellowd by a syllable beginning with a vowel, usually

become au, ai, ©i, ai, as in tower ('tau-oz), quiet ('ktuai-ot),

buoyant ('boi-ant), buyer ('bai-oz).

There are also four normal falling difthongs, after [1], [*.],

[vj, [f], as follows; iu, as in purlieu ('pnzliu), diffluence

('difzdu-ons), feverfow ('fii-v9z,fiu) ; io, as in emolument

(I'moliu-mont) ; ior, as in lure (liurz)
;

ia, as in behavior

(bi'hee-viaz).

Besides these sixteen normal difthongs, there is the one

normal tpfthong, iou, after [1], [v], and [f], as in liou (liou),

view (viuu), and few (fiuu).

Duration. Extja length, or duration, of elementary
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sounds, especially in the case of vowel sounds, is indicated

by the length-mark (:) placed just after the letter representing

the sound in question, as in calm (ka:m), laze; (1c:), air (e:z),

fan-blast ('f3en,bla:st).

Syllabication and Stress. A syllable is a prominence

of sonorousness or loudness : a wave, as it were, of sonority,

rising above the general level of speech.

A syllable may be cald static when at its inception the

force of the breth-impuls remains the same as it was just be-

fore, or changes only at the same rate at which it was before

changing.

A syllable may be cald dynamic when at its inception the

force of the breth-impuls is suddenly increast. The first or

initial syllable of any utterance is of course a dynamic syl-

lable.

Between a dynamic syllable and a static syllable, as in the

word better ('betoe), mentiond above, or between two con-

tiguous static syllables, as in the word logically ('led3iko-li),

there is no point of division lying between two sounds of

different quality. In so far as there exists any definit point

of syllabic division in such cases, it must always be located

within the limits of a sound of minimum sonority. In the

word better

,

this sound is the [t] ; in logically, the [d] or the

[k]. These sounds belong to neither syllable more than to the

other, but each one of them constitutes a nexus in which the

two syllables meet.

Every dynamic syllable, on the other hand, must always

have a definit starting-point, located either (i) at the begin-

ning of the word or utterance, as, in the word better ('betoz),

at the beginning of the [b]
; (2) between two medial sounds

of different quality, as, in the word baker ('bee-koz), at the

beginning of the [k], and, in the word coolie ('kou-li), at the

beginning of the [1] ; or (3) within the limits of some medial

sound which, were there no new breth-impuls, would be a

single sound, as, in the word rat-trap ('zae^tjsep), at the be-

ginning of the second [t], and, in the word coolly ('koul-li),

at the beginning of the second [1]. When a (second) new dy-
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namic syllable or breth-impuls thus begins within a sound,

the sound is cald double or geminated, and is, thruout this

dictionary
5
represented (as here) by two separate tetters.

When, as is always the case at the inception of a static

syllable, the intersyllabic trough lies within the limits of a

single sound (of minimum sonority), as, in the word better

('betoe), within the [t], the letter representing this sound of

minimum sonority sufficiently indicates the position of the

intersyllabic though. It is neither necessary nor beneficial

further to indicate its position, for unless in uttering the

word a new breth-impuls is gratuitously introduced, or some

error made in the sounds themselvs, the correct pronunciation

will necessarily result.

When, on the other hand, as is always the case at the in-

ception of a dynamic syllable, the intersyllabic trough lies just

before a certain sound, as before the [b] in better or before

the [b] or the [k] in baker,
it is often most necessary and

beneficial to indicate its position. Thruout all the pronuncia-

tions in this dictionary this intersyllabic trough is, except

initially or where alredy indicated by a stress-mark (see just

below, in the paragraf on Stress), indicated by means of a

hyfen or impuls-mark (-).

Stress, Stress, or dynamic accent, is the relativ emfasis

with which a sound, syllable, or sequence of syllables is ut-

terd. It is the intensity or degree of energy characterizing a

breth-impuls used in speech. It is the force or vigor im-

parted to any given utterance by the breth.

In this dictionary the starting-point of every syllable hav-

ing chief stress (that is, having the primary degree of force

of a new or reinforced breth-impuls) is always indicated by

means of a special symbol, the chief stress-mark ('), placed

just before the strest syllable; and the starting-point of every

syllable having secondary stress is, wherever practicable, in-

dicated by means of the secondary stress-mark (,) placed just

before the strest syllable. The starting-points of other non-

initial dynamic syllables having only tertiary, quarternary, or

other weak stress, are left unmarkt except by the hyfen or
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general symbol of reinforced breth?impuls (-), as described

above in the paragraf on Syllabication (page 12).

Abbreviations and Signs. Abbreviations are used only

for the names of the parts of speech.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

adj. adjectiv pi- plural

adj.-pron. adj ectiv-pronoun pron. pronoun

adv. adverb n. noun

conj. conjunction noun-pron. noun-pronoun

interj. interjection V. verb

In illustjativ frases, as under the title?word trim

,

the title?

word, tuhere it occurs in the sense illustrated, is markt by

means of a star or asterisk (*) just preceding the word, in

order to aid the reader in seeing it or in identifying it.

Spelling Reform. The reformation of spelling presents

itself under three modes : simplified spelling, clarified spell-

ing, and fonetic spelling. Simplified spelling and clarified

spelling are alike in being but amendments of the current

erthegrafy, while fonetic spelling is a relativly independent

system of erthegrafy based upon pronunciation. All three of

these modes of refermd spelling are used to a certain extent

in this dictionary.

Simplified Spelling. The current spelling may be

simplified to some extent by omission of silent letters, by the

amendment of certain glaring irregularities, and so en. This

is the method used by the Simplified Spelling Board (1 Mad-

ison Avenue, New York) and the Simplified Spelling Society

(44 Great Russell Street, London, W. C., England).

Simplified spellings are used in the definitions of this dic-

tionary largely en their merits as media thru which to help

the reader easily to grasp the pronunciation of the words.

Besides most of the forms listed by the Spelling Board, I have

occasionally used forms such as giv, liv, impuls, servis, etc.

Where simplified spellings would en any account fail of this

object and render the text unduly obscure, their use has eften
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been avoided. In the case of the word fugoid, which is used

in the text in this form (simplified initially), the simplified

form is, for the reader’s convenience, given in title-place,

with a cross-reference to the more conventional spelling

(phugoid).

I insert the simpler forms among the variant spellings in

this dictionary net solely because they are advocated by the

Board and others, but because many of them either have long

existed or do now exist to a considerable extent in current

use in literature; and also because almost all of them are

either in accord with what I consider to be a scientifically

practicable system of standardized fonetic orthografy, such as

is used in the re-spellings given in this book to indicate pro-

nunciations and is, in my opinion, destind eventually to

supersede the current English cacegrafy.

The following are the rules governing the simplifications

containd in the list of about 3300 words publisht by the Sim-

plified Spelling Board on March 6, 1909 (Circular No. 23).

Aside from a few slight changes in the wording, some minor

adjustments necessitated by a more accurate marking of the

pronunciations, etc., and one additional example under Rules

12 and 17, the rules and examples are given exactly as pub-

lisht by the Board.

To facilitate acceptance it was deemd expedient by the

Board in some cases to restrict the rule to a limited number

of the words in a given class. In these cases the expression

‘Restricted Rule’ has been used. Any one who chooses to ex-

tend the rule at once to all the words of a given class is of

course free to do so. After each rule is given a list, either of

all the words affected (if they are not many), or of a few

examples of the large number of words coverd by the rule.

In the latter case ‘Examples’ is prefixt, and ‘etc/ is added.

If the Board’s official recommendation applies to all words

containing the letter, sequence of letters, or suffix, affected,

in the pronunciation indicated, the expression ‘General Rule’

is used. For some small classes and for isolated amendments

no rule is given.
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RULES OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING

1. ae, se or e, net final. General Rule : Choose e. Exam-
ples : anesthetic, chimera, era, esthetic, ether, medieval, paleon-

tology, etc.

2. -bt, with b silent. General Rule : Omit b. det,
dettor,

dout, indetted, redout, redouted ,
redoutable.

3. ea, pronounced [e]. General Rule : Drop a. Exam-
ples : hed, spred , sted, tred, thret, helth, welth, dremt, ment,

plesant, etc.

4. ea, pronounced [a], before r. General Rule : Drep e.

harken, hart, harth.

5. -ed or ’d, pronounced [d] . General Rule : Use simple d
in all cases (reducing a double consonant). Examples : aimd,

armd, burnd, deemd, dimd, feld, fild ,
hangd, raind, stird,

veild, etc.

6. -ed or -t, pronounced [t], the preceding single conso-

nant being doubled before -ed (-pped, -ssed) and left single

before -t (-pt, -st). General Rule : Choose -t in all cases.

Examples : dipt, dript, dropt, stept, stopt, blest, prest, mist,

blusht, washt, wisht, lockt, packt, etc.

7. -ence or -ense (Latin -ensa). Restricted Rule : Choose
-ense. defense, offense, pretense

;

also license (Latin -entia ).

8. -ette or -et. General Rule : Choose -et. Examples :

coquet, epaulet, etiquet, omelet, quartet, quintet, septet, sextet,

etc.

9 gh or f, pronounced [f]. Restricted Rule : Choose £.

draft, not draught.

10. -gh, silent: (1) -ough or -ow, pronounced [ao, au].

Restricted Rule : Choose -ow. plow. (2) -ough or -o,

pronounced [00, o, o]. Restricted Rule : Choose -o. altho,

tho, thoro, boro, -boro (in place names), furlo. (3) -ough
or -o, pronounced [ou, u, o]. through, thro’, thro. Restricted

Rule : Choose thro, but advance it now to thru.
11. -ice, unstrest, pronounced [is]. General Rule: Spell

-is. Examples : artifis, coppis, cornis, crevis, edifis, justis,

notis, servis, etc.

12. -ile, unstrest, pronounced [il, 1 ]. General Rule : Omit
e. Examples : agil, futil, servil, juvenil, etc. When other-

wise pronounced, as [ail, il], retain -ile.

13. -ine, unstrest, pronounced [in]. General Rule : Omit
e. Examples : determin, doctrin, engin, examin, genuin ,

imagin, pristin, etc. When otherwise pronounced, as [ain,

in], retain -ine.
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14. -ise, unstrest, pronounced [is]. General Rule : Omit e.

anis, mortis, practis, premis, promis, treatis.

15. -ise or -ize (from Greek), pronounced [aiz], suffix of

verbs. General Rule : Choose -ize. Examples : civilize,

criticize, exorcize, legalize, organize, etc.

16. -ite, unstrest, pronounced [it]. General Rule : Omit e.

Examples : apposit, definit, infinit, preterit, requisit, etc.

When otherwise pronounced, as [ait, it], retain -ite.

1 7. -ive, unstrest or with only subordinate stress, pro-

nounced [iv, iv]. General Rule : Omit e. Examples : activ,

adjectiv, detectiv, executiv, motiv, nativ, progressiv, adjec-

tivly, etc.

18. -11 or -1 (-ill or -il). General Rule : Choose -1.

distil, fulfil, instil
;

like until, compel, impel, etc.

19. -11- or -1- (-ill- or -il-, -ull- or -ul-), before
-ful or -ness. General Rule : Choose -1. skilful, wilful,

dulness, fulness.

20 . -mb, with b silent. Restricted Rule : Omit b. crum,
dum, lam, Urn, num, thum.

21 . -inn, with n silent. Restricted Rule : Omit n. Au-
tum, colum, solem.

22 . oe, oe, or e, not final. General Rule : Choose e.

Examples : ecumenical, esophagus, phenix, subpena, etc.
;

like

economy, solecism, etc.

23. -our or -or. General Rule : Choose -or. Examples :

ardor, candor, clamor, color, favor, flavor, honor, humor,
labor, rumor, tumor, valor, vigor, etc.; also, arbor, harbor,

neighbor, etc.

24. ph or f, pronounced [f]. Restricted Rule : Choose f.

fantasm, fantasy, fantom, sulfate, sulfur ;
like fancy, frantic,

frenzy, coffer, coffin, etc., which originally had ph.

25. ph, pronounced [f]. General Rule : Use f. camfor,

cifer; alfabet, diafram, pamflet ; autograf, bibliografy, biog-

rafy, fonograf, fotograf, paragraf, telegraf, telefone.

26. -rr or -r. General Rule : Choose -r. bur, pur ; like

cur, fur, blur, slur, spur, car, far, fir, stir, etc.

27. -re or -er, pronounced [oz]. General Rule : Choose
-er. Examples : accouter, center, fiber, meter, miter, niter,

saltpeter, scepter, sepulcher, somber, specter, theater, etc.;

like diameter, number, etc.

28. s or z (in the root). Restricted Rule : Choose z. ap-

prize, assize, comprize, enterprize, raze, surprize, teazel. (See
also Rule 15 .)

29. s medial, silent. Restricted Rule : Drop s. aile, iley

ilet. Hand .
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30. ue, silent, after -g. Restricted Rule : Omit ue. cata-

log, decalog, demagog, pedagog, prolog, colleag, leag, harang,

tung.

31. ve, after -1 or -r, pronounced [v]. General Rule

:

Omit e. Examples : delv, shelv, twelv, selvs, carv, curv, nerv,

serv, deserv, reserv, starv, etc.

Clarified Spelling. The current spelling may be clari-

fied or made considerably clearer by the substitution of cer-

tain letters of defimt fonetic value for the ordinary letters

closely resembling them or associated with them in the

popular mind, wherever these ordinary letters, in the partic-

ular context in which they occur, have the exact value of the

fonetic letters. This mode of spelling reform has been in

| vogue for thousands of years. It has recently been used in

[English in the works of Dr. Francis A. March and others,

but in a crude and inaccurate manner and to a very limited

extent. It has been used in Italian with considerable accu-

racy thruout the dictionaries and grammars of P. Pet^occhi.

j

In English *(g) may thus be substituted for (g), *(gh) for

(gh); ($) for (s), ($h) for (sh)
; *(3) for (z)

;
(z) for (s)

; *(w)

[for (w), *(u)h) for (wh)
; (g) for (n)

;
(n) for (n)

;
(m) for

(m); (1), OO for (1); *(r), *($), O), (s) for (r)
; *(0) for (u)

;

*(1), *(*) for (i); (9), *(e) for (e)
;

(o), (c), *(0) for (o)

;

(au), (ao) for (ou), (aw) for (ow)
;

(se), *(a), *(a), (o)

for (a), etc.

I

In the present volume only the letters here markt with a

star (*) have been used in this way. Further clarification

or at least simplification, has been effected, thruout this

book, by always using (ff) for (ff), (ffi) for (ffi), (fi) for (fi),

(ffl) for (ffl), (fl) for (fl), (oe) for (ce), except in certain

|words adopted from French, and (ae) for (se). This is quite

[Common practis nowadays, as in newspaper and job compo-
(sition.

To this extent clarified spelling has also been used thru-

out this book, except (in this Preface) in the table of the

English gammakap and in certain other places where the ex-

act current spellings of certain words have to be given for
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illust^ativ purposes; apd (in the body of the book) in the

title?words, alternate spellings, cognate forms, etc. Clarified

spelling is thus used not only because of its intrinsic merits

but also in order to familiarize the reader with the fonetic

value of certain letters.

In italic type, (g) has been used in this dictionary for (g

)

when not having the sound [g], [g]. Various other modifica-

tions or clarifications are desirable in connection with the

italic letters a, a, e, i, l, m, n, o, r, s, u, v, w, and y. They
admit of being conformd to and differentiated along with the

corresponding roman letters.

The double hyfen (?) has been used thruout this dictionary,

except in the boldface type, as a substitute for the ordinary

hyfen for joining the elements of compound words, etc.

Fonetic Spelling. The current spelling of English,

along with that of other languages, is, in my opinion, likely

to be replaced by one or more systems of fonetic spelling.

Fonetic shorthand has alredy replaced or supplemented the

current spelling for reportorial and other purposes. Various

systems of romandetter fonetic spelling have alredy supple-

mented the current spelling in the respellings given in dic-

tionaries and grammars. Fonetic texts are coming into com-

mon use in schools, and young people will soon be using them

in preference to texts printed in the current cacografy. Fo-

netic spelling is used in the present volume in the respellings

of the title?words, in the representation of their pronuncia-

tion. For a more complete exposition of this subject the

reader may refer to my Dictionary of Hard Words, publisht

last year.

Robert Morris Pierce

1019 Flatiron Bilding

New York, March 3, 1911



Dictionary of Aviation

abduction ,aeb'dAk$9n n. a leading or drawing away; the

act of abducting; the muscular withdrawal, as of a fore*

lim or wing, outward or away from the axis or median
line of the body or part to which the lim is attacht: the

epposit of adduction.

abutment-area 3'bAtM3nt,e:-zi-9 n. the area of an abutment*
plane.

abutment-fin 3'bAtMont,fin n. a fin*like abutment*plane

:

distinguisht from directive fin . see under fin.

abutment-plane o'bAtMon^pteen n. a plane or aerofoil, in

an aerodone, which acts as an abutment or support,

acentric o'sentjik adj. not centric; not having the center

of resistance coincident with the line of flight : as, an
*acent£ic aerodone, aerodrome, or flying*machine.

acrobat 'sekj^baet n. a marsupial quadruped of the genus

Acrobates, provided with a patagium by which it is enabled

to take flying leaps thru the air; one of the Acrobata.

actinograph ^k'tino^eaif n. [also spelt actinograf] an in-

strument for automatically registering the variations of

actinic or chemic influence of radiations from any source,

especially the sun.

actinometer ,3ekti'nomi-tae n. an instrument for mesuring
the actinic influence of radiations from the sun, etc.

actinometry ,aekti'nomi-t£i n. the art of mesuring the

actinic influence of radiations from the sun, etc.

action-radius '3ek$9n,eee-di-3s n. the radius of action of

an airship
;
the radius of the circle or area of the earth’s

surface over which the activities, movements, or operations
of a dirigible balloon extend; the distance, mesured radi-

ally in any direction from the starting*point, which an air-

vessel is capable of covering; the cruising*radius.

acuteness o'kgout-ms n. the quality or character of being
acute, or long and pointed, as are the wings of some birds

;

sharpness, pointedness.

adduction o'dAkJon n. a drawing or bringing toward or in-

ward; the act of adducting; the muscular drawing in, as
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of a forerun or wing, toward the axis or median line of
the body or part to which the lim is attacht : the opposit
of abduction.

adiabat 'aedi-a^get n. an adiabatic line or curve; an adia-

batic.

adiabatic ^di-a'baetik adj. without transference : said of
change of volume of a mass of air, or other fluid, unac-
companied by any transference of heat to or from surround-
ing masses of air, or, that is, by either gain or loss in the

total heatsenergy containd within the mass.
adiabatic change

,

a change or variation, as in the tempe-
rature of an air^mass, under adiabatic conditions; an alter-

ation which is unaccompanied by any transfer of (internal)

heateenergy to other (external) masses or localities.

adiabatic curve, a curvd line showing the relation be-

tween the pressure and the volume of a fluid under adia-

batic conditions; a curv which exhibits the relation of the

volume of a fluid to the external pressure upon it, when
there is no transference of heateenergy either to or from the

fluid.

adiabatic gradient, see under gradient,

adiabatic law, the law or principle relating to adiabatic

change, as of the volume or temperature of a mass of air

or other fluid; the rule as to the expansion or contraction,

or the variation in temperature, of an air^mass when sub-

jected to different external pressures, but without any loss

or gain in the total thermal energy possest by the mass,

adiabatic ,3edi-a'b3etik n. a line or other grafic representa-

tion (on a wethermiap) of adiabatic changes; an adiabatic

line or curv; an adiabat : as, the *adiabatic of dry air.

adjusting-plane ak^Astii^pixen n. a small plane or aero-

foil, as at the extremity of a wing^tip, used to adjust the

lateral balance of a flying^machine ; an adjusting^surface.

adjusting-surface o'dsAStir^sndiis n. an adjusting^plane.

aerial ,e'i:-zi-al adj. [also spelt aerial and, formerly, aereal]

1. of air as a substance; consisting or composed of air;

of the nature of air; aeriform, airdike, gaseous; thin or at-

tenuated as air; etherial, shadowy; light as air; airy.

2. of the whole body of air, or atmosfere; pertaining to

or produced in or by the air or atmosfere; atmosferic;

existing, moving, flying, floating, or functioning in the

atmosfere; placed aloft; lofty, elevated.

aerial architecture, airship architecture.

aerial battleship, a battleship of the air; an aerial war-
ship; a flying^machine conceivd as being used in aerial

warfare.
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aerial bird

,

a bird that habitually moves chiefly by flight

in the air : distinguisht from walking, waddling, and swim-

ming birds.

aerial age, the age of aerial navigation; the flying age.

aerial car, a car used for traveling in the air, as the bas-

ket of a balloon, or a car designed for an aerial railway.

aerial engineering, engineering as related to aerial navi-

gation or aviation; the art of constructing and using aire

machines.
aerial ferry, an airship which servs as a ferry by taking

passengers across a river, bay, or the like.

aerial flight, see under flight.

aerial image, an image appearing suspended in the air,

caused by the convergence of rays of light reflected or re-

fracted from objects thru strata of air of different densi-

ties; a mirage.
aerial liner, same meaning as air liner, see under air

(adjectiv).

aerial machine, a machine or apparatus for airmailing;

an aimnachine ; a balloon.

aerial mammals, the bats.

aerial navigation

,

navigation of the air; aimiavigation

;

the art of floating, sailing, or flying in the air or atmos-
fere; aeronautics; aerial flight; aviation.

aerial navigator, see under navigator,

aerial perspectiv, perspectiv in the air; the expression of

space by any means, such as sharpness of edge, vividness
of color, etc.

aerial photograph, a fotograf taken by means of a camera
suspended in the air, as in a balloon or airship.

aerial poison, miasma.
aerial omnibus, an aerial vehicle designed to carry pas-

sengers regularly
; a public airship.

aerial raihvay

1. a railway consisting of guidemails or a wireway
stretcht between posts, supporting and guiding an elongated
balloon or aerostat driven by power.

2. a conveyingmpparatus or system of transportation
by cars suspended from a rail, cable, or rope in the air

above them; an aerial tramway; a wiremope tramway; a
wire^tramway, wireway, or wiremoad

;
a cablemailroad or

cableway.

aerial scout, a scout or scouting^machine of the air; an
aerial observer; an airmcout.

aerial ship, a ship for sailing or traveling in the air; an
aerial vessel

; an airship.
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aerial steamer, an airship or flying^machine propeld by

a steamsengin.
aerial telegraphy, telegrafy thru the air, by means of kites.

aerial torpedo, a torpedo designed for action in the air;

also, an airship so manipulated, as by wireless telegrafy

from the ground, as to function in the air like a torpedo:?

boat.

aerial warfare, warfare in the air, carried on by means of

airships.

aerial wheel, a wheel fitted with planes or blades, de-

signed for lifting or propelling an airship,

aerialism ^'n-ei-^hzom n. [also spelt aerialism

]

aerial

navigation; aeronautics; aviation,

aerialist ,e'i:-zi-9-list n. [also spelt aerialist

]

one who is oc-

cupied with matters aerial; aeronaut; aviator,

aerially ,e'i:-zi-9-li adv. [also spelt aerially ] in an aerial

manner.
aerian ,e'i:-zi-9n adj. [also spelt aerian ] aerial,

aerie 'ee-9-zi adj. same meaning as aery.

aerie 'z:-zi, 'i:-zi n. same meaning as aery.

aeriferous ,ee-9'zifo-z9s adj. [also spelt aeriferous] convey-
ing air.

aeriform 'ee-oz^forem adj. [also spelt aeriform

]

having the

form or nature of air
;
gaseous,

aeritime 'ee-9zi,tann adj. [also spelt aeritime] of or per-

taining to the air, or aerial navigation, employments, or

interest : as, *aeritime law.

aero 'ee-9,zo adj. [also spelt aero'] aeronautical; aerial,

aero 'ee-9,zo n. [also spelt aero] an aeronautical apparatus;

an aerocar; an airship; an aeroplane,

aerobat 'ee-oza^set n. [also spelt aerobat] a dirigible bal-

loon or airship
;
a flying^machine

;
an aerodrome,

aerobate 'ee-9za,bet intr. [also spelt aerobate] walk (as if)

on air.

aerobatic ,ee-9Z9'baetik adj. [also spelt aerobatic] pertain-

ing to an aerobat.

aerobatics ,ee-9z9'b3etiks n. [also spelt aerobatics] the art

of constructing and using aerobats or airships; aerial navi-
gation; aeronautics.

aerobiplane ,ee-9Z9
/
bai/pi.een n. [also spelt aerobiplane]

a flying^machine exhibited by D. S. Brown in England in

1873-4, consisting of two planes of equal size, placed one
before the other in the same plane, and connected by a rod.

aerocar 'ee-9Z9,ka:z n. [also spelt aerocar] a car, convey-
ance, or vehicle for traveling in the air; an aeronautical

car or vessel; an airship; a flymg^machine ; a flyer.
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aeroclinoscope ^e-aza'knai-na^kop n. [also spelt aerocli-

noscope] a wether?signal consisting of a vertical axis with
movable arms either of which may be raised or deprest ac-

cording to the increase or decrease of the barometric pres-

sure in the quarter to which it points, thus showing the di-

rection of the wind and state of the wether to be expected,

aero-club 'ee-o-zo^^Ab n. [also spelt aerozclub, aero club ] a

club devoted to aeronautics; an aviation?society.

aerocondenser /
ee-9^3-kon'dens3e n. [also spelt aerocon-

denser] a system of tubes thru which the steam in a steam?
engin is past and condenst into water by circulation of

the outer air around the tubes.

aerocruiser 'ee-a^ksuu-saz n. [also spelt aerocruiser] a

cruiser of the air; an airship used for cruising,

aerocurve 'ee-a^kmzv n. [also spelt aerocurve, aerocurv ]

1. a curvd aerofoil; a thin mobile structure, natural or

artificial, adapted to sustentation and presenting a curvd
surface to the air.

2. a flying?machine or glider in which the sustainmg?sur-
faces are aerocurvs; a soaring?machine with curvd sup-

porting?surfaces
;
an aerocurv flyer.

aerocyst 'ee-az^sist n. [also spelt aerocyst ] in plants, an
air?vessel or bladder; an air?cell.

aerodock 'ee-9Z9,dok n. [also spelt aerodock ] a dock for air-

ships; an airship?shed.

aerodone 'ee-9Z9,don n. [also spelt aerodone] a gliding? or
soaring?machine, especially one which is destitute of pro-
pelling?apparatus or auxiliary parts,

aerodonetic ,ee-9-z9-d9'netik adj. of aerodones, etc.

aerodonetics ,ee-9-z9-d9'netiks n. [also spelt aerodonetics']

the science of aerodones, or gliders and soarers
;
know-

ledge of aerodromes, birds, insects, and other flyers or fly-

ing creatures, in flight; that portion of aerodromics or
aviation not included in the aerodynamics of flight; the
study of soaring flight.

aerodrome 'ee-9Z9,drom n. [also spelt aerodrome ]

1. a gliding? or soaring?machine, especially the tandem
monoplane invented by S. P. Langley and successfully
tested by him near Washington, D. C., in 1896; a power?
driven aerodone; a flying?machine

; an aeroplane; a flyer.
2. a house or shed for storing an airship; a balloon?shed

;

an airship?garage.

3 . a course, t£ack, or ground where airships or flyers are
tested or flown; an aviation?course

; a flying?ground.
aerodromic

/ee-9z9'dromik adj. [also spelt aerodromic ] of
aerodromes.
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aerodromic radius, see under radius,

aerodromic wingzcenter, see under wingzcenter.

aerodromios ,ee-9e9'dromiks n. [also spelt aerodromics] the

science of aerodromes or flying?machines
;
knowledge of

natural or artificial flyers; the study of aerial flight; avia-

tion.

aerodromometer ^e-a-zo-dro'momi-taz n. [also spelt aero

-

dromometer] an instrument for mesuring the velocity of

gas?st£eams devised by Zwaardemaker of Utrecht, Holland,

aerodynamic ^e-g-eo/iai'nsemik adj. [also spelt aerody-

namic] of or pertaining to the energy of gaseous fluids;

relating to the forces of the air, atmosfere, and othef gases,

in motion.

aerodynamic balance, a device in which an aeroplane or

other aerofoil is balanced and rotated about a vertical axis,

so that the pressure of the air upon it may be studied.

aerodynamic radius, see under radius,

aerodynamic wingzcenter, see under wingzcenter.

aerodynamical ^e-a-zo/lai'ncemi-kal adj. [also spelt aero-

dynamical] pertaining to aerodynamics; relating to motion
thru the air.

aerodynamically
/ee-9-eo/

dai'n3emik9-h adv. [also spelt

aerodynamically ] in an aerodynamic manner; in respect to

aerodynamics.
aerodynamics ^e-g-eo/lai'naemics n. [also spelt aerody-
namics] the dynamics (especially the kinetics) of aeriform
bodies or gaseous fluids; the science of the forces of the

air or atmosfere, and other gases,

aerodyne 'ee-ozo/lain n. [also spelt aerodyne] a power?
driven flyer of the aeroplane type,

aerofoil 'ee-ozo^ea! n. [also spelt aerofoil] a thin structure,

plane or curvd, natural or artificial, adapted for motion and
sustentation in the air; an aeroplane or aerocurv; a wing,
or the wings collectivly, of a flyer.

plane aerofoil, an aerofoil whose surfaces are plane; a

simple aeroplane; an aeroplane (sense i).

aerognosy ,ee-9'zegn9-si [also spelt aerognosy ] same mean-
ing as aerology.

aerogram 'ee-9e9,ge£m n. [also spelt aerogram ] a message
transmitted thru the air by wireless telegrafy; a Hertzian?
wave telegram

;
a wireless message,

aerograplier ^e-a'eogza-fae n. [also spelt aerographer

,

aerografer] one who describes the air or atmosfere; a me-
teorologist.

aerographic ^e-gza'gzaefik adj. [also spelt aerographic,

aerografic] of aerografy.
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aerographical ,ee-9Z9'gz3efi-k9l adj. [also spelt aerographi-

cal, aerografical

]

same meaning as aerographic.

aerography /ee-a'zogza-fi n. [also spelt aerography, aerog-

rafy] a description of the air or atmosfere.

aerolite 'ee-aza^ait n. [also spelt aerolite ] a stone or por-

tion of solid matter which has fallen thru the air or atmos-

fere to the earth from outer space; a meteorite,

aerolith 'ee-9Z9,h0 n. [also spelt aerolith] same meaning as

aerolite

.

aerolithology ^e-o-zo-h'Bolo-dgi n. [also spelt aerolithol-

ogy ] the science of aeroliths or aerolites,

aerolitic ,ee-9z9'htik adj. [also spelt aerolitic] of aerolites;

meteoric.

aerolocomotion ^ee-o-ero^okoipioo-Son n. [also spelt aero-

locomotion'] locomotion thru the air or atmosfere.

aerological ^e-aza'ledgi-kal adj. [also spelt aerological] of

aerology; aerologic.

aerologist ,ee-9'zol9-d3ist n. [also spelt aerologist] one verst

in aerology.

aerology ,ee-9'zol9-d3i n. [also spelt aerology] the science

of the air, especially of the upper air; the study of the

earth’s atmosfere; aerognosy; aerofysics.

aeromad 'ee-oza,maed adj. mad or crazy about aeronautics,

aeroplanes, or aviation; afflicted with flying^fever.

aeroman 'ee-aza,maen n. an airman; an aviator,

aeromancer 'ee-azapnaensaz n. [also spelt aeromancer] one
who practises aeromancy.

aeromancy 'ee-a^msensi n. [also spelt aeromancy]
1. divination by means of the air and winds or other

atmosferic fenomena.
2. the art of forecasting changes in the wether,

aerometer ,ee-a'eemi-taz n. [also spelt aerometer] an in-

strument for ascertaining the weight or density of the air

and other gases.

aerometry
/ee-9'^emi-tri n. [also spelt aerometry] the sci-

ence of mesuring the weight or density of air and other
gases, and of determining the laws of their pressure, elas-

ticity, rarefaction, and condensation; pneumatics,
aeromobile ^e-a-za-ma'biil n. [also spelt aeromobile] a ve-

hicle which moves thru the air; an automobile of the air;

an airship; specifically, a flying?machine of the helicopter
type, designed by E. Berliner of Washington, D. C.

aeromotor 'ee-aza,moo-taz: n. [also spelt aerozmotor, aero-
motor]

1. a motorswehicle for navigating the air; a motor^dnven
aircraft; an airship.
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2. a motor or power-plant for use in an aeroplane; an
airship-engin.

aeromat 'ee-o^nset n. [also spelt aeronat] a dirigible bal-

loon; a lighter-than-air airship,

aeronaunomy ,ee-9Z3'nc:-n9-mi n. [also spelt aeronaunomy]
management or regulation of aeronautic affairs,

aeronaut 'ee-3^3,nc:t n. [also spelt aeronaut'] one who sails,

flies, or floats in the air; an aerial navigator; a balloonist;

an operator or pilot of an air-craft; an airman; an aviator,

aeronautic ,ee-9Z9'nc:-tik adj. [also spelt aeronautic] per-

taining to aerial navigation.

aeronautica ,ee-9Z9'nc:-ti-k9 n. [also spelt aeronautica]

same meaning as aeronautics

.

aeronautical ,ee-9z9'nc:-ti-k»I adj. [also spelt aeronautical]

same meaning as aeronautic.

aeronautically ^e-aes'nci-tika-li adv. [also spelt aeronauti-

cally] in an aeronautic manner; with respect to aero-

nautics.

aeronautics ,ee-9z9'nc:-tiks n. [also spelt aeronautics] the

art or practis of sailing, flying, or floating in the air;

aerial navigation
;

ballooning, compare aviation.

aeronautism 'ee-3^3/nc:-tiz3m n. [also spelt aeronautism]
the practis, sport, or occupation of sailing, ^floating, or fly-

ing in the air; aeronautics; aviation,

aeronavigation ^e-a-zo^naevTgee-Son n. [also spelt aero-

navigation] the navigation of the air; aerial navigation,

aeronavigator ,ee-9Z9'nsevi,get9z: n. [also spelt aeronavi-

gator; a navigator of the air; an aerial navigator; an aero-

naut; an aviator.

aeronef 'ee-9z9,nef n. [also spelt aeronef] an airship; spe-

cifically, any flying-machine which has no gas-vessel; any
hevier-than-air flyer, as an aeroplane, helicopter, or erm-
thopter.

aeronon 'ee-9£9,non n. [also spelt aeronon] a dirigible bal-

loon or airship, especially one whose equipoise and move-
ments resemble those of a fish or other swimming creature,

aeropbilous ,ee-9'zofi-l9s adj. [also spelt
t
aerophilous,

aerofilous] air-loving : said of certain organisms,
aerophobia ,ee-9z9'f90-bi-9 n. [also spelt aerophobia, aero-

fobia] fear or dred of air; aerofoby.

aerophobic ,ee-9Z9'f90-bik adj. [also spelt aerophobic, aero-

fobic] of aerofobia; afraid of air.

aerophoby ,ee-9'z©f9-bi, 'ee-9Z9,fobi n. [also spelt aeropho-
'by, aerofoby] same meaning as aerophobia.

aerophysical ,ee-9zo'fizi-k9l adj. [also spelt aerophysical,

aerophysical, aerofysical] of aerofysics; of or pertaining
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to the fysical features, conditions or properties of the air

or atmosfere, as heat, cold, dryness, humidity,

aeropliysicist ^e-aza'fizi-sist n. [also spelt aerophysicist,

aerofysicist ] one skild in aerofysics; a meteorologist,

aerophysics ,ee-3^3'fiziks n. [also spelt aerophysics, aero-

fysics] the fysics of the atmosfere.

aerophyte 'ee-oeo^ait n. [also spelt aerophyte, aerofyte] an

airsplant.

aeropirate 'ee-o^pai-zot n. [also spelt aeropirate] a pirate

of the air; a piratical airship.

aeroplane 'ee-3zo,pi.een, (improperly ) 'e:-z9,pz.een, 'e:-zi-3~

,pi.een n. [also spelt aeroplane, aeroplane]

1. a thin plane, natural or artificial, adapted to motion

and sustentation in the air; $ plane or curvd aerofoil; an

airplane; a windsplane; a sustaining^, supporting^ or glid-

ingsplane, or wing, in a flyer.

ballasted aeroplane, an aeroplane equilibrated by means
of ballast, for experimental purposes.

inclined aeroplane, an aeroplane or plane aerofoil which
is in an inclined position in the air or other fluid, as in

aerodynamic experimentation : distinguish from hori-

zontal plane .

simple aeroplane, an aeroplane having simple curvature;

a plane aerofoil.

wavezaction aeroplane, a flexible aeroplane or aerofoil de-

signed to afford sustention or propulsion to a flyingsma-

chine by being rapidly undulated; a wavessurface.

2. any flyingsmachine supported or sustaind in the air by
one or more aeroplanes or aerocurvs; a flyer whose sup-

portingssurfaces are fixt structures having plane or ap-

proximately plane glidingssurfaces
; a heviersthansair air-

ship upheld or sustaind primarily by the pressure or reac-

tion of the atmosfere upon plane or curvd surfaces moving
at an angle with the axis of flight or with the line of di-

rection of the pressure of the air; a motorsdriven glidings

or soaringsmachine
; a glider: distinguisht from helicopter

and ornithopter.

helicopter aeroplane, an aeroplane flyingsmachine com-
bined with a helicopter; a combination of a helicopter

with an aeroplane, as that designed by Bertin.

aeroplane 'ee-szo,pz.een adj. [also spelt aeroplane']

1. consisting of, or having the form of an aeroplane or

aeroplanes : as, *aeroplane rudders.

2 . having the characteristics of, or related to, airships of

the type known as the aeroplane : as, an ^aeroplane flyings

machine, the ^aeroplane type of flyer, ^aeroplane flight.
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aeroplane 'ee-9z9,pz.een intr. [also spelt aeroplane] navigate

the air in an aeroplane; drive an aeroplane flyer; plane,

aeroplane-accident 'ee-9Z9-pz.een,3eksi-dnt n. an accident

to an aeroplane flying*machine
; a disaster incidental to

aeroplaning.

aeroplane-experiment 'ee-aza-p^een-ik/spezi-nignt n. an
experiment in constructing or managing aeroplanes or

flying*machines.

aeroplane-fliglit 'ee-9Z9-pz.een,fi.ait n. [also spelt aero-

planezflight] a flight in or of an aeroplane flying*machine.

aeroplane-owner 'ee-gzo-pzxenpo-ngz n. [also spelt aero-

planetowner] the owner of an aeroplane; one who owns
an aeroplane flyer.

aeroplaner 'ee-gzopzxe-noz n. [also spelt aeroplaner

]

one

who drives or operates an aeroplane; an aeroplanist.

aeroplane-race 'ee-oza-pixenpees n. a race by aeroplane

flying*machines; a match of aeroplanes,

aeroplane-term 'ee-ozo-pz.eenpmzm n. [also spelt aero-

planezterm

]

a term used especially in reference to aero-

planes; a word peculiar to the art of aeroplaning.

aeroplane-tour 'ee-9Z9-pzxen,to:z n. an air*tour made by
means of aeroplane flying*machines ; an extended t£ip by
aeroplane.

aeroplane-work 'ee-9Z9-pi.een,wB:zk n. [also spelt aero-

planezwork

]

work done by, or by means of aeroplanes; the

performances executed by aeroplanists. -

aeroplaning 'ee-9z9,pixe-nii] n. [also spelt aeroplaning] the

art, occupation, or sport of driving' or operating aeroplanes;

the act or process of flying in a machine of the aeroplane

type; the action of soaring or gliding in a flyer,

aeroplanist 'ee-9Z9,pi.ee-nist n. [also spelt aeroplanist] one
skild in operating an aeroplane ; one who practises the

sport or occupation of aeroplaning; an aviator who uses a

flyer of the aeroplane type.

aeropleustic ,ee-9z9'p*mu-stik adj. [also spelt aeropleustic

]

of or pertaining to navigation of the air; aeronautic,

aero-radius 'ee-9-z9,zee-di-9s n. the radius of action of an
aeroplane or airship; actiomradius

;
cruising*radius.

aerosack 'ee-ozopsek n. [also spelt aerosack ] a sack or bag
with a hoop in its mouth, mounted on a stick and sup-

ported by the wind, similarly to the Japanese May*carp.
aeroscaphe 'ee-9z9,skeef n. an air*boat or aerial skiff pro-

posed by de Louvrie in 1863, consisting of a supporting*
plane stiffend by cords fastend to a mast above and to a
car below and capable of being folded or reeft.

ae^oscepsy 'ee-9Z9,skepsi n. [also spelt aeroscepsy

]

ability
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to perceiv the state of the air or atmosfere; susceptibility

to atmosferic conditions, such as insects, snails and certain

other animals are supposed to possess; the sense of aeros-

copy.

aeroscope 'ee-3z9,skop n. [also spelt aeroscope] an apparatus

for collecting microscopic objects from the air, consisting

of an inspirator and a glass collecting^vessel smeard with

glycerin.

aeroscopic ,ee-3eo'skopik adj. [also spelt aeroscopic^ per-

taining to or expressing aeroscopy.

aeroscopy ^e-o'zesko-pi n. [also spelt aeroscopy ]

1. divination by means of the air; wether^profecy.

2. examination or observation of the atmosfere; the

practis of meteorology.

3. (in zoology) the exercise of the faculty of aeroscepsy.

aerosiderite ^ee-oeo'sido^ait n. [also spelt aerosiderite'] a

meteorite consisting essentially of metallic iron,

aerosiderolite ^e-ozo'sidozo/Iait n. [also spelt aerosidero-

lite ] a meteorite containing both stone and iron,

aerosphere 'ee-9£3,sfi :z n. [also spelt aerospliere, aerosfere]

the body of air which surrounds the earth; the aerial globe;

the entire atmosfere.

aerostat 'ee-9e9,st3et n. [also spelt aerostat ]

1. an apparatus which will float or sustain itself in the

air; specifically, a balloon or a lighter^thamair airship.

2. {rare) an aeronaut; a balloonist.

3. {rare) a tracheal dilatation constituting an air^sac, as

in the abdomen of the honey-bee.

aerostatic ^e-aeo'stsetik adj. [also spelt aerostatic ]

1. pertaining to aerostatics {sense i).

aerostatic balance

,

an instrument, constructed on the
same principle as the barometer, for ascertaining the

weight of the air.

2. pertaining to aerostatics {sense 2 ) or aerostation
;
aero-

nautic.

aerostatic park

,

a balloompark.
aerostatica ^e-aza'staeti-ks n. [also spelt aerostatical same
meaning as aerostatics .

aerostatical ,ee-9Z9'stseti-k9l adj. [also spelt aerostatical]

same meaning as aerostatic.

aerostatics ,ee-9£9'staetiks n. [also spelt aerostatics]

1 . the statics of the air and other gases; the science of
aeriform or gaseous matter in equilibrium.

2. the art of ballooning; aerostation; balloonry.

aerostation ,ee-9e9'stee-$9n n. [also spelt aerostation]

1 . {obsolete) aerostatics {sense 1 ).
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2. the art or practis of using or managing aerostats;

aerial navigation ; ballooning.

aero-surface 'ee-ozo^aefis n. a material surface, as in a

kite, used for aerial sustention or the like; an aerofoil,

aerotlierapeutics ,ee-ozo-0ezo'pSuu-tiks n. [also spelt aero-

therapeutics'] the treatment of disease by varying the pres-

sure and modifying the composition of the air surrounding

the patient.

aerotube 'ee-ozo^tQuub n. [also spelt aerotube] a proposed

flyingsmachine of the aeroplane type with tubular sustain-

ingssurfaces designed by W. Pars of Seattle, Washington,

aeroyacht 'ee-ozo,jot n. [also spelt aeroyacht] an aerial

yacht; a fancied airship of the racing or cruising type; a

plesuresship of the air.

aery 'ee-o-zi adj. [also spelt aerie] airy, aerial; ethereal,

aery 'e:-zi, T:-zi n. [also spelt aerie ;
synonymous cognates

airy, eyry, eyrie; plural aeries]

1. the nest of a bird of prey, as an eagle or a hawk; a

lefty nest of any large bird.

2. the brood in the nest; the young of a bird of prey.

3. an elevated habitation or situation,

aery 'e:-zi intr. bild or have an aery.

afflux 'jc^a^s n. a flowing to or toward, as of air; af-

fluxion; inflow: the opposit of efflux.

afloat a'fjLOOt adv. in a floating or suspended condition;

buoyd up or sustaind in or on a fluid; in stable or moving

equilibrium in the air.

aft a:ft adv. in or near the hinder part or stern of an air-

ship; toward the stern.

fore and aft, from the fore toward the after part or vice

versa; lengthwise; longitudinally,

after 'a:f-toz adj. located in the rear; as, the *after side of a

bird’s father; also, situated nearer the stern or hinder por-

tion of an airship
;
belonging to the sternward part,

after-car 'a:f-toa,ka:a n. the car situated toward the stern;

the hindermost car in an airship having two cars,

after-cell 'a:f-toz,sel n. the rear or hinder cell of a cellu-

lar kite.

afterglow 'aif-to^gloo n. the glow often seen in the western

sky after sunset.

afterpart 'a:f-toa,pa:at n. the after or hinder part, as of an

airship; the rear portion; the stern,

aftershaft 'a:f-t9z,$a:ft n. a supplementary shaft or fether

growing out of the stem of a bird’s fether; a hyporachis; a

hypoptilum. compare foreglow.

aileron 'ee-k^on n. a little wing or wingslike part; a
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hinged wingstip in an aeroplane for maintaining lateral

balance; a stabilizing^plane
; a balancing^plane.

aileron-work 'ee-li-zen,wB:zk n. work executed by an aero-
planist by means of ailerons; balancing^work done by the
aid of independently^moving wing^tips.

aileroon ,ee-lTzoun n. same meaning as aileron.
air c:z n.

1. the transparent, colorless, gaseous substance which en-
velops the earth; also, occasionally, any particular portion
or region of the atmosfere : as, to sail the *airs.

inflammable air

,

hydrogen gas.

open air

,

the unconfined space outside bildings, etc. ex-
posed to the wether.

take the air

,

start off to fly or float in the air, as an
aeroplane when leaving the ground; begin flight; take to
the air.

take to the air, same meaning as take the air.

2 . the whole body of the air surrounding, or above the
surface ef, the earth

;
the (apparently) free space above our

heds; the atmosfere.
high air, the open (higher) air; the highway of the airy

regions; that part of the air which is not within the juris-
diction of any nation.

upper air, the upper or higher regions of the air or atmos-
fere; the higher atmosfere.

3 . a special state or condition of the atmosfere; wether,
climate : as, night *air, one’s nativ *air.

4 . air in motion; a breeze or light wind; a current or
draft; as, there is no *air to speak of tonight.

light air, an air or breeze (numberd i in Beaufort’s scale)
having a velocity of about 1.7 meters per second,

air s:z adj. of or pertaining to the air; also, used in the air;
as, an *air propeller.

air liner, a liner or passenger^ship of the air; an airship
supposed to make regular poinMo^point t£ips; an aerial
liner.

air motion, the motion of the air; the mode of movement
of the currents of the atmosfere.

air power, same meaning as airzpower.
air propeller, same meaning as ainpropeller.

air-bag; 'e:z,baeg n.

1. a bag or secondary balloon containing air and carried
inside the gasbag or gas^vessel of a balloon or airship, or
an air-space in or between the parts of a balloonsenvelop,
for maintaining the shape of the main envelop or for regu-
lating ascent and descent.
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internal air-bag, an air-bag placed inside of the main
gasbag or envelop of a balloon or' airship to preserv the

form of the gasbag or the tautness of the envelop, or to

regulate ascent and descent; a ballonet.

2. a bag containing air for breathing-purposes, some-
times taken along in a balloon for use in emergencies.

3. a sferical or cylindrical bag inflated with air, used to

convey signals from balloons.

4. a bag inflated with air taken along in a flying-machine
for use as a float for the machine or as a life-preserver for

the aviator, in case of falling into water.

air-ball 'e:z,bc:l n. a toy rubber ball inflated with air.

air-balloon 'eie-bo/luun n. [also spelt air balloon ]

1. (in fireworks ) same as balloon (sense i ).

2. a balloon inflated with hydrogen or some light gas

other than heated air; an inflammable-air balloon: distin-

guish from fire-balloon (sense i) and hot-air balloon

,

under
balloon (sense 2 ).

3. a balloon or bag-like receptacle, as at the lower part of

the gas-bag of a Clement-Bayard dirigible balloon, de-

signed to contain air for regulating the craft.

air-ballonet 'e:e-b3elo,net n. [also spelt air-ballonette and,

less properly, air-ballonnet, air-balloonet ] a ballonet fild

with air.

air-balloonist 'e^-b^lou-nist n. one skild in making
ascents in, or managing air-balloons; a balloonist; an aero-

naut.

air-beaten 'ei^bii-tn adj. wether-beaten from long ex-

posure to the air.

air-billow 'ei^bilo n. a billow of air; a long gentle air-

wave.
air-bird 'e:e,bB:ed n. a bird which habitually lives in the

air : distinguish from land-bird and water-bird.

air-bladder 'er^bkedoe n. a bladder or sac fild with air, as

in an insect or plant; an air-float; also, the swimming-
bladder of a fish.

air-blower 'e^bloo-oz n. a machine for blowing air; a

blower.

air-boat 'e:e,boot n. [also spelt airboat] a boat or vessel for

sailing in or navigating the air; an airship; a sky-boat.

air-bomb 'eiejbom n. [also spelt air bomb
,
air-bom'] a bom

designed for use in the air, or adapted for being thrown
from an airship.

air-bone 'e:e,boon n. a hollow bone containing air, as in

birds.

air-borne r
&:z,bo:zn adj . borne or carried on or in the air.
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air-bottle f
z\z,botl n. a bettle used for collecting and con-

taining a sample of atmosferic air, as while ballooning at

certain heights or in certain localities,

air-buoy 'e:z,buu-i n. a buoy designed to float or sustain it-

self in the air or atmosfere.

air-car 'e:z,ka:z n.

1. a car designed to travel thru the air; an aerial car;

an airmiachine; a flying^machine.

2. a modified balloon or aerostat designed to travel upon
the wires or rails of an aerial railway.

air-cell 'e:e,sel n . one of the numerous cells or cavities in

birds, insects, and certain other flying creatures (and also,

sometimes, in animals which do net fly), held by some to

be related to respiration or aeration of the blood and by
others to be related to the equilibrating or balancing of the

body in flight.

air-chamber 'e:z,t$cem-b9z n. a chamber or cavity fild with
air in an animal or plant, as the camera or loculus in the

nautilus.

air-chauffeuring 'ere-So^fm-eiq n. chauffeuring in the air;

the driving of aeroplanes or other flying^machines in the

manner characteristic of a tjaind chauffeur
air-cooled 'er^kould adj. coold by air; having the con-

densing>-apparatus coold, and the containd gas condenst by
circulation of the outer air : as, an *air^coold motor,

air-craft 's:z,ksa:ft n. [plural airieraft] a craft, vessel, or

ship for sailing in the air; an airship; a flying?machine.

aircraft 'ei^ksaft n. the craft or t^ade having to do with
the air; the art of aerial navigation; aviation,

air-cruise 'e:z,ksuuz n. a cruise, or sail to and fro, thru the

air; an aerial cruise.

air-cruiser 'eiz^ksuu-zaz n. an aerial cruiser; an armd air-

ship designed for stuift transport, etc.

air*-current 'e:z
r
kaz3nt n. a current or stream of air; an at-

mosferic current.

air-dash 'e:z,dseS n. a dash or sudden flight into or thru the
air.

air-disturbance 'erz-d^stmz-bons n. a disturbance of the
air; a commotion or turbulence due to atmosferic currents,

airdom 'e:z-dam n. the dominion of the air; the domain or
relm of the atmosfere.

air-drainage 'e:z,dree-md3 n. the habitual movements of
the air near the surface of the ground; the ground currents,
collectivly, which characterize the atmosfere above a given
land area.

air-drift 'e:z,drift n. the drift or stedy course of the air;
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the movement of the atmosfere as driven along by the

forces acting on it.

air-fight 'z:z,fait n. a fight or battle which occurs in the air

or atmosfere; an aerial battle.

air-filled 'eizr/frld adj. [also spelt ainfild ] fild with air, as

a fire-balloon or an air-bag.

air-fleet 'erz/ftiit n. a fleet of airships; an aerial fleet,

air-flight '£:z,fi.Eiit n. a flight in the air; an aerial flight,

air-float 'e:z/
fz'0°t n • a float or air-bladder in certain algae,

serving to buoy the plant up in the water; an air-vesicle,

air-flow 'z:z,ii.oo n. the flow or movement of the air; the

streaming movement of the atmosfere.

air-flyer 'e:£,fz.ai-9z n. [also spelt ainflier] a machine de-

signed to fly in the air; a flying-machine,

air-flying 'e:^,f^ai~it] n. the art of artificial flight thru the

air; human flight; aviation.

air-friction 'e:z,fsikSon n. the friction of the parts of a

moving mechanism against the surrounding air, as distin-

guish from the friction of the bearing-surfaces; the wind-
age.

air-gage 'e:z,geed3 n. [also spelt air-gauge ] a gage or instru-

ment for mesuring the pressure of air or gases,

air-gliding 'er^glai-diq n. the art of gliding or skimming
thru the air.

air-going 'e^goo-iq adj. adapted for going into the air;

designed or fit for air-flight, or for use in the air as, '^air-

going craft; *air-going artillery,

airgonaut 'eiz-go^cit n. an aeronaut; an Argonaut of the

air; an air-sailor.

air-harbor 'z:zjha’.z-h^z n. a harbor, on the earth, for use

or shelter of airships.

air-bog 'ei^heg n. a human hog of the air; an aeronaut
who drops sand-ballast on pedestrians, or acts as if he
ownd the whole atmosfere.

airhole 'e:z,hool n. [also spelt air-hole"] a hole or erifis thru
which air may escape or enter.

air-inflated 'e:z-in,f^£e-tid adj. inflated or fild with air,

as a bag.

air-jockey 'e:e,d3oki n. a jockey who rides in the air; the

rider or driver of an airship; an expert aviator,

air-jockeying 'e^^oki-iq n. the action of jockeying or

riding skilfully in the air.

air-journey 'er^dsBzni n. a journey in the air; an air-t^ip.

air-king '£:z,kuj n. a king of the air; a champion aviator,

air-lane 'ziz,leen n. a lane or road thru the air; an air-road;

an airway.
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air-layer 'z:z,\zq-^z n. a layer or stratum of air.

airless 'etz-los adj. destitute of air; without air: as, *airless

space.

air-level 'z\z,levol n. a level, or a horizontal plane or t£act

of constant altitude, in the air; a reach of atmosfere at a

certain height above the earth,

air-line 'e:z,lain n. [also spelt air line\

1. a line as direct as tho drawn or st^etcht straight thru

the air; a bee-line.

2. a line of transportation thru the air; an aerial line of

travel or transport.

air-log 'ei^log n. a device for mesuring the rapidity of an

airship’s motion.

air-machine 'e:z-m3,$iin n. a machine designed to fly in

the air; a flying^machine.

airman 'z\z-man n. [plural airmenX a man skild in managing
aircraft; a workman used to working on airships; a sailor

of the air; an aeronaut; an aviator,

air-manometer 'z:z-m3,nomi-t3z n. same meaning as air

*

gage.

airmanship 'e:e-mon,$ip n. the art or skill of a good^ air-

man ; the practis of managing balloons or aircraft; aero-

nautism; aeronautics; aviation,

air-mass 'e:t,ma:s n. a mass or volume of atmosferic air.

air-mastery 'er^masto-zi n. mastery of the air by man thru

the attainment of the power to fly; the conquest of the

air.

air-meet 'e:z,miit n. same meaning as airzmeeting.

air-meeting 'z\z
f
\nii-tiij n. a meeting or concourse of avia-

tors for practis or races in the air; an air^meet; a flyings

meet.

airmen 'e:z-man n. pi. see airman.
air-meter 'er^mii-toe n. an apparatus for mesuring the

quantity or rate of flow of air.

air-mixture 'e:e,mikst§9z n. the mixture or composition of

the air or atmosfere; the constitution of an air^mass.

air-naval adj. of an air navy; pertaining to aerial navies,

air-navigation 'eiz-nsevi/jee-Son n. [also spelt air naviga-
tionX navigation of the air or atmosfere; aerial navigation,

air-navigator 'e^naevi-getoe n. a navigator of the air;

an air^sailor.

airometer ,e:z'omi-t3e n. same meaning as airzmeter.

air-pilot 'eiz^pai-lot n. n. pilot who works in the air; the
pilot or driver of an airship; an aviator,

air-pipe 'ei^paip n. [also spelt air pipeX an air?tube.

air-plane 'e^pt-een n.
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1. (rare) a plane designed to glide thru the air; an aero-

plane.

2. (rare) an imaginary inclined plane in the air.

3. an airdevel : as, Meisant sought the higher *air^planes.

air-plant 'e:z,pi.a:nt n. a plant which derives, or appears to

derive its nourishment from the air exclusivly, as certain

epifytic orchids and bromeliaceae
;
an aerofyte.

air-power 'e:z,pau-3z: n. political or commercial power or

influence due to the control of the air; aerial strength,

air-pressure 'e:z,p5e$oe n. the pressure of the air; atmos-
feric pressure; barometric pressure,

air-proof
/
e:e'psouf, (assumptivly) 'e:z,psouf adj. impervious

to air; air-tight.

air-proofing 'e^p-sou-fig n. a rendering proof against the

passage of air, as the envelop of a gas^vessel; a making
air-tight or impervious to air.

air-propeller 'eie-pso^eloe n. a propeller designed for use

in the air; an airship^propeller
; an aerial propeller; an air^

screw.

air-pump 'e:z,pAmp n. a pump or machine for the exhaus-

tion, compression, or transmission of air.

air-race 'e:z,eees n. a race in the air; a flying^race.

air-racer 'e:z,eee-soz n. one who races in the air; a racing

aviator; also, an aerial racing^machine
; a speed^machine.

air-rarefaction 'e:z-zdzzi,fsek$on n. rarefaction of the air;

atmosferic rarefaction.

air-reaction 'e:z-ei,3ek$on n. the reaction of the air, as upon
a flying^machine.

air-resistance 'e:z-zi,zistons n. the resistance of the air or

atmosfere.

air-road 's:z,zDod n. a road of air; a way or highway in the

air; an airway; an airplane; a sky^road.

air-route 'e:e,eout n. a route of travel thru the air; a course

or line of aindsavel.

air-runner 'e:z,zAnzz n.

1. an apparatus or machine which runs or courses thru

the air or atmosfere; an aerodrome; an aeroplane; a flyer.

2. something that runs thru, or pierces the air or atmos-
fere, as a Hertzian wave.

air-sac 'e:z,saek n. [also spelt airzsack']

1. one of the membranous sacs or bagdike receptacles in

the hollow bones and the cavities of the body of birds,

which communicate with the lungs; a large air-cell; an air^

space; an air^receptacle
; a pneumatocyst.

2. one of the sacs or elongated cavities which form the

ultimate branches of the lungs of animals.
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air-sack 'z:z,saek n. a sack or bag inflated with air, as in a

kite?balloon ;
an air-bag.

airsailer 'z:z,szz-\^z n. an apparatus for sailing in the air;

a glider; a flyer.

air-sailing 'ei^see-liq n. the art of sailing in the air; air?

navigation.

air-sailor 'eiz^see-loz n. a sailor of the air; an aeronaut; an

airman.
air-scout 'e:z,skaot n. a scout who operates in the air; an

aerial observer.

air-screw 'e:z,sk-suu n. a screw propeller used in or acting

on the air; an air propeller.

air-skark 'z:z,\a:zk n. a dangerous or sharkdike species of

air?craft conceivd as being useful in war; an aerial shark,

air-skield 'e^Siild n. [also spelt airshield ] a shield, on an
aircraft, for protection against the air.

airship 'e:z,$ip n. a ship or vessel designed for sailing in or

navigating the air; an aerial ship; a balloon; an air?ma-

chine; a flying?machine
;
an aeroplane; a flyer; also some-

times, specifically, a dirigible balloon or aeronat, as dis-

tinguish from a heavier?than?air flying?machine or aero-

nef.

buoyant airship

,

an airship which is buoyant or capable

of floating or remaining suspended in the air without the

aid of lifting?machinery, or aeroplanes; a lighterdhan?air

airship; a dirigible balloon; an aeronat.

airship-ascension 'e^-Sip-o^enJon n. an ascension or

ascent into the air, made by an airship, dirigible balloon,

or flying?machine.

airship-battalion 'e:z-$ip-bo,t3eli3n n. an army battalion

whose duty it is to operate or tend the government airships,

airship-commander 'erz-Sip-k^main-doz n. the commander
or captain of an airship.

airship-company 'e:z-$ip,kAmp9-ni n. a company or corpo-
ration whose business it is to operate airships,

airship-construction 'eiz-Sip-kon^trAkSon n. the con-
struction or bilding of airships,

airship-driver 'e:z-$ip,drai-v3z n. one who drives an air-

ship; a chauffeur of the air.

airship-engine /
e:^-Sip/end3in n. [also spelt airshiptengin]

the engin or driving^machinery of an airship
;
the motor or

power?plant of a flying^machine.

airship-flight 'e:^-Sip,ftait n. a flight made by airship: as.

a transatlantic *airship?flight.

airship-gazer 'e:£-Sip,gee-z3z n . one who gazes or looks
expectantly skyward for airships.
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airship-hall '£:e-$ip,hc:l n. a hall or house for sheltering
airships; the hangar or shed at an air-station; an airships

house.

airship-harbor 's:z-$ip,h.a:z-b9z n. a harbor or refuge, on
the ground, for airships; an earth-harbor for aircraft,

airship-house 'eiz-Sip^aos n. a house where an airship or

dirigible balloon is kept; a balloon-house; a balloon-shed;

an aerodrome.
airship-line 'e:z-$ip,lain n. a line for point-to-point trans-

portation by airship; an aerial transport line,

airshipping; 'z:z,\ ipirj n. [also spelt airtshipping] the use of

airships; aerial navigation.

airshipshape '£:e-$ip,$£ep adj. in the shape or condition
appropriate or usual for a good airship; shipshape in an
aerial sense.

airship-station '£:e-$ip,stee-$3n n. a station at which air-

ships are kept, as for purposes of defense,

airship-wrecking 'e:e-$ip,zekir) n. the wrecking or destroy-

ing of airships, for criminal purposes,

airsick 'e:z,sik adj. sick or ill because of traveling in the

air.

airsickness 'e:e,sikNis n. a supposed sickness due to mo-
tion thru the air; nausea; seasickness,

air-skipper 'e:z,skiper n. a skipper who works in the air;

the captain or driver of an airship; an aviator,

air-space 'ei^spees n. a space fild with air, as between the

two layers of fabric of the double surfacing of an aero-

plane.

air-squadron 'ei^skwedron n. a squadron which operates

in the air; an aerial squadron.

air-station 'er^stee-Son n. a station, on the earth, where
airships may arrive and depart,

air-strata 'ei^stjee-to n. see airzstratum.

air-stratum 'e:^,st££e-tom n. [plural airzstrata’] a stratum of

the air; an air-layer.

air-stream 'e:zr,st£iim n. a stream or current of air; an

atmosferic stream.

air-supply 'ere-so^^ai n. the supply or provision of air, as

that available for the use of a fan-wheel or blower,

air-surf 'e:z,sB:zf n. the surf of the air; the aerial surf; the

swell of the breaking air-currents or winds,

air-swirl 'e:z,swmzl n. a swirl or eddy in the air; an atmos-

feric vertex or whirl.

air-tight ,e:e'tait, (assumptivly ) 'e:z,tait adj. so tight or

close as to be impermeable to air; air-proof,

air-tour 'e:e,tu:e n. a tour or journey in the air; an air-tjip.
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air-touring 'e:z,tu:-eir) n. the making of air-tours
;

air-

travel.

air-track 'z:z,tpek n. [also spelt airtrack, air track ] a tgack

or definit course in the air
;
an aerial race-t£ack.

air-traveler 'e:z,tjaeva-loz n. [also spelt airztraveller]

1. an apparatus which travels in the air; a dirigible; a

flying-machine
;
an aerodrome.

2 . one who travels in the air; an aerial voyager,

air-traveling 'z\z,t^aevo-hq n. [also spelt aintravelling ] the

art or occupation of traveling in the air.

air-trick 'e:^,t£ik n. a t£ick or exploit performd in the air;

an exhibition of air-jeckeying.

air-trip 'ei^tsip n. a tjip or journey in the air; an air-

journey.

air-tube 'e:^t?oub n. a tube for conducting air, as in con-

nection with a ballonet; an air-pipe,

air-turbine 'e:z,tB:z-bain n. a wheel of turbinate form
driven by the wind or other air-current,

air-valve 'e:z,v<elv n. [also spelt airzvalv] a valv for allowing

air to pass.

air-vehicle 'eiz/vii-i-kol n. a vehicle designed for sailing

the air; an aerial vehicle; an aircraft,

air-velocity 'erz-vi^osi-ti n. the velocity of the air; the

rapidity of movement of the atmosfere or the air-currents,

air-vessel 'eiz/vesol n.

1. any vessel containing air, as one of the tracheae or

respiratory tubes of an insect, or a spiral vessel in a plant.

2 . a vessel or bag inflated or capable of being inflated

with air, and placed inside the gas-bag of a balloon for

keeping the main envelop in shape, or regulating ascent

and descent; an air-bag; an air-chamber.

airward 'e:z-wozd adv. [synonymous cognate airzvards ]

toward the air; upward; skyward,
air-wave 'e:z,weev n. a wave of air; an atmosferic undu-

lation.

airway f
z\z,wee n. a way or road in the air or atmosfere; an

aerial way; an air-road; an air-lane,

air-wheel 'er^wiil n. a wheeling or rotary movement of the

air or atmosfere; a cyclone or an anticyclone,

air-wizard 'e:z,wizozd n. a wizard or magician who has
power over the air; an aviator endowd with magic powers,

air-woman 'e:z/womon [plural airzwomen~\ a woman skild

in managing air-craft; a female aviator; an aviatjess.

airworthiness 'e:z,wBe:c)i-nis n. the state of being air-

worthy; airworthy character or condition; fitness for

servis in the air.
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airworthy 'e:z,wB8()i adj. [also spelt ainworthy] worthy or

fit for servis in the air; staunch and well adapted to en-

counter stormy airs : said of an airship,

airy 'z:-zi adj.

1. perfermd or taking place in the air or atmosfere; of,

belonging to, or appropriate to the air; aerial; aerian : as,

*airy navies.

2. placed high in the air; open or exposed to the air;

aerial; lofty; ethereal: as, an *airy mountain^top, *airy

heven.

3. exposed to the open air; abounding in free air;

breezy : as, an *airy mode of life.

4. composed or made of air; air^like; buoyant, light, frail,

elastic: as, *airy, frail, and fairy craft; noiseless, *airy

flight.

airy 'e:-ei n. same meaning as aery.

ala 'ee-lo n. a winglike part.

ala spuria, the false or bastard wing of a bird; the alula,

alar 'ee-loz adj. of a wing or wings; winglike; wing^shaped.

alar expanse, see expanse.

alar extent, see extent.

alar tract, the t£act or area which constitutes the surface

of a bird’s wing; the wing^tjact.

alary 'ee-lo-ei adj. of alae or wings : as, *alary aerostation,

alate 'ee,let adj. having wings or side appendages resembling
wings; winged.

alated 'ee,letid adj. winged; having wings,

alation /e'lee-Son n. winged condition; the mode in which
the wings of an insect are formd or disposed upon the

body.

albatross '3elbo,t£os n. [also spelt albatrosl a sea-bird of the

petrel family which inhabits the southern seas and the en-

tire Pacific ocean and is noted for its soaring.

great albatross, the largest of seaTowls, Diomedea exu-
lans; the albatross.

mechanical albatross, an aeroplane flying^machine.

alcobol 'selko^ol n. a limpid colorless liquid, ethyl hydrate,

used as a fuel in engins.

absolute alcohol, alcohol entirely free from water; anhy-
drous alcohol; pure alcohol.

denatured alcohol, alcohol which has been deprived of

certain of its natural characteristics by imparting to it a

disagreeable odor and nauseating property by adding to

it a certain percentage of benzine or other substances, in

order to prevent its use as an intoxicant while promoting
its use in the arts, as a fuel, etc.
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aliform '3eli,fo:zm adj. having the ferm of a wing; wing-

shaped, winglike; alate; pterygoid,

alight o'lait intr. [preterit alighted, alit] settle or ledge

upon the ground or elsewhere, after descending thru the

air above; dismount, get down, or land from a balloon or

airship; land under control, on a particular spot or object,

by floating, flying, or falling lightly, as a bird from the

wing; descend, settle (and dismount),

alighting-area o'lai-tir),e:-zi-9 n. an area or tract of

ground to be used by aviators for landing their machines
and alighting.

alighting-gear o'lai-tig,gi:z n. the gear or apparatus (in an
aircraft) which is used in alighting or coming to earth;

the landing-gear.

aliped 'aeli,ped adj. wing-footed, as a bat.

aloft o'loift adv.

1. high up in the air or sky; at a great elevation, rela-

tivly, above the earth; on high.

2. on or to a higher part of a balloon or airship,

alpaca ^I'pseko n. a fabric made of the wool of a species

of Peruvian llama, used in making balloon-envelops.

altimeter ,ael'timi-t9z n. an instrument for mesuring alti-

tudes, as a quadrant, sextant, or theodolite,

altitude '3elti,tgud n. height or elevation above the ground,
or, in a stricter sense, above the level of the sea; height in
the air; loftiness: as, flying at frigid ^-'altitudes,

altitude-control 'aelti-tgud-kon^rool n. the controlling-

apparatus by which the altitude of an airship is regulated;

the control by the manipulation of which the altitude-rudder

is operated.

altitude-prize 'selti-tgud,p5aiz n. a prize or reward offerd
or won for attaining a specially high altitude in an airship;

a height-prize.

altitude-record 'aelti-tgud^ekozd n. a record for altitude;

a height-record.

altitude-rudder 'aelti-tgud^Adoz n. the rudder by which
the altitude of an airship is controlled,

alto 'selto adj. high, highest: as, *a!to clouds,

alto-cumulus ,aelto'kgumju-l3s n. [ploral altocumuli] high
cumulus, consisting of whitish or grayish balls or masses,
with shaded portions, usually grouped in flocks or rows,
often so close together that their edges meet; cumulo-cirrus.

alto-nimbus ,3elto'mmbos n. [ploral alto^nimhi] high nim-
bus, a dull-colord cloud formd at the top of a mass of air

flowing in under an advancing cumulus or cumulo-nimbus,
and afterward giving rise to rain.
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alto-stratus ^Ito'stgee-tos n. high stratus, a thin veildike

cloud of a gray or blue color exhibiting, when near the

sun or moon, a brighter portion which sometimes produces

a corona; st^ato^cirrus.

spotted alto-stratus, mackerel sky.

alula 'aeliu-lo n. the false or bastard wing of a bird; the ala

spuria.

aluminium ,3elio'mini-9m n. same meaning as aluminum.
aluminum a'liou-nn-nom n. a whitish, ductil, malleable, and

very light metal often used in airship^const^uction
;

alu-

minium.
aluminum bronze, a strong, yellowish metal, an alloy of

aluminum and copper.

amidships 3'mid,ships adv. in or toward the middle of an
airship; midway between stem and stern,

ample 'sempal adj. both long and broad without being
pointed, as the wing of a heron or crane,

anchor 'xqksz n. a large prongd hook or similar appliance

attacht to a balloon or airship by a rope, used for establish-

ing a connection with the earth preparatory to landing, or

for holding or mooring the airship to the ground or to

some fixt object; a grapnel,

anchor 'seqkoz v.

1. tr. secure (a balloon or airship) with an anchor; place

at, or bring to, anchor.

2. intr. cast anchor; come to anchor: said either of the

crew or the airship.

anchorage 'seqkg-^idg n. the action of anchoring; the state

of being anchord; conditions admitting of anchoring; a

place for anchoring.

anchorage-post 'seqk3zid3,poost n. a lofty steel post or

lattist tower, proposed as a means for anchoring dirigible

balloons. '
)

1

anclior-hook 'seqka^hok n. one of the hooks or prongs of

an anchor or grapnel
; a grapneldiook.

anchoring-part 'aerjkazit^paiet n. one of the parts or por-

tions of a dirigible balloon to which the anchor^ropes or

grapnelsropes are attacht.

anchoring-ring 'seqkaziq,zit) n. a ring on a dirigible bal-

loon to which the anchor^rope is attacht.

anchoring-rope 'seqkazn^zoop n. same meaning as anchor-
rope.

anchoring-rule 'seqkaeiq^oul n. one of the rules or regu-
lations about the anchoring of dirigible or other balloons,

anchor-ring 'aeqko^iq n. the ring of an anchor, to which
the anchor^rope is fastend.
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anelior-rope 'aegkaz^oop n.

1. a rope by which, the anchor is attacht to the balloon

or airship; an anchoring-rope; a grapnel-rope.

2. a rope or line by which a kite is sometimes anchord or

secured to the earth, to prevent it from being carried away
by the wind which supports it.

aneiriofoarometer g^emo-ba'zomi-tae, ^ni-mo-ba'zemi-toz:

n. a wind-barometer
;
an instrument for obtaining air-pres-

sure and wind-pressure by causing the air to pass thru a

tube or tubes and act upon enclosed barometers.

aiLemocinemograph o^emo-si'nemo^aif, ^ni-mo-si-
'nemo^geaif n. [also spelt anemocmetnograf] an instrument
which records the variations in the velocity of the wind.

anemogen a'nema-dsin n. an apparatus for producing and
experimenting upon air-currents similar to the natural

winds of the atmosfere.

anemograph 9'nem9,gza:f n. [also spelt anemograf] an
instrument for recording the direction or force of the

wind; a wind-register.

anemograpMc a^nema'gzaefik adj. [also spelt anemografic ]

of or pertaining to anemografy; produced by an anemograf
or wind-register.

anemogram 9'nem9,gzaem n. a grafic record of the pressure
or direction of the wind, produced by an anemograf or

wind-register.

anemograpliy ,3eni'megz9-fi n. [also spelt anemografy]
1. description of the winds; a tgeatis on winds.
2. the art of recording the direction and force of winds.

anemological gpiema'lodgi-kal, ,3enim9'lod3i-k93:, adj. of or
pertaining to anemology.

anemology ^m'mela-dgi n. the science of the winds.
anemometer ^ni'momi-taz n. an instrument for mesuring

the velocity, pressure, or other properties of the wind; a
wind-gage; a wind-meter.
Biram’s anemometer, a form of wind-gage.
calibration of an anemometer

,

the conversion of ane
mometer-readings into true wind-velocities or wind-pres-
sures by application of whirling-apparatus methods.
Hagemann’s anemometer, a suction anemometer by which

the velocity is found from the rarefaction produced within
a vertical tube by the wind.

helicoid anemometer, a modified form of Woltman’s ane-
mometer in which the plates are bent into helicoidal sur-
faces like those of a screw propeller; a helicoidal ane-
mometer.
Hooke’s anemometer, a pendulum anemometer.
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Lander's anemometer, an anememeter or anemograf in

which a rubber bellows lifts a float suspended in glycerin.

Lind's anemometer, an anememeter consisting of an in-

verted glass sifon partly- fild with water, mounted en a

wethervane.
pendulum anemometer, an anememeter, first described in

1666, in which a metal pendulum is hung broadside to the

wind, the velocity of the wind being mesured by the de-

flection of the pendulum from the vertical; Hooke's ane-

memeter.
reflecting anemometer, same as Aime's nephoscope. see

under nephoscope.
Robinson's anemometer, an anememeter in which four

hellow hemisferic cups revelv on a vertical axis,

anemometric ^nemo'metjik, ,3eni-mo'met£ik adj. ef or per-

taining to anememetjy.
anemometrical s^ieme'metgi-kol, ^ni-mo'metri-kal adj.

same meaning as anemometric.
anemometrograph 9,nem3'met£0-gea:f, ^ni-mo'metro-gzaif

n. [also spelt anemometrograf] an anemograf.
anemometry ^m'memi-tji n. the process or art of mesur-

ing the force and velocity of the wind,
anemonal o'nemo-nl adj. ef or pertaining to the wind,
anemophohia 3,nem3'f3o-bi-3

, ,
3en3m3'f30-bi-3 n. [also spelt

anemofobia'] a morbid fear of high winds,

anemoscope 3'nem3,skop n. an instrument for showing the

direction of the wind; a wind^vane.
aneroid 'aeno^eid adj. without wetness ; destitute of liquid

:

applied to a kind of baremeter which mesures the pressure

of the atmosfere net by its action on a celumn of mercury
as does the ordinary baremeter, but by its action en the

elastic lid of a bex containing a vacuum,
aneroid 'sens^eid n. an aneroid baremeter.
angle 'serjgsl n. the space included between meeting lines or

planes; also, the degree of inclination of two lines to each
other, as of the line of flight to a horizontal base-line.

angle of ascent, the pesitiv angle of inclination to the

henzental at which an aeroplane flying^machine makes an
ascent into the air.

angle of attack, same meaning as angle of incidence.

angle of bladeztravel, the angle or degree of inclination

at which a propeller^blade travels thru, or impinges upon
the air; the angle of travel of a propeller^blade.

angle of entry, the angle at which the front edge of an
aeroplane or aerocurv enters or goes into the air; the angle
fermd by the line of motion of an aerofoil with a line in the
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same vertical plane and tangent to the advancing edge of

the aerofoil; the entrant angle; the leading^angle : the eppo-

sit of angle of trail.

angle of impact, same meaning as angle of incidence,

angle of incidence, the angle at which an aerofoil, as a

whole, strikes or impinges upon the air; the angle which
the sustainmg^planes of an aircraft, in entering the air,

make with the apparent direction of the air^current
;
the

angle formd by the line of motion of an aerofoil with the

line (or chord of the curv) of intersection of the aerofoil

with the vertical plane passing thru the aerofoil’s line of

motion; the angle of impact; the angle of attack.

angle of the vertical, see under vertical (noun).

angle of the wing, see under wing (noun, sense i ).

angle of trail, the angle at which the rear edge of an
advancing aeroplane or aerocurv trails or is drawn along

thru the air as it leaves it behind; the angle at which the

following edge of an aerofoil leaves or comes out of the

air; the angle formd by the line of motion of an aerofoil

with a line in the same vertical plane and tangent to the

following edge of the aerofoil; the tgailing^angle : the oppo-

sit of leadingtangle and angle of entry.

carpal angle, the bend or flexure of a bird’s wing; the

angle of the wing; the bend.

entrant angle, same meaning as angle of entry,

law of the angle, the law relating to the angle of inci-

dence at which a wing or aerofoil is presented to the air.

negative angle of incidence, the angle of incidence of an
aerofoil whose line of motion slants downward or below the

horizontal; the negativ angle of inclination of the line of

flight of an aeroplane or aerocurv.

negative angle of inclination, the angle of the inclina-

tion of an aerofoil, or of its line of flight, when it slants or

slopes downward, or below the horizontal.

optima angle, the best or most advantageous angle of

incidence at which a wing, aeroplane, or aerofoil may be
presented to the air.

positive angle of inclination, the angle of the inclination

of an aerofoil, or of its line of flight, when it slants or
slopes upward, or above the horizontal,

antenna ,sen'teno n. [plural antennae"] a receiving^device
used in wireless telegrafy.

antennae ^n'te^i n. pi. see antenna.
antlielion ,3en'0ii-li-9n n. [plural anthelia] a luminous and

usually colord ring or nimbus seen (single or in concentric
series) surrounding the shadow of the observer’s hed pro-
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jected on the under or upper surface of the clouds, or on
a fog^bank, or on dew^coverd grass, opposit to the sun; an
aureola; a glory.

anth.ropornis ^nGso'pe^-nis n. a flying^machine designed
in the year 1877 by de Louvrie.

anticyclonal ,aenti-sai'ki.oo-nl, ,senti'sai-kLO-nl n. same
meaning as anticyclonic.

anticyclone ^nti'sa^k^on n. a wether^condition presenting

some features which are the opposits of those presented by
a cyclone; the rotary outward flow of air from a region of

high barometric pressure; also the whole system of high

pressure and outward flow,

anticyclonic ,amti-sai'ki.onik adj.

1. opposed to cyclonic : as, an ^anticyclonic theory.

2. related to, or having the nature of, an anticyclone.

Galtons anticyclonic law, the law of anticyclones an-

nounced by Galton in 1863; Galton’s anticyclonic rule.

anticyclonically ,aenti-sai'kz.oni-k3-li adv. in the manner
of an anticyclone; in an anticyclonic manner,

antisolar ,3entTsDO-loz, (assumptivly ) '3enti,soo-loz adj. situ-

ated at a point opposit to the sun, as the center of the

rainbow or the gegenschein; located at the antelios.

antisun 'sent^SAn n.

1. the point in the sky diametrically opposit the sun.

2. the point in the sky opposit the sun in azimuth and at

at the same altitude as the sun above the horizon.

antitrade 'senti^rsed n. a wind that blows stedily above the

tradewind and in the opposit direction to it; an antitrade-

wind; a returmtrade.

antitradewind ,aentTtrade,wind, (by contrast) 'aenti^reed-

wind n. the wind or air^current above and opposit in di-

rection to a tradewind; the antitrade; the countertrade; the

returmtrade.

anti-twilight ,3entTtwai,lait n. the twilight arc, as first

seen in the east opposit the setting sun.

Antwerp 'sen^umzp n. a kind of carrier?pigeon.

aptera 'septo-za n. pi. wingless insects, etc.

apteral 'septo-zol adj. wingless; (in zoology) apterous,

apteran 'septo-zon adj. wingless.

apteran 'septo-zon n. a wingless insect; one of the aptera.

apterium sep'tn-zi-om n. [ploral apteria ] a fetherless tract on
the skin of a bird

;
an apterion : distinguisht from pteryla.

apteroid 'septo^oid adj. wingless; as of something relativly

destitute of wings or sustaining^surfaces
;
similar to that of

a wingless thing, compare pterygoid,

apteroid aspect, see under aspect.
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apteroid '3ept9,<reid n. a bird destitute of developt wings, or

with wings merely rudimentary, as the emu.

arc a:zk n. any part of the circumference of a circle or other

curv.

twilight arc

,

see under twilight.

arch. a:zt$ n. a curvd structure; a curv, or curvd part, con-

cave downward, as in the front edge of a wing; a droop,

arched a:zt$t adj. [also spelt archt ]

arched form

,

a form of wing^section characterized by an

arch or droop; the dipping^front^edge form of wing^section.

argon 'a:z,gen n. a gaseous element, a constituent of the

atmosfere.

Ariel 'e:-d-ol n. one of the seven spirits or angel princes

fancied to preside over the waters under the leadership of

Michael; a prince or king of the air; an air^king.

arise a'zaiz intr. go or come up; ascend.

arrow 'aezo n. a slender missil, usually pointed, fetherd, and
barbd, and shot from a bow.
paper arrow, a toy hand^thrown arrow or dartdike missil

made of paper and consising essentially of two elongated

and pointed aeroplanes intersecting each other at right

angles.

arrowplane 'aezD,pi.een n. an airship of the aeroplane type

invented by L. G. W. Schroeder, resembling a paper arrow
or dart in shape.

arrowy 'aezo-i adj. like that of an arrow
; arrow?like : as, the

*arrowy sunftness of flight.

ascend intr. go up; mount; soar; rise; move to a higher
level.

ascending-motion o'sendir^moo-Son n. the motion by which
a balloon ascends or mounts into or thru the air; the motion
of ascent; the rising^movement.

ascending-position o'sendig-po^ijon n. the position of

the rudder of an aeroplane or flyer conduciv to ascending
or rising in the air.

ascending-power o'sendu],pau-9z n. power to ascend or
rise; lift: as, the *ascending^power of a balloon,

ascension a'senjan n.

1. the action of ascending, rising, or mounting; a going
up into the air; ascent.

2 . a balloomascent.
ascensional a'senja-nl adj. of or pertaining to ascension or

ascent; rising.

ascension-ground a'sen^an^aond n. a ground or open lot

whence an ascension or ascent is made in a balloon or air-

ship.
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aseensionist 9'sen$9-mst n. one who makes balloomascen-
sions; a balloonist.

ascensive o'sensiv adj. [also spelt ascensiv] of or pertain-

ing to ascension; mounting or rising in the air.

ascent o'sent n. a rising or mounting into the air; an
ascension, as of a balloon or flyer; a balloon^ascent.

double ascent, an ascent made by two persons at once in

the same machine; a two^man ascent.

nocturnal ascent, see nocturnal.

aspect 'ae,spekt n.

1. look, appearance, as of the sky or of a wether?map.
aspect of a weather-map, the appearance of a (daily)

wether^map, its isobars, isotherms, etc., with reference to

changes affecting a given point; the direction of the

gradient at any given station.

aspect of the sky, the appearance of the sky, especially

with reference to change of wether, etc.; the sky^aspect.

aspect.

barometric aspect, the aspect of a daily wether^map with
reference to barometric pressure; the direction in which
lies the point toward which the principle barometric
gradient is rising.

thermal aspect, the aspect of a (daily) wether^map with
reference to thermal conditions; the direction in which
lies the point toward which the principle thermometric or

temperature gradient is moving; the direction from which
a change of temperature appears to be advancing toward a

given station.

2. the appearance or look presented by an aerofoil ac-

cording as it is viewd in the direction of flight, or at

right angles to the plane of flight; the arrangement or di-

mensional proportions of an aeroplane, or other aerofoil, .in

relation to the direction of flight, or in relation to its posi-

tion about its vertical axis, compare attitude.

apteroid aspect, an aspect or appearance unlike that of

wings; wingless aspect; specifically, the, aspect of an aero-

plane or other aerofoil when it presents the appearance (if

viewd in the direction of flight) as of something relativly

destitute of wings or sustaining^surfaces; also, the appear-

ance of an aerofoil the greater dimension of which is in

the direction of flight (which is the reverse of the arrange-

ment which obtains in the wing plamsform of birds).

horizontal aspect, the aspect of the horizontal dimen-
sional proportions, or plamform, of an aeroplane or other

aerofoil; the appearance of an aerofoil as viewd in its

horizontal extension or as posed in the plane of its flight.
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pterygoid aspect, an aspect or appearance like that of

wings; winglike or winged aspect; specifically, the aspect

of an aeroplane or other aerofoil when it presents the

appearance (if viewd in the direction of flight) as of some-
thing relativly well provided with wings or sustaining*

surfaces; also, the appearance of an aerofoil the lesser di-

mension of tuhich is in the direction of flight (which is

the same as the arrangement which obtains in the wing
plan*form of birds.

vertical aspect, the aspect of the vertical dimensional
proportions, or the elevation, of an aeroplane or other aero-

foil; the look or appearance of an aerofoil as viewd in the

direction of flight.

aspect-ratio '3e-spekt,zee-$o n. the ratio of the two dimen-
sions (in any given aspect) of a natural or artificial flyer;

the proportion of the spred, span, or transverse dimension
of an aerofoil to its depth, or fore*and*aft dimension,

aspiration ^spo'zee-Jon n. the action of aspiring or breath-

ing; the drawing of breth; specifically, the action of a

bird or aerofoil la moving or soaring into the wind, that

is, in making hedway or progress against, and relativ to,

the wind, apparently by breathing or sucking; a mode of

maintaining motion, as if by drawing or polling forward, in

flight, in a direction contrary to the wind,

aspirator 'aespo^etoz n. an apparatus for drawing off air or

other gas, and thus creating a partial vacuum,
aspire o'spaiz intr. breath forth; rise, mount up; specifically,

move or soar into the wind, that is, make hedway against,

and relativ to, the wind, as if by breathing, sucking, or

drawing.
astern o'stBrzn adv.

1. (of place) in or at the stern or hinder part or end of
an airship; in the rear; aft.

2. (of motion) toward the stern; to the rear; aft.

astronomy o'streno-mi n. the science of the stars or hevenly
bodies.

atmosphere 'setmos,fi:z n. [also spelt atmosfere']

1. the sfere of air surrounding the earth; the whole body
of terrestrial air; the gaseous envelop of the globe; the
aerosfere.

2. the air of any particular place or locality, especially

as influenced by wether*conditions : as, the *atmosfere of
a room, the *atmosfere of Chicago.

3 . a pressure of 15 pounds to the square inch, taken as
the normal pressure exerted by the air at the surface of

the earth : as, a pressure of three *atmosferes.
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atmospheric ,setm9s'fezik adj. [also spelt atmosferic ] of or

pertaining to the atmosfere or air; aerial,

atmospherical ^tmas'fezi-kol adj. [also spelt atmosferical]

same meaning as atmospheric.

atmospherically ^tmas'feziko-li adv. [also spelt atmos-
ferically ] with respect to the atmosfere; as regards air^

conditions.

atmospherology ^tmasfi'eola-dgi n. [also spelt atmosfe-
rology'] the science of the atmosfere.

attitude 'set^tgud n. a posture or disposition of the parts of

an aerofoil relativ to the direction of flight; the position of

an aeroplane about a transverse horizontal axis, compare
aspect.

ground attitude, the attitude, posture, or angle of inci-

dence of the aerofoils of a flying^machine while standing
on the ground : distinguisht from flyingzattitude.

aureola c'zii-a-la n. a luminous emanation, ring, halo, or

cloud radiating from, or surrounding, a figure or an object;

an anthelion; a glory; an aureole,

aureole 'ci-ei-ol n.

1. a luminous emanation, ring, halo, or cloud radiating

from, or surrounding, a figure or an object, such as ob-

servd, for example, around an electric arc produced in a

vacuum; an aureola.

2. (in meteorology) the ring of irhite light about tirelv

degrees wide, with a ruddy border, sometimes seen around
the sun or moon.

3. (in astronomy) the ring of light seen around the sun
or moon in total eclipses of the sun.

aurora c'eo:-z9 n.

1. the rising light of the morning; the dawn.
2. a luminous radiation, probably of electrical character,

originating in the vicinity of the earth’s northern (or

southern) magnetic pole, visible from time to time by
night, in the hevens, especially toward the northern or

southern part of the sky; aurora borealis; northern (or

southern) lights; merry^dancers
; streamers.

aurora australis, the aurora of the southern sky; the

southern lights.

aurora borealis, the northern lights,

auroral e'eor-eal adj. of or pertaining to the aurora, or to

auroras : as, ^auroral arch, ^auroral beams, *auroral corona,

"''auroral distribution, *auroral flashes, *auroral needles,

*auroral period, *auroral periodicity, *auroral waves,
auto-ljalloou 'c:-to-b9,loun n. a small dirigible balloon for

ordinary purposes; a lighter^thamair flyabout.
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auto-ballooning; 'ci-to-bo/luu-nii] n. the use of auto?bal-

loons; the action or sport of flying about in small dirigi-

bles.

avalanch-wind 'aevo-lain^wind n. a wind produced by an

avalanch, sometimes so violent as to tear a person’s clothes

to shreds.

Aves 'ee/viz n. pi. the birds; the fstherd vertebrates,

avian 'ee-vi-on adj. of or pertaining to birds,

avian 'ee-vi-on n. a member of the class Aves; a bird,

aviarist 'ee-vi-o-zist n. the keeper of an aviary,

aviary 'ee-vi-ezi, 'ee-vi-o-zi n. a large cage, house, or en-

closure where birds are bred or kept; a bird?house.

aviate 'ee-vi,et intr. fly : as, “Flyer,” the *aviatmg cat.

aviatic ,ee-vi'3etik adj. of or relating to aviation,

aviatics ,ee-vi'3etiks n. aviation.

aviating 'ee-vi,etir| n. the art, occupation, or sport of fly-

ing; aviation.

aviation ,ee-vi'ee-$on, (less properly) ^vi'ee-Son n. the art

or act of flying; the science or practis of artificial flight;

manflight : often restricted to flight by means of hevier?

thamair machines, compare aeronautics.

aviation-course ^e-vi'se-Son^coizs n. a course or track

where airships or flyers are tested or flown; an aviation?

track; an aerodrome.
aviation-expert ,ee-vi'ee-$on,ek-spnzt n. an expert on avia-

tion
;
one who is skild in the art or theory of artificial

flight.

aviation-field ,ee-vi'ee-$3n,fnld n. a field or tract of land

where airships are tested or flown
; a flying?ground.

aviation-ground ^e-vi'ee-Son^zaund n. [commonly used
in the plural ] a ground, field, or tract of land where air-

ships or flyers are tested or flown
;
an aviation?field.

aviation-meet ^e-vi'ee-So^miit n. a meet or meeting for

practising aviation or flying; an aviation?meeting; a fly-

ing?meet; an aero meet.

aviation-park ^e-vi'eeAo^paizk n. a park or field devoted
to or used for practising aviation or flying; an aviation?

field; a flying?ground.

aviation-sked
/ee-vi'ee-Son,5ed n. a shed for housing a fly-

ing?machine; an aeroplane?shed
;
a hangar,

aviation-supply ,ee-vi'ee-$3n-s9,pi.ai n. [commonly used in
the plural, aviationzsupplies~\ a supply or commodity used in
connection with aviation, as a propeller?blade.

aviation-tournament ^e-vi'ee-Son^urz-no-mant n. a tour-

nament for practising aviation or flying; a flying?meet.
aviation-track ^ee-vi'ee-Jon^sek n. a t£ack or course where
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airships or flyers are tested or flown; an aviation^course

;

an aerodrome.
aviator 'ee-vi,et9e n.

1. a flying^machine; a flyer.

2. one who flies, especially in hevier^thamair machines;
one who practises aviation; a flyer, aeronaut, or airman.

aviatorial ,ee-vi-9'to:-ei-9l, ,3evi-9'to:-zi-9l adj. of or per-

taining to aviators or aviation; relating to human flight.

aviatory 'ee-vi-9,t9:-£i adj. of aviation.

aviatress 'ee-vi,et£is n. a female aviator; a woman who
drives a flying^machine.

aviculture 'ee-v^kAltJaz n. the rearing of birds; birdsfancy-

ing.

avian 'ee-vi-an, 'jevi-an n. a batdike type of aeroplane de-

velopt by Clement Ader, a French electrician, which, as a
result of its performance of October 9, 1890, is noted for

being the first power^driven, mamcarrying aeroplane ever

to attain flight.

a-wing a'wir) adv. on the wing; flying.

axillar 'seksi-laz adj. axillary.

axillar 'seksi-laz n. [commonly used in the plural] any one of

the fethers growing from the axilla or arm^pit of a bird;

an axillary fether.

axillary 'seksi^ezi adj. of the axilla or arm^pit of a bird.

axillary feathers, the fethers growing from the axilla or

arm^pit of a bird; the innermost fethers lining the wing;
the axillars.

azure 'ze^zz, 'ee-39z n. the blue color of the clear sky; also,

the unclouded vault of heven.

azure 'se39z, 'ee-39z adj. colord like the clear sky; sky-blue;

sky^colord, cerulean.

backbone 'baek^oon n. [also spelt backbone] the main sup-

port or axis; the chief substantial part, as of a dirigible; a

rigid rod connecting the cells of a cellular kite,

back-draft 'bask,dra:ft n. [also spelt back draught] the draft

at the back, or in the rear of, a flying^machine
; the wash,

backflow 'bsek^oo n. the flowing backward of the air when
acted upon as by a propeller; slip,

backsail 'bse^seel n. a sail situated at the back or hinder

part of an airship ; a saildike tail,

baffle-plate 'bsefa^pixet n. a metal plate used to baffle or

direct the flow of air or other gas; a deflector,

balance 'baelans n. a balanced condition; a state of equi-

librium; equipoise.
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automatic balance, balance or equilibration of a flyings

machine by automatic or self-acting mechanism; automatic

equilibrium; automatic stability,

balance 'baelons tr. maintain in a state of equilibrium or

equipoise; keep stedy; equilibrate, stabilize, poise,

balancer 'bsefen-saz n.

1. one of a pair of slender processes with clubd ends

placed near the insertion of the wings in a dipterous in-

sect or a male coccid, supposed to aid in balancing or

equilibrating the insect; a halter; a poiser.

2. a rope for balancing or maintaining the equilibrium

of a balloon; an equilibrator
; a guide-rope.

balancing-bead 'baelonsii^hed n. a hed or fore-part of a

kite, designed to aid in balancing or equilibrating,

balancing-machinery 'bselan-siq-mo^ii-no-zi n. machinery
or apparatus in an air-craft, used for balancing or equili-

brating.

balancing-plane 'baelonsii^pteen n. a plane or aeroplane

used for balancing; an aerofoil employd for maintaining the

equilibrium of a flying-machine; a balancing-surface; a

stabilizing-surface
;
an aileron,

balancing-rudder 'bselansii^zAdoz n. a rudder in a flying-

machine, used for balancing or equilibrating,

balancing-skill 'bselonsii^skil n. skill in balancing; dex-
terity in maintaining equipoise during flight,

balancing-surface 'baslonsii^sBzfis n. an aerofoil surface

used in balancing or equilibrating a flying-machine or

airship
; a stahilizing-surface

; a balancing-plane,

balancing-tail 'bselansit^teel n. the tail of a kite or flying-

machine designed for balancing or maintaining the equi-
librium of the whole craft in the air; a trailer,

ballast 'bselost n. hevy material, especially sand or gravel,

carried in a balloon or airship and used to throw overboard
and thus lighten the load, giving the craft a tendency to rise.

floating ballast, ballast which is designed to float upon
the surface of water, as that sometimes attacht to the guide-
rope of a balloon.

ballast 'bselost tr. furnish with ballast
; regulate the ballast of.

,
ballast-bag 'bselas^baeg n. a bag for containing ballast

; a
sand-bag.

ballast-sand 'b3elost,S3end n. sand used for ballast in a bal-

loon or airship.

ballast-tbrower 'baslost^soo-oz n. a device for throwing
or discharging ballast from a balloon,

ballonet ,b3ela'net n. [also spelt ballonette and, less prop-
erly, ballonnet, balloonet, balloonette]
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1. a relativly small balloon or air-bag placed inside a

larger balloon* or aerostat and used for controlling the alti-

tude or for keeping the envelop taut.

2. one of several subsidiary balloons or inflated gas-bags

forming compartments or structural units in a dirigible

balloon, for the purpose of safety in case of accident, or

for insuring stability of form.

halloimet ^aelo'net n. see ballonet.

ballon sonde ^bselorj'soqd n. [also spelt ballon-sonde; plural

ballons sondes] same meaning as sounding-balloon

.

balloon bo'luun n.

1. (in fireworks) a pasteboard ball stuft with combusti-

bles, fired from a mortar to a considerable height where it

bursts and produces various luminous effects; an air-bal-

loon {sense i).

air balloon, same meaning as air-balloon {sense i).

2. an airtight bag or hollow vessel fild with hydrogen
gas, coal-gas, heated air, or any other gas lighter than
common air, and often provided with a car and other

appurtenances designed to rise and float in the atmosfere,

alone or with persons on board.

air balloon, same meaning as air-balloon {sense 2).

auxiliary balloon, a balloon used in an auxiliary or

secondary capacity.

balloon photography, fotografy from balloons; the art of

taking fotografic pictures while traveling in a balloon.

balloon principle, the principle of the balloon or aerostat;

the principle of atmosferic buoyancy; the lighter-than-air

idea : distinguisht from flying principle.

captiv balloon, see under captiv.

coal-gas balloon, a balloon whose gasbag is inflated with
coal-gas.

dirigible balloon, a balloon which can be steerd or guided;

a steerable balloon; a dirigible.

elongated balloon, a balloon which, msted of having a

globular or pear-shaped gasbag, is longer than it is wide; a

cylindric, cigar-shaped, or sausage-shaped balloon or diri-

gible.

free balloon, a balloon which is free from all connection
with, or attachment to, the earth : distinguisht from cap-
tiv balloon

;
also, an unmanned balloon, free from control,

used for investigating the upper air.

heated-air balloon, same meaning as hot-air balloon.

hot-air balloon, same meaning as fire-balloon, compare
air-balloon {sense 2 ).

hydrogen balloon, same meaning as hydrogen-balloon .
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inflammablezair balloon

,

a balloon whose gasbag is fild

with inflammable air, that is, with hydrogen gas; an air-

balloon {sense 2 ) ; a hydrogen-balloon.

internal balloon, a subsidiary balloon, inside of the main
gasbag; a ballonet.

locomotive balloon, a balloon which is capable of loco-

motion or movement from place to place; a dirigible bal-

loon.

luminous balloon, a balloon which is renderd luminous

at night by being artificially lighted, designed for signal-

ling at night.

manned balloon, see under manned .

nonzlifting balloon, see under nonzlifting.

paper balloon, a balloon made of paper, such as one of

the small hot-air balloons used in fireworks.

parachute balloon, a balloon fitted with a parachute

apparatus.

rarifiedzair balloon, a balloon or aerostat in which the

lifting-power is due to the rarifaction of the air in a

hollow receptacle; a form of rigid balloon designed to be

sustaind in the atmosfere by means of a partial vacuum.
selfzregistering balloon, a balloon carrying self-registering

meteorologic instruments, sent up in investigations of the

atmosfere; a registration-balloon
;

a recording-balloon; an
exploring-balloon

; a sounding-balloon.

spherical balloon, a balloon whose gasbag is sferical in

shape; an ordinary globular or pear-shaped balloon.

steering balloon, a balloon which is capable of being
steerd; a steerable balloon; a dirigible.

balloon bo'loun v.

1. tr. carry up or transport in, or as in, a balloon.

2. intr. make an ascent in a balloon or dirigible; make a

series of balloon-trips or exhibitions.

balloon-accident bo'lou^seksi-dnt n. an accident to a bal-

loon
; a mishap to an aeronaut while making a balloon-trip.

balloonacy bo'lou-no-si n. lunacy about balloons; mania
for ballooning; balloonomania.

balloon-announcement bo'luun-o^naons-mont n. an an-
nouncement of a balloon-ascent; a notis that a balloon-as-

cension is about to be made.
balloon-ascension bo'luun-o,sen$3n n. an ascension made
by a balloon

; a balloon-ascent.

balloon-ascent bo'loun-3,sent n. an ascent made by a bal-

loon; a balloon-ascension.

balloonatic ba'luna-tik n. a lunatic about balloons; one
gone crazy over ballooning; one who is balloon-mad.
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balloonatic ba'luna-tik adj. like that of one who is a lunatic

about ballooning; ballooncrazy.

balloonation ,b3elu'nee-$9n n. ballooning, baboonery, aero-

nautics.

balloon-base b9'luun,bees n. a base or basis for the operat-

ing of balloons, as a waterchip.

balloon-basket b9'loun,ba:-skit n. the basket or car of a

balloon.

balloon-business b9
,luun/bizniz n. the business or occu-

pation of making or operating balloons,

balloon-car b9'luun,ka:z n. the car or basket of a balloon,

balloon-center b9
/
luun,sent9z n. [also spelt balloonzcentre'}

a center or rendezvous for balloons or balloonists; a town
which servs as a central point or meeting^place for aero-

nauts.

balloon-cloth. b9'luun
/
kz.o:0 n. the cloth of which the gasbag

of a balloon or airship is made; balloomfabric
;
envelope

stuff.

balloon-cloud bYloun^ktaud n. a balloomshaped cloud; a

cumulus or altocumulus cloud expanded at the top so as to

resemble a rising balloon.

balloon-club b9'luun,ki.Ab n. a club or association of bal-

loonists; an aeroclub.

balloon-corps b9'luun,ko:e n. an armycorps or organized

body of troops whose duty is balloomwork; a balloons

section; a balloondetachment.
balloon-detachment b9,loun-di't3et$ni9nt n. a detachment

of an army in charge of ballooning; a ballooncorps; a

balloomsection.

balloon-dirigible b9'luun,dizid39-b9l n. a dirigible bal-

loon.

balloon-dispatch b9'luun-di,spaetS n. a dispatch transmitted
J by balloon; a message sent in a balloon.

balloon-driver b9
/loun

/drai-v9z n. the driver or pilot of a

balloon; a balloonist; an aeronaut,

balloon-envelop b9 ,luun
/env9-lop n. [also spelt balloon

z

envelope ] the envelop, covering, or material of the gasbag
of a balloon.

ballooner ba'lou-naz n. one who makes balloomascents; a

balloonist; an aeronaut.

balloonery bYluu-na-zi n. [synonymous cognate balloonry']

the art or practis of ascending in balloons; the management
of balloons; aerostation (sense 2); aeronautics,

balloonet ,b3elo,net n. see ballonet.

balloonette ^aelo'net n . see ballonet.
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balloon-experiment ba'luun-ik^pezi-mant n. an experi-

ment in ballooning; a balloon?test.

balloon-expert bo'loun^k-spnzt n . an expert on balloons

;

one skild in making or managing balloons,

balloon-fabric bo'loun^faebeik n. a fabric for use in making
balloons or gasbags; balloon?material ;

envelop?stuff.

balloon-factory b3'loun,faekt3-zi n. a factory or shop inhere

balloons are made.
balloon-farm b3'luun,fa:em n. a farm or enclosure occupied

by balloons.

balloon-fligbt bo'loun,fjLait n. a flight or ascension of a

balloon; a balloon?ascent.

balloon-flying bo'luunT^ai-ig n. a flight or ascension of a

balloon; a balloomascent.

balloon-frame bo'loun^eem n. the frame or framework of

a balloon; the supporting?st£Ucture or skeleton of a balloon,

balloon-gas bo'loun^aes n. gas used for inflating or filling

balloons; inflating?gas.

balloon-house b3'luun,haos n. a house in which a balloon

or dirigible is kept for shelter or repairs; a balloon?shed

;

an airship?house; an aerodrome,
balloon-bousing bo'lou^hao-ziq n. the process of housing

or providing shelter for balloons,

balloonical bo'luu-m-lol adj. connected with balloons; aero-

nautic.

balloonicism bo'lou-n^sizom n. a word or frase connected
with ballooning; a technical term used by aeronauts,

balloonine bo'lou-mn n. a rubber varnish for gas?proofing
balloon?cloth.

ballooning bo'lou-mq n. the art, practis, or sport of ascend-
ing in or managing balloons; aeronautics; aerostation,

ballooning-scbool bo'Iuu-mi^skoul n. a school where the

art of ballooning is taught; a school of aeronautics,

ballooning-trip b3'luu-niij,t£ip n. a t£ip or journey made
in a balloon; a balloon?t£ip

;
a balloon?journey

; a balloon?

flight.

balloonism bo'lo^mzom n. the practis, sport, or fad of

ballooning; balloonery; aeronautics,

balloonist bo'lou-mst n. one who ascends in or manages a
balloon; one who practises ballooning; an aeronaut,

balloon-journey bo'loun^neni n. a journey or voyage in

a balloon; a balloon?tjip.

balloon-kite b3'loun,kait n. a cylindrical balloon or gasbag
fild with hydrogen and flown with a cord somewhat in the
manner of ordinary kites, used for meteorologic, and now
also for military purposes, compare kitetballoon.
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balloonless ba'luun-las adj. destitute of a balloon or float?

vessel ;
having no gasbag : as, *balloonless dirigible air-

ships.

balloon-like bo'luun/laik adj. like or resembling a balloon,

balloon-maker bo'luun^nee-koz n. one who makes or manu-
factures balloons; a balloon?bilder.

balloon-making bo'luui^mee-kig n. the art or practis of

making balloons.

balloon-man bo'luun^naen n. [ploral balloommen ] a man who
pilots a balloon; a balloonist; an aeronaut,

balloon-material bo'loun-mo^n-m-ol n. a material for use

in making balloons or gasbags; balloon?fabric
;

envelop?

stuff.

balloon-net bo'luu^net n. the net or meshwork enclosing

the gasbag of a balloon, from which the basket or car is

ordinarily suspended by ropes; the netting of a balloon,

balloon-observation b3'luun-obzo£,vee-$on n. an observa-

tion made from a balloon, as of military operations, astro-

nomic fenomena, etc.

balloonomania bo/luno'mee-ni-o n. a mania for balloons

or ballooning; balloonism run mad.
balloon-park bo'luu^paizk n. a park or enclosure occupied

by balloons and their accessories; also, a complete set or

equipment of balloons, etc.; an aerostatic park,

balloon-party b3'luun,pazti n. a party or company of voy-

agers in a balloon.

balloon-pilot ba'loui^pai-lat n. the pilot of a balloon
;

a

balloonist; an aeronaut.

balloon-pit ba'luuivpit n. a landing?pit for the reception of

a balloon.

balloon-race ba loun^ees n. a race of balloons; a balloon?

contest.

balloon-rigging bYloun^igig n. the rigging, or ropes and
other tackle of a balloon.

balloonry bo'loun-zi n. same meaning as balloonery.

balloon-sailing ba'luun^ee-liq n. the art or occupation of

sailing balloons; aeronautics.

balloon-school b9'loun,skoul n. a school where ballooning

is taught
;
a ballooning?school

;
a school of aeronautics,

balloon-section ba'loui^sekSan n. a section of an army
having charge of balloon?work; a balloon?corps

; a balloon?

detachment.
balloon-shed bYluun^ed n. a shed in which a balloon or

dirigible is kept for shelter or repairs; a balloon?house
;
an

airship?house
;
an aerodi'ome.

balloon-shell bo'luun^el n. the shell or outer covering of a
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cempesit balloon, containing and uniting the gas-compart-

ments or sub-balloons.

balloon-ship bo'luun^ip n. a ship equipt with balloons or

ballooning-apparatus, as for coast-defense,

balloon-shooting bo'loun^uu-tii] n. the practis of shoot-

ing at balloons, as with a rifle,

balloon-sound bo'luun^aond tr. sound or probe by means
of balloons; investigate by the aid of a sounding-balloon:

as, to *balloon-sound a region of the atmosfere.

balloon-tent bo'luun^ent n. a tent or portable lodge of can-

vas used for sheltering or housing a balloon,

balloon-trip bo'luun,t£ip n. a t£ip or voyage in a balloon;

a balloon-flight; a balloon-journey,

balloon-valve bo'luun/^selv n. [also spelt balloonzvalv ] a

gas-valv for use in connection with a balloon,

balloon-varnish b9'iuun,va:£-ni§ n. a varnish prepared for

the gas-vessels of balloons, see varnish.

balloon-voyage bo'loun/vei-ids n. a voyage or journey in

a balloon; a balloon-t$ip.

balloon-wheel b9'loun,wiil n. (in fireworks
;

obsolete) a

shell; a bom.
balloon-work bo'loun/wmek n. work of any kind in con-

nection with balloons or ballooning; also, the practis of

ballooning itself.

balloon-wrecking bo'loun^ekiq n. the act of wrecking a

balloon; rupturing a balloon, as by rifle-shots, and causing
a collapse, smashup, wreck, or downfall,

bank bseqk n. a pile or mass.

bank of clouds, a cloud-bank.

bank bseqk tr. incline or slant an aeroplane flying-machine
laterally (with the inner side downward) in turning or go-

ing round a curv, so as to take advantage of the resistance

of the bank or mass of air upon which the machine is thus

forced to act.

banking 'baeijkiq n.

1. the action of driving an aeroplane flying-machine in

a tilted or laterally inclined manner, with the inner side

downward, while rounding a curv. see bank (verb).

2 . a bank or upright resistant mass, as of air : as, the air

formd a natural *banking as the aeroplane swept round.
banner-cloud 'bamozyki.aod n. banner-like cloud, streaming

horizontally from a mountain-top.

barb ba:eb n. one of the pointed processes, of the first order,

on either side of the rachis of a bird’s fether; one of the

rami of the vane of a fether.

barber 'baiz-bo? n. a strong cutting wind loaded with par-
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tides of frozen fog, occurring in the Gulf of Saint Law-
rence in Canada.

barbicel 'ba:e-bi-sol n. a little barb or beard; one of the

small pointed processes on the barbule of a bird’s father;

a fringing process of the third order of a father,

barbule 'ba:z,bjul n. a little barb or beard; one of the little

pointed processes on the barb of a bird’s father; a fringing

process of the second order of a father,

baric 'baeaik adj. of or pertaining to the weight or pressure

of the air or atmosfere
;
barometric.

baric law of the wind, the law expressing the relation of

wind-direction to the isobars.

baric windzrose, see under windzrose.

barogram 'baee^gesem n. the record made by a barograf.

barograph 'b3ee3,gea:f n. [also spelt barograf] a barometer
which automatically records the variations in atmosferic

pressure in continuous correlation with time,

barometer bo'eomi-toe n. an instrument for mesuring the

weight or pressure of the air or atmosfere, and hence used
for forecasting wether-conditions, ascertaining height of

ascent, etc.

aneroid barometer, see under aneroid,

mercurial barometer, a barometer in which a column of

mercury is used.

barometric ,b3eeo'metrik adj. of, pertaining to, or indicated
by, a barometer.

barometrical ,bjeeo'metri-kol adj. same meaning as baro-

metric.

barometrically ^baeeo'metri-ko-li adv. in a barometric man-
ner; with respect to the barometer,

barometry bo'zomi-tri n. the art of making barometric
mesurements; the mesuring of atmosferic pressure,

barothermograph ^aeeo'GBre-mo^eaT n. [also spelt baro-

thermografh an apparatus for recording simultaneously the

pressure and temperature of the atmosfere, often used on
kites and sounding-balloons; a combination of a barograf
and thermograf.

barothermohygrograph bse^Gnzmo'hai-ge^geaT n. [also

spelt barothermohygrografj an apparatus for recording the

pressure, temperature, and humidity of the atmosfere, often

used on kites and sounding-balloons; a combination of a
barothermograf with a hygrometer,

barothermometer ,bsee9-Goe'momi-toe n. an instrument for

mesuring the pressure and temperature of the air.

barrel 'baeeol n. the hard, horny, hollow part of the stem or

shaft of a bird’s father; the calamus proper; the quill.
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basket 'ba:-skit n. a vessel of plated^osier wickerwork, or

other material, suspended or fixt at the lower part of a

balloon or airship and occupied by the aeronaut or voyagers,

bat baet n. a mousedike nocturnal mammal of the order chei-

roptera, having membranous wings and flying with a pe-

culiar quivering motion; a flittermouse
;
a reremouse,

bate beet intr. [also spelt bait'] (in falconry ) beat the wings
impatiently and flutter away from the perch; flutter,

bat-like 'b3et,laik adj. like a bat or flittermouse
;
resembling

that of a bat.

beak-stay 'biik,stee n. a stay or st^engthener forming a

part of the beak or nose of an elongated balloon or airship,

designed to prevent the beak collapsing or being crusht

by the pressure of the air.

beam biim n. the side of an airship.

beam wind

,

a wind coming from one side
;
a side-wind,

bear be:z intr. be directed in a certain way; tend,

bearing; 'be:-zir) n. the direction in which any point lies

from the point of reference, especially as mesured in

degrees from one of the quarters of the compass : as, take

one’s *bearings.

bearing-surface 'ber-zi^snafis n. one of the surfaces of

a flying^machine which bears, rests, or acts upon the air;

a supporting^surface
;
a sustaining^surface

; a wing^surface

;

a spred of wing or sail.

bearing-wheel 'be:-eiq,wiil n. one of the wheels attacht to

the under part of a flying^machine, for bearing upon the

ground as in starting.

beat biit n. a stroke; a recurrent stroke, as of a flapping
wing or revolving propellerdblade.

beat biit tr. flap with force, as a wing.
bee-line 'bii,lain n. a straight line thru the air; a direct

route thru the atmosfere.

bellows 'beloz, 'belos n. an appliance for producing a strong
blast of air; a blower.

bellows propeller, a propeller which works on the prin-

ciple of a pair of bellows, proposed for driving airships,

belly 'beli v.

1. tr. cause to swell out; make bulge.

2. intr. bulge or swell out.

bend bend n. the rounded angle, or curvd or bent upper fore=

part of a bird’s wing; the carpal angle; the flexure: also

cald bend of the wing.

bicycle-carriage 'bai-sikol,k3eaid3 n. a carriage or frame
with a set of bicycle^wheels biit into the base of some fly-

ing^machines to aid in starting and alighting.
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bight bait n. a loop of a line, in distinction from the ends
of the line; a turn, bend, or loop in a kitedine.

bight bait tr. fold or double, as a kitedine, so as to form
into one or more bights or loops,

biplane 'ba^pteen n. [also spelt biplane]
1. a flyings or gliding^machine having two planes or

aerofoils, usually about equal in size and one above the

the other, but sometimes unequal in size, and staggerd; an
aerobiplane.

staggered biplane

,

a biplane aircraft having staggerd
sustaining^planes. see stagger.

tandem biplane, an aeroplane flyingmiachine having two
pairs of supporting^planes, or biplanes, placed tandem, or

one after the other, as that designed by W. H. Walden.
2. any aerial device consisting of two superposed plane

aerofoils, usually about equal in size : as, the elevator con-

sists of a pivoted *biplane.

biplane 'bai,pz>een adj. having two planes, usually about
equal in size, and superposed; two^plane : as, a *biplane

kite : distinguisht from monoplane, etc.

bipolar ,bai'p30-loz adj. having two flexible axes : said of

a kite t^ied by Bazin in 1888, having not only the bow but

also the central spine, flexible, so as to secure not only

lateral but also longitudinal balance or equipoise,

bird bn:zd n. any fetherd vertebrate animal
;
a member of

the class Aves, allied to the reptils but distinguisht by their

warm blood, fethers, and adaptation of their foredims as

wings, with which most species fly in the air.

aerial bird, see under aerial.

aquatic bird, a wading or a swimming bird, as a duck.

bird of freedom, the American bald eagle.

bird of Jove, the eagle.

bird of Juno, the peacock.

bird of Minerva, the owl.

bird of night

,

the owl.

bird of passage, a bird which regulary passes in the

spring from a warmer to a colder climate, and back in the

fall
; a migratory bird

; a migrant.

bird of peace, the dove.

bird of prey, a bird which seeks prey, as the hawk, eagle,

owl
;
a bird of the order Raptores or Accipit^es.

bird of the year, a bird less than a year old.

bird of wonder, the fenix.

bird principle, the principle or method according to which
birds fly; the flapping^wing principle; the ornithepter

idea.
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flying bird, any bird which habitually flies, as distin-

guish! from birds which do not habitually fly.

homing bird, a bird that goes home; a bird, such as the

carrier-pigeon, which, when releast from restraint, has the

faculty or tendency to return, from great distances, to its

home or place inhere it was reared.

mechanical bird, a bird-like flying-machine, or an arti-

ficial bird designed to fly.

sailing bird, a bird which sails, soars, or glides in the

air; a bird which practises sailing flight,

bird-catcher 'bB:ed,k3et$oe n. one who or that which catches

birds, as a person, a bird, or an insect,

bird-craft 'bn:ed,ksa:ft n. the craft or art of flying as prac-

tist by birds; the art of flight.

bird-fancier 'bmzd^sensi-oz n. one who fancies, or takes

plesure in, rearing or collecting birds; also, a dealer in

pet or captiv birds.

bird-flight 'bB:ed,fnait n. the mode of flight characteristic

of birds; bird-like flight.

bird-flock /
bB:ed

/
fi>ok n. a fleck or company of birds.

bird-flock flyer, a flyer or flying-machine such as A. G.

Bell’s tet^ahedral-cell flying-apparatus, whose structure

makes it resemble a fleck of birds in flight,

bird-life 'bBied^aif n. the life of birds; the mode of

!

existence, habits, etc., of the fetherd t^ibe.

bird-kite 'bB:ed,kait n. a Chinese kite which resembles a
bird; a bird-like kite.

bird-land 'bnred^send n. the land or relm of birds; the airy

reaches; airdom.
bird-like 'bBied^aik adj. like a bird; resembling that of a

bird.

birdman 'bB:ed,m3en n. [also spelt bird man
;
plural birdmenl

1. a bird-catcher; a fowler; also, an ornithologist.
2. a man who flies, by artificial means, in a manner

comparable to that of a bird
;
a man-bird

; an aviator.
bird’s-eye 'bB:edz,ai adj. seen from above, as if by a flying

bird : as, a *bird’s-eye landscape, a *bird’s-eye view.
bird's-eye view, a mode of perspectiv representation in

which portions of country, towns, etc., appear as they
would if viewd from a considerable elevation,

bird-tail 'bB:ed,teel n. a tail like that of a bird,

bird-travel 'bnred^aevol n. the travel of birds; the periodic
journeying to and fro of migrating birds,

jbird-wave 'bnrzd/weev n. a wave or tide of bird immigra-
tion

; an arrival of birds in considerable numbers, as in
the spring or fall.
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bird-wing 'bnizd/wig n. the wing of a bird; a bird’s wing,
bise biiz n. a dry cold north and northeast wind similar to

the mistral, in Provence and the Rhone valley,

bird-woman 'bmzd/womon n. a woman who flies, by arti-

ficial means, in a manner comparable to that of a bird; an
aviatjess. compare birdman (sense 2)

blade bleed n. one of the floats, vanes, or sails of a pro-

peller or wind-wheel; a slat or narrow sustaining-surface,

as of a Phillips flyer.

blade-angle 'bleed^qgol n. the angle or degree of inclina-

tion of a propeller-blade to the angle of blade-t£avel ;
the

angle of blade-setting; the blade-inclination,

blade-length 'bleed^eqG n. the length of a propeller-blade,

blade-section 'bleed,sek$on n. the section or cross-section

of a propeller-blade.

blade-setting 'bleed^etiq n. the setting or mode of set or

pose of a propeller-blade.

blade-travel 'bleed^pevol n. the tpevel or mode of move-
ment of a propeller-blade, especially when the propeller

has its normal tjanslatory motion thru the air.

blast blaist n. a forcible stream or jet of air, as from a

blower, sometimes proposed as a source of propulsiv power
for airships.

blizzard 'bhzozd n. a gale or hurricane with intense cold

and dry, driving snow, especially common in Dakota and
Manitoba.

blocking-cord 'blekii^keizd n. a kind of cord used 111 block-

ing hats, and, in late years, sometimes employd as kite-

string or kite-line in meteorolegic work,
blood-rain 'blAd^een n. rain which leaves red stains due

to fungi containing red oxid of iron, which have been
raised into the atmosfere by the wind and which the rain

brings down.
blower 'bloo-oz n. a machine for blowing or forcing air; an

apparatus for producing blasts, as in certain schemes for

airship-propulsion; a blowing-machine; an air-blower: as r

a *blower for ballonets.

blowing-apparatus 'bloo-irj-aepo^ee-tos n. a blowing-ma-
chine; a bellows-like apparatus; a blower,

blue blou n. the blue sky or atmosfere; the hevens; the a3ure.

bluff blAf adj> having or presenting a broad or expansiv
front or surface, as a sfere.

boat boot n. the boat-shaped or boat-like car of certain bal-

loons or airships.

boat-car /

'boot,ka:e n. a boat-like car : as, the forward *boat-

car of a Zeppelin airship, compare gondola.
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boat-shaped 'boot^sept adj. shaped like a boat, as the car

of an airship.

body 'bodi n. the main, central, or principle part of an

aeroplane or airship, where the motor, fuel, or other load

is containd; the fuselage or nacelle of a dirigible,

body-cradle 'bod^ksee-dl n. a cradle or framework in a

flying^machine, upon which the operator’s body rests in

such a manner that, by swaying from side to side, he may
impart to the cradle certain lateral movements for con-

trolling the wingstips. compare shouldersyoke and seats

back.

body-frame 'bod^fseem n. the frame or framework of the

body of an airship or flying^machine
;
the body^framework.

body-framework 'bod^fseem-wmek n. the framework of

the body of an airship or flying^machine, the body^frame.

body-part 'bod^paizt n. the part or portion of an airship

which constitutes the body; the body, fuselage, or nacelle of

a dirigible.

body-plane 'bed^pixen n . the plane or aeroplane consti-

tuting the body or main part of a flying^machine, as distin-

guish from subordinate planes such as those constituting

the wings or vanes.

body-resistance 'b©di-zi,zistns n. the resistance efferd by
the air to the body of an aerofoil itself, independently of

its surface; the hed^resistance
;
the hulhresistance.

bomb bom n. [also spelt bom] an explosiv projectil having
the form of a sferical shell; a bomshell; also, a sandbag
or other missil dropt or cast from an airship in a manner
similar to that in which boms are thrown,

bomb-casting 'bon^ka^stirj n. [also spelt bomscasting] the

action of casting boms, as from airships; bonuthrowing.
boom bourn n. a long spar, pole, or rod, as one of those

carrying the tail of an aircraft,

boomerang 'bou-mo^seq n. a curvd missil used in war and
the chase by the aborigines of Australia. It is thrown by
hand and may be made to return to the thrower,

bora 'bo:-e9 n. a violant dry wind in the region of the Adri-
atic Sea which blows down off the plateau of Connthia
from the northeast or north.

Boreas 'bor-ei-as n.

1. (in Greek mythology) the god of the north wind.
2. the north wind personified; a cold, northerly wind,

boss be:s n. the enlarged part of a shaft on which the wheel
or propeller of an airship is keyed,

bottom 'botam n. the surface of the earth considerd as the
base of the atmosfere or floor of the ocean of air.
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boundary-circulation 'baun-dri-SBzkgu^ee-Son n. the

circulation of a fluid along or around a boundary,

boundary-surface 'baun-dt^sBzfis n. the surface forming
the boundary between the live stream and the dedswater in

the rear of an advancing aerofoil,

bow boo n. [often used in the plural] the front or forward
end of an airship.

bowsprit 'boo^psit n. a large spar or boom which projects

forward from the stem or front of an airship,

bow-stick 'boo^tik n. the elastic stick which forms the bow
of a bow kite.

bow-string 'boo,st£iq n. one of the strings, cords, or lines

which is attacht to the bow of a bow kite,

box-kite 'boks,kait n. same meaning as box kite, see under
kite.

box-kite 'beks,kait adj. of, or consisting of, a box kite, see

under kite.

box-plane 'beks,pz.een n. an aeroplane flyingsmachine hav-

ing planes arranged in boxslike form,

brace bzees n. a prop or support; a diagonal compressions
member in the frame of an aerial vehicle,

brace-line 'bzees,lain n. one of the lines or cords of the

bridle of a kite ; a brace.

bracing-wire 'bzee-sig/waiz n. a wire used for bracing or

preventing deformation, as in the structure of an aeroplane

flyingsmachine.

brake-rope 'bzeek,zoop n. a rope hanging from a balloon

and used as a brake or to retard the motion of the craft

thru the air.

breeze bziiz n. a moderately brisk wind; a movement of the

air not so strong as a gale : as, a stiff *breeze.

fresh breeze, a breeze (numberd 5 in Beaufort’s winds
scale) having a velocity of about 8.8 meters per second.

gentle breeze, a breeze (numberd 3 in Beaufort’s winds
scale) having a velocity of about 4.8 meters per second.

light breeze, a breeze (numberd 2 in Beaufort’s wind*
scale) having a velocity of about 3.1 meters per second.

moderate breeze, a breeze (numberd 4 in Beaufort’s

wmdsscale) having a velocity of about 6.7 meters per sec-

ond.

mountain breeze, same meaning as mountaimbreeze.
stiff breeze, a breeze of considerable strength or veloc-

ity; a strong breeze.

strong breeze, a breeze (numberd 6 in Beaufort’s winds
scale) having a velocity of about 10.7 meters per second,

bridle 'bzai-dl n. that portion of the gear of a kite by which
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it is connected with the string or line by which the kite is

controlled from the earth.

elastic bridle

,

a kite-bridle in which there is an elastic

band which acts in such a manner that an increasing

strain gradually alters the angle of flight : as, the Blue Hill

automatic *elastic bridle.

brontograph 'bzonto/jzaif n. [also spelt brontograf]

1. a brentemeter.
2. a map or diagram which, by means of isobronts, etc.,

shows the movement of a thunder-storm.

brontometer ,bzen'tomi-toz w. an instrument for recording

the fenomena of thunder-storms; a brontograf.

buckle 'bAkol intr. bend, bow; curl; become wrinkled,

buffer 'bAfoe n. any device or apparatus on the outside of

a balloon-car for dedening the concussion or taking up or

neutralizing the shock of the bumps of the car against the

ground or other object; a shock-absorber,

bump bAmp intr. come forcibly in contact with some-
thing; strike hevily, as a balloon-car against the ground
when landing, on a windy day.

buoy 'bou-i n. a float fixt at a certain place to show the po-

sition of objects beneath the water, as shoals or rocks, or

to indicate ship-channels; also, a lifebuoy,

buoy 'bou-i tr. support or sustain in a fluid, as the air; keep
from sinking or falling; hold up.

buoyancy 'boi-on-si n. the quality of being buoyant; also,

the power of supporting a body so that it floats ; said of a

fluid.

buoyant 'boi-ont adj.

1. having the quality of rising or floating in a fluid;

floating; relativly light; that will not sink; also, pertain-

ing to buoyancy : as, ^buoyant equipoise.

2. having the power of keeping bodies suspended or

afloat : said of the air or other fluid.

buran 'bo:-zon n. a snowstorm; especially a long-continued
snowstorm accompanied by a cold northeast gale and clouds
of drifting snow, occurring on the steppes and deserts of

central Asia.

burga 'bo:z-go n. [also spelt boorgah a storm of wind and
sleet in Alaska, similar to the purga of Siberia and Russia,

burning-gas 'bazniq^ses n. illuminating gas; coal-gas.

butterfly 'bAto^f^ai n. any diurnal lepidopterous insect,

especially one of the rhopalocerous lepidoptera.

buttock 'bAtok n. the portion of an aerofoil or streamline
body between the shoulder and the tail; the fore part of the

run of a streamline body.
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buzzard 'bAzozd n. any hawk of the genus Buteo, etc.

buzzing ''bAziq n. a low humming*sound like that of bees, or

of the letter z, sometimes heard in the ears when traveling

at a considerable elevation above the earth.

caisson 'kee-son n. [synonymous cognate caissoon ] a water*

tight box or floating dock sometimes attacht to an airship

to keep it afloat in case it falls into the water,

calamus n. 'kselo-mos [ploral calami] the quill or tubular

part of the stem or scape of a fether; the barrel,

callina ,ksel'j ii-no n. a dry fog, occurring in Spain,

calm ka:m n. entire want of wind; absence of air*currents of

any kind.

Calms of Cancer, the region of high barometric pressure

and relativ calm located under the tropic of Cancer, etc.;

the horse latitudes.

dead calm, an absolute or complete calm.

region of calms, the region or tract in the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans on the confines of the tradewinds where
calms of long duration prevail; the calm latitudes,

calm-belt 'ka:m,belt n. a belt or zone of relativ calm on
the equatorial side of the tradewinds; a belt of calms,

calm-zone 'ka:m,zoon n. a zone or atmosferic region, at a

certain altitude, which is calm, or free from wind; a zone
of discontinuity, see under zone.

camber 'ksemboz n. a convexity or arch, as of an aerocurv;

the curvature or bend of an aerofoil, mesurd upon a line

perpendicular to the chord of the curv and passing thru the

highest point of the surface.

cambric 'keem-bzik n. a kind of fine white linen cloth origi-

nally made at Cambray in Flanders; also, an imitation of

this fabric, made of hard*spun cotton yarn. It is used in

making air*craft.

caoutchouc 'kuu,t$uk n. india*rubber or gum elastic, derived
from the milky resinous juice of certain tgees in South
America, Africa and the East Indies, often used in making
balloon*envelops.

capsize ,kaep'saiz v.

1. tr. upset, overturn.

2. intr. be upset or overturnd.

captain 'kseptin n. the commanding officer of a balloon or

airship; the hed aeronaut.

captive 'kseptiv adj. [also spelt captivl kept in restraint; pre-

vented from ascending freely or escaping; connected to
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the earth by a rope or cable : as, a *captiv balloon ; a *cap-

tiv flying?machine.

captive balloon, a balloon anchord or attacht to the

ground by means of a rope or cable, which may be either

permanently fixt, or connected with an anchor which can

be raised at plesure : distinguisht from free balloon.

car ka:z n.

1. the part of a balloon or airship in which the aero-

nauts sit or stand; the man?vessel; the basket, fuselage, or

nacelle.

2. an airship; an aerocar.

©arbitration ,kazbju'z8e-$on n. the process of impregnating
with an atomized volatil hydrocarbon, as the air in an

internal?combustion engin, under such conditions that the

hydrocarbon vaporizes and forms with the air an explosiv

mixture.

cardinal 'kazdn-I adj. fundamental, chief, principle.

cardinal point, one of the four points of the horizon (or

of the hevens), north, south, east, and west; one of the

four chief points of the compass.
cardinal wind, one of the four winds blowing from the

cardinal points, north, south, east, and west, respectivly;

one of the four winds of heven.
careen ko'ziin intr. list, heel, or incline to one side,

carpal 'kazpol adj. of the carpus or wrist?joint of a bird’s

wing.
carpal angle, see under angle.

carriage 'kaezid3 n. a wheeld vehicle; a conveyance; a mov-
ing support; the chassis of an aeroplane flying?machine.

rolling carriage, an instrument invented by S. P. Lang-
ley for studying the pressure on the normal plane and de-

termining the value of the constant relating thereto,

carrier-pigeon 'k3ezi-oz,pid39n n. [also spelt carrier pigeon ]

a pigeon tjaind to carry or convey a message from a dis-

tance to a point near its home; a homing?pigeon.
car-rigging 'ka:z,zigii3 n. the rigging of the car of an air-

ship.

carrying-kite 'kaezi-ii^kait n. the lower of the two kites,

as in Pocock’s or Wenham’s kite?carriage, designed to fur-

nish the carrying?capacity or tjactiv power : distinguisht
from the upper or pilot kite; a draft?kite.

carrying-power 'kaezi-ir),pau-9z n. the power of an airship

to support weight. *

carrying-rope 'kaezi-ii^zoop n. the rope borne by a rope?
bearing kite, as to a wreckt ship, by means of which a life?

saving cable is then drawn on board.
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carrying-surface 'ksezi-ir^snzfis n. a surface for carrying
or supporting a flyingsmachine in the air; a supportings

surface.

caster-wheel 'kai-stos^wiil n. [also spelt castorzwheel] a

chassisswheel or skidswheel mounted on a vertical pivot lo-

cated considerably in front of the bearingspoint of the

tire of the wheel, so that the wheel turns automatically as

the course of the vehicle changes.

Castor 'kai-stoz n.

Castor and Pollux, Saint Elmo’s fire; corposant.

catamaran 'kaetomo^aen n. a raftslike airship or airscraft

having two elongated gassvessels longitudinally parallel to

each other, with the car and propellingsapparatus between
them.

catamaran kite, a double kite whose parts are arranged
like those of a catamaran.

catapult 'kaet^pAlt n. an apparatus in which a falling-

weight actuates a rope which pulls an aeroplane flyings

machine along a startingsrail and thus enables it to launch
itself into the air; a startingsderrick; a launchingsderrick;

a pylon.

cat’s-nose 'k3ets,nooz n .

1. (in England) a strong, cool, dry northwest wind which
poshes under and lifts up a warmer southwest wind.

2. (in England) the cloud in front of such a wind.
cat’s-tail 'kaets^eel n. cirrus cloud; curlscloud.

cattail 'kae^teel n. cat’sstail cloud; a cirrus cloud; a curls

cloud.

cauliflower 'kc:-li,Hau-oz n. a volcanic or other cloud hav-

ing the form of a cauliflower.

cavitation ^aevi'tee-Son n. the formation of cavities or holes

within an agitated fluid; the action of a fluid, when
streaming past a solid body such as a screw propeller, of

ceasing to follow the surface of that body and becoming
discontinuous with itself.

cell sel n. a boxslike structure consisting of upper, lower,

and side planes, as a box kite or in the tails or other aero-

foils of some aeroplane flyingsmachines, used to afford
lateral and longitudinal stability.

cellular 'seliu-loz adj. cellslike; consisting of cells or small

boxslike compartmens : as, Hargrave’s ^cellular kites; a

*cellular tail.

center 'sentoz n. the middle point; the point or position of

equilibrium of a body.

center of balance, the center or point at which an aero-

foil must be supported in order to remain balanced, or in
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equilibrium, when an air-current is blowing against it; the

center of pressure.

center of action

,

the area of high or low barometric pres-

sure, which appears to be the most activ or conspicuous on

a wether-map.
center of aspiration

,

the region in a cyclonic storm-area

where air is rising, etc.

center of bearing, the center of the surface with which
an aerofoil bears on the air, or presents itself to the resist-

ing force of the air; the center of surface.

center of effort, the center or point at which the whole

amount of the propulsiv effort or thrust of one or more
propellers may be applied with the same effect as when
distributed; the center of thrust.

center of gravity, the center or point about which all the

parts of a rigid body or rigidly connected system of bodies

exactly balance each other, and which being supported, the

body or system will remain at rest in any position; the

center of attraction; the center of mass; the center of

inertia; the center of weight.

center of gyration, the center or point at which, if the

whole mass of a revolving body were collected, the rotatory

motion would remain the same.
center of mass, the center or point in relation to a body

or system of bodies, so situated that any plane which passes

thru it divides the body or system into two parts of which
the masses or weights are equal; the mass-center; the cen-

ter of gravity.

center of lift, the center or point at which the whole
amount of lift or vertical component of the upward air*

pressure upon an aerofoil may be applied with the same
effect as when distributed.

center of motion, the center or point in relation to a

body, which remains at rest while all the other parts of

the body move round it.

center of power, the region in a storm-area or cyclone
characterized by the greatest condensation of water vapor.

center of pressure, the center or point at which the whole
amount of pressure may be applied with the same effect as
when distributed; the point at which an aerofoil must be
supported in order to remain in equilibrium when an air-

current is blowing against it; the center of air-pressure.

center of pull, the center or point at which the whole
amount of poll may be applied with the same effect as
when distributed.

center of resistance, the center or point at which the
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whole ambunt of resistance to the tganslatory motion of an
aerofoil may be concentrated with the same effect as when
distributed; the point at which the center of thrust or of

effort must be located, in order that a flying-machine be in

equilibrium.

center of thrust, the center or point at which the whole
amount of propulsiv thrust or effort of one or more pro-

pellers may be applied with the same effect as when
distributed

;
the point at which a flying-machine would have

to be supported in order to remain in equilibrium when the

propellers were in action; the center of effort,

centric 'sentric adj . having the center of resistance coinci-

dent with the line of flight : opposed to acentric : as, a

*centric aerodone.
channel-flying 't$3enl,fi.ai-ir) n. the action of flying across

a channel of water, as the English Channel, in a machine,
charliere ^aeli'erz n. [also spelt Charliere, charliere] a

hydrogen balloon.

chart t§a:,et n. a map or draft, as of the currents of the at-

mosfere.

meteorological chart, a chart or map of meteorological

fenomena; a wether-map.
thermal chart, a chart or map showing thermal con-

ditions, or the temperature of the air, land, or water, as by
isothermal lines.

chassis 'Ssesis, 'Sa:-si, ^se'sii n. [plural chassis'] the central

or essential frame of an aeroplane or other flying-machine,
to which the motor, rudders, propellers, seats, wheels, etc.,

are attacht; the under-structure of an aeroplane,

chassis-wheel 'Ssesis^iil n. one of the wheels attacht to the

under part of the chassis of a flying-machine, consti-

tuting a part of the running-gear or landing-apparatus,
compare skidzwheel.

chemise §i'miiz n. a covering of unvarnisht silk enveloping
a balloon in place of the ordinary net.

chiroptera ^ai'zopto-zo n. pi. the wing-handed creatures, or

bats.

chord ko:zd n. the straight line joining the ends of the arc

of a circle or other curv.

chute $uut ri. a slide or shoot; also, a rapid downward dash
or rush of an airship : as, a disastrous *chute.

cigar-shaped si'garz^eept adj. having the elongated shape
or form of a cigar, often somewhat pointed at one or both
ends; spindle-shaped, fusiform,

cilium 'sili-om n. [plural cilia] a hair-like process on the

barbule of ^ bird’s fether; a bqrbicel.
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circle 'snzksl intr. ascsnd or mount in circles, or spirally, as

a bird does; turn in a circle or arc of a circle, as an aero-

plane does when rounding a curv.

circling 'sEzk^iq n.

1. the action as of a bird when soaring in circles or in

a spiral course, mounting during that part of each lap

which is against the wind; gyrating.

2. an instance of this action; a gyration,

circulation ^.snzkgu'lee-Son n. the action of circulating, as

the earth’s atmosfere; movement in a circle or circuit.

general circulation of the atmosphere, the wide-spred

circulatory movements of the atmosfere or air due to

differences of its thermal condition between the polar and
equatorial regions.

planetary circulation

,

the circulation of atmosferic air

around the planet; the rotation of air around the earth; the

planetary winds collectrvly.

tropical circulation, the general circulatory movements
of the winds around areas of high and low barometric
pressure in the tropics.

circumnavigate ,snzk9m'n3e.vi,get tr. navigate, sail, or fly

around : as, to Circumnavigate a tower, Circumnavigate
Germany; Circumnavigate the globe,

cirriform 'sizi,fo:zm adj. having the form of cirrus cloud,

shaped like curl-cloud; curly.

cirrocumular ,sizo'kgumju-fee adj. consisting of or resem-
bling cirro-cumulus cloud

;
cirrocumulous.

cirrocumulated ^izo'kgumju^etid adj. [also spelt cirroa

cumulated ] of the nature of cirro-cumulus cloud; cirro-

cumular.
cirrocumulative ,sizo'kgumju,letiv adj. [also spelt cirro-

cumulativl of or pertaining to cirro-cumulus cloud,

cirro-cumulo-stratus sizo,kgumju-lo'stree-t3s n. a cloud of

indefinit structure from which rain is falling,

cirrocumulous ,sizo'kgumju-l3s adj. [also spelt cirro-cumu-
lous] of the nature of cirro-cumulus cloud; cirrocumular.

cirro-cumulus ,sizo'kgumj u-las n. [also spelt cirrocumulus;
plural cirro-cumuli] a form of composit cloud combining the

the shapes of the cirrus and the cumulus and consisting of
a connected system of small white roundish and fleecy

cloudlets in close proximity to one another, without shad-
ows, but separated by intervals of sky; mackerel-back sky;
mackerel sky.

cirro-filum /
si^o'fai-l3m n. ice-cloud disposed in threds.

cirro-nebula ^izo'nebju-la n. [plural cirro-nebulae] a nebu-
la or haze in the higher cloud-strata; a faintly reticulated
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or striated mass of haze or ice-cloud high up in the sky;

cirrus-haze.

cirrose 'si,zos adj. of the nature of cirrus or curl-cloud; fila-

mentous; wispy; cirrous.

cirrostrative ,sizo'stEee-tiv adj. [also spelt cirrostrativ] of

cirro-stratus cloud.

cirrostratous ,sizo'st£ee-t3s adj. having the form or nature

of a cirro-stratus cloud.

cirro-stratus ,sizo'st£ee-t3s n. [also spelt cirrostratus'] a

form of cloud combining the shapes of the cirrus and the

stratus and often giving rise to halos around the sun or

moon; cirrus haze.

cirrous 'sizas adj. of the nature of cirrus or curl-cloud; fila-

mentous; wispy; cirrose.

cirro-velum ,sizo'vii-l3m n. [also spelt cirrovelum] a hori-

zontal velum or thin veil-like sheet of cirro-stratus cloud.

cirrus 'sizos n. [plural cirri] a form of cloud presenting the

appearance of parallel or divergent filaments or wisps, or

resembling a lock of hair or wool, generally at a great ele-

vation and spreding indefinitly ; cat’s-tail, cat’s-tails;

mare’s-tails
;
curl-cloud.

cirrus haze, see under haze.

false cirrus, a veil or screen of fibrous cloud sometimes
surrounding the top of cumulo-nimbus or thunder-cloud; a

delicate white cirrus-like cloud streaming away from the

summit of a tall cumulus cloud.

magnetic cirrus, cirrus clouds arranged in parallel bands
erroneously supposed to be formd by magnetic influence;

a polar band; a Noah’s ark.

reticulated cirrus, an interlaced mass or network of

threds or striae in a dense cirrus cloud.

tailed cirrus, small cirro-cumulus or alto-cumulus clouds

with tail-like streaks of snowflakes or fine rain-drops drift-

ing or falling slowly behind them.

undulate cirrus, cirrus cloud disposed in waves or gentle

curvs; undulated cirrus.

cirrus-flecked 'siz3s,f;Lekt adj. [also spelt cirrustflect ] fleet

or dotted over with cirrus cloud.

cirrus-kaze 'sizoS/heez n. a haze among or above alto-cirrus

clouds; cirro-nebula.

cirrus-like 'siz3s,laik adj. like cirrus or curl-cloud.

claw ki.c: n. a sharp hookt end of a lim of a bird or other

animal ;
any claw-like hook : as, the *claw of a grapnel.

clearance 'ktir-zans n. clear space, room, or distance, as

between the rear edges of the main planes of an aeroplane

flying-machine and the propeller.
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climb ktaim intr. fly or soar upward thru the air; mount
continuously; ascend, rise.

clino-anemometer ,ki.ai-no- sem'momi-toz n. an anemome-
ter for mssuring inclined or non-horizontal air-currents,

clinometer /kz.ai'nomi-t9z n. an instrument for mesuring
angles of dip, angles of elevation, or other vertical angles

such as of the roll, the heel, or the pitch of a ship at sea.

close-to-the-ground 'k*.oos-tod9,gzaond adj. in which the

craft keeps close to the ground
;
low : said of flight,

cloud ki.aod n. a visible mass of vapor or watery particles

suspended in the air at a considerable height above the

general surface of the ground; also, the substance of this

mass; visible watery vapor floating high in air.

altitude of a cloud, the height of a cloud, mesurd in

vertical line, above the land-level or the sea-level.

alto clouds, see alto .

cloud of night, stratus cloud, which often ascends from
the ground after sunset, continues at night, but is disperst

at sunrise; night-cloud; fall-cloud.

cottontail clouds, small cumulus clouds, resembling balls

of cotton.

iridescent cloud, a cloud which shows rainbow colors.

mammiform cloud, a cloud having pendent protuberances
on its under side, resembling mammae or tits.

metrolucent cloud, a high cloud which shines after sunset;

a night-shining cloud.

nacreous cloud, a delicate, high, white cloud shining late

at night; a noctiluminous cloud.

nighUshining cloud, a high cloud which shines by night
(after sunset) ; a metrolucent cloud.

noctiluminous cloud, same meaning as nacreous cloud .

phosphorescent cloud, a pure white cloud sometimes seen
in Europe at midnight near the horizon, some 10 or 20
miles above sea-level, possibly self-luminous but perhaps
shining by reflecting the light from some distant twilight;

an iridescent, opalescent, or luminous night-cloud.

tornado cloud, a form of cloud, distinctly of a tornado
or whirlwind, which reaches down nearly to the surface of
the earth or ocean from the main cloud-mass above and
marks the central axis of a whirling mass of air; a water-
spout cloud.

turreted cloud, a cloud whose cloudlets rise like turrets or
towers; a thunder-cloud.

waved cloud, same meaning as ripplezcloud.

woolpack clouds, cumulus clouds.

waterspout cloud, same meaning as tornado cloud.
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cloud kz.aud v.

1. tr. overspred with a cloud or clouds; overshadow;
obscure; darken.

2. intr. become cloudy; become overcast or obscured with
clouds.

cloud kimod adj. of a cloud or clouds; characteristic of the

clouds: as, *cloud motion; the *cloud principle,

cloudage 'ki.ao-did3 n. a mass of clouds; cloudiness,

cloud-area Txaod,e:-zi-o n. [also spelt cloud area ] an area

or tract of cloud.

cloud-ascending 'ksLaud-o^endiq adj. ascending or mount-
ing to the clouds; towering as high as the clouds,

cloud-assembler 'kz.aud-o^embloz n. he who assembles or

collects the clouds: epithet of Zeus in Homer,
cloud-bank 'kzmud,baei3k n. a bank or wall of cloud,

cloud-barred 'ki.aud,ba:zd adj. [also spelt cloudzbard] bard,

bankt up with, or obscured by clouds,

cloud-belt 'kz.aud,belt n.

1. a belt, zone, or circular region coverd with clouds; the

zone around the earth which has a maximum of cloudiness.

equatorial cloudzbelt, the cloud^belt which girdles the

earth in the equatorial region and contains in its midst the

equatorial rain?belt.

2. the belt or ring of clouds itself, girdling the earth or

other planet; a cloud^ring.

cloudberg 'ki.aod,bn:eg n. [also spelt cloudzbergl a large

mass or mountain of cloud, resembling a distant iceberg,

cloud-blanket 'kz.aod^lseqkit n. a blanket or covering of

clouds.

cloud-born 'kz.aud,be:zn adj. born in the clouds; originat-

ing in the clouds.

cloud-borne 'kz.aod,bo:zn adj . borne or transported by the

clouds, compare airtborne.

cloud-built 'ktaod^ilt adj. [also spelt cloud*bilt\ bilt or

made of cloud or clouds; also, figurativly, bilt in the

clouds; fanciful.

cloudburst 'kiaud^erzst n. a violent downpour of rain in

large quantity and over a limited area; a waterspout,

cloud-camera 'k^aod^csemo-zo n. a camera, consisting of a
lens in a dark chamber, used for observing the image of a
cloud in determining its altitude, size, motion, etc. ; a

fotogrammeter.
cloud-canopy 'kimud^seno-pi n. a canopy or suspended
covering fermd of clouds.

cloud-cap 'k£aod,ksep n. a cap or hood of cloud fermd
round a mountaimtop.
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cloud-capped 'kz.aod,k3ept adj. [also spelt cloudzcaptl capt

with clouds; having a cap or hood of clouds about its sum-

mit.

cloud-castle 'k^aod^ar-sol n. a castle in the clouds; an air^

castle.

cloud-chart 'ki.aud,t$a:et n. a chart or daily wether^map
showing the kinds, quantities, and motions of the clouds

over a given area; a cloud^map.
cloud-chaser n. 'ki.aud,t$ee-so£ n. an airship which chases

the clouds.

cloud-checking 'ki.aud,t$ekiij adj. checking, halting or

stepping the course of the clouds,

cloud-cleaver 'k^aod^tii-voz n. one who cleaves or breaks

thru the clouds.

vloud-eliff 'kz.aud,ki.if n. a cliff or bank of clouds; a clouds

wall.

cloud-cloak 'kaLaud^ook n. a cloak or covering of clouds,

cloud-compacted 'kz.aud-kom'p3ektid adj. compacted or

crowded with clouds; clouded.

cloud-compeller 'kimud-kom^peloe n. one who compels, or

dominates over, the clouds; one who collects or drives to-

gether the clouds; an epithet of Zeus in Homer,
cloud-compelling 'ktaod-korr^peliq adj. collecting or driv-

ing together the clouds : applied to Zeus,

cloud-control 'k^aod-kon^ool n. control or mastery of the

clouds.

cloud-covered 'ktaud,kAv3zd adj

.

[also spelt cloudicoverd]

coverd by clouds; cloudswrapt.

cloud-crammed 'k^aod^kssemd adj. [also spelt cloudieram d'\

cramd or crowded with clouds; cloudspact.

cloud-curtain 'ktaod,kt3ztn n. a curtain fermd of cloud; a
screen of cloud.

cloud-dispelling 'ktaud-d^spelii] adj. dispelling or driving
away the clouds; cloud^dispersing.

cloud-disperser 'ktaud-di'spnesoe n. one who disperses
the clouds; a cloud^scatterer.

cloud-dividing 'ktaod-di,vai-dii3 adj. dividing or parting
the clouds; cloud^separating.

cloud-dodging 'kz.aod,d0d3ig n. the action or practis of
dodging or evading clouds,

cloud-drift 'kz.aud,dnft n

.

1. irregular, drifting clouds; cloud^rack; a mass of drift-
ing cloud.

2 . the drift or drifting motion of clouds,

cloud-eclipsed 'kz.aud-i,kz.xpst adj. [also spelt cloudieclipstl
eclipst by a cloud; cloud^obscured.
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clouded 'ktau-did adj. coverd, surrounded, or obscured by

clouds.

cloud-embrace /kz.aud-im,beees n. the embrace of the

clouds.

cloud-enveloped 'kixiod-in/velopt adj. [also spelt cloudzen-

velopt\ envelopt or wrapt in cloud; cloud*wrapt
;

cloud*

coverd.

cloud-field 'ktaud^iild n. an expanse of clouds,

cloud-film /ktaud
/
film n. a filmy mass of cloud,

cloud-firing /kz.aod
/
fai-^ii] n. the firing of cannon in at-

tempts at rain*making or warding off hailstorms, etc.

cloud-fitting 'ktaud^iting adj. fitting the clouds,

cloud-flake 'ki.aud,fz.eek n. a flake or fleck of cloud; a bit

of cloud*rack.

cloud-flecked ,ktaod
/
ftekt adj. [also spelt cloudzflect]

showing flecks or small patches of cloud,

cloud-floe /ktaod
/
fiLoo n. a cloud*mass resembling or likend

to an ice*floe.

cloud-fold /ki.aod/
fooId n. a fold of cloud,

cloud-form 'kz.aud,fo:zm n

.

a form of cloud; cloud*shape.

cloud-formation 'k^aud-fo^mee-Jon n. the formation or

genesis of cloud.

cloudful 'ktaod-fol adj. full of clouds; cloudy; clouded;

dark.

cloud-gate 'kz.aud,geet n. a gate or pass between hills or

promontories thru which clouds are moved by the day and
night winds.

cloud-girt 'kz.aud,gB:et adj. girt or wrapt with cloud; cloud*

coverd.

cloud-gloom 'ktaod^loum n. gloom or gloominess due to

clouds.

cloud-bung 'kz.aud,hAt] adj. hung or suspended in or on the

the clouds : as, *cloud*hung navies,

cloudily 'ktau-di-li adv. in a cloudy manner; with clouds;

darkly.

cloud-image /ki.aud
/
imid3 n. the image of a cloud, as in a

nefoscope.

cloudiness 'ktau-di-ms n. the state of being cloudy or
clouded.

scale of cloudiness, the scale or gradation series by
which the proportion of cloudiness to clear spaces, for a
given area of the earth’s surface, is ex-prest; a cloud*scale.

clouding 'ktau-dirj n. the appearance of cloudiness; clouded
or cloudy aspect or condition.

cloud-island 'k£aud,ai4ond n. a mass of cloud which re-

sembles an island; an isolated cloud*mass.
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cloud-kissing 'kz.aud^cisii] adj. touching the clouds as if

kissing or caressing them; lofty,

cloud-laden 'kzxiud^ee-don adj. laden or loaded down with

clouds.

cloudland 'ktaud^send n. the land or region of the clouds;

a relm far above the general surface of the earth; also, a

‘landscape’ of clouds; a cloudscape.

cloud-lead 'kixiod^ed adj. [also spelt cloudzled ] led, at-

tracted along, or preceded, by clouds,

cloudless 'kjLau-dlos adj. without a cloud; unclouded; clear,

bright.

cloudlessly 'k&au-dlos-li adv. in a cloudless manner; without

clouds.

cloudlessness 'kzxiu-dlos-nis n. the state or quality of being

cloudless; clearness,

cloudlet 'ktao-dlot n. a little cloud.

cloud-level 'knaod^evol n. the levol of the clouds; the ele-

vation at which clouds occur,

cloud-light 'ktaod^ait n. clouded light, dim light,

cloud-like 'ki.aud,laik adj. [also spelt cloudlike ] like a

cloud; resembling a cloud.

cloud-like Txaud,laik adv. like a cloud; in the manner of

a cloud.

cloud-map 'kimud^sep n. a map or chart showing the distri-

bution of clouds over a given area of the earth’s surface; a

cloud?chart.

cloud-mass 'k^aud^ais n. a mass of clouds; a cloud?aggre-

gate.

cloud-monster Txaud^onstoe n. a monster?like cloud?

form.

cloud-motion 'ktaud,moo-$on n. the motion of a cloud;

cloud?movement. compare cloud motion

,

under cloud.

cloud-nymph 'kimud^imf n. [also spelt cloud-nymf\ a nymf
of the clouds.

cloud-particle 'ki.aud^aeti-kol n. one of the minute par-

ticles of water of which cloud is made up.

cloud-peak 'ki.aud,piik n. a cloud?tep which resembles a

mountain?peak; the pointed top of a cloud,

cloud-piercing 'kzxiud^piie-sii] adj. piercing or extending
thru the clouds; overtopping the clouds,

cloud-projector 'ktaod-p^dsektoe n. a fotografic appara-
tus by which the dimensions, altitudes, and distances of
clouds are determind.

cloud-rack 'knaud,eaek n. [also spelt cloudzwrack'] an as-

semblage of irregular or broken clouds drifting across the
sky; floating cloudy vapor; cloud?drift.
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cloud-region 'ktaud^ii-dson n. the region or place where

clouds occur.

cloud-rift 'kz.aud,zift n. a rift or opening in the clouds, or

in a cloud; a cloud?gap.

cloud-ring 'kz-aud^iq n. a ring of clouds; specifically, one

of the cloudy zones, belts, or regions north or south of the

equator of the earth.

cloud-rocked 'k*.aud,zokt adj. [also spelt cloud*rockt\ reckt

by the clouds.

cloud-scale ,ki.aod
/
skeel n. same meaning as scale of cloudi-

ness. see under cloudiness.

cloud-scaling ,
ki.aud

/
skee-lir] adj. scaling the clouds;

towering to the clouds; cloud^ascending.

cloudscape 'ktaud,skeep n. a scene composed of clouds; ex-

panse of cloud open to view; a ‘landscape’ of clouds; a

cloudland.

cloud-shadow 'k^aud^aedo n. the shadow of clouds,

especially as seen in the sky, when the air is hazy, in the

form of dark lines pointing toward the sun (‘the sun draw-
ing water’), or, just before sunrise and after sunset, giving

rise to radiant beams diverging from the sun.

cloud-shape 'kz.aud^eep n. the shape of a cloud; a cloud?

form.

cloud-shutter 'ki.aud,$At3z n. a fotografic shutter used in

securing images of clouds.

cloud-stratum Txaud^tree-tom n. [plural cloudzstrata ] a

stratum of cloud; a cloud?layer.

cloud-study 'kz.aud,stAdi n. the study of the clouds; that

branch of meteorology which is concernd with the fenom-
ena of clouds; nefelogy.

cloud-surface 'ktaud,sazfis n. the surface or superficies of

a cloud.

cloud-surmounting 'k^aud-so^maun-tiq adj. surmounting
or overtopping the clouds; rising above the clouds; cloud?

piercing.

cloud-surpassing 'ktaud-soz,pa:-sii] adj. surpassing or out-

stripping the clouds.

cloud-tempest 'kr.aud,tsmpist n. a tempestuous or stormy
gathering of clouds; a cloud?storm.

cloud-theodolite 'ktaud-G^odo-lait^ n. a theodolite used in

observing clouds.

cloud-top 'ktaud^op n. the top of a cloud; the summit of

a cloud?mass.

cloud-topped 'ki.aud^opt adj. [also spelt cloudztopt] hav-
ing the top coverd with clouds; cloud?capt.
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cloud-toucMxig 'ki.aud,tAt$ii] adj. touching or reaching up

to the clouds.

cloud-tree 'kxaud^sii n. a cloud which resembles a tree in

form; a tree-shaped cloud.

cloud-triangulation 'kz.aud-trai-serigjo^ee-San n. the mes-

urement of the sizes and altitudes of clouds by triangula-

tion.

cloud-type 'ktaod^aip n . a type or typical form or kind of

cloud.

cloud-wall 'l<xaod,wc:I n. a wall or bank of cloud,

cloudward 'knaod-wazd adv. toward the clouds; cloudwards.

cloudwards 'kz.aud-w9zdz adv. towards the clouds,

cloud-wave 'k;Laud/weev n. a wave-like mass of cloud; a

cloud-billow.

cloud-way 'ktaod/wee n. the way or road thru or upon the

clouds; the sky-road.

cloud-work 'kz.aod,wi3 :zk n. work or research in obser-

vation of the clouds.

cloud-world 'ktaod/wBizld n. the world, region, or relm of

the clouds; cloudland.

.cloud-woven Txaud/woo-van adj. woven out of cloud or

clouds; like a fabric or network of clouds,

cloud-wrack 'ki.aod,e3ek n. see cloudzrack

.

cloud-wrapt 'ktaod^sept adj. wrapt or envelopt in cloud;

cloud-coverd.

cloudy 'kz.au-di adj.

1. of cloud; of the nature of cloud: as, *cloudy vapor, a

*cloudy particle, *cloudy condensation.

2. of or pertaining to the clouds.

3. characterized by the presence of clouds; abounding in

or foil of clouds; also, not transparent, not clear.

cloudy day, a day in which clouds prevail; specifically,

a day in which the average cloudiness between sunrise and
sunset equals 8 on a cloud-scale of io.

cloudy-topped 'kz.ao-di,topt adj. [also spelt cloudyztopt']

having a cloudy top or summit; cloud-topt.

coal-gas 'kool,g3es n. a mixture of gases produced by the

destructiv distillation of coal, consisting mainly of carbu-

reted hydrogen, and, when somewhat purified, constituting

the common gas used for lighting and heating, and for in-

flating balloons; illuminating-gas
; burning-gas; inflating^

gas.

co-altitude ,ko'3elti,tQud n. the compliment of the altitude

of an object in the sky or hevens; the zenith-distance,

coast koost n. the edge or margin of the land next the sea;
the seashore; the seacoast; the seaside.
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coast koost intr. descend, glide, or slide down thru the air, as

if on an inclined plane; volplane downward,
coast-defense 'koost-di,fens n. a defense or fortification

on the coast, designed to prevent foren memof^war from
entering harbors, destroying cities, etc.

coast-wind 'koost/wind n. a wind which blows along or

over a coast, or is due to the presence of a coast; any
wind which is characteristic of, or which persists in, the

coastal region of a continent; a coastal wind,
coating-material 'koo-tirj-mo^n-zi-ol n. a varnish or other

material for coating or gas^proofing balloon^envelops.

co-aviator ^o'ee-v^etos n. [also spelt coaviator] an aviator

who acts jointly with another or others,

coefficient ^co-i'fiSont n. a numerical quantity, constant

for a given substance or structure, used to mesure some
one of its properties.

coefficient of efficiency

,

the coefficient of carryings or

sustaining^power possest by an aeroplane or other aerofoil

in flight under given conditions.

coefficient of slip , the coefficient or numerical constant

used as a mesure of propeller^slip. see slip.

coleopter ^oli'optoe n. any one of the coleoptera; a sheathe

wingd insect; a coleopteron; a beetle,

coleoptera 'koli'opto-zo n. pi. [singular coleopteron ] the

sheath^wingd insects; the beetles,

coleopterous /keli'opto-eos adj. of the coleoptera or beetles;

having elytra,

collapse ko'lseps v.

1. intr. fall together or into a flattend form or irregular

mass, as an inflated balloon by escape of gas; cave in;

fall in; go to pieces; break down or go to smash.
2. tr. cause to fall together or flatten out, as a balloon, by

deflation.

collapsible ko'lsepso-bol adj [also spelt collapsable] capable
of collapsing or being collapst or folded; also, that can be
knockt down and packt in small space, as for shipment

:

as, a *collapsible flying^machine
; a ^collapsible propeller,

collision ko'hgon n. the action of colliding or forcibly strik-

ing or dashing together; a violent encounter of a moving
body with another.

coma 'koo-mo n. a state of hevy, deep, prolonged sleep with
slow, stertorous, irregular breathing, often experienced by
persons in balloons at great altitudes; stupor; lethargy,

comatose 'koo-mo,tos adj. affected with coma; in a state of
coma; also, of, pertaining to, or of the nature of coma,

comet 'komit n. a celestial body moving about the sun in
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an elongated elliptic or parabolic orbit, resembling a bright

star surrounded by a misty light and having a train of light,

or tail, sometimes of enormous length, and directed away
from the sun.

compass 'kAmpos n. an instrument consisting of a magni-
tized needle turning freely, horizontally, on a pivot, used

for determining the magnetic meridian or one’s direction

or position with respect thereto; a mariner’s compass; a

seaman’s compass.
compensating-rope 'kompon-see-tir^eoop n. one of the

ropes inside the gasbag of a dirigible balloon, such as the

Parseval, which serv as compensators between the ballonets

and the gas-valv.

compensator 'kempon,setoe n. a relativly small balloon or

gasbag placed below the main gasbag to compensate or pre-

vent loss of gas during the voyage.
compression kom'pseSon n. the action of compressing; con-

densation by pressure.

compression side

,

the side or surface of a wing, aero-

plane, propeller-blade, or other aerofoil, which effects the

compression of, or acts against, the air : the opposit of

rarefaction side.

concave ^on'keev, (assumptivly ) 'kon,kev adj. having the

outline or surface curvd like the interior of a circle or

sfere : the reverse of convex; hollow; presenting a hollow
surface to view; incurvated.

concave 'konjcev n. the arch or vault pf heven; the hevens;
as, the blue *concave.

concaved 'kon,kevd adj. made or fashiond in a concave
form; concave.

concavo-concave kon^cee-vo-kon'keev, (assumptivly ) kon-
,kee-vo'kon-kev adj. concave on both sides.

concavo-convex ken^ee-vo-kon'veks, (assumptivly ) kon-
,kee-vo'kon-veks adj. concave on one side and convex on
the other, and thinnest in the center.

concentrating-hoop 'konson-tsetii^huup n. the hoop or
ring of a balloon, upon which the guy-ropes or cordage are
concentrated or brought together, and to which they are at-

tacht; the concentrating-ring.

concentrating-ring 'konson-tretir^eir) n. the ring of a bal-
loon upon which the guy-ropes are concentrated and to
which they are attacht; the concentrating-hoop.

condenser kon'denser n. [also spelt condensor] any device
or apparatus for condensing or compressing air or other
gases or vapors, or for reducing gases to a liquid or solid
form; a pneumatic force-pump; a gas-condenser; a cham-
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ber in a steam or other engin in u)hich the steam or other

gas is condenst to liquid form, to be refused.

coniscope 'kon^skop n. [also spelt koniscope ] an instrument

for showing the amount of dust in the air or atmosfere.

compare dusUcounter.

connect ka'nekt tr. join, fasten, or link together, as hypo-

thetically, the particles of air or other fluid in a region

of space.

doubly connected

,

connected by two, and only two, ir-

reconcilable paths : said of a region of space occupied by
air or other fluid and containing an obstacle.

multiply connected, connected by two or more paths : said

of a region of space occupied by air or other fluid and con-

taining one or more obstacles.

simply connected, connected in such a manner that all

paths joining any two points are reconcilable, or such that

all circuits drawn within it are reducible : said of a region

of space occupied by air or other fluid and containing no
obstacles.

triply connected, connected by three, and only three, ir-

reconcilable paths : said of a region of space occupied by
air or other fluid and containing one or more obstacles.

connecting-rope ko'nektirj^oop n. a rope which connects
a balloon with the ground.

connectivity ,konek'tivi-ti n. the order of connection of a

region of space.

contour 'kon^oiz n. an outline: as, the ^contour of a coast;

the ^contour of a bird; the ^contour of a wing; the *con-
tour of a propeller^blade

; specifically, the vertical outline

of a portion of the earth’s surface such as a rolling country
or mountainous region; the tepografic lay-out of a tjract of

land; also, a contoundine.

contour-featlier 'ken-tor^fedoz n. [also spelt contour

z

fether'] one of the fethers which determin the detail of the

contour or outline of a bird; a surface fether.

contour-line 'kon-tui^lain n. a line representing the hori-

zontal contour of the earth’s surface at a given elevation

;

a line representing the intersection of the ground^surface
with a horizontal plane at a certain height above sea?level;

one of a series of lines on a tepografic map showing the

elevations and depressions of the surface; a line on a map
all points of which have equal elevations from the datums
plane.

contour-map 'kon-tur^maep n. a map or chart showing the

contours of a section of the earth’s surface; a tepografic

map with centour4ines.
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control kon'trool n.

1. a device for controlling, managing, or governing an

airship or flyer in any respect.

front control

,

a control located in the front or fore part

of an aircraft; a bexsdike front controlling^device or for-

ward elevator, as at the end of the front outrigger of a bi-

plane.

lateral control, a control for regulating lateral or side

effects, as air^currents
;
a control for securing sidewise or

transverse equilibrium or balance; a side control.

2. the act or power of direction or guidance, as of an air-

ship; regulation, as of equilibrium: as, a system of threes

rudder control.

compound control, control or regulation which is made
up of, or involvs, several elements or processes; a system of

aeroplane control in which, by twosdirectional movement of

a single lever or wheel, the aviator operates two regulatings

devices such as a vertical and a horizontal rudder.

threezrudder control, control of an aeroplane flyingsma-

chine by means of three rudders.

3. a locality, as a town, which is used as a regulatings

center or point of reference or basis of operations, as along

the route of an aeroplanesrace.

control-frame kon'troo^fssem n. a frame, such as a bodys
cradle or shouldersyoke, by which the control of an airs

craft is effected; a frame by means of which the move-
ments of the operator’s body are utilized in controlling or

balancing a flyingsmachine.

control-lever kon'trool/tii-voz n. a handslever for operating

a front or other control, as in a biplane.

controlling-lever kon'troo-lir^hi-voz n. a lever used in

controlling or regulating an airship; one of the levers in

an aeroplane by the manipulation of which the operator

works the controls.

controlling-means kon'troo-hr^miinz n. a means or me-
dium by which the control of an airship is maintaind; a

controlsarrangement.

control-wire kon'troo/waiz n. a wire by means of which
a control is operated : as, a *controlswire shield.

convection kon'vek§on n. the action of conveying or carry-

ing; specifically, the transportation of energy, as heat, by
molar motion of bodies pervaded therewith, as in the ascen-
sion of heated air or water.

compound atmospheric convection, the total transfer of
heat from one part of the atmosfere to another by currents
or by condensation of tvater vapor into clopcb
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convectional k9n'vek$9-nl adj. ef or due to convection.

convectional circulation

,

a general circulation of the

atmosfere due to its thermal differences between the po-

lar and equatorial regions of the globe.

convectional current

,

a convectional movement of the air

due to thermal differences in the atmosfere at different

altitudes; a convectiomcurrent.

convection-current kon'vekSonAneont n. a convectional

current, see under convectional.

convective kon'vektiv adj. [also spelt convectiv] of the na-

ture ef or relating to, convection.

convective resistance, resistance in a fluid, as air, due
to changes in the motion of the fluid and to the formation
of surfaces of discontinuity; convectiv friction,

convexed 'kon/vekst adj. [also spelt convert] made or

fashiond in a convex form.

cooler 'kou-loe n. the apparatus used for cooling or lowering
the temperature of the circulating water of an internals

combustion engin.

cooling 'kuu-lir) n. the process by which the circulating

water of an internahcombustion engin is coold : as, water
*cooling, air *cooling.

cordage 'ko:z-did3 n. cords or ropes collectivly, as in the

rigging of a balloon.

corner-stay ,ke:z-n9z/stee n. a slay which is located in

or servs to stiffen one of the corners or angles of an aero-

foil, as in a monoplane flying^machine.

corona ko'eoo-no n. [ploral coronas, coronae]

1. a series of small colord rings or circles of blue, white,

golden and red, 3 to 10 degrees in diameter seen around
the moon and sometimes the sun, due to the diffraction

of the light in passing between the particles of cloud or

haze covering the moon or sun
;

also, a similar appearance
opposit the sun; an anthelion; and, more widely, a similar

fenomenen in optical instruments, etc.

2. (in astronomy) the halo of radiating white light seen

round the sun or disk of the moon in a total eclipse of the

sun.

diffraction corona, a corona due to diffraction of light,

as distinguisht from a similar fenomenon which may be

due to other optical processes.

corposant 'ko:z-p9-zont n. a ball of electric light sometimes
seen about the masts, yard-arms, or other parts of a ship,

during a storm; Saint Elmo’s fire; Castor and Pollux,

costal 'ko:-stol adj.

1. of the costae or rib? of a bird; as,‘ *costal processes.
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2. of or near the costa or anterior edge or margin of an

insect’s wing: as, the *costal vein, *costal cells.

costal angle

,

the angle of the costa; the tip of an insect’s

wing.
costal area, the area, bordering the costa of an insect’s

wing or teginen, and extending to the subcostal vein,

countercurrent 'kaun-tozA 13^31^ n. a current of air flow-

ing or blowing counter to, or against, another current; a

counter?draft.

counterdraft 'kaun-to^draift n. a draft or current of air

which runs counter to another; an opposit or opposed

atmosferic current; a countercurrent,

counter-glow 'kaon-to^gloo n.

1. the glow or light in the eastern sky after sunset, due

to atmosferic dust, and limited below by the tuulight?arch.

2. same meaning as gegenschein.

countershaft 'kaon-to^Saift n. an intermediate shaft driven

from a main shaft for giving motion to a particular ma-
chine.

countertrade 'kaun-to^tjeed n. a wind which is above the

tjadewind, and blows counter (or in the opposit direction)

to it, or away from the equator; an antitrade; a return?t£ade.

counterwake 'kaun-toz/week n. a wake or current which
opposes or runs counter to one alredy existing; a counter?

current surrounding the ded?water of wake current of a

streamline body and flowing in the opposit direction from
that of the wake; a counterwake current,

counterwind 'kaun-toz/wind n. a wind blowing counter to,

or in a direction opposit to, one alredy existing,

course ko:zs n.

1. the action of running or moving onward; forward
movement, as of an airship; a run.

2. the path, line, or direction of a run; the path of a

body moving thru the air; the direction of the flight of an
aerofoil; the flight?path.

3. a race?course for flying?machines
;
an aviation?course.

course-finder 'koizs/fain-doz n. a device for finding or de-
termining the course or flight?path of an airship.

covering 'kAvo-ziij n. the fabric, paper, or other material,
which covers or is spred over the framework of a kite and
forms the main sustaining?surface.

covert 'kAvo^t n. one of the fethers covering the bases and
adjacent parts of the larger wing?fethers and tail?fethers of
a bird; a tectjix; especially, a covert?fether of the wing;
a wing?covert.

antebrachial covert, one of the coverMethers or tectjices
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located on a bird’s antebrachium or forearm; a cubital

covert; a secondary covert.

cubital covert

,

one of the covert?fethers or tect^ices lo-

cated on the cubit, forearm, or antebrachium of a bird; an
antebrachial covert; a secondary covert.

greater covert, one of a set or subdivision of the sec^

ondary upper wing?coverts constituting a single row
which projects furthest upon the secondary remiges or

flight^ethers; one of the major tectgices of the wing; a

greater upper secondary covert; a greater secondary covert.

inferior covert, a lower covert; an under covert.

least covert, a lesser covert.

lesser covert, one of a set or subdivision of the secondary
upper wing?coverts, including all those clast as either

greater coverts or median coverts; one of the minor
tectjices of the wing; a lesser secondary covert.

lower covert

,

one of the covert?fethers or tect^ices on

the lower or under side of a bird’s wing; one of the inferior

tectjices of the wing; an under covert; an inferior covert.

manual covert, one of the covertTethers or tect^ices

located on a bird’s manus or hand; a primary covert.

median covert, one of a set or subdivision of the second-
ary upper wing?coverts constituting a single row located

midway between the greater coverts and the lesser coverts;

one of the median tectpces of the wing; a median secon-

dary covert; a middle secondary covert; a middle covert.

middle covert, a middle secondary covert; a median
covert.

primary covert, one of the wing?coverts which overlie the

bases of the primary remiges or flightTethers
; a manual

covert.

secondary covert, one of the wing?coverts which overlie

the bases of the secondary remiges or flight?fethers
;
an

antebrachial or cubital covert.

superior covert, an upper covert.

under covert, one of the covert?fethers or tectpces located

on the under or lower side of a bird’s wing; one of the in-

ferior tectjices of the wing; a lower covert; an inferior

covert.

upper covert, one of the covert?fethers or tectpces located

©n the upper side of a bird’s wing; one of the superior
tectjices of the wing; a superior- covert.

upper primary covert, one of the upper or superior coverts
which overlie the bases of the primary remiges or flight?

fethers of a bird’s wing; one of the set of rather long and
and stiffish covert?fethers or tect^ices located on the upper
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side of a bird’s wing and covering the bases of the pri-

maries; one of the (superior) coverts, of the primaries,

craft ksa:ft n. [plural craft] any sailing or floating vessel or

outfit, as an airship; also, such objects, collectivly.

crank-shaft 'ks3egk,$a:ft n . [also spelt crankshaft ] a shaft

turnd or driven by a crank.

crepuscular k^i'pAskgu-loz adj. of or pertaining to twilight;

resembling twilight, especially the morning twilight, as pre-

ceding the full light of day.

crepuscular rays

,

the divergent rays sometimes seen after

sunset and before sunrise dividing the sky into segments;

in Japan, cald the ropes of Maui,

crest-height 'kses^hait n. the height of the crest of a

wave of water, as at sea.

crew ksuu n. the company of airmen who man an airship;

the air^sailors belonging to an aerial vessel,

crissal 'ksisol adj. of the crissum or anal region of a bird,

under the tail; also, characterized by the color of the crissal

fethers : as, a *crissal thrush.

cropper 'ksopoz n. a sudden descent or fall with the crop,

craw, or chest foremost, as of a bird; a fall on the crop,

compare header.

cross kso:s n. a structure consisting essentially of two inter-

secting pieces, an upright and a transverse bar.

luminous cross, a cross of light formd by the intersection,

at the sun when near the horizon, of a part of a parhelic

circle with vertical colums of light extending above and
below the sun due to the reflection of sunlight from the

upper and lower facets of ice^crystals in the air.

cross-brace 'k^oisjbzees n. a transverse brace or stick, as in

a cellular kite.

cross-ckannel 'kso:s,tSsenl adj. able to fly across the English
Channel; capable of channeMlying.

cross-city 'ksors/siti adj. extending across or over a city

:

said of flight.

cross-country 'k5o:s,kAntri adj. [also spelt
9
cross-country]

extending across or over the open country, and not deter-

mind merely by roads or other fixt paths; said of flight;

also, related to flight of this sort : as, a *cross?country
prize.

cross-country 'kso:s,kAntri adv. across or over the open
country : as, to fly *cross?country.

cross-current 'k^o:s,ki3^9nt n. a current of air or wind
flowing or blowing across or at an angle with another cur-
rent; a crosswise current.

cross-sprit 'kso:s,sp5it n. a transverse spsit, spar, or pole.
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cross-stick 'kso:s,stik n. the stick of a kite-frame which ex-

tends crosswise or across the main stick; the horizontal

stick of a kite-frame.

crosstree 'ksois^rii n. a transverse horizontal timber or

supporting-rod, as in a Parseval airship,

cross-truss 'k^eis/trAs tr. furnish with a diagonal truss: as,

to *cross-truss a skid to the fuselage,

cross-wind 'kso:s,wind n. [also spelt crosswind ] a wind
blowing crosswise or across, as in relation to the course of

an airship
;
a transverse wind.

cross-wire 'ksors/waiz n. [also spelt crosswire ] a wire ex-

tending crosswise, as in the framework of an aeroplane;

a transverse wire.

crow ksoo n. any bird of the genus Corvus, etc; one of the

Corvinae.

cruise ksuuz n. a flight of considerable extent, to and fro,

not directed toward any particular landing-place, but for

purposes of experiment, observation, or the like,

cruising-radius 'ksuu-zir^zee-di-os n. the radius of the

circle or area over irhich the cruising-operations of an air-

ship extend; the action-radius; an aeroradius.

cumular 'kgumju-loe adj. having the form of a heap; heapt,

piled up; cumulous.
cumular cloud, same meaning as cumulus cloud.

cumulescent A^umjVlesont adj. forming into cumulus
cloud; becoming cumular; piling up; growing larger,

cumuliform 'kgumjuli,fo:zm adj. having the form of cumu-
lus cloud.

cumulo-cirro-stratus ,kgumj u-lo-sizo'stree-tos n. (rare)

nimbus; rain-cloud.

cumulo-cirrus ,kgumju-lo'sizos n. [also spelt cumulocirrus
;

plural cumulo-cirri] a cloud of cumulus structure but cirrus

position; an alto-cumulus cloud,

cumulo-nimbus /kgumju-lo'nimbos n. [plural cumulo-nimbi]

thunder-cloud, shower-cloud.

cumulo-stratus ^gumju-lo'stjee-tos n. [plural cumulo-strati]
a form of cloud in which the structure of the cumulus is

mixt with that of the cirro-stratus or cirro-cumulus, the

cumulus being at the top and overhanging a flattish stratum
or base.

cumulous 'kgumju-los adj. heap-like; of the nature of cumu-
lus cloud; cumuliform.

cumulus 'kgumju-los n. [plural cumuli] a form of cloud con-

sisting of white convex or conical masses heapt upon each
other and having a nearly horizontal base; day-cloud; sum-
mer-cloud; wool-pack clouds.
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lurreted cumulus, a. large cumulus cloud having turretdike

covers the sky in the regions of the t^adewinds.

trade cumulus, a kind of small detacht cloud which often

masses rising from its top; a thundercloud.

ocean current, a current or stream in the water of the

air.

cumulus-like 'kgumjolos^aik adj. like cumulus cloud; re-

sembling cumulus.

curl-cloud 'kB:d,ki.aud n. cirrus; cat’s^tail.

current 'kszont n. that which flows; a stream; a portion of

a body of air moving in a dsfimt direction; an air
current.

ascending current, a current of air which is ascending or

rising; a rising current.

convectional current, see under convectional.

downthrow current, an aircurrent which has a down-
ward throw or tjend; a falling or descending current of

ocean, such as the Gulf Stream.
upper currents, the currents or motions high up in the

air.

curtain 'kn^tn n. an aerofoil placed vertically, as between
the main supporting^surfaces of some biplanes; a vertical

surface in a cellular or box^kite structure; a panel; a par-

tition.

curve 'ks:zv n. [also spelt curv]

curve of torque, a plotted curv, or curvd line, showing
the relation between the torque or twisting^force acting on
a propeller and the thrust or the speed of revolution of the

propeller.

inflected curve, a fugoid curv of the inflected type.

tumbler curve, a fugoid curv of the type characteristic of

the tumbler pigeon.

cusp kAsp n. a point or apex; a point at which two branches
of a curv meet and stop, with a common tangent; a point at

which the moving point describing a curv has its motion
exactly reverst; also, an analogous point on a curvd surface;

a spinode; a stationary point.

custom 'kAstom n. a tribute, toll, impost, or duty, levied by
a national or local authority upon the ent£y of commodi-
ties or goods into his dominion

;
a duty levied on imports

;

an importdax.
cut-air 'kAt,e:z n. a rigid shield at the front of an airship,

or a rigid edge on an aeroplane or wing, so shaped as to

cut or plow thru the air and thus reduce the atmosferic re-

sistance to motion.
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cyclonal ,sai'ki,oo-nl, 'sai-kz.o-nl adj. of, pertaining to, or

of the nature of a cyclone; cyclemc.

cyclonal gradient, see under gradient.

cyclone 'sai,kz.on n.

1. any sterm or atmosferic disturbance in which the

wind has a circular, whirling, or rotatory motion, as a

hurricane or ternado of limited diameter and dest^uctiv

violence; a ternado.

2. a system of winds or atmosferic currents, ©ften ex-

tending over an area having a diameter of several hundred
miles and rotating round a center of minimum barometric
pressure and relativ calm which itself usually has a tjans-

latory motion.

land cyclone, a cyclone or cyclonic system of winds
which is located over a land surface.

ocean cyclone, a cyclone or cyclonic system of winds
which is located over the ocean.

polar cyclone, the hypothetic cyclone in the north or the

south polar region of the earth; the supposed system of ro-

tatory atmosferic currents, with cold a center, from which
the lower air flows outward and the upper air flows inward,

cyclone-center 'sai-kxon^entoz n. the center of a cyclone
or area of low barometric pressure,

cyclone-flood 'sai-kxon^Ad n. the flood accompanying a

cyclone, due to the wave of water formd by the storm; a

storimwave.
cyclone-path 'sai-kton^arO n. the path or route along
which a cyclone moves.

cyclone-pit 'sai-taLon,pit n. a pit or underground room
made for refuge from a tornado or cyclone,

cyclone-wave 'sai-ki.on/weev n. the wave of water pro-

duced by a cyclone.

cyclonic ,sai'ki.0nik adj. of or pertaining to a cyclone or cy-

clones; of the nature of a cyclone.

damp dsemp v.

1. tr. depress, diminish, lower, deden : as, to *damp out

the amplitude of fugoid waves.
2. intr. become deprest or lowerd; diminish, decrease,

danger-zone 'deen-d30z,zoon n. a zone or region of danger,
as about the cusp of a plotted fugoid or flight?curv.

dart da:zt n. a pointed missil thrown by the hand; a light

spear or javelin; also, an arrow.
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dart da:zt intr. move thru the air like a dart, as a Malay

kite; spring or start with a sudden rapid motion; shoot,

date-line 'deet,lain n . the boundarydine between contiguous

regions of the globe where the calendar is different;

the (practically somewhat devious) nerth^and^south line

thru the Pacific ocean (theoretically) identical with the

meridian of 1 2 hours or 180 degrees from Greenwich, Eng-

land) east of which the nominal date is one day earlier

than on the west of it.

dawn dc:n n. the first appearance of daylight in the mor-
ning; daybreak.

false dawn, a transient light, resembling dawn, but ap-

pearing about an hour before actual daybreak,

day dee n.

1. the time of sunlight; the interval between the rising

and setting of the sun.

break of day , the bursting forth or first appearance of

light in the morning; the dawn; daybreak.

clear day, a day in which the sky is clear, see clear sky

,

under sky.

dark day, any day in which the sunlight is dim or ab-

sent, or the atmosfere foggy or smoky, due to prairie or

forest fires, volcanic eruptions, etc.

high day, the time when the sun is in the meridian; high

noon.

2. the dime occupied by the earth in making one complete
turn on its axis; the space of twentysfour consecutiv
hours.

apparent solar day, the day or interval of time between
two successiv meridian transits of the sun.

change of day, a change of one’s reckoning in circum-
navigating the globe, when, by the calendar, a day is lost

or gaind.

gained day, the calendar day which is gaind or reckond
twice at the datedine in circumnavigating the globe from
west to east.

lost day, the calendar day which is lost or dropt out at

the datedine, in circumnavigating the globe from east to

west.

sidereal day, the interval between two successiv transits
of a given star.

daybreak 'dee,bzeek n. the break of day; the first appear-
ance of light in the morning; the dawn,

day-breeze 'dee,beiiz n. a periodical breeze or light wind
occurring in flat inland regions,

day-cloud 'dee^taod n. cumulus cloud; summer^cloud.
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day-dawn 'dee,dc:n n. the dawn of day ; daybreak,

dead ded adv. [also spelt ded] directly, exactly, straight : as,

facing *ded into the wind; *ded ahed.

dead-reckoning 'ded^elo-niq n. [also spelt dedtreckoning]

the reckoning or calculation of an airship’s position inde-

pendently of observations of the hevenly bodies, merely by
distance and direction, run, etc.

dead-water 'ded/WCi-toz n. [also spelt dedzwater] air or

other fluid without current
;

still air
;
the eddy^air or eddy^

fluid just behind the stern of an aerofoil or airship : distin-

guish from live stream, see under stream.

deadweight 'ded,weet n. [also spelt dedweight] the relativly

ded or inert weight or load other than the living passen-

gers, carried by a balloon; the weight of the balloon itself,

as distinct from its live (or paying) weight or load,

death-blast 'deG/blarst n. a dedly blast, as of hot gas near

a volcano; a dethdealing wind or storm,

deck dek n. one of the platform^like horizontal planes of a

biplane or multiplane; a main surface in an aeroplane

flyer.

deflate di'fzxet tr. release the air or gas from anything
inflated, as a balloon; remove the gas from : the ©pposit of

inflate.

deflation dTfzxe-Son n. the act or process of deflating; an
emptying or letting out the gas from the gasbag of a bal-

loon : the ©pposit of inflation.

deflect di'fz.ekt tr. bend or turn to one side or from a

straight line
;
change the direction of

;
cause to deviate from

its course.

deflecting-plane di'fi.ektii^pi.een n. a plane or aerofoil

in a ffying^machine, used for deflecting or changing the

course of the craft; a horizontal rudder; a deflector,

deflector dTfixktoe n.

1. a metal plate used to deflect or to direct the flow of

air or other gas, as in aerodynamic experiments; a baffler

plate.

2. a plane or aerofoil in a flyingmiachine, used for de-

flecting or changing the course of the craft; a deflecting^

plane.

demountability dipnaon-ta'bili-ti n. the quality of being
demountable.

demountable /di'maon-t9-b9l adj. that may redily be taken
apart or knockt down, for shipment, and easily reassem-
bled : as, modern ^demountable aeroplanes, compare col-

lapsible.

density-gradient 'densiti,gzee-di-ant n. the gradient of the
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density of the air; the rate of variation of atmosferic

density.

departure di'paztSoz n. (seazterm ) the distance (in nauti-

cal miles) by which a ship in sailing departs or moves east

or west from a given meridian; change of longitude; also,

the bearing of an object on the coast, taken at the com-
mencement of a voyage, from which the ded-reckoning be-

gins.

depression di'pse$on n. condition or action of being de-

prest or lowerd, as a balloon in the air; a low place; a

condition or region of deprest or lowerd barometric pres-

sure, as indicated by an isobar; a low-pressure line or area;

a low.

barometric depression, a depression or lowness of the bar-

ometric readings, due to diminution of atmosferic pres-

sure.

depression of the dew-point, see under dew-point.

secondary depression, a depression in a barometric pres-

sure adjacent to a larger depression; a kink or loop in one
or more of the isobars of a low, often indicativ of rain,

and in summer, especially of thunderstorms.

V-shaped depression, an area of depression of barometric
pressure whose isobars intersect like the lines of the letter

V, as on the side of the trough of a cyclone.

derecho di'eee-t§o n. a strong wind or squall blowing in a

straight course, with no apparent rotatory movement.
derrick 'decile n. a hoisting-apparatus for operating the

falling weight which is sometimes used in starting an aero-

plane flying-machine; a launching-derrick; a starting-der-

rick; a catapult; a pylon.

descend di'send intr. go or come down
;
move downward

toward the land or water underneath; fall gradually and
easily to or toward the surface of the earth.

descending-position di'sendiq-po,zi$9n w. the position of
the rudder of a flying-machine appropriate to descending
or sinking toward the ground.

descensional di'sen$o-nl adj. of descension or descent: as,

ascensional and *descensional movements of the atmosfere.
descent di'sent n. the action of descending to or toward the

surface of the earth; a going or coming down to the
ground; downward motion towards the land or water under-
neath.

gliding descent, a descent, as of a flying-machine to the
earth’s surface, made by means of gliding; a downward
glide or volplane, see glide.

deviation ,divi'ee-$on n . the deflection of the needle of a
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ship’s compass, owing to the magnetism of the iron in the

ship, or other local cause.

deviator 'dii-v^etoz n. an apparatus attacht to a balloon by

a rope and intended to t£ail along behind in the sea and
thus deviate or turn the balloon from its normal course,

dew djou n. the moisture occurring in minute drops on the

grass or any cool surface, due to the condensation of the

water?vapor in the air towards or during the night after

a hot day, and especially plentiful in the early morning,
dew-bow 'djuu,boo n. an iridescent bow or halo, seen on a

surface coverd with dew; a rainbow?like effect caused by
dew-drops.

dew-fall 'djou,fc:l n. the fall, formation, or deposition of

dew; a fall or deposit of dew; also, the time when this be-

gins, in the evening.

dew-point 'djou^oint n. that point or degree of the tempe-
rature of the air at which dew begins to form.

complement of the dew-point, the number of degrees by

which the temperature of the dew-point is below the tempe-
rature of the air; the depression of the dew-point.

depression of the dew-point, the extent to which the dew?
point is deprest below the temperature of the air; the com-
plement of the dew?point.

dew-point apparatus, an apparatus for determining the

dew?point.

dew-point hygrometer, see under hygrometer.

diagonal ,dai'seg3-nl n. a diagonal brace or stay in the

framework of a flying?machine; a cross?stay.

diaphragm 'dai-o^ssem n. [also spelt diafram] a septum,
membrane, sheet, or any thin partition, as that dividing
one compartment of the gasbag of a balloon from another,

diedral ,dai'ii-droI adj. same meaning as dihedral.

dietheroscope /dai-i'0e^3/skop n. an instrument for show-
ing the refraction of the air in mirage,

dihedral ^dai'hii-drol adj. [synonymous cognate diedral] fur-

nisht with, or containd by, two planes or plane faces : said

of a pair of wings or aerofoils inclined upward and away
from each other.

dihedral angle, the solid angle formd by two planes; the

inclination of two planes, as aeroplanes or wing?surfaces,

which meet or approach each other usually at their lower
edges.

dilatation /lai-lo'tee-Jan n. the action or process of dilat-

ing; the state of being dilated; expansion, as of a balloon,

dimensional di'men$3-nl adj. relating to dimension or

magnitude : as, ^dimensional theory.
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dip dip n.

1. an act of dipping; a brief downward plunge thru the

air, as of an aeroplane.

2. the downward inclination of the magnetic needle at

any particular place ; the angle which the needle makes with

the horizon.

3. the angular distance of the visible horizon below the

horizontal plane thru the observer’s eye; the depression

of the horizon due to the observer’s elevation, which has to

be allowd for in taking the altitude of a hevenly body.

4. the angular depression or inclination of one or the

other end of an airship; the downward slope of the craft,

fore or aft.

dip dip intr. incline downward ;
slope : as, to *dip and swoop.

dipping front edge, a form of front or fore aerofoil?

edge which dips, slopes, or inclines downwards; the droop-

ing front edge of a wing or other aerofoil; the archt form

of wing?section.

dip-tlie-dip 'dip-do,dip adj. characterized by the making of

a sudden dip or downward dart in the air comparable to a

shooting of the chutes or toboggan?slide on the ground,

dipper 'dipoz n. any swimming bird which dips into or

dives in the water with great ease and rapidity, as the

grebe.

dipping 'dipig n. the action of the verb dip ;
the process of

sloping downward for a brief space of time,

dipping-needle 'dipir^mi-dl n. a magnetic needle mounted
so as to be free to rotate in a vertical plane about its cen-

ter of gravity, used for determining by its dip the direction

of the earth’s magnetism or magnetic pole; the needle of

a dipping?compass.
dipter 'diptoz n. one of the diptera; a two?wingd fly.

diptera 'dipto-zo n. pi. the two?wingd flies, a large order of

insects having one pair of membranous wings, with a pair

of halteres or poisers representing a posterior pair,

direction-maintenance di'zek$3n,meentn-9ns n. the main-
tenance of the general direction of the course of an aero-

done or aircraft; the keeping up, or persistence in, a given
flight?path thru capacity to resist diverting forces, as by
means of an abutment?fin

;
directional maintenance,

direction-rudder di'zekSon^Adoz n. a rudder used for con-

trolling the horizontal direction of a flying?machine
; a

side?to?side rudder; a horizontal rudder for lateral steering,

dirigifoility ,dizid33'bili-ti n. the quality of being dirigible

or steerable.
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dirigible 'dieidsa-bsl, (improperly) di'eidss-bal adj

.

1. capable of being directed or guided; steerable.

2. of or concernd with dirigible balloons.

dirigible /dieid59-b9l n. a dirigible balloon; a lighter^than*

air airship : as, a war ^dirigible.

discontinuity ,dis-konti'nju-i-ti n. the quality or state of

being discontinuous; want or failure of continuity; inter-

rupted condition.

kinetic discontinuity, a discontinuity in the kind or in

the course of motion.

physical discontinuity, discontinuity in the kind of

matter.

surface of discontinuity, the surface which separates the

live stream from the ded^water in the rear of a body of

imperfect streamline form in its course thru the air or other

fluid.

disembark ,dis9m'ba:,zk n. land from an airship; get out

upon the ground, as at the end of a voyage.

disk disk n. [also spelt disch the highest portion of the thorax
or elytra of an insect, seen from above; the central part

of the wing.
dispatch-bag di'spsetS^seg n. a bag used in sending di-

spatches or messages from a balloon to the earth.

dispatch-craft di'sp3et$,ksa: ft n. pi. aircraft used for send-
ing dispatches or messages.

displacement ^is'p^ees-mant n. the quantity or weight of

fluid which is displaced by a solid body (as an airship)

placed in it.

distance-piece 'distns,piis n. a spar or other piece, as of

wood, which is inserted between two objects to separate
them or keep them a certain distance apart.

diurnal ^dai'sznf adj.

1. performd in or occupying one day; daily.

2. of or belonging to the day as distinguisht from the
night : the ©pposit of nocturnal.

dive daiv n. a sudden dart downward, as of an aircraft;
a descent or plunge hed first; a heder: as, a spiral *dive, a
winding *dive, a sweeping *dive.

high dive, a dive or steep quick descent made in a fly-

ing^machine from high up in the air.

low dive, a dive or steep quick descent made in a flyings
machine from a low altitude above the earth.

spiral dive, see under spiral.

dive daiv intr. [past participle dived; preterit dived and,
sometimes, dove] dart suddenly downward; descend hed
first precipitately.
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diver 'dai-voz n. a bird which habitually dives, as a grebe,

loon, or penguin; a diving bird,

dizzy 'dizi adj. having or causing a whirling feeling or ver-

tigo; giddy: as, a *dizzy height, a *dizzy flight, a *dizzy

poise, a *dizzy mist.

doldrum 'deldrom n. (seazterm) a region in which ships are

specially liable to be becalmd.

equatorial doldrums, the region of calms and light baf-

fling winds near the equator, where the tjadewinds meet

>and neutralize each other.

double 'dAbol intr. go or fly back ;
return : as, to *double @n

one’s course.

double-decked /Ubol'dekt, (assumptivly) 'dAbol,dekt adj.

[also spelt double-deckt] furnisht with, or consisting essen-

tially of, two decks or planes, one above the other, as a bi-

plane flyer or horizontal rudder; having two parallel super-

posed aeroplanes or aerofoils.

double-decker /Lvbol'dekoz n. an airship which has two
decks or planes, one above the other, as a biplane; an aero-

plane flying^machine having two parallel superposed aero-

foils.

double-sailing 'dAbo^see-hq adj . sailing in a double or

twofold way, because of having two aeroplane sustain-

ing^surfaces insted of one.

double-surface 'dAbol,SBzfis adj. having two sustaining*

surfaces, as a biplane; double*deckt
;
double*surfaced.

double-surfaced ^Abol'sBzfist, (assumptivly) 'dAboI,SBzfist

adj. furnisht with two sustaining*surfaces, as a biplane;

double*surface ; double*deckt : distinguisht from singlesur-

faced.

double-vaned 'dAbol,veend adj. having two vanes or blades,

as a screw propeller.

double-winged 'dAbo^wigd adj. [also spelt double-wingd]
having two wings or aeroplanes, one above the other: said

of flying*machines
; double*deckt.

down-draft 'daun/lraift n. [also spelt down-draught] a
downward draft of air; a descending air=?current.

downfall 'daon,fc:l n. the action of falling; a sudden
descent, accidental or intentional; a swooping down,

down-feather 'daun,fe53zr n. [also spelt down-fether] one
of the fuzzy fethers, usually small, constituting the down or
fine soft under plumage of swans, ducks, etc.; a plumule,

downpour 'daun^orz n. [also spelt down-pour] a pouring
down of rain; a hevy continuous fall of rain,

downshoot 'daun^out n. a downward or sharp quick descent
thru the air; a swoop.
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down-stroke 'daon^tjook n. the downward stroke or sweep
of a reciprocating part such as a flapping ,wing : the oppo-

sit of upzstroke .

downways 'daun/weez adv. in a downward way; downwards,

draft-kite 'dra:ft,kait n. the lower of the two kites used in

Wenham’s kite?carriage, designed to furnish the drafting,

drawing, or t^activ power, and distinguisht from the upper
or draft kite; a carrying?kite. compare pilotzkite.

drag draeg intr. be drawn, pold, or hauld along as the drag?

rope of a balloon on the ground, or an airship on the

ground or on the surface of water; also, move with undue
friction, as a flying?machine in its passage thru the air.

drag draeg n. the action or fact of dragging; the impediment
placed in the way of free motion; specifically, the differ-

ence between the speed of a ship and that of its screw pro-

peller when the speed of the ship is greater than that of

the screw; the slip.

viscous drag

,

the drag occasiond by a viscous fluid upon
a solid body moving thru it; entrainment,

drag-line 'draeg,lain n. a line of definit length one end of

which is attacht to a kite while the other end drags on the

ground, its purpose being to keep the kite in the air, or

to regulate its motion or position, by means of the friction

of the line on the ground.
dragon-fly Mrl|pn/

fz.ai n. any neuropterous insect of the

group Libellulina, characterized by a long slender body,

large eyes, and two pairs of large reticulated wings, and by
their strong, swift flight : as, a mechanical *dragon?fly.

dragon-kite 'drseg9n,kait n. a Chinese kite consisting of a

series of light elliptic bamboo disks and India?paper, deco-

rated and garnisht and undulating in the air so as to re-

semble a dragon or crawling serpent,

drag-rope 'drseg^oop n. a rope of definit length attacht to

the car of a balloon or dirigible and allowd to hang down
so that when the ship approaches too near to the earth, the

rope drags along on the surface of the land or water and
thus, by lightening the load; causes the ship to rise, or at

least prevents it from descending any further; a guide?

rope; a balancer,

drift drift n.

1. the fact or state of being driven; slow course or cur-

rent : as, the *dnft of the air or of the clouds.

planetary drift

,

the drift of the air in the planetary cir-

culation of the earth’s atmosfere; the drift of the planetary

winds.
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2. lateral deviation, as of a projectil from its path; ten-

dency to move sidewise.

3. the force with luhich a fluid, as the air, presses hori-

zontally upon an aerofoil, either backward or forward, as

the case may be; the horizontal component of the air-pres-

sure on a kite, aeroplane, or airship; the backward posh

or thrust (or, sometimes, the forward poll) of the atmosfere

or wind upon an aeroplane or aerocurv : distinguisht from

lift, compare head-resistance.

drift drift intr.

1. float or be driven along, as an airship, by a current of

air; be carried at random by the force of the wind.
2. tend, move, or be posht or thrust horizontally back-

ward (or, less usually, forward) somewhat, relativly, by the

pressure of the air.

drifter 'drifter n. any aerial craft of the type which tends

to drift or float along with the air, rather than actually

fly or move under the complete control of the operator; a

lighter-than-air machine.
drifting-force 'dnftirj,fo:zs n. the force or strength of the

tendency of an aerofoil to drift, see drift (verb, sense 2 ).

drive draiv n. a driving or propelling mechanism; also, the

mode of being driven : as, a flexible *drive
;

the direct

*drive of a helicopter.

chain drive, transmission of power from the motor of an
airship to the driving-apparatus or propeller by means of a

chain.

driver 'drai-voz n. one who drives or operates a flying-ma-
chine; an aviator.

driving-power 'drai-vii^pau-oe n. the motory power em-
ployd or kept in reserv for driving or propelling an air-

ship; power or capacity to drive; propulsiv power.
drome droom n. an aerodrome; a flyer; an aero.

droop droup n. a downward bend; the curvature, concave
downward, of the margin of a wing; the hanging curv of
the archt form of a wing-section; the dipping edge of a
sustaining-surface; the arch of an aerofoil, compare dip
(verb) and arch.

drop drop intr. fall, sink, or descend, as thru the air to or
toward the ground.

drop drop n. the action of dropping, sinking or falling thru
the air; a descent: as, a long *drop, a corkscrew *drop.

droplet 'droptot n. a little drop, as^ one of the water-particles
of a water-cloud.

drosometer dro'somi-toz n. a weighing-instrument for mes-
uring dew.
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duration-contest djo'zee-$9n,ken-test n. a contest as to

duration of flight; a competitiv trial of flyers as to capac-

ity to stay up in the air in continuous flight without

alighting.

duration-prize djo'zee-Jon^saiz n. a prize or premium of-

ferd or won for flight of long duration; a tj;ofy for longest

continuous light without alighting,

dusk dAsk n. gloom, shade; the darker stage of twilight just

before night; also, the stage of partial darkness just before

dawn or daybreak.

dusky 'dAski adj. somewhat dusk or dark; darkish, gloomy,

shadowy.
dust dASt n. earth or other solid matter in the form of fine

dry particles, floating in the air
;
powdery or granular

matter in the atmosfere ; as, a cloud of Must,
dust-counter 'dASt,kaon-t9z n. an instrument for mesuring

the amount of dust or particles of solid matter in the air

or atmosfere. compare coniscope.

dust-fog 'dAst,fog n. a whitish fog formd of the finest mist

or vapor-dust; dust-vapor feg.

dust-haze 'dAst,heez n. a haze, or misty appearance of the

atmosfere, usually of reddish or yellowish hue, consisting

of or due to dust.

dustiness 'dAsti-ms n. the state of being dusty or contain-

ing dust; dusty condition of the air or atmosfere.

dust-shower 'dASt,$au-oz n. a shower or light downpour of

dust (with or without rain or snow) due to a cloud of dust

having been carried into the upper atmosfere and precipi-

tated. compare seazdust.

dust-vapor 'dAst,vee-poz n. same meaning as vaporzdust.

dust-wind 'dAst/wind n. a wind that brings dust-storms,

such as the northwesterly gales on the eastern coast of

Australia.

dust-wisp 'dAst^isp n. a wisp or delicate spray or streak

of dust or ice-particles, usually of grayish-white color,

floating high in the sky at sunset or sunrise,

dynamic di'naemie adj.

1. of or relating to force or energy : contrasted with kine-

matic, and often, loosely, with static.

dynamic cooling, the cooling or lowering of temperature
of a portion of the atmosfere due to the expenditure of

some of its internal heat energy in expansion occasiond by
inferior atmosfenc pressure from without.

dynamic heating, the heating, warming, or rise of tem-
perature of a portion of the atmosfere due to compression
occasiond by superior atmosfenc pressure from without.
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dynamic stability, see under stability.

2. mechanically propeld or lifted
;
motor^dnven : said of

gasless or hevier^thamair power flyingsmachines.

eagle 'ii-gol n. any one of various large diurnal birds of

prey, especially one of the genus Aquila or Haliaetus, welU

known for their strength, keen vision, and graceful and

powerful flight; the ‘king of birds/

earth-contact 'nr^kon-tsekt n. the action or fact of com-

ing into contact with the earth; a contact with, or a touch-

ing of, the earth, on the part of an airship,

earth-force 'j3:zQ,{d:zs n. the force of attraction of the

earth; gravity.

earth-harbor 'aizB^aie-boe n. [also spelt earth harbor] an

airship^harbor in the earth; an underground harbor or ref-

uge for aircraft.

earthman 'mzG-mon n. [plural earthmen ] a man who ha-

bitually stays upon the earth or ground : distinguish^ from
airman.

earthward 'B:z0-wozd adv. toward the earth or ground;
downward.

eclipse i'ktips n. an interseption or obscuration of the light

of the sun, moon, or other hevenly body, by the intervention

of another hevenly body either between it and the eye or

between it and the source of its illumination,

eddy 'edi n. a portion of a body of air or other fluid which
has a rotary motion

; a small whirl or vortex in a fluid,

edge ed3 n. the narrow outer portion or margin of the fore

part of a bird’s wing, aeroplane, or other aerofoil.

advancing edge

,

an edge which advances or precedes
another; the front edge of a sustaining^plane or other aero-

foil
;
the leading edge : the opposit of following edge.

following edge, an edge which follows or comes after

another; the rear edge of a sustaining^plane or other aero-

foil
; the rearward edge

;
the trailing edge : the opposit of

advancing edge.

front edge, the edge of a wing, aeroplane, or other aero-
foil which is located in front; the advancing edge.

leading edge, the edge (of a wing or other aerofoil;

which leads or comes first, in flight; the advancing edge;
the front edge : the opposit of following edge.

trailing edge, the rear edge or margin (of a wing or
other aerofoil), considerd as trailing thru the air; the pos-
terior margin of an advancing aerocurv; the following
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edge ; the rearward edge : distinguish! from advancing

edge, front edge.

edge-effect 'eds-i^fekt n. an effect produced by the edge

of a wing, aeroplane, or other aerofoil,

edge-resistance 'ed3-zi,zistns n. the resistance to the air

efferd by the edge of an aerofoil,

efflux 'e,fi.Aks n. a flowing outward of air or other fluid;

outflow.

eggoon ,e'goun n. an egg-shaped airship or balloon,

egg-shaped 'eg,$eept adj. having the shape or form of a

hen’s egg; ovoid.

elbow 'el-bo n. the definit bend where the main body of the

sustaining-vessel or hull of some dirigible balloons begins

to curv toward its pointed bow or stern,

electrohygroscope i^ekt^o'hai-gzo^kop n. [also spelt elec-

trozhygroscope'] an instrument for showing the amount of

electricity and humidity in the atmosfere.

electrolytic i^ektgo'htik adj. pertaining to electrolysis or

decomposition by an electric current, as of water into oxy-

gen and hydrogen : as, an *elect£olytic plant for generating

hydrogen.
electrometer ^lek'tromi-toe n. an instrument for mesunng

the difference of electrostatic potential between two con-

ductors, used for investigating atmosferic electricity,

electroscope i'lekt£o,skop n. an instrument for showing the

presence of free electricity, as in the air, and for deter-

mining its kind.

elevating-engine 'eli-vetir^endgin n. the engin, in an
airship, which is used for elevating or forcing the craft

upward thru the air.

elevating-lever 'eli-vetir^hi-voe n. a lever, in an aero-

plane flying-machine, by the manipulation of which the

craft is elevated or caused to rise,

elevating-plane 'eli-vetir^p^een n. a plane or aerofoil

forming part of a flying-machine and used in elevating the

craft or inclining it upward; the front horizontal rudder
of an aeroplane flyer,

elevation ,eh:'vee-$9n n.

1. the altitude or angular height of the pole or any hev-
enly body above the horizon; the angle of any line of di-

rection above the horizon.

2. a particular altitude or height above the surface of the

earth, or above any given level, as that of the sea; also,

height, loftiness.

elevator 'eli,vet9z n. an elevating-plane : as, a duplex ele-
vator, a flexible *elevator.
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elevator-outrigger 'eli-vetaz/iut-zigaz n. the outrigger, in

a fiying*machine, which supports the elevator or elevating*

plane.

elevator-surface 'eli-veto^snefis n. the aerofoil surface of

an elevator or horizontal rudder,

ellipse I'lips n. a plane curv such that the sums of the

distances of each point in its perifery from two fixt points

or foci, within the perifery, are equal.

Elmo 'e^mo n. : Elmo’s fire, Saint Elmo’s fire, Saint Elmo’s

light, same meaning as corposant.

elytra 'eli-tra n. pi. see elytron.

elytron 'elytron n. [plural elytral the hard outer wing*case,

or modified fore*wing, of a coleopterous insect or beetle;

a shard, wing*cover, or wing*sheath.

elytrum 'eli-trom n. same meaning as elytron.

emargination ^maedgi'nee-Son n. the process or state of

having the margin taken away; a somewhat abrupt narrow-
ing or incision of the web of a bird’s fether toward its

end or extremity; a slight forking, as of a bird’s tail,

emergency-wing i'mi3zrd39nsi,wir) n. a supplementary wing
or aerofoil in a flying*machine, designed for use in case of

an emergency to prevent a sudden or disastrous fall; a

parachute*plane.

empyrean
/
em-pai'zii-9n, ,empi'zii-on, ^m'pizi-on n. the

highest heven.

encircle ,en'sBzkol tr. make a circling movement about;

circle round; circumnavigate.
end-surface 'end,snzfis n. the surface at the (front) end

or extremity of the float*vessel of a dirigible balloon,

endurance-fliglit in'dju:-z9ns/fi.ait n. a flight in tuhich

the power of endurance or staying power of a flying*ma-
chine is tested; a long continuous flight made with a view
to proving how long an airship can hold out in flight or
stay up in the air; an aerial endurance*trip.

energy 'en9z-d3i n. the power of doing work; actual or po-
tential capacity for causing motion in matter.

energy of translation, the capacity of a body for doing
work in virtue of its motion of translation; the energy of
translatory motion.

engine-failure 'end3in,fee-li9z n. failure of the engin or
power*plant of a flyingmiachine to work, during flight; a
giving out of the motor of an aeroplane,

entomology ^nta'mola-dsi n. the science of insects,

entrainment ,en'treen-m9nt n. the drag occasiond by a vis-
cous fluid upon a solid body moving thru it; viscous drag,

entrance 'entrons n. the hed and shoulder (taken together)
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of an aerofoil or streamline body; the bow or forebody of

an airship of streamline form: dxstinguisht from run.

entrant 'entrant n. one who enters, as in an airship*race.

entry 'entri n . a going in; the action of entering; an
entrance.

angle of entry, see under angle.

envelop 'env3,lop n. [also spelt envelope] the integument
or cover forming the chief part of the gasbag of a balloon;

also, the outer flexible cover or rigid shell enclosing the

gas*receptacles of a dirigible.

envelop-construction 'enva-lop-kan^trAkJan n. [also spelt

envelopezconstruction] the process of constructing balloon*

envelops; the making of envelops,

envelop-material 'env3-lop-m3,ti:-ei-ol n. [also spelt enve-

lopezmaterial] the material or stuff used in making balloon*

envelops; envelop*cloth ;
balloon*fabric.

envelop-stuff 'env3-lop,stAf n. [also spelt envelopezstuff]
the stuff or fabric of which the envelop of a balloon is

made; balloon*fabric.

equalizer 'ikw3,Iai-z3z n. [also spelt equaliser] a leveler,

an evener, or an adjuster; that which equalizes or makes
equal, even, or level, as the front rudder of a biplane,

equator I'kwee-tez n.

1. (in astronomy) an imaginary great circle of the ce-

lestial sfere, whose plane is perpendicular to the axis of

the earth; the celestial equator; the equinoctial.

2. (in geography) an imaginary great circle of the earth,

in the plane of the celestial equator, and equidistant from
the poles; the geografic equator.

hydrometeoric equator, the equator of rainfall, or line

girdling the earth and dividing the regions having the

rainfall characteristic of the northern winter half*year

from regions having the rainfall characteristic of the

southern summer half-year and vice versa; the pluviometjic
equator : as, Supan’s *hydrometeonc equator.

magnetic equator, a line girdling the earth in the neigh-

borhood of the geografic equator, at every point of which
the vertical component of the earth’s magnetic attraction

is zero; the aclinic line.

meteorological equator, the line or narrow tract girdling

the earth, near the geografic equator, situated midway be-

tween opposing winds and corresponding to the belt of

calms.

pluviometric equator. same meaning as hydrometeoric
equator.

thermal equator, the line girdling the earth, in various
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positions at different seasons of the year, etc., and pass-

ing thru the points of maximum temperature; the line

along u)hich the greatest heat occurs at the earth’s sur-

face.

3. an imaginary great circle of the gasbag of an inflated

sferical balloon, whose plane is perpendicular to the ver-

tical axis of the balloon.

equatorial ,ikw3'tD:-zi-9l adj . pertaining to the equator of

the gasbag of a balloon.

equilibrate ^kioi'la^beet tr

.

bring into or keep in a state of

equilibrium or equipoise; equilibrize; balance,

equilibration ^kwili'bzee-San n. the action or process of

bringing into or keeping in equilibrium or equipoise; the

state or condition of being balanced,

equilibrator ^ikiui'la^bzetoz n. a long rope-like device at-

tacht to a dirigible balloon and capable of being lowerd and
raised in order to equilibrate or stedy the craft or keep

it at a certain constant height, as from the surface of the

sea below; a balancer; a guide-rope,

equilibrium ^kwi'hbzi-am n. [ploral equilibria] the state

or condition of equipoise; the state of a material system
in which the forces acting on the system are evenly bal-

anced, or such that their resultant is zero; the state of an
airship when the resultant of all the air-pressures upon it

is vertical and passes thru the center of gravity of the

craft; balance.

atmospheric equilibrium

,

the state of equilibrium or bal-

ance among the various parts of the atmosfere, as related

to horizontal or vertical movements of the air, etc.

automatic equilibrium, same meaning as automatic bal-

ance . see under balance (noun).

equilibrium of direction, equilibrium or stedmess in the
general direction of the course or flight-path of an aero-
done, such as is provided by a directiv fin or wind-vane,
and identical in kind to that which is afforded an arrow by
its fether; directional equilibrium, balance, or stability,

compare directionzmaintenance.

lateral equilibrium, same meaning as lateral stability.

see under stability

.

longitudinal equilibrium, same meaning as longitudinal
stability, see under stability.

moving equilibrium, equilibrium in which the body con-
cernd is in motion; the condition of having equilibrated
or balanced movement.

neutral equilibrium, equilibrium in which the body con-
cernd is neutjal or indifferent as to its exact position, er,
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whenever moved slightly from its position, will remain in

its new position; the equilibrium of a directionally bal-

anced aerodone; indifferent equilibrium.

stable equilibrium

,

equilibrium in which the body con-

cernd, whenever slightly moved out of its position, tends

to return to its posiion.

unstable equilibrium, equilibrium in which the body
concernd, whenever slightly moved out of its position,

tends to depart from it still further.

vertical equilibrium, the state of equilibrium or balance

of an airship whose flight is being maintaind at the equi-

libriumdevel, there being no advantage in changing its

altitude or vertical distance from the earth,

equilibrium-level ^kwThbzi-om'levol n. the level or hori-

zontal plane of equilibrium or balance, for any given air-

ship, so far as concerns its speed or economies of travel;

the level of optimum altitude for an aeroplane or other air-

ship, at which it is in vertical equilibrium, or cannot
easily rise higher or advantageously sink lower,

equilibrize I'kwilijbzaiz tr. [also spelt equilibrise'] equili-

brate; balance.

equinoctial ^kwi'nekjol adj. pertaining to a state of equal

day and night; also, pertaining to the period or point of the

equinox : as, an *equinoctial storm,

escape-valve ^'skeep/vaelv n. [also spelt escapezvalv] the

valv in the envelop of a balloon by which gas is allowd
to escape from the bag, thus causing the craft to descend;
a balloon^valv

; a safety?valv.

ether 'ii-Ooa n. [also spelt aether]

1. the upper air; the blue havens.
2. a hypothetic medium possessing great elasticity to-

gether with other qualities of a somewhat paradoxical na-

ture, supposed to be diffused thruout space, to pervade all

material bodies, and to serv to transmit light, heat, and
other forms of radiant motion.

ethereal I'Gu-zi-ol adj. [also spelt etherial and, formerly,

aethereal ]

1* formd of, containing, or fild with the ether or air of

the upper regions; of or pertaining to the hevens; hevenly;
celestial : as, ^ethereal space, ^ethereal regions.

2. of or pertaining to the ether of space : as, the ^ethereal

medium.
euplexoptera Jupixk'sopto-zo n. pi. a suborder of orthop-

terous insects identical with the order Dermaptera, having
the under wings folded crosswise and lengthwise; the ear-

wigs or Forficulidae; the Euplecoptera.
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evaporometer i/vaepo'zemi-taz n. an instrument for mes-

uring the quantity of liquid, as water, evaporated in a

given time; an autometer.

exhaust-muffler ^g'zcist/nAf^oz n. the muffler on the

exhaust of an internakcombustion engin; a muffler; a

silencer.

expanding-power ^k'spsendii^pau-az n. power to cause ex-

pansion.

expanse ,ek'spaens n. the expanse, extent, or stretch of the

outspred wings of an insect or bird; the distance or mes-

urement from tip to tip of the outstretcht wings; stretch

of wing; expanse of wing; extent of wing; alar extent;

alar expanse; wing^spred (sense i).

exploring-balloon
/
ek'spi.o:-ziq-b9/

loun n. a small balloon

to which recerding^instruments are attacht, used for ex-

ploring the atmosfere; a registratiomballoon.

exploring-gun
/
ek'spi.o:-ziq

/
gAn n. a proposed gun or small

cannon, as at the nose of an airship, to be used for ex-

ploring the atmosfere by means of explosiv shells, etc.

extensor ,ek'stens9z n. a muscle which servs to extend,

straighten out, or unfold any part or member, as a wing:
the opposit of flexor.

extent ,ek'stent n. the extent, expanse, or stretch of the

outspred wings of a bird or insect; the tip^to^tip mesure-
ment of the wings; extent of wing; expanse of wing;
stretch of wing; alar extent; alar expanse; wing^spred
(sense i ).

eye ai n.

1. opposed aspect or course; confronting presentation or
direction: as, to sail in or into the wind’s *eye; to steer a
ship in the sun’s *eye.

2. something suggesting an animal or human eye in
shape, position, or the like.

eye of a storm, see under storm.
eye of the wind, se under wind.

eye-spot 'a^spet n. an eye?like spot, as in the wing of a
butterfly, in the wing of an argus^fesant, or in the tail of
a peacock; an ocellus.

eyrie 'e;-zi, 'r.-zi, 'ai-zi n. same meaning as aery.
eyry 'e:-zi, 'r.-zi, 'ai-zi n. same meaning as aery.

face fees n. that side of a kite which is usually seen from
the ground when the kite is aloft, and which is toward the
direction from which the wind is blowing; the front.
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falcate 'fc:l,ket adj. bent or curvd like a sickle; hookt : as,

a wing *falcate at the tip.

falcated 'fc:l,ketid adj . curvd like a sickle; sicklesshaped

;

hookt; falcate.

fall fc:l n. descent from a higher to a lower position, due

either to the force of gravity or to artificial impulse or

power; a dropping or tumbling down; a downfall; a drop,

fall fc:l intr. [past participle fallen ;
preterit fell} descend

from a higher to a lower position or level; drop thru the

working of gravity or the application of artificial im-

pulse or power; come down; settle; sink.

fall calm, become calm; cease to blow, as the wind,

fall-cloud 'fc:l,kz.aud n. stratus cloud; cloud of night,

falling-star 'fc:-lig,sta:z n. a shooting^star
;
a meteor,

fall-mantle 'fci^maentl n. same meaning as parachutesloak.

fan-blade Tsen^leed n. one of the blades or vanes of a fan

or famwheel.
fan-blast 'fsen,bla:st n. a fanning^apparatus, famwheel,

blower, or bellows proposed for use in airships as a means
of creating a blast or strong current of air for propulsion;,

a fan?blower; a fampropeller.

fan-blower 'fse^bloo-oz n. an airblower workt by fans or
blades; a famblast; a fampropeller.

fanner 'faenoz n. a device, such as a blade, vane, or paddle,

for fanning or blowing air.

fanning-distance 'faenii^distns n

.

the distance at which
a flying^machine begins to fan, or throw out perceptible

air^currents against, a neighboring object, as the ground,
fan-propeller 'faen-pso^elaz n. a propeller which works by
means of fans, fanners, or vanes, which, by their rotary or

other motion create a blast or strong current of air used
for propulsiv or experimental purposes; a famblast.

fan-wheel 'fae^wiil n. a wheeMike or rotary blowingsappa-
ratus having fans or vanes; a fampropeller

; a saihwheel.

fast-falling 'faist/fci-liq adj. falling or descending fast or
rapidly, as an aeroplane; swiftlysfalling.

fast-flying 'farst^ai-iq adj. flying fast or rapidly; swiftly*

flying: as, a *fast?flying aeroplane,

fata Morgana /far-to-moz'gar-no n. a kind of mirage, most
frequently seen in the Straits of Messina,

feather 'fedoz n. [also spelt fether} one of the epidermal ap-
pendages which together constitute the plumage, the pecu-
liar covering of birds, consisting typically of a main stem
or shaft fringed on either side with a vane or web; (in the
plural, collectivly) the plumage.

axillary feathers, the innermost of the under covert*
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fethers of a bird’s wing, lying in the axilla or arm?pit,

close to the body.

feather 'fedoe v. [also spelt fether]

1. tr. furnish with fethers.

2. intr. move, wave, or float like fethers.

3. turn (an oar or blade), at a certain point in the stroke,

so that it may pass thru the fluid edgeways.

feather-border 'fedo^beiz-doz n. [also spelt fether*border]

that part of the border or margin of a bird’s wing which
is beset or fringed with, or made up of, fethers; the border

or outline of the fethers (collectivly) of a bird’s wing,

featherdom 'fedoe-dom n. [also spelt fetherdom] the relm

of fetherd creatures; the fethery kingdom,
feathered 'fedoed adj. [also spelt fetherd] provided with or

having fethers : as, the *fetherd tpbe
;
*fetherd Mercury,

feather-follicle 'fedo^feli-kol n. [also spelt fetherafollicle]

one of the follicles or little pits in a bird’s skin which sup-

ports the base of the fether^papilla upon which the future

fether is molded or generated.

feather-germ 'fed3z,d3B:zm n. [also spelt fether*germ] the

germ from which a bird’s fether develops; the papilla,

feathering 'fedo-eii] n. [also spelt fethering] the action of

the verb feather ; also, the fether, as of an arrow; the

fethers collectivly; the plumage; fether^like structure,

feathering 'fedo-eii] adj. [also spelt fethering]

feathering movement, see feathering*movement.
feathering-movement 'fedozit^muuv-mont n. [also spelt

fetheringzmovement] a mode of wing^movement resembling
the movement of an oar which is being ‘fetherd’ or turnd
at the end of the stroke and brought back thru the air edge-
wise; a movement characterized by an alternately flatwise

and edgewise turning of the vanes, wings, or blades,

feathering-paddle 'fedoeii^pasdl n. [also spelt fethering

*

paddle] one of the paddles or vanes, in a rotary or other
apparatus, which have a fethering or alternately flatwise

and edgewise motion, proposed for propelling or lifting

flying^machines ; a fethering^vane.

feathering-vane 'fedozii^veen n. [also spelt fethering*
vane] one of the vanes or blades in a propelling^wheel pro-
posed for airships, designed to move in a manner some-
what akin to the fethering^movement of oars; a fethering-
paddle.

featherless 'fedoz-los adj. [also spelt fetherless] having no
fethers; destitute of fethers; without plumage,

feather-like 'fedo^laik adj. [also spelt fether*like] like or
resembling a fether.
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feather-papilla 'fedoz-po^ilo n. [also spelt fethen-papilla ;

plural feather-p apillaeh one of the little papillae or conical

elevations, whose bases rest one on each of the father*

follicles of a bird’s skin, and from each of which a fether

is molded or generated; a fether*germ.

feather-tract 'fedo^tpekt n. [also spelt fether-tract] one

of the defimt tracts or areas of the skin of a bird inhere

fethers grow; pteryla.

feathery 'fedo-ei adj. [also spelt fethery]

1. clothed with fethers; fetherd; of fetherd creatures or

birds : as, *fethery society.

feathery kingdom

,

the kingdom of fetherd creatures; the

bird kingdom; fetherdom; birdland.

2. resembling fethers or plumes in appearance or light-

ness; fetherdike; plumedike; also, fringed, tipt, or fleckt

with something fetherdike.

fill fil tr. inflate (a gasbag or envelop) with gas.

filoplione 'fai-J^pz.oum n. a threddike or hairdike fether;

a thredfether.

fin fin n.

1. an organ attacht to any one of various parts of the

body of a fish or inhale, which servs for steering or pro-

pelling in the water; also, a similar organ in other ani-

mals, as the flipper of a seal, the modified wing of a

pigeon, etc.

2. any relativly small aerofoil or plane which resembles
the fin of a fish or other animal, such as a vertical tails?

piece; a vertical stabilizing*rudder.

directive fin

,

a fin whose function is purely directiv, as

the fether of an arrow : distinguisht from abutment-fin.

following fin, a fin which follows, or trails along at the

after end of an advancing aircraft; a rear fin: dis-

tinguisht from leading fin.

leading fin, a fin which leads or occupies a position in
the forward part of an advancing aircraft; a front fin:

distinguisht from following fin.

fin-area 'fin^r-zi-o n. the area of a fin or findike aerofoil

or part, in aerodynamic apparatus,

fin-center 'fin,sent3z n. the center of a fin or findike part,

finishing-line finiSii^lain n. the line or limit set for fin-

ishing or completing an airship*race.

finishing-point 'finiSiq,peint n. the point or spot set for
finishing or completing an airshipsrace

; the point at which
the finishing*mark of a race is located : the opposit of
starting-point.

finish-mark 'finiS,ma:zk n. the mark or sign placed at the
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spet or line at which an airship-race is to be brought to a

finish or ended; a stop-signal at the end of a racecourse,

fin-kite 'fin,kait n. a kite consisting of a plane, to the lower ,

part of which is affixt at right angles a ‘fin* or keel,

fin-like 'fin,laik adj. resembling a fish’s fin in shape or

function
;
flipper-like : as, a *fin-like wing,

fin-plan 'fin^pzcn n. the plan or plan-form of a fin.

fin-tail 'fin^teel n. a tail, in an aircraft, consisting of a

combination of fin-like parts,

fireball 'fairbed n.

1. a large shooting-star or meteor having the form and
appearance of a ball or globe of fire; a large globechaped
luminous aerolite.

2. globe-lightning; an electrical fenomenon sometimes
seen in thunder-storms, resembling a luminous or red-hot

firy ball or globe falling from the clouds and often bursting

with a loud report; ball lightning.

fire-balloon 'faie-bo^oun n.

1. a balloon beneath and attacht to which is a fire by
which the air containd in the balloon is heated and rare-

fied, thus causing the balloon to ascend or rise; a hot-air

balloon.

2. a balloon sent up at night with fireworks, which
ignite at a regulated height.

fish-kite 'fiS/kait n. a fish-shaped Chinese kite thru which
the wind blows from hed to tail keeping it afloat at a low
angle, often attacht to a pole on house-tops,

fish-shaped 'fi^eept adj. having the shape or form of a
fish : as, a *fish-shaped aircraft,

flaccid 'ftseksid adj. slack, partly empty, or limp, as the
envelop of a partly deflated balloon,

flag-signal 'ficg,signl n. a signal or sign made by means
of a flag or flags, as to a parachute-jumper,

flame-proof 'fteem^uuf adj. proof against flame or fire,

as the envelopcloth of some fire-balloons,

flap ftsep n.

1. the motion of something broad and flat, on or as if

on a hinge; a reciprocating motion, as of a bird’s wing.
2. a broad, flat, and often somewhat loose part designed

to hang or work on, or as on, a hinge; a wing-like vane or
aerofoil, as on a kite.

flap ftaep v.

1. tr. move up and down, as a wing; beat; sway.
2. intr. beat the wings; make movements like wing-beats;

move up and down; beat; also, progress, as a bird does, by
flapping the wings : as, to *flap along on the water.
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flapper 'fzsepdz n. a sustaining^structure or other broad flat

part which flaps after the manner of a wing; a flap,

flapping 'flaepiq n. the action of stuaying or working to

and fro or up and down the wings, etc.

flaw fix: n.

1. a sudden burst or squall of wind; a sudden blast or

gust, usually of short duration.

2. a fall of rain or snow accompanied by gusty winds; a

short spell of rough wether.

flaw fix: tr. blow in gusts: used of the wind,

fledge fixd3 v.

1. intr. acquire fethers large enough for flight.

2. tr. bring up (a young bird) until its fethers are grown
and it is able to fly.

3. tr. furnish with plumage; wing for flight; fether.

fledgling 'fi.ed3liq n. [also spelt fledgeling] a young bird

just fledged; a novis in aviation;; a raw or inexperienced

aviator; a tenderwing,
flew fi.au v. see fly.

flex fi.eks tr. bend.

flexion 'fixk$on n. [also spelt flection] the action of bend-
ing or flexing; flexure; curvature; also, bent condition, or

an instance of this.

flexor 'fixksoz n. a muscle whose function is to produce
flexion or bending; a flector : the opposit of extensor.

flexure 'fi.ek$9z n. the action of bending; flexion; curva-

ture; also, flext or bent condition, as of a wing or aerofoil;

the form or direction in which anything is bent; curva-

ture, bend : as, parabolic *flexure.

flexure of wing, the bend of the wing (of a bird) ; the

carpal angle.

flier 'fi.ai-o^ n. see flyer

.

flight fixit n.

1. the action, fact, or mode of flying or moving thru the

air with or as with wings; volitation, volation; also, the

power to fly; the art of flying artificially; aviation.

active flight, that type of flight in which the aerofoil is

itself activ or mobile; flapping flight.

aerial flight, flight in or thru the air or atmosfere;
especially, artificial flight; manflight; aviation.

aeroplane flight, flight which is characteristic of the type
of flying^machine known as an aeroplane ; the mode of

flight exhibited by aeroplane flying^machines : as, a demon-
stration of *aeroplane flight, compare aeroplanezflight.

angle of flight, the angle or inclination of the sustaining^

surfaces or the longitudinal axis of an airship or flyer in
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flight, to the line of the direction of its course or to the

horizontal.

artificial flight

,

flight by artificial means, or by machines

or apparatus artificially designed or constructed; mechani-

cal flight; manflight; aviation: distinguisht from natural

flight

.

axis of flight, the axis, line, or course along which flight

proceeds; the line passing thru the center of gravity of a

flyer and extending in the direction of its motion thru the

air.

bounding flight

,

same meaning as leaping flight,

dynamic flight, flight by means of power^driven flyings

machines; power flight; mechanical flight.

flapping flight, flight in which the wings or other aero-

foils are flapt or moved up and down, compare soaring

flight, rowing flight.

free flight, flight or flying which is unhinderd by arti-

ficial or outside restraint of any kind, unaided by support,

and unattacht to the earth; flight in which the bird or fly-

ingsmachine is aloft and completely at liberty to pursue its

course; unimpeded flight.

hovering flight, a mode of soaring flight in which the

bird or flyer hovers or remains suspended over or about a

particular place or spot; stationary flight; hovering.

leaping flight, flight characterized by movements resem-
bling leaps or bounds; bounding flight.

line of flight, the line or direction in which flight takes

place; the course or route along which a flyer moves thru
the air; the flightspath. compare axis of flight.

mechanical flight, artificial flight accomplisht by me-
chanical means; flight of man in power^dnven machines.

natural flight, flight, such as that of birds, insects, etc., by
natural means; the power of flying by means of wings or

other organic structures : distinguisht from artificial flight.

of the same flight, having the same power, mode, or ca-

pacity of flight : said of arrows of equal size and weight.
orthogonal flight, see under orthogonal,

power flight, flight by means of artificial motor power;
human flight in power^driven machines; dynamic flight.

rowing flight, flight characterized by a rowing^movement
or regular or rithmic flapping^motion of the wings; a mode
of flapping flight.

sailing flight, flight in which the bird or flyer sails on
the wind, or soars or floats on air^currents

; soaring flight.

skimming flight, flight characterized by skimming, soar-
ing, or gliding.
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soaring flight

,

flight in which the bird or flyer soars,

floats, or sails on the air?currents or wind, support and pro-

pulsion sometimes being furnisht by the air alone without
any expenditure of power by the soarer; sailing flight,

compare flapping flight.

stationary flight

,

flight, or suspension in air, in which the

bird or flyer remains stationary, or hangs suspended over

or about a particular spot or place; flight in which the flyer

is stationary or has no tjanslatory motion; hovering.

subaqueous flight, flight in the water, beneath the sur-

face, as of certain birds.

sustained flight, flight which is sustaind, maintaind, or

kept up continuously for a long time, or for a considerable

time, without alighting or falling to the earth.

take flight, begin flight; start off flying or in flight; take

wing : as, *take flight for home.
time of flight

,

the length of time occupied by a flight;

duration of actual flight, during an experiment with a flyer.

whistling flight, flight accompanied by a whistling sound,

as that of a duck or pigeon.

2. an instance of such action or mode of action; an act

of flying; a balloon?flight
;
an airshipTlight

;
an aeroplane?

flight; a monoplane?flight.

top of a flight, the top, or highest point or part, of a

flight; the topmost point, or place of greatest elevation,

reacht in the course of a single flight.

3. the distance a bird can or does fly without alighting

:

as, a dovecot distant a *flight or two from water.

4. a collection or flock of birds, insects, or things flying

or passing thru the air together : as, large ^flights of white

clouds.

flight-datum Timi^dee-tom n. [plural flighUdata] a datum,
or given or granted fact, . regarding flight,

flight-feather 'ftait^fedoz n. [also spelt flighUfether] one
of the wing?fethers on which a bird depends for its power
of flight; a flying?fether.

flightless 'f^ait-los adj. incapable of flight,

flight-muscle 'f^ai^mAsol n. one of the muscles used in
flight; a wing?muscle.

flight-path 'ftait,pa:9 n. the path of flight of a bird or fly-

er; the course of flight: as, the equation of the *flight?path.

flight-record Ttait^eko^d n. a record of a flight, as at an
aviation?meet

;
the best recorded achievement as to speed,

distance, endurance, height, etc., of a flymgmiachine or of

an aviator; a flying-record.

flight-resistance 'fz.ait-zi,zistns n. the resistance which the
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air effers to the flight of a bird or aircraft; resistance to

flight.

flight-signal 'f£.ait,signl n. a signal, such as a flag of

special design, indicating that a flight is to take place.

flight-velocity 'feait-vi^esi-ti n. the velocity or speed of

flight.

flipper 'ftipoz n. a flattish lim used to swim with, as any of

the lims of a turtle, the forelim of a seal, walrus, or whale;

the fin of a fish; the wing of a penguin; also, a flippers

like or fin?like part of a flying?machine
;
an aileron.

float fz.oot n. any device, such as an inflated air-bag, cais-

son, or pontoon, which is attacht to or bilt into an aero-

plane or other air?machine to keep it afloat upon waters

surfaces.

float fz.oot intr. rest on or in the air or other fluid; be

buoyd up; move gently along on air?currents
;
soar; sail.

floatage 'ftoo-tid3 n. [also spelt flotage] the action or state

of floating; also, the power or capacity to float; floatings

power; buoyancy.
floater 'fi.oo-tO£ n. one who or that which floats.

floating-appliance 'fz.oo-tiri-o^i.ai-ons n. an appliance or

device for enabling an air?machine to float upon water?
surfaces; a float; a water?foot.

floating-power 'fz.oo-tir),pau-o£ n. power to float; capacity
to remain suspended or afloat in the air; floatage.

Float-reservoir 'f^oot^ezoz-voz n. a reservoir or receptacle

on which the floating?power of a balloon or airship de-

pends; the float?vessel
;
the gas?vessel.

float-vessel 'ftoot/vesol n. the vessel or receptacle upon the
buoyancy of which depends the power of a balloon or air-

ship to float in the air; the float?reservoir
; the gas?vessel;

the gasbag.

flock fz.ek n. a band or assemblage of birds or the like : as, a
*flock of aeroplanes.

floe fi.oo n. a sheet of ice floating upon the surface of the
sea; a detacht portion of a field of floating ice; an ice?floe.

floeberg 'fz.oo,bB:zg n. [also spelt floe?berg] a berg com-
posed of floe?ice.

floe-ice 'f1.00,818 n. the ice of a floe; the frozen substance
of an ice?floe.

flow fnoo n. the action or fact of flowing; movement in a
current or stream; also, an instance or mode of this.

discontinuous flozv, flow which is not continuous.
line of flow, an imaginary line or curv drawn within a

fluid at any instant such that at each point of the Curv the
instantaneous velocity of the liquid is along the tangent.

4oss
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streamline flow, the flow of fluids in or along stream-

lines or paths of continuous motion of particles.

tube of flow, an imaginary tube bounded by surfaces

across which there is no flow or streaming of the particles

of a fluid.

flow-line 'ftoo^ain n. a line of flow, see under flow.

flown fzoon v. see fly.

flow-system /fzoo/sistzm n. a system of flow, such as

streamline flow.

fluke fi.uuk n. an unexpected stroke.

a fluke of wind, a chance breeze,

fluky 'fz.ou-ki adj. [also spelt flukey ] of the nature of a

fluke or chance; uncertain: as, a *fluky wind,
flurry 'fi.Bei n. [ploral flurries]

1. a gust or squall; also, a sudden shower: as, a *flurry

of snow or rain.

2. a sudden rush (of birds).

flush fr.A§ n. a flight of birds suddenly started up.

flutter 'fi^Atoz intr. move or flap the wings rapidly without
flying much, as a bird; hang upon wing in the air; also,

move with a light quivering motion thru the air, as a leaf,

fly ftai v. [past participle flown; indicativ present flies ;

preterit flew]

1. intr. move thru the air with or as with wings.
2. intr. pass or rise quickly in or thru the air.

3. tr. cause to rise and maintain its position or move in

the air : as, to *fly a kite, *fly a balloon, *fly a machine.
4. tr. fly in or thru: as, to *fly the airs; a device for

*flying the air.

fly ftai n. [ploral flies]

1. (obsolete ) the action or fact of flying; flight (sense i).

2. an instance of such action : as, it was an easy *fly.

flyabout 'feai-^baut n. a vehicle for flying about; an aerial

runabout.

flyaway 'fi.ai-3,wee n. [also spelt fly-away’] one who flies

away.
flyaway 'fz.ai-3/wee n. an easy or overwhelming victory, in

a flyirg^contest
; an aerial walkover,

flyer 'fz.ai-3^ n. [also spelt flier]

1. a person or an animal that flies; a flying?man or a
flying animal.

2. a device such as a vane or wing, forming part of a
flying^machine or airship and designed to aid in flight: as,

a rotary *flyer for moving a gas^vessel; wheels, pullies, and
different ^'flyers.

3. an apparatus or machine which is designed to fly;
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a machine for navigating the air; an airship; a flyings

machine; an aeroplane; a kite.

4. one skild in flying kites
; a kitesflyer : as, expert

*flyers.

flying 'ftai-iq adj.

1. that moves thru the air with wings, or as with wings;

that flies or is flying: as, the highest *flying bird or ma-
chine; *flying game; crawling, creeping, and *flying things.

2. capable of flying or of simulating flight; characterized

by habitually flying, or by making flying leaps thru the

air : as, a *flying quadroped, a *flying animal, a *flying

reptil, a *flying bird.

3. like or simulating flight: as, a marsupial capable of

making a *flying leap.

4. characterized by human flight; of artificial or mechan-
ical flight; of manflight : as, the *flying age.

flying 'f^ai-iq n. the action of moving thru the air with or

as with wings; the art, occupation, or sport of aerial flight;

aviation.

flying principle, the principle which underlies flying, in

the stricter sense; the heviersthansair idea; the bird princi-

ple : distinguisht from balloon principle.

flying-apparatus 'feai-iq-aepo^ee-tos n.

1. the apparatus or organs which enable an animal to

fly, or to simulate flight.

2. an apparatus or machine designed to fly in the air; a
flying^machine

; a flyer.

flying-attitude 'feai-n^seti-tgud n. the attitude, posture, or
angle of incidence of an aerofoil of a flying^machine while
in flight : distinguisht from ground attitude, see under
attitude.

flying-car 'fz.ai-ii^ka:? n. a car or vessel designed to fly in
the air; an aerial vehicle; an aerocar; an airship,

flying-cat 'feai-ii^kaet n.

1. a flyingdemur.
2. the taguan or a species of the rodent genus Pteromys;

a flying^marmot
; a flying?squirrel.

flying-course 'flai-ii],ko:zs n. a course, tgack, or ground
where flyers are tested or flown; an aviation^course.

flying-device 'ftai-iq-di'vais n. a device or apparatus for
accomplishing artificial flight; a flying?apparatus

; a flyings
machine.

flying-dog 'fi.ai-iij,d©:g n. a kind of vampiredbat.
flying-dragon 'ftai-iq'drsegon n. a lizard of the genus

Draco, having a large frill on each side of the body consist-
ing of skin st^etcht over six elongated hinder ribs, which
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like a parachute sustain the creature in the air for a few
moments; the dragon; a flying-lizard,

flying-engine 'ftai-ii^endgin n. [also spelt flyingzengin ]

1. an engin or dynamic apparatus designed for artificial

flight; a flying-apparatus; a flying-machine.

2. an engin or motory apparatus designed for use in

flying-machines
;
an aerial engin or motor; the power-plant

of a flyer.

flying-event 'ftai-irj-i/vent n. one of the events, contests,

or single proceedings in a flying-meet
; a flying-contest,

flying-exercise 'ftai-ii^eksoz-saiz n. an exercise in flying

or gliding; a flying-experiment,

flying-experiment 'ftai-ig-ik^pezi-mont n. an experi-

ment in flying; a flying-exercise,

flying-feat 'fz-ai-i^fiit n. a feat or exploit in flying; a

skilful or extraordinary performance in the art of flight,

flying-feather 'ftai-i n. [also spelt flyingtfether]

same meaning as flighUfeatlier.

flying-fever 'f&ai-irj/fii-vaz n. a fever or ardor for flying or

air-sailing; an intense desire to fly.

flying-fish 'fz.ai-ig,fi$ n. any fish which can sustain itself

or fly thru the air (by means of large wing-like pectoral

fins), especially a fish of the family Exocoetus; a volator.

flying-fox 'ftai-ir),f©ks n. a large frogiverous bat whose
hed resembles that of a fox; any bat of the family Ptero-

popidae; a fox-bat; a fruit-bat; a kalong.

flying-frog 'fz.ai-n^fsog n. a batjachian of Borneo, of the

genus Rhacoforus, family Ranidae, whose long webd toes

enable it to take flying leaps thru the air.

flying-gecko 'fzmi-ir^geko n. a kind of gecko lizard, Ptycho-
zoon homalocefalum, which has large wing-like expansions
of skin on the hed, trunk, tail, and lims acting as a para-

chute to sustain the animal during flying leaps,

flying-ground 'fzmi-ii^gzaund n. [commonly used in the

plural] a ground, field, or course inhere airships or flyers

are tested or flown
;
an aviation-ground

; an aviation-field,

flying-gurnard 'ftai-ii^gnenozd n. a flying-fish of the

family Cefalacanthidae or Dactylopteridae
; a flying-robin

;

a bat-fish.

flying-koiner 'fi.ai-ir^hoo-moz n. a homing-pigeon raised

for flying.

flying-instructor 'f^ai-iq-in^tjAktoz n. an instructor in

the art of flying; a teacher of manflight.

flying-lemur 'fimi-iri/hi-moz n. an insectivorous mammal
of the family Galeopithecidae, resembling a lemur, provided
with a parachute-like extension of the skin by which it is
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enabled to make flying leaps from tjee to t£ee; a flying?cat,

colugo, kaguan, or kubong.

flying-limb 'f&ai-i^Iim n. [also spelt flyingzlim] a lim or

member of an animal’s body, used in flying,

flying-lime 'fLai-it^lain a line attacht to a kite and used

to fly it with; a kitedine; a kite?st£ing.

flying-lizard 'f^ai-ii^lizozd n. any lizard of the genus

Draco, as Draco volans, capable of a short parachutedike

leap; a flying?dragon.

flying-maeliime 'fi.ai-ig-mojiin n. a machine or apparatus

designed to fly thru the air, or to enable its user to do so

;

an aerodrome
;
a hsvierdhan?air airship

;
a flyer,

flying-man 'ftai-i^maen n. [plural flyingzmen~\ a man who,

by the aid of artificial devices, flies or sails in the air; a

man?bird; an aviator.

flying-marmot Tz.ai-ii^maiz-mot n. a taguan or large fly-

mg?squirrel of the genus Pteromys.
flying-meet 'f&ai-ii^miit n. a meet or meeting at which

flying is carried on, or flyers tested or flown; a flying?

meeting; an aviation?meet
;
an aero?meet.

flying-meeting 'f^ai-i^mii-tiq n. a meeting or meet at

uduch flying is carried on, or flyers tested or flown
;

a

flying?meet; an aviation?meeting.

flying-membrane 'ftai-irj,mem-been n. a membrane or fold

of skin used by some animals in flying or in simulating
flight; a patagium.

flying-model 'f^ai-i^modl n. a model flyer for experi-

menting purposes; a miniature flying?machine.
flying-opossum 'ftai-ig-c^posom n. a kind of opossum

capable of simulating flight.

flying-pbalanger 'pLai-iq-fo^aend39^ n. [also spelt flying?

falanger'] any one of the petaurists or flying marsupials of
the family Falangistidae, having a parachutedike fold of
skin along the sides, by which they are enabled to take
flying leaps thru the air; a flying?squirrel

; the acrobat,
flying-plane 'f^ai-ig/p^een n.

1. an aeroplane or aerofoil designed to fly or glide thru
the air.

2. an aeroplane flying^machine
; a aerodrome; an aero-

done; an aerodyne; a flyer.

flying-ram 'fi.ai-iq^sem n. a fancied aerial war?craft re-

calling or named after the ram; an aerial battenng?ram.
flying-record 'f 3tai-iij,zskozd n. same meaning as flight?

record.

flying-robin 'ftai-iq^obin n. the flying?gurnard
; the bat?

fish.
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flying-sail 'foai-ii^seel n. a flying?apparatus or glider with

sail?like wings ; an airmailing machine
; a glider,

flying-school 'fz,ai-xq,skoul n. a school where flying is

taught or studied; an aviationmchool.

flying-screw 'f^ai-n^sksuu n. a model flying?machine de-

signed by Penaud in 1870, using two superposed screw pro-

pellers rotating in opposit directions; a helicopter,

flying-ship 'feai-ii^Sip n. a ship or vessel designed to fly

thru the air; a flying?machine
;
an airship; a flyer,

flying-space 'ftai-i^spees n. a space or area of ground

where airships or flyers are tested or flown; a flying?field

;

an aviation?ground.

flying-squid 'f*.ai-n],skwid n. a sagittated calamary or sea?

arrow; a cefalopod or squid of the genus Ommast^efes, hav?

ing two large lateral fins by which it is enabled to leap

high out of the water.

flying-squirrel 'ftai-it^skwozol n. a squirrel?like animal
having a parachute?like fold of the skin on each side of the

body by which it is enabled to make flying leaps thru the

air.

American flyingzsquirrel, sciuropterus volucella.

flying-string 'f^ai-ii^stEig n. the string attacht to a kite,

by which it is flown; a flying?line; a kite?st£ing; a kite?

line.

flying-surface 'fz.ai-iq,SBzfis n. the surface of the aero-

foils used in a flying?machine for the purpose of flying;

sustaining?surface
;
supporting?surface.

flying-time 'f^ai-i^taim n.

1. the time when a hawk or falcon is in condition to be
flown.

2. the time consumed in flying over a definit course or

the like
; the period of time occupied by a flight : as, the

total *flying?time was fifteen minutes.
flying-twine 'f^ai-it^twain n. the twine or cord attacht to

a kite, by which it is flown; a flying?st£ing; a kite?st£ing.

flying-weather 'feai-iq/wedoz n. [also spelt flyingzwether]

whether or atmosferic conditions considerd in relation to

suitability for artificial flying; wether as adapted to mak-
ing flights.

fly-line 'fz.ai,lain n. the line or route of flight followd or

taken by a bird in its regular migrations,

fly-off 'fj.ai,o:f n. that part of the rainfall or precipitation
upon a land surface which is evaporated or flies off again
into the atmosfere : distmguisht from runzoff.

fog fog n. thick mist or visible watery vapor suspended in
the atmosfere at or near the earth’s surface, usually due to
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the cooling of the air below the dew-point and consequent

condensation of its watersvapor; an obscured condition of

the atmosfere due to the presence of condenst watersvapor :

as, an arctic *feg.

barometric fog, a fog due to a lowering of barometric

pressure and the consequent expansion and cooling of the

air and condensation of watersvapor.

drifting fog, fogslike cloud which, when in the form of a

horizontal stratum, is cald stratus.

dry fog
1. a light fog (consisting of very fine particles of wa-

ter) which does not wet objects with which it comes in

contact, compare wetting fog.

2. a haze due to the presence of dust, soot, or ashes,

as from a prairie fire.

electric fog, a fog accompanied by electrical fenomena
such as Saint Elmo’s fire or ballslightning.

radiation fog, a fog due to the cooling of the air conse-

quent upon the radiation of its heat toward the colder earth

below or sky above.

red fog, a fog or fogslike cloud of reddish hue, made up
of dustsparticles, often seen off the northern part of the

west coast of Africa.

wetting fog, a fog (composed of watersparticles) which
wets objects with which it comes in contact, compare dry

fog .

wooly fog, a fog of woolslike appearance which moves
slowly over the lower slopes of mountains in the nights

time.

fog-alarm 'feg-o,la:zm n. an alarm, or signal by sound from
a bell, gun, horn, or whistle, used in foggy wether, to indi-

cate the presence of rocks, lighthouses, or ships,

fog-bank 'fogjbsenk n. a bank or wallslike mass or stratum
of fog as seen from a distance; also, spcifically, a foggy or

hazy appearance at sea, often taken for land, but vanishing
as it is approacht; Cape Flysaway; Nosman’s Land; Dutch-
man’s Land.

fog-bell 'fog,bel n. a bell rung as a fogssignal.

fog-billow 'fog,bilo n. a billow or great surging wave of
fog, observd by looking downward, as from a balloon, upon
fog which is being acted upon by a gentle wind; a big fog?
wave.

fog-bonnd 'feg,baund adj. bound, impeded, detaind, ernbar?
rast, or confined by fog, as a ship at sea.

fogbow 'fog,boo n. a bow or arch of light five degrees wide,
slightly rosy on the outside, seen in a fog, and faintly re-
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sembling a rainbow and due to similar causes, the globules

of water of the fog playing the same part as the rain?

drops.

fog-buoy 'fog^uu-i n. a buoy kept floating on a water?sur-

face over which fog is apt to occur, as near a shoal,

fog-dog 'fog^oig n. a break or clearing spot m a fog?bank,

presaging the lifting of the fog.

fog-drip 'fog,drip n. the drip or dropping water from solid

bodies upon which fog?particles have collected and run to-

gether.

fog-eater 'fog,ii-toz n. a break in a fog?bank or mist, pres-

aging clearing wether; a fog?dog; also, a fog?bow.

fogged fogd adj. coverd with fog; misty,

fogginess Togi-nis n. the state of being foggy,

fog-gun 'fog^An n. a gun fired in foggy wether as a warn-
ing or fog?signal.

foggy 'fogi adj. abounding with fog; damp with fog; misty,

fog-horn 'ieg,h.e:zn n. a horn sounded as a warning or a

signal in foggy wether : as, the siren *fog?horn.

fogless 'foglos adj. without fog; clear.

fog-ring 'fog^ii] n. a ring or circular bank or mass of fog,

not unusual off the Newfoundland coast,

fog-scale 'fog,skeel n. a scale of fog?intensities; a graded
system by which degrees of fogginess may be exprest; a

system of grades for describing how thick the fog is.

fog-signal 'feg^ignl n. a signal such as the sound of a

hern, whistle, or torpedo, made in foggy wether as a warn?
ing of danger; a fog?alarm.

Edem fogzsignal, a signal for use in foggy or thick

wether to determin the direction of approaching sound?
waves.

fog-wave 'fog/weev n. a wave of fog; a feg?billow.

fohn fn:n n. a warm dry south or southwest wind which
descends from the upper Alps into the valleys on the north
side of the chain of Alps; also, a similar wind elsewhere,

as on the west coast of Greenland and in New Zealand; a

fohn?wind.
fdim-wind 'fetn/wind n. same meaning as fohn.
fold foold tr. double over on itself

;
lay or bring one part

(of a balloon, etc.) over onto another by bending,
footpound 'fot,paond n. the amount of energy required, at

any given place or altitude, to raise a weight of one pound,
against gravity, a height of one foot : a unit of energy, or

work.
foot-rest 'fot^est n. a rod, bar, or the like, as in a biplane,

on which the aviator rests his feet during flight.
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fore io:z adj. situated at the fore or forward part; front; for-

ward.
fore io:z adv. (of place) before; in or toward the front part;

toward the bow; forward: opposed to aft.

fore-and-aft /
fo:^-on'a:ft adj. of or related to the fore and

after part of an airship considerd together; longitudinal.

fore-and-aft stability, see under stability.

forecast 'fo:z,ka:st n. a forecasting or anticipatory estimate

of the wether; an estimate of the expected wether; a

publisht statement of wether^probabilities; wether^prefecy

;

a wether^forecast.

forecast district, a district or definit region for which a

wether^forecast is made.
long-range forecast, a wether^forecast made at long

range; an estimate of wether^conditions to be lookt for at

some distant date, as a week, a month, or a year ahed.

seasonal forecast, a wetherTorecast for a coming season;

a statement of probabilities as to average rainfall, tempera-
ture, and wind for an approaching season : as, a *seasonal

forecast of monsoon rains.

forecast /foe'ka:st tr. consider or calculate beforehand; fore-

tell : as, ^forecast the wether.

forecast-division 'fo:e-ka:st-di,vi39n n. a governmental di-

vision or section connected with the Wether^Bureau, whose
duty is to forecast the wether.

forecaster ,fo:e'ka:-stoe n. one skild in forecasting or fore-

telling the wether; a wether^forecaster.

fore-end 'fo:z,end n. the end, as of an airship, which is

foreward, or toward the bow; the front end.

foreglow 'fo^gloo n. a glow seen in the east before sunrise,

compare afterglow.

forepart 'fo:z,pa:zt n. the fore, front, or forward part, as of

an airship.

foretell ,foe'tel tr. tell or estimate beforehand; forecast: as,

to *fortell the wether.
fore-wing 'fo^/wiq n. [also spelt fore wing] one of the front

upper wings of an insect which has two pairs of wings; an
anterior wing; a mesothoracic wing; a superior wing: as,

the *fore^wmg of a butterfly : ditinguisht from hind-wing.
founder 'faun-doz intr. fall helplessly to the ground; break
down; be wreckt; collapse: as, when an airship *founders.

fracto-cumulus ^sekto'kQumjo-los n. [plural fracto-cumuli]

ragged cumulus; irregular fragments or patches of low
cloud torn from, or floating below, the flat base of ordinary
cumulus cloud.

fracto-nimbus ^saekto'nimbos n. [plural fracto-nimhi] rag-
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ged nimbus; irregular fragments or patches of cloud torn

from, or floating below, a nimbus or rain-cloud
;
scud,

fracto-stratus ,f53ekto'st£ee-t9s n. [plural fractozstrati ] ir-

regular fragments or edges of stratus cloud,

frame fseem n. a structure which servs as a support or skel-

eton
;
the rigid main part of an airship or flyer, to which

other parts, such as the motor and passenger-accommo-
dations, are attacht; the framework,

frame-member 'fseen^memboz n. one of the members or

parts of the frame of a kite; a frame-stick,

frame-stick 'fseem^stik n. one of the sticks or rods forming
the frame of a kite

;
a frame-member,

framework 'feeem/wBizk n. a structure which constitutes a

frame or rigid portion in an airship, flyer, or kite; the

frame.

freedom 'fmi-dom n. the property of being free to move in

a tjanslatory or rotary manner in one or more directions

or about one or more axes; capacity for unrestjaind flight

or aerial movement : as, the degrees of *freedom of an
aerodone.

free-flight 'f5ii,fimit adj. characterized by free flight; re-

lated to unrestjaind or unhinderd flight : as, *free-flight

models; the *free-flight method of experiment, see under
flight.

freshen 'f^ejon intr. become fresher or stronger; increase in

velocity : as, the breeze *freshens.

friction 'fsikjon n. the resistance which any body meets with
in moving over the surface of another.

internal friction of a fluid

,

the friction inside of a mass
of fluid due to the relativ motions of the particles; vis-

cosity.

skin friction, see skimfriction.

friction-plane 'fsik$on,p;Lsen n. an aeroplane or plane aero-

foil used in determining the skin-friction generated by the

motion of an aerofoil thru the air.

frontage 'fsAntid3 n. the spred, or tip-to-tip width (of an
aeroplane or flyer),

frost fserst n.

1. the act or state of freezing or becoming frozen; the

temperature of the atmosfere when below the freezing-point
of water.

black frost, frost not accompanied by hoar or rime : dis-

tinguish from white frost.

2. frozen dew or vapor; hoar; rime; hoarfrost; white
frost.

frost-bite 'fsorstjbaxt n. the inflamed or gangrenous con-
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dition of a portion of the skin or flesh produced by ex-

posure to frost or severe cold.

frost-bow 'fzoisLboo n. a bow or halo of white light around
the sun in frosty or cold wether, due in some cases to mi-

nute watersparticles and in other cases to icesparticles.

frost-cloud 'fsois^kzxiod n. a cloud whose particles adhere

to solid objects as frostwork; a rimescloud; an icescloud

(sense 2).

frost-signal 'fsois^signl n. a signal, consisting of a white

flag with a black center, for indicating the approach of a

frost or of cold wether; a coldswave signal.

fuel-pump 'fiuu-a^pAmp n. a pump for injecting gasoline

or other liquid fuel into the engin of an airship; a fuels

injecting device.

fugoid 'fiuu,goid adj. see phugoid.

fuselage 'fiuu-si-lid3 n. the body or frame of an airship; the

bodysframework of a flyingsmachine
;
the bodysframe

;
the

underbody.

gale geel n. a wind of considerable strength; a st£©ng wind;
a blast.

fresh gale, a gale (numberd 8 in Beaufort's windsscale)
having a velocity of about 15.4 meters per second.

moderate gale, a gale (numberd 7 in Beaufort’s winds
scale) having a velocity of about 12.9 meters per second.

straighUline gale, a longscontinued gale which blows in
a straight line or course, rather than around a region,

strong gale, a gale (numberd 9 in Beaufort’s windsscale)
having a velocity of about 18 meters per second.
whole gale, a gale (numberd 10 in Beaufort’s windsscale)

having a velocity of about 21 meters per second.
gallery 'ggela-zi n. a balcony or balconyslike car forming a

part of a balloon such as the large firesballoon at Lyons,
France, in 1784.

gap gaep n. the opening or vacant space between two adjacent
aerofoils of an aeroplane flyingsmachine

;
the distance be-

tween the adjacent planes or supportingssurfaces of a bi-

plane or multiplane.

garage go'za:d3, go'za:3, 'gaezid3, 'ga:-zid$ n. a house or
storagesplace for airships or flyingsmachines

;
an airships

house; an aeroplanesshed.
garua go'eou-o n. a hevy fog which prevails from May to

October in the rainless area along the coast of Peru up to
an altitude of about one hundred feet.
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gasbag 'g3es,baeg n. [also spelt gas-bag ] a bag for holding

gas; specifically, the bag or receptacle made of silk or other

material, and its immediate connections and appurtenances,

forming the most conspicuous part of most balloons and
dirigibles.

gas-balloon 'gses-bo^oun n. a balloon or gasbag which is

inflated with gas; a coal-gas balloon; a hydrogen-balloon :

as, the separate *gas-balloons of a Zeppelin airship,

gas-capacity 'gaes-k^psesi-ti n. the capacity of a balloon or

airship for receiving or containing gas; holding-power

;

cubic content.

gas-chamber 'gaes^Seem-boz n. a chamber or receptacle for

holding gas; one of the gas-compartments of a sectional air-

ship.

gas-charge 'gses^Jaieds n. the charge or quantity of gas in

the gasbag of a balloon or airship,

gas-compartment 'gses-kon^paetmont n. one of the com-
partments of the composit gas-receptacles of certain air-

ships
;
one of the subdivisions of the gas-reservoir of an

airship, fild with inflating-gas ; a gas-chamber,
gas-condenser, 'gaes-ko^densoe n. an apparatus used for

condensing gas; a gas-compressor,

gas-container 'gaes-kon^tee-noz n. a vessel, receptacle, or

bag forming a part of an airship and designed to contain

gas; a gas-chamber; a gas-receptacle; a gas-holder,

gas-craft 'g3es,ksa:ft n. pi. craft or aerial vessels depending
upon or using gas for sustaining-power; lighter-than-air

craft.

gas-cylinder 'gses,silin-dos: n. a strong metal cylinder or

cilindncal gas-holder used for containing and transporting
inflating-gas in a comprest state; a gas-tube,

gas-engine 'gaes^ndgin n. [also spelt gaszengin] an engin
or motor in which the motion is obtaind by the alternate

admission and condensation (by explosion) of a gas-mix-
ture in a closed cylinder containing a piston; a gas-motor;
also, sometimes, a gasoline or petrol engin.

gas-envelop 'g3es
/
envo-lop n. [also spelt gas*envelope] the

envelop or covering of the gasbag or gas-receptacle of a
balloon or airship.

gaseous 'gsesi-os adj. having the nature of gas; in the con-
dition of gas.

gas-filled 'g3es,fild adj. [also spelt gaszfild] fild or inflated

with gas; gas-inflated.

gas-float 'gses^fiLOot n. the gas-inflated float or bag of a

balloon or airship; the inflated gas-bag of a balloon con-
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siderd as the float or buoy which sustains the craft in the

air.

gas-generator 'gaes/^eno-eetoe n. an apparatus for generat-

ing or producing hydrogen gas, as in an airship; a gas-pro-

ducer.

gas-globe /
gses/gloob n. a globe-shaped receptacle or balloon-

envelop fild with gas; a globular or sferical gas-vessel or

gasbag; the sfere of a balloon.

gas-holder 'gaes^ool-doe n. a vessel for holding or storing

gas; also, the gasbag of a balloon.

gas-bose 'gaes^ooz n. a hose or flexible tube for conducting

gas.

gas-inflated 'gses-in/fYee-tid adj. inflated or fild with gas;

fild with mflating-gas
;
gas-fild.

gasless 'gaes-los adj. using no gas; not depending on gas for

sustaining-power.

gas-meter 'gses^ii-toe n. [also spelt gastmetre] a meter or

apparatus for mesuring the amount of gas consumed or

used.

gas-motor 'g^moo-toe n. a gas-engin.

gasolene 'gaeso^iin n. see gasoline.

gasoline 'gaeso^in n. [also spelt gasolene] a volatil inflam-

mable liquid, one of the first products in the distillation

of crude petroleum, used in the motors of automobiles and
flyers; petroleum spirit; petrol.

gasoline engine, an internal-combustion engin or motor
in which a mixture of gasoline vapor and air furnishes the

power; a gasoline motor; a petrol engin.

gasoline-supply 'gaes9-lin-so,pi.ai n. supply of gasoline; the

quantity of gasoline carried on board an airship or flyer.

gasometer ,gaes'emi-t9e n . a device for mesuring gas; also,

a holder or storehouse for illuminating-gas or inflating-

gas; a gas-holder.

gas-pipe 'gaes^aip n. a pipe for conveying or conducting
gas.

gas-plant 'gaes,pi.a:nt n. a plant or apparatus for generating
or making hydrogen or other gas, as for inflating bal-

loons.

gasproofing 'gaes,psou-fii3 n. the process of rendering gas-
proof or air-tight; the action of coating or otherwise treat-

ing a balloon-envelop so as to prevent the escape of its

inflating-gas.

gas-pump 'gses,pAmp n. a pump for compressing gas.

gas-purifier 'gaes,pguzi-fai-9e n. an apparatus used in gas-
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works for purifying gas or freeing it from sulfur com-

pounds, as it comes from the gas-washer or scrubber,

gas-reserve 'gaes-z^zBizv n. [also spelt gas*reserv\ gas kept

in reserv, as in a Zeppelin airship,

gas-reservoir 'gses^ezo-voz n. a reservoir or receptacle con-

taining gas; the gas-vessel of an airship; a gas-container

;

a gas-holder.

gas-tight ,gses'tait, (assumptivly ) 'g3es,tait adj. so tight as

to be impermeable to gas.

gas-tube 'gses^goub n. a steel tube or hollow cylindrical re-

ceptacle in which inflating- or other gas is comprest and

transported; a strong, portable, cylindrical gas-holder; a

gas-cylinder.

gas-valve 'gses/vselv n. [also spelt gastvalv] a valv or con-

trolling device for regulating the escape or flow of gas.

gas-vessel 'gaes/vesal n. a vessel or receptacle containing

gas or intended for that purpose; a gas-container; specifi-

cally, the gasbag or gas-reservoir of a balloon,

gas-washer 'gses/woSoz n. an apparatus used in gas-works

for washing gas or freeing it from ammonia before it goes

to the gas-purifier; a scrubber,

gas-works 'gses/wmzks n. an establishment in which il-

luminating-gas is made and whence it is distributed thru

pipes to consumers.
gegenschein 'gee-gon,$ain n. the luminous patch on the

ecliptic epposit to the sun : also sometimes cald counter-

glow.

geosphere /
d3 ii-o/sfi:z n. [also spelt geosfere ] the atmosfere

of the earth as distinguisht from that of other planets,

get-away 'get9,wee n. the act of getting away from or leav-

ing the starting-point in an airship; the departure or

leaving of an airship from a given location or resting-place

;

a get-off; a start.

get-off 'get,o:f n. the action of an aeroplane flying-machine
or other airship in getting off, starting, or leaving the

ground; a get-away; a start: as, a quick *get-off.

giddiness 'gidi-nis n. the condition of being giddy or dizzy,

as at a height; swimming in the hed; vertigo; dizzi-

ness.

giddy 'gidi adj.

1. having a confused sensation of swimming or whirling
in the hed with proneness to fall; affected with vertigo;
dizzy.

2. causing or apt to produce dizziness or swimming in
the hed; rendering giddy or dizzy.

3 . whirling or circling round with bewildering rapidity.
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glide glaid v. [preterit glided, glode; past participle glided,

glid]

1. intr. pass from one place to another by a smooth, con-

tinuous, and easy movement; sail or sweep evenly along, as

a balloon often does; skin smoothly onward, as in an aero-

plane; plane at an easy angle; coast or slide earthward: as,

sailing and *gliding birds.

2. tr. cause to glide : as, a breeze *glides the craft quietly

onward.
glide glaid n. the action of gliding; a gliding, skimming, or

sliding movement, as of an aeroplane when descending at

an easy angle; also, a flight in or of a glidmg^machine or

glider; a gliding^experiment : as, a tgial *glide,

glider 'glai-doz n.

1. one who or that which glides thru the air.

2. an appendage or structure which enables an insect to

glide thru the air: as, elytra used as sustainers and gliders

in flight.

3. an apparatus designed to glide, sail, or soar thru the

air or to enable its user to do so; a glidingsmachine
;

a

sailing^machine.

biplane glider, a glider of the biplane type; a gliding^ma-

chine having two superposed parallel sustaimng^planes or

aerofoils.

doublezmonoplane glider, a glider of the double^meno-
plane type, see under monoplane .

free glider, a glider which is free from, or unattacht to,

the earth; a free^sailing or untowd glidingmiachine. com-
pare towed glider .

towed glider, a glider which is towd, dragd, or governd
by means of a cord or line, compare free glider.

gliding 'glai-diq adj. characterized by smooth, continuous,
easy movement or motion; skimming; sailing; soaring: as,

gliding birds, *gliding flight,

gliding 'glai-dig n.

1. the action of the verb glide; a gliding or skimming
movement.

2. the art, occupation, or sport of those who glide, skim,
or sail thru the air or use gliding^machines or gliders.

gliding-angle 'glai-dii^aeqgol n. the angle at which gliding
is done; the inclination of a gliding aeroplane, glider, or
aerofoil to the direction of flight or to the horizontal : com-
pare risingtangle.

natural glidingzangle, the angle at which an aeroplane or
plane aerofoil naturally continues to glide indefinitly.
compare natural velocity, under velocity.
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gliding-apparatus 'glai-dirj-aepo^ee-tos n. an apparatus for

gliding thru the air; a glider.

gliding-datum 'glai-dnj/lee-tom n. [plural glidingzdata] a

datum, or given or granted fact, concerning the action of

gliding planes or aerofoils.

gliding-effect 'glai-diq-^fekt n. an effect produced by

gliding; a gliding or skimming movement,
gliding-experiment 'glai-diq-ik^pezi-mont n. an experi-

ment with a gliding^machine or glider; a test made with a

gliding plane or aerofoil.

glidingly 'glai-dirj-li adv. in a gliding manner,
gliding-machine 'glai-diq-mo^iin n. a machine or appara-

tus designed for gliding thru the air; an aeroplane, usually

without a motor, by means of which, or in which, glides

may be made in the air, as from a higher to a lower level; a

glider.

gliding-path 'glai-diq,pa:0 n. the path or course of a glide;

the path or line of motion of a gliding plane, propeller;:

blade, or other aerofoil.

gliding-plane 'glai-dn^pteen n. one of the planes or aero-

plane surfaces forming part of the gliding or steering^

apparatus of a diribible balloon; a governing^plane.
gliding-speed 'glai-diq,spiid n. the speed at which an

aerial vehicle glides or is capable of gliding; the speed at

which an aeroplane makes a gliding descent,

gloaming 'gloo-miij n. twilight, especially the evening twi-

light; glooming; dusky light; shade, dusk,

globe gloob n . a ball; the sfere or sferical gasbag of a bal-

loon.

globo-cirrus ,gfoo-bo'siz9s n. [plural globotcirri] a globular

or balldike cirrus cloud from which fibers or filaments

stream downward.
globo-cumulus 'gloo-bo^kgumju-los n. cloud consisting of

slightly elongated, hemisferic, grayish masses, appearing in

nimbus or raimcloud.
gloom gluum n. an indefimt degree of darkness; shadowy ob-

scurity.

glooming 'gluu-mir) n. (in poetry) gloaming,
glory 'glo:-ei n. one of the colord circles seen around the

shadow of a person’s hed on a fog.

diffraction glory, a glory due to diffraction of light,

rather than to refraction, etc.

goldbeater 'goold,bii-ta^ n.

goldbeater’s skin, a light, skin^like animal membrane used
in beating out gold-leaf, and also, sometimes, for making
balloon^envelops.
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gondola 'gondo-lo n. a boat-like car of a dirigible balloon,

gore go:z n. one of the many triangular or lune-shaped pieces

of silk or other material which together form the envelop

of the gasbag of a balloon.

gossamer 'geso-moz n. a web-like or gauzy fabric or struc-

ture : as, the *gossamer wings of an insect,

gossamer-like 'gesomo^laik adj. like gossamer; web-like,

gauzy : as, *gossamer-like construction,

gourd-whistle 'gu:zd,wisol n. a light wind-blown whistle

made of tubes fastend to a gourd body or wind-chest, at-

tacht by the Chinese to the tails of flying pigeons,

governing-plane /gAvo^nirj
/
pz.een n. one of the aeroplanes

forming part of a dirigible balloon or airship and used to

govern or control the direction or equilibrium of the craft,

gradient 'gzee-di-ont n. a series or system of steps, grades,

or degrees; specifically, the rate at which a variable

quantity changes; rate of variation; rate of change.

adiabatic gradient

,

the vertical gradient of the tempera-
ture of any portion of the atmosfere under adiabatic con-

ditions; the rate of change in the temperature of the air

(with change of altitude) caused by change of volume and
concomitant transformation of internal energy of the air

concernd, but not the result of any transference of heat to

or from the surrounding air; the rate at which the tempe-
rature of the atmosfere varies (as mesured at different

heights above the earth) when the variation of its tempera-
ture is due solely to expansion or compression of the air

resulting from a decrease or an increase in the external
air-pressure and the accompanying absorption or evolution
of internal heat.

barometric gradient, the gradient of barometric pressure
with distance; the rate of change of atmosferic pressure
along the surface of the earth, usually mesured (on the
wether-map) along a line perpendicular to the isobars at

any point.

critical barometric gradient, the barometric gradient
which would be maintaind under stedy wind-conditions

;

the rate at which atmosferic pressure along the surface of
the earth would vary under the influence of a stedy wind
or stedy system of winds.

cyclonal gradient, the barometric gradient directed toward
the center of a cyclone; the rate at which the atmosferic
pressure along the earth's surface would vary if mesured
(on the wether-map) along a line extending from any given
point toward the central point of minimum pressure in a
rotary system of winds.
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electric gradient, the gradient of the electric potential of

the atmosfere; the vertical or the horizontal rate of change
in the potential function of the electricity in the air.

gradient of refraction, the vertical temperature*gradient

at considerable altitudes as affected by fenomena of re-

fraction.

initial gradient, the small gradient of pressure of the air

at about sea-level where the slight variations of pressure

due to differences of density of the air, the tides, etc.,

initiate or give rise to the winds which cause the larger

(observd) barometric gradients.

neutral gradient of pressure, a vertical pressure*gradient

whose maintainance keeps the atmosfere neutral or in dy-

namic equilibrium.

vertical gradient, the gradient according to vertical

height above the earth; the rate at which any atmosferic

condition, as temperature or pressure, etc., varies with the

altitude.

gradient-formula 'geee-di-9nt,fo:e-mju-l9 n.

FerreVs gradient^ormula, a formula expressing the re-

lation between barometric gradient and the accompanying
winds.

grading 'geee-dii] n. the mode in which a propeller*blade or

other aerofoil is graded or graduated in outline, contour, or

curvature of surface for a defimt purpose; the form of

curvature or contour which results from this process : as,

segmental ^grading.

linear grading, the grading of a propeller*blade along the

line of its radius. This grading, for any given radius, is

the quotient obtaind by dividing the load-value by the

thrust-value.

load grading, the grading of a propeller*blade in corre-

lation with the distribution of its load.

thrust grading, the grading of the propeller*blade in cor-

relation with the distribution of its thrust,

grapnel 'gesepNol n. a small anchor with three or more
flukes, carried in a balloon and used for securing the bal-

loon to earth on its descent; a grappling-iron; a grapple*

iron
;
an anchor.

grapple-hook 'gzsepol,hok n. a grapnel; a grappling*iron.

grapple-iron 'gesepo^ai-oen n. a grapple-hook; a grappling*

iron
;
a grapnel.

grapple-rope 'gesep3l,eoop n. the rope to which a grapple is

attacht to a balloon; an anchor*rope.

grappling 'gesepi.ii] n. a grappling-iron; a grapnel,

grappling-iron 'gzsepi.ii^ai-oen n. a device made of iron
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carried in a balloon and used for grappling the earth in

landing; a grapnel; an anchor,

graveyard 'gzeevjarzd n. a portion of an aviation-ground

or flying-course which has gaind the reputation for being

a sort of cemetery or place where, on account of tjecherous

air-currents, rough ground, etc., the machines are apt to fall

and go to smash and their occupants be kild or come to

grief.

gravitation 'gzaev^tee-Son n. the action or process of gravi-

tating; the tendency which material bodies have of attract-

ing one another, of which gravity, or the fall of bodies to

the earth, is an instance.

gravity 'gzsevi-ti n. the quality of having weight or of tend-

ing downward or toward the earth
;
the earth-force ;

also,

weight, heviness
;
also, gravitation.

center of gravity, see under center.

specific gravity, the degree of gravity which specifically

characterizes a given material substance or body; the rela-

tiv heviness or weight of any particular portion of matter,

usually exprest by the ratio of its weight to the weight of

an equal volume of water (in the case of solids and liquids)

or of hydrogen (in the case of gases),

gravity-correction 'gzaeviti-ko^ekSon n. a correction of a

reading of a standard mercurial barometer on account of the

variation of the force of gravity at different altitudes and
the resulting changes in the pressure of the atmosfere.

gregale gzi'ga:-li n. a dreded northeast wind in the island

of Malta and other Mediterranean regions, resembling the

t^amontana wind of Italy.

ground gzaund n. the solid part of the earth’s surface; any
portion of the land-surface; firm land; also, a t£act or re-

gion.

ground attitude, see under attitude.

ground-current 'gzaund,knz9nt n. an air-current near the

the surface of the ground or earth; a current or stream of
air due to the influence of the earth or objects thereon
upon the motions of the atmosfere.

ground-level 'gzaund,lev9l n. the level of the ground; the
general level of the land-surface in a given locality,

guide-line 'gaid,lain n. a line used as a guide-rope on a
balloon

;
a guide-rope.

guide-rod 'gaid^od n. one of the rods used in a flying-
model devised by H. Sutton of Australia, about 1888, for
guiding or directing the stroke of the wings,

guide-rope 'gaid,eoop n. a long rope attacht to a balloon and
allowd to dangle or hang below, so that when the balloon
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descends too close to the earth or ground-surface the rope

will, by resting on or dragging along the ground, relieve the

balloon of weight, and cause it to rise, thus guiding it auto-

matically or tending to keep it at a uniform distance from
the earth; ‘the rope’; a drag-dope; a balancer,

guiding-plane 'gai-dii^pixen n. a plane or aeroplane serv-

ing to guide or direct the course of a flying-machine; a

rudder.

gull gAl n. any long-wmgd, web-footed bird of the family

Laridae, such as of the genus Larus; also, popularly, a

tern, a skua.

gust gAst n. a sudden violent rush or blast of wind,

gust-swept 'gAst,swept adj. swept by gusts of wind; fit-

fully windy; wind-swept; squally,

gusty 'gAsti adj. (of wind ) blowing in gusts or violent blasts;

(of wether) markt by gusts or squalls of wind; fitfully

windy or stormy.

guy gai n. [plural guys] a rope or wire used to guide or stedy

any part of a balloon or airship; a guy-rope; a guy-wire,

guy gai tr. fasten with a guy or guys; make secure by means
of the guy-rope or guy-wire.

guy-line 'gai^ain n. a line or cord used to guide or stedy

a kite.

guy-rope 'gai,zoop n. a rope used as a guy; a stedying-rope

;

specifically, one of the ropes extending between the basket
or car of a balloon or airship and the netting or envelop
above.

guy-wire 'gai/waie n. one of the wires forming or serving
as a guy or stay in an airship

;
a stedying-wire.

gyrate 'd3ai,eet, ^ai'zeet intr. move in a gyre, circle, spi-

ral, or helix; revolv, usually round a fixt point or ©n an
axis; rotate, whirl, circle, wheel,

gyrating 'd3ai,zetitj, ^ai'zee-tiij n. the action of birds in
soaring in a spiral course; circling,

gyration ,d3ai'zee-$9n n. the action or process of gyrating;
motion in a circle, spiral, or helix; revolution round a fixt

center or axis; turning round, wheeling, whirling; also, an
instance of any of these : as, a Helmholtz surface of *gy-

ration.

Dove's law of gyration

,

same meaning as Dove's law of
the rotation of the winds, see under wind.

gyration in storm areas, the mode of gyration or rotation

of the winds in the areas coverd by storms as formulated
by Ferrel; the anticlockwise cyclonic movements occurring
in the northern hemisfere, and the clockwise cyclonic

movements occurring in the southern hemisfere.
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gyrator 'd3ai,eet9e, /Isai'zse-taz n. he who or that which
gyrates or whirls.

gyratory 'dgai-^tozi adj. moving in a gyre, circle, spiral,

or helix; revolving; whirling,

gyre d3aie n.

1. a turning round, revolution, whirl; a circular or spiral

turn.

2. a ring, circle, spiral, or helix; also, a vertex,

gyroplane 'd3ai-z9,pi.een n. a flying^machine in whose de-

sign the principle of sustention by means of gyrating or

rotating aerofoils is given prominence ; a flyer of the heli-

copter type.

gyropter /^ai'eoptoe n. a gyrating or rotating wing or

aerocurv; also, a flying^machine of the helicopter type in-

vented or advocated by Davidson,
gyroscope 'd3ai-e9,skop n. a device consisting essentially of

a rotating wheel mounted in a ring and having its axis

free to turn in any direction, exhibiting in its action the

opposition which the axial momentum of a rotating body
makes to any change in the plane of its rotation,

gyroscopic ,dj ai-ea'skopik adj. pertaining to or of the na-

ture of a gyroscope; rotatory.

gyroscopic effect

,

the balancing^effect of gyroscopic
action; the stedying^effect characteristic of the gyroscope.

gyroscopic motor, a motor or gasoline engin in which, by
rotation of cylinders, etc., a certain gyroscopic effect is ob-

taind.

gyroscopic stability, stability or stediness of an airship

due to gyroscopic action of revolving aerofoils or other ro-

tary mechanism.
gyrostat 'dgai-e^stset n. a device consisting ordinarily of a

rapidly rotating fly-wheel pivoted as finely as possible

within a rigid case, having a convex curvilinear polygonal
border, in the plane perpendicular to the axis thru the
center of gravity of the whole.

gyrostatic ,d3ai-eo'st3etik adj. pertaining to the gyrostat or
gyrostatics; connected with the principle that a rotating
body tends to maintain its plane of rotation,

gyrostatically ,d3ai-eo'st3etiko-li adv. in a gyrostatic man-
ner.

gyrostatics ,d3ai-e9'stsetiks n. the science of gyrating or
rotating bodies.

hail heel n. ice or frozen vapor falling in pellets or masses
in a shower from the atmosfere.
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soft hail, hail made up of small hailstones or frozen rains:

drops, usually mixt with rain and melting rapidly,

hail heel v.

1. intr. (impersonally): it hails

,

hail falls; (with subject)

pour or send down hail.

2. tr. pour down as hail; throw or send down a shower
like hail in a storm.

hail-band 'hee^bsend n. a band or narrow t£act of ground
coverd with hail; one of the strips of land (usually parallel

to each other and to the path of the storm) which, as a

result of a hailstorm, is left coverd over with hailstones,

hail-cloud 'heel,ki.aud n. a cloud from which hail falls; a

cumulus cloud in the hail stage,

hail-gage 'hee^geeds n. [also spelt haiUgauge] a gage for

mesuring the amount of hail which has fallen; a raimgage
so arranged as to separate the hail from the rain and allow

of the separate mesurement of each,

hail-shower 'heel^au-oz n. a shower or light fall of hail,

hailstone 'hee^stoon n. one of the stones or pebble^like

masses of ice which fall in a hailstorm; a pellet of hail,

hailstorm 'hee^storzm n. [also spelt haiUstorm\ a storm or

violent fall of hail.

hair-hygrometer 'heiz-ha^gzomi-toz n. an instrument in-

vented by Saussure for mesuring atmosferic humidity; a

hair^hygroscope.

half-gale 'har^geel n. a gale intermediate between a mod-
erate gale and a whole gale; a fresh or strong gale,

halo 'hee-lo n. [plural halos, haloes] a circle of either white

or prismatically colord light seen round a luminous body
and usually due to refraction

;
specifically, one of the pair

of large colord or white concentric circles, red inside, com-
monly of 22 or 46 degrees radius, sometimes seen around
the sun or moon, and due to the refraction of light as it

passes thru ice^crystals of cirrus cloud or cirro^nebula.

diffraction halo, a halo due to diffraction of light, rather

than to refraction or dispersion,

halter 'hseltoz n. [plural halteres] one of a pair of slender

processes with clubd ends placed near the insertion of the

wings in a dipterous insect or a male coccid, supposed
to aid in balancing the insect; a poiser; a balancer,

halteres ^ael'tir^ziz n. pi. see halter.

hamuli 'hsemju^ai n. pi. see hamulus.
hamulus 'haemju-los n. [plural hamuli] one of the minute
hooks or hook^like processes similar to the (plain) barbicels

or cilia, forming a fringe or frayed edge to a barbule of a

bird’s fether; a booklet.
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hand-wheel 'haend^iil n. a wheel workt by hand, as one of

those for warping wings or operating the elevating^plane,

at either side of the driver’s seat in a monoplane,
hang haeg intr. remain suspended or poised in the air, as a

bird or an airship sometimes does or seems to do; be pend-

ent; hover.

hangar 'haei^gaz, 'haerjgoz, 'hagoz, 'hoi^gaz, 'or^gaz n. [also,

sometimes, spelt hanger] a shed or house for sheltering

balloons or airships; an airship^shed ; an aeroplane^shed.

hangarward 'haegoz-wozd adv. toward the hangar or aero-

plane^shed.

hanger 'hsegoz n. that part of a kite to which the guydine is

hung or attacht.

harbor 'haiz-boz n. [also spelt harbour] a place of shelter; a

shelterd recess in a coastline fit for use as a port or haven
for water^ships.

air harbor

,

same meaning as airzharbor.

earth harbor, same meaning as earthzharbor.

harmattan ^az'msetn n. a dry parching land-wind which
blows during December, January, and February on the

coast of Upper Guinea in Africa, obscuring the air with
clouds of reddish or white dust from the desert,

hawk hc:k n. any diurnal bird of prey which is neither a

vulture nor an eagle, or, more exclusivly, neither a buzzard,
falcon, harrier, nor a kite; a bird of the subfamily Accipi-
t^inae.

hawk-like 'hc:k,laik adj. [also spelt hawklike] like or re-

sembling a hawk; like that of a hawk,
haze heez n. an obscuration of the atmosfere or grayish tint

of sky due to particles of dust in the air : especially frequent
in dry spells in summer, and, in hot climates, causing the
sky to assume even a pea^soup color.

aqueous haze, a haze, or misty appearance of the atmos-
fere, due to the presence of aqueous particles (water?parti~
cles), and usually having a blue or whitish tint according as
the particles are small or large; waterdiaze.

cirrus haze, cirro?st£atus cloud,

haze-fire 'heez,faiz n. brilliantly luminous haze or mist,
hazeless 'heez-los adj . free from haze; without haze,
head hed n. [also spelt hed]

1- the main part or surface of a kite, such as Tatin’s, as
distinguisht from the tail or fins.

2. the fore or foremost part or end of an aerofoil, air-
ship, or flyer; the part in front of the shoulder; the front.

3. (in aerostatics) the difference of pressure on a unit of
base existing between two fluid columns of different den-
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sities communicating at their bases; also, the pressure of a

confined volume of gas upon a unit of the interior surface

of the confining vessel.

head-area 'hed,e:-Ei-9 n. [also spelt hedtarea] the area of

the hed (or part in front of the shoulder) of an aerofoil

or airship; the area of a surface which offers hed?resist-

ance.

equivalent headzarea, a hed?area or area of hed which is

equivalent to the aggregate of the hed?areas of all the parts

of an airship considerd separately; the sum of the hed?

areas of any air?machine.

head-breeze 'hed,bziiz n. [also spelt hedtbreeze] a breeze or

light wind blowing directly against the hed or fore?part of

an airship; a breeze coming from the front.

header 'hedoz n. [also spelt heder] a fall hed?first or on the

hed, as of a bird, compare cropper

.

headless 'hed-los adj . [also spelt hedless] having no hed;

destitute, or nearly destitute, of hed?piece or front project-

ing portion : as, the Wright *hedless biplane.

head-piece 'hed,piis n. [also spelt headpiece, hedtpiece] the

piece or part which forms the hed or front projecting

portion of an aeroplane flying?machine : the ©pposit of tail-

piece.

head-resistance 'hed-zi,zistns n. [also spelt head resistance,

hedzresistance] the resistance which the hed, hull, body,

frame, or car of a balloon, airship, or flyer, considerd
apart from the spars, rigging, and sustaining?surfaces, of-

fers to the air, in flight; the hull?resistance ; the bedy?resist-

ance. compare drift.

headway 'hed/wee n. [also spelt hedzvay] the motion (of an
airship) ahed or forward; rate of progress: as, initial *hed-

way; to make *hedway against the wind.
head-wind 'hed/wind n. [also spelt hedzwind] a wind blow-

ing directly against the hed or fore?part of an airship; a

wind coming from in front.

heat hiit n. the form of energy concomitant with the sensa-

tion felt when near fire, etc.

latent heat of precipitation, that part of the latent heat of

evaporation which is set free when the vapor is precipi-

tated or condenst in the form of water or cloud.

heat-haze 'hiit,heez n. a hazy condition of the air in hot
wether; haze.

heat-lightning 'hiit^ait-niq n. [also spelt heat lightning!

sheet lightning, occurring in hot wether as a result of a
storm so distant that the thunder is inaudible; summer?
lightning.
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heat-stroke 'hii^stgook n. an affection of the nervous sys-

tem, often fatal, caused by exposure to excessiv heat; col-

laps or fever due to exposure to atmosferic heat,

heat-wave 'hiit/weev n. a wave of hot wether; a hot wave,

heaven 'hevon n. [also spelt heven

;

commonly used in the

plural] the sky, the firmament; also, a zone or region,

heavenward 'hevon-wozd adv. [also spelt hevenward ] to-

ward the hevens; hevenwards; skyward,

heavier-than-air Jievi-oe-do'neie, (assumptivly) 'hevi-oz-do-

,ne:z adj. [also spelt heviertthanzair] possessing greater

weight in proportion to bulk than the air or atmosfere
;
of

greater specific gravity than the air, as a gasless aerial ve-

hicle : said of gliders, aeroplanes, and other airships which
do not depend upon gases lighter than the air, or upon rari-

fied air or a vacuum, for sustaining^power : the opposit of

lighterzthanzair.

heel hiil intr. incline or cant from a vertical position; turn

partly over; tilt.

height hait n. [also spelt hight; synonymous cognate highth ]

1. the quality of being high; highness, altitude, elevation:

as, the ^height of the earth’s atmosfere; the *height of his
flight.

2. the maximum vertical dimension of an aerial vehicle.

3 . a high' point or position : as, to fall from a given
^height; to fly from *height to *height.

height-control 'hait-kon,t£ool n. the control of the height of
a balloon or airship above the earth; altitude^cont£ol.

height-flyer /hait
/
ftai-9z n. one who flies for a heights

record; an aviator who is trying for altitude,

height-prize 'hait,psaiz n. a prize for attaining height, as
in an aeroplane; a prize for high flying,

height-record 'hait^ekoed n. a record for height; the best
recorded achievement in high aeroplane^flying.

helical 'heli-kol adj. belonging to or having the form of a
helix; screw^shaped

; spiral.

helicoid 'heli,koid n. (in geometry ) a warpt surface gene-
rated by a moving straight line which always passes thru
or touches a fixt helix.

helicoid 'heli,keid adj. of or pertaining to a helicoid or a
helix.

helicoidal ,heh'koi-dl adj. relating to a helicoid or helix;
screw^shaped

;
spiral.

heliconef rheliko/nef n. an aeronef or hevier?than?air fly-
ing^machine of the helicopter type invented by H. Chatley.

helicoplane 'hehka^teen n. a flying^machine of the hell-
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copter type invented by Hiniker; a flyer with revolving
aeroplanes.

helicopter
/
heli

/

kopt3e, ,hili'kept9e n. [synonymous cognate
helicoptere, helicoptered a flying-machine invented by Pe-

naud about the year 1870; also, any one of various similar

flying-machines, such as those designed or advocated by
Leonardo da Vinci, Launoy and Bienvenu, Phillips, Edison,
Berliner, Cornu, and others, depending, for liftings or sus-

taining-power, upon vertical screws or rotating aerofoils; a

flying-screw; a gyroplane: distinguisht from aeroplane and
ornithopter.

helicopteric /heli'kopt3-^ik adj. of the nature of a heli-

copter or vertical-screw flyer.

helicoptic ,heli'koptik adj. same meaning as helicopteric.

helicoptically ,heli'koptik3-li adv. by means of, or in the

manner of, a helicopter : as, to fly *helicoptically.

helices 'hel^siz n. pi. see helix.

heliophotometer ,hii-lio-f3'tomi-t3z n. [also spelt helio -

fotometerd an instrument for mesuring and recording the

duration of sunlight introduced by F. Craveri about 1874.

helix 'hii-liks n. [plural helices, helixes] anything of a spi-

ral or coild form whether in two dimensions (like a watch-
spring) or in three dimensions (like a corkscrew)

;
(in ge-

ometry) a curv formd by a straight line traced on a plane

surface which is then wrapt round a cylinder; a curv on
any developable surface which becomes a straight line

when the surface is unrolled into a plane
; a gyre : some-

times distinguisht from spiral, which is often a plane curv.

helix of travel, the helix or helical curv described* by the

extremity of the blade of a screw propeller in its travel or

translatory motion thru the air.

helm helm n.

1. the handle, tiller, or wheel by which the rudder of an
airship is managed; the steering-wheel; the steering-gear.

2. a helm-cloud; a helmet.

helm-bar 'helm,ba:e n. a bar of cloud formd at the summit
of a standing wave of air; a roll of cloud suspended below
a helm-cloud.

helm-cloud 'heln^ktaud n. a stationary cloud formd at the

summit of a standing wave of air; a dark cloud which rests

on the brow of a mountain before a storm; a helm or

helmet.

helmet 'helmit n. a helm-cloud; a helm.
helm-wind 'helm/wind n. a wind which produces helm or

helm-cloud.

hemipter hi'miptse n. any insect of the order hemiptera.
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hemiptera hi'mipto-za n. [singular hemipteron] a large order

of insects, such as bugs, lice, and plant-lice, characterized

by a suctorial mouth and, in the largest group (hetereptera),

by wings of heterogeneous or non-uniform texture, in that

they are coriaceous at the base and membranous at the tip;

the rhyncota.

hemisphere 'hem^sfue n. [also spelt hemisfere] a half

sfere; one of the halves of a sfere or globe, such as the

gasbag of a balloon, formd by a plane passing thru its

center.

heteropter ,heto'zopt9z n. any bug or insect of the suborder

hetereptera.

heteroptera ^eto'zopto-eo n. pi. a suborder of hemiptera
comprizing those insects whose wings are of heterogeneous
texture or consist of dissimilar parts, being coriaceous at

the base and membranous at the tip
;
the t£ue bugs : con-

trasted with homoptera.
high hai n. an area of high barometric pressure, bounded by

an isobar; an anticyclone.

high-flyer 'ha^f^ai-oz n. [also spelt highflier] one who
flies high; an aviator who makes flights at great altitudes,

habitually flying high in the air; used to flight at great

altitudes.

high-flying ,hai'fjLai-ir), (assumplivly ) 'hai^ai-iij adj. ha-
bitually flying high in the air; used to flight at great alti-

tudes.

hill-map 'hi^moep n. a map showing the hills or the relief

of the land-surface.

hillside 'hil,said n. [also spelt hilUside] the side of a hill;

the lateral slope of a hill.

hilltop 'hil,top n. [also spelt hilUtop, hill top ] the top or
summit of a hill.

hind-wing 'haind/wuj n. [also spelt hind wing] one of the
hinder or under pair of wings of an insect having two
pairs of wings; a posterior wing; a metathoracic wing; an
inferior wing: as, the *hind-wing of a butterfly.

hoar-frost 'hoi^fsoist n. the white deposit formd by the
freezing of dew; frozen dew; white frost.

holding-rope 'hool-dig^oop n. one of the ropes attacht to
a balloon or airship and used in holding the craft to earth
previous to starting.

homer 'hoo-moz n. a homing pigeon; a carrier-pigeon.
homing 'hoo-mir) adj. that goes home; tjaind to fly home-

ward, as a carrier-pigeon.

homopter ho'moptaz n. any insect of the suborder homep-
tera.
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homoptera ho'mopta-ea n. pi. a suborder of hemiptera com-
prizing insects of various kinds, with wings of homogene-
ous or uniform texture : contrasted with heteroptera.

hood hud n.

1. a false cirrus cloud enveloping a mountain^top or the

summit of a cumulus^dome, formd by the upward air?cur-

rents.

2. a covering fastend to the valv^ring of a balloon and
extending over the gasbag which it protects from the heat

of the sun, etc.

hooklet 'hukz.9t n. one of the minute hooks or hooMike
processes similar to the (plain) barbicels or cilia, forming
a fringe or frayd edge to a barbule of a bird’s fether; a

hamulus.
hoop huup, hup n. the circular band or ring of metal or other

stiff material from which the car of a balloon hangs and
to which are fastend the guy^ropes or cords connected with
the network enveloping the gasbag above

;
the concern

tratingsdioop; the ring.

hop hop v. fly along or over the ground in a manner similar

to that of a person or a bird that hops or leaps,

horizon ha'zai-zan n.

1. the line at which the earth and sky appear to meet; the

boundary^line of that part of the earth’s surface which is

visible from a given point of view, or any particular part of

this line as contrasted with another part of it; more
strictly, the circle bounding that part of the earth’s surface

which would be visible if no irregularities or obstructions

were present : also cald the apparent, fysical, natural, sensi-

ble, or visible horizon : as, sweeping round the horizon

;

clouds moving from one ^horizon to the other.

artificial horizon, a level reflecting^surface, usually of

mercury, used in taking altitudes.

axis of the horizon, an axis or straight line which is

perpendicular to the plane of the horizon at the point where
the observer stands.

contracted horizon, an horizon whose limits are con-

tracted, or which is less distant or extensiv than usual on
account of mist, smoke, rain, snow, etc.

false horizon, same meaning as artificial horizon .

mean horizon, the average horizon or horizomdine
; the

middle or intermediate position in any irregularity of the

line of the horizon.

2. (in astronomy) a great circle of the celestial sfere the

plane of which passes thru the center of the earth and is

parallel to the plane of the sensible horizon of a given
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place : distinguisht as the astronomical, celestial, mathe-

matical, rational, real, or true horizon.

geographical horizon, the great circle on the earth’s sur-

face in the plane of the celestial or astronomical horizon.

oblique horizon, the celestial horizon of any place be-

tween the equator and either pole.

right horizon, the celestial horizon of a place on the

equator of the earth, the plane of which is perpendicular

to the plane of the eqinoxial.

horizonless ho'zai-zon-los adj. having no definit horizon;

visually boundless.

horizon-line ho'zai-zon^ain n. the line of the horizon; the

horizon.

horizontal ,hozTzont3: adj. parallel to the plane of the hori-

zon; level, flat.

horse-power 'ho:zs,pau-3z n. [also spelt horsepower] the

power or rate of work of a horse in drawing; (in mechan-
ics) a unit for mesuring the work of a motor, usually 550
foot-pounds per second (or about one and one-third times

the actual power of an average horse).

horsetail 'horzs^eel n. a form of cirrus cloud resembling a

horse’s tail; mare’s-tails.

hot-windy 'hot/windi adj. (in Australia) characterized by
the presence of hot winds, see under wind.

house haoz tr. put away in a house or shed; place under
cover; shelter: as, methods of ^housing balloons.

house-top 'haos,tep n. the top of a house; roof.

hover '1iav3z v.

1. intr. hang or remain suspended in the air over, above,

or about a particular place or spot, with or without the

flapping of wings, especially when preparing to dart or

swoop in some direction; float or remain suspended in air.

2. tr. (obsolete

)

flap or flutter (the wings), so as to main-
tain itself in the air, as a bird sometimes does.

hover 'Iiavsz n. an act of hovering, as that of a bird.

hoverer 'hAva-zoz n. a creature or thing that hovers in the

air; specifically, any bird that habitually hovers, or prac-

tises hovering flight.

hovering 'hAV9-zig n. an act of hovering; the action or con-
dition of hovering; suspension or poising in the air, as

with fluttering or outstjetcht wings.
hull hAl n. the frame or body of a dirigible; the float-vessel

of an airship : as, an aluminum *hull divided into sixteen
gastight compartments.

hull-resistance 'hAl-zi,zistns n. the resistance which the
hull, body, frame or car of a balloon, airship, or flyer.
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considerd apart from the spars, rigging, and sustaining^sur-

faces, offers to the air, in flight; bedy^resistance ; hsd*

resistance : contrasted with drift.

humidity hgu'midi-ti n.

1. the quality or condition of being humid or moist;

moisture, dampness.
2. liquid matter, especially condenst water^vapor, which

makes a body or locality humid or moist; moisture in the

air, such as vapor, mist, or fog; damp.
humming-bird 'hAmir^bmed n. any bird of the large fam-

ily Trochilidae, remarkable for the humming sound made
by the Vibration of the wings, which is more rapid than

that of any other kind of bird.

hurricane 'ht3ei,ken n. a violent windstorm or wind pre-

vailing around the center of a West Indian or other tropi-

cal cyclone, whose rate varies from 8o to 130 miles an hour;

any storm or tempest in tuhich the wind blows with ter-

rific violence; specifically, a wind (numberd 12 in Beau-
fort’s wind^scale) having a velocity of about 50 meters
per second.

hurricane wind, see under wind.

hurricane-distance 'hnei-ken/listns n. the distance of the

center of a hurricane from any given point, often roughly
calculated from the average rate at tuhich the barometric
pressure is falling; the distance of the center of a hurri-

cane according to the law of storms,

hurricane-range 'hnzi-ken^eends n. a range or region in

tuhich hurricanes prevail or occur,

hurricane-signal 'tmei-kei^signl n. a wind^signal used
with reference to an approaching hurricane; a hurricanes:

warning.
hurricane-track 'hsei-ken^aek n. the t£ack, path, or

course of a hurricane.

hurricane-warning 'hnei-ken/wotz-niq n. a warning of an
approaching hurricane; a hurricane^signal.

hurtle 'hnetl intr. move with a clattering or clashing noise;

dash along with a rattling or rustling sound; rush noisily,

hurtling 'hBetf.ii] n. the action of the verb hurtle’, rushing,

clattering flight or other movement : as, the ^hurtling of a

falcon.

hurtling 'h 13etf.1 i] adj. that hurtles; characterized by noisy
rush : as, a *hurtling gait.

hydro-aeroplane /
hai-dro'8e-9e3/pz.een n. a hydroplane

equipt with aeroplanes enabling it to rise from the water
and fly thru the air; a combination of a hydroplane with
an aeroplane flyer; also, an aeroplane with floats.
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hydrodynamics /
hai-drD-dai'n3emiks adj. the science of the

forces acting upon or exerted by liquids, now often includ-

ing both hydrostatics and hydrokinetics, see dynamic.

hydrogen 'hai-dro-dsin n. an elementary substance, under

ordinary conditions a colorless, odorless gas, burning with

a pale-green flame, and the lightest substance known, having

a specific gravity of about one fourteenth that of air; used

for inflating balloons; hydrogen gas.

liquid hydrogen

,

hydrogen in the liquid form; a colorless

liquid obtaind by cooling hydrogen gas under great pres-

sure.

hydrogen-balloon 'hai-dr9-d3in-b9,luun n. a balloon whose
gasbag is inflated with hydrogen gas.

hydrographic ,hai-dr9'gesefik adj. [also spelt hydrografic]

pertaining or relating to hydrografy.

hydrography ,hai'drogz9-fi n. [also spelt hydrografy ] the

science or description of the seas, lakes, rivers, and other

waters of the earth’s surface as to distribution, contour,

currents, shallows, and otherwise; the study and mapping
of the water-features of the earth,

hydrometeor ^ai-dra'mii-ti-oz n. a meteor or atmosferic

fenomenon dependent upon water-vapor; any one of the

aqueous fenomena of the air, as cloud, rain, snow, hail,

hydrometeorological hai-dr9,miti-9Z9'lod3i-k9l adj. of

hydrometeorology.
hydrometeorology hai-d^miti-a'zolo-dsi n. that branch of

meteorology which is concernd with hydrometeors,
hydroplane 'hai-dra^meen n.

1. a machine consisting essentially of a plane or plate

designed to be driven by power along the surface of a body
of water; a boat designed to ride on planes submerged in

or skimming along the surface of water.

2. a plane or plate designed to be attacht to the lower
part of an aeroplane flying-machine so as to enable the

aeroplane to skim along on the surface of the sea or other
body of water; a hydroplane plate attacht to a flying-ma-
chine.

hydrostatic ,hai-dr9'staetik adj.

1. relating to the equilibrium of, and pressure exerted
by, liquids, when static or at rest; belonging to hydro-
statics; also, depending on air-pressure.

2. floating in or on the water, as certain univalv shells;

also, relating or instrumental thereto.

hygrodeik 'hai-gzo/laik n. an instrument for showing the
moisture or humidity of the air; a form of hygrometer con-
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sisting of a wetsbulb and a dry^bulb thermometer with a

scale and pointer between them,
hygrometer ^lai'gzomi-tos n. an instrument for mesuring

the humidity of air and other gases; a device for determin-
ing the degree of saturation of the atmosfere with waters

vapor.

chemical hygrometer

,

a hygrometer in which a known
volume of air is past over a hygroscopic substance, as cal-

cium chloride, containd in a drying?tube.

condensing hygrometer, a hygrometer which operates by

means of the condensation of the atmosferic water^vapor;

a dew-point hygrometer.
Daniell hygrometer, a condensing or dew-point hygrome-

ter consisting of a bent glass tube ending in two bulbs and
working by means of the evaporation of ether.

dew-point hygrometer, a hygrometer, as that of Daniell,

by means of which the deW^point is first obtaind, and
thence the humidity of the air is calculated; a condensing
hygrometer.

Dufour's hygrometer, a hygrometer which operates by
diffusion of air thru a porous diafram on one side of which
the air is kept saturated with aqueous vapor.

Edelmann’s hygrometer, a hygrometer especially adapted
for mesuring the tension or volume of the gaseous waters
vapor in the air, without taking account of fog^particles.

Mason's hygrometer, the psychrometer or wet^and^dry bulb

as arranged by Mason.
Regnault’s hygrometer, a condensing or dew-point hy-

grometer invented by Regnault
RenouxzMatcrn hygrometer, a hygrometer by which the

quantity of water?vapor required in order to saturate a

a given volume of air is first determind and the humidity
thence calculated.

Trouton's electrical dew-point hygrometer, a hygrometer
operating by the deposition of a film of dew on a polisht

metallic surface and the consequent closing of an electric

circuit thru this moisture.

Trouton's gravimetric recording hygrometer, a hygrome-
ter which operates by recording the weight of a hygro-

metyic or moisture^absorbing body by means of a stylus on
a revolving drum,

hygrometric ^ai-gzo'metyik adj.

1. of hygrometjy; hygromethical ; also, hygroscopic.

hygrometric balance, a form of hygroscope.
hygrometric state, the state of the atmosfere as to hu-

midity or waterswapor.
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2. redily absorbing and retaining moisture : as, a *hygro-

met£ic substance, a *hygromet£ic plant,

hygrometrical ^hai-gea'mehp-kal adj. same meaning as hy-

grometric.

hygrometrically /hai-g^a'm8t£ika-li adv. in a hygromst^ic

manner; with respect to hygromet^y.

hygrometricity ,hai-gz3-mTt£isi-ti n. the property of being

hygromet£ic or of becoming moist by absorbing water from
the air.

hygrometry ,hai'geomi-t£i n. the art of mesuring humid-
ity, especially that of the atmosfere.

hygroscope 'hai-ge3,skop n. an instrument for showing the

humidity of the air, as that of Saussure
;
a hair hygrometer,

liygroscopy ^ai'gzoska-pi n. the art of using or of making
hygroscopes; also, the art of observing humidity^condi-

tions, or of making them apparent,

hygrothermal ^ai-gza'Gmz-mol adj. of the humidity and
temperature of the atmosfere considerd together.

hygrothermal area

,

an area of the earth’s surface over

which the atmosferic conditions are included within cer-

tain limits as to humidity or temperature,

liymenopter ^ai-mi'noptoz n. any insect of the order Hy-
meneptera.

liymenoptera ,hai-mi'nopt3-eo n. pi. a large order of insects

including the ants, wasps, and bees, having (normally) four
h-ymenoid or membranous wings,

hyperbola ,hai'pme-bo-l3 n. [ploral hyperbolas] a plane curv
consisting of two separate equal infinit branches formd
by the intersection of a plane with both branches of a

double cone.

hypopteroai ^ai'popta-eon n . the linear fether^tjact which
extends from the axilla or arimpit outward, on the under
side of a bird’s wing.

hypoptiiuin ,hai'pe>ptx-l9m n. same meaning as hyporachis.
hyporachis ^ai-pa'eee-kis n. [also spelt hyporhachis, hypor-

rhachis] the accessory or subsidiary rachis, shaft, or plume
of a bird’s father which springs from the main stem at the
junction of quill and rachis; the hypoptilum; the after-

shaft.

iceberg 'ais,bn:^g n. a large mass or mountain of ice detacht
from a Polar glacier and carried out to sea.

ice-blink 'ais,bhqk n. a peculiar whitening of the sky, low
down near the horizon, seen in the Arctic regions on ap-
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proaching an ice-floe, and caused by the reflection of

light by the ice.

ice-cloud 'ais^taud n.

1. any one of the class of clouds or cloudlike bodies com-
prizing the cirrus clouds and cirro-nebulae, whose compo-
nent particles are minute ice-crystals; a cirrus; a cirro-

nebula : distinguish from waterzcloud.

2. a low cloud composed of ice-particles or of water-

globules colder than ice which, upon contact with solid

bodies, adhere as frostwork; a frost-cloud; a rime-cloud.

ice-crystal 'ais,kmstl n. a crystal of ice; one of the minute
crystals or particles of which an ice-cloud or cirro-nebula

is made up
;
an ice-particle.

ice-cycle 'ais,sai-kol n. an apparatus for traveling or cours-

ing on the surface of the ice of rivers, lakes, etc., driven

by an aerial screw propeller; a motor-driven ice-boat,

ice-field 'ais,fiild n. a field or wide flat expense of ice,

especially of marine ice in Polar regions,

ice-floe 'aisT^oo n. a large sheet of floating ice, sometimes
several miles in extent; an ice-float; a floe,

ice-fog 'ais,f©g n. a fog due to wind blowing over ice-fields

or ice-floes.

ice-pack 'ais,p3ek n. a body of separate pieces or drift-ice

closely packt so as to form one ice-field,

ice-particle 'aisjparti-kol n. one of the minute particles of

ice occurring suspended in the atmosfere, often forming
ice-cloud or cirro-nebula

;
an ice-crystal,

ice-sky 'ais,skai n. a bright whitish sky or atmosferic ap-

pearance near the horizon, in the Polar regions, indicativ of

fields of ice or snow.
ice-spicula 'ais^pikgu-lo n. [plural icezspiculaeX a spicula or

spicule of ice; an ice-spicule.

ice-storm 'ais,sto:^m n. a precipitation of ice from the

atmosfere, as a hailstorm or a fall of sleet or rain which
freezes or turns to ice upon coming into contact with
objects.

ichthyoid 'ik0i,oid adj. resembling a fish; fish-shaped,

igniter ,ig'nai-toz: n. an electric coil or other device in an
internal-combustion engin for igniting or setting fire to

the explosiv mixture of gases with which the cylinder is

charged.

ignition ,ig'ni$9n n. the process or action of igniting or
being set on fire; a kindling; specifically, the igniting of
the mixture of air and hydrocarbon in the cylinder of an
internal-combustion engin, causing the gaseous mixture to

expand and thus produce motion.
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hoUtube ignition, ignition in an internaEcombustion en-

gin by means of compressing the explosiv gaseous mixture

thru a tube which is kept hot by an external flame.

jumpzspark ignition, a form of electric ignition, in an

internaGcombustion engin, which utilizes a spark which is

made to jump between the gap?ternnnals of the secondary

circuit of an induction?ceil.

makezandzbreak ignition

,

a form of electric ignition, in

an internaEcombustion engin, which utilizes a spark in a

primary circuit which is made and broken mechanically or

magnetically.

ignition-point ^g'nijon^oint n. the point of time at which
the ignition of the explosiv gaseous mixture takes place in

an internaEcombustion engin; that point in the stroke of

a gasoline?engin at which the charge is ignited,

ignition-tube ,ig'niSon,tgoub n. the tube m an internal?

combustion engin in which the ignition of the explosiv

gaseous mixture takes place, as in the hot?tube system,

impeller nn'peloe n. a device for impelling or driving for-

ward; a propeller: as, Gordon’s fumifi^ *impeller.

impermeable im'pm^-mi-o-bol adj. not permeable; not per-

mitting the passage of gas or other fluid thru its substance,

as a gas?tight balloon?envelop.

impulsion im'pAl$9n n. the act of impelling or forcing for-

ward; impelling force or action; propulsion,

incidence 'insi-dns n. the falling of a line, or anything
moving in a line, upon a surface; also, the manner of such
falling.

angle of incidence, see under angle.

index 'in,deks n. a numerical quantity which mesures some
property of a particular substance or structure, for which it

is constant; an exponent; a coefficient.

Indian 'indi-on adj.

Indian summer, a hazy condition of the air known as dry
fog, caused by dust high up in the air, occurring sometimes
in November or early December in some parts of the
United States and known also in Central Europe,

indirigible ,Tn'dizid33-bol adj. not dirigible; incapable of
being steerd.

indraft
/
in'dra:ft n. [also spelt indraught ] an inward draft

or current, as of air; a drawing or flowing inward,
inflate in'fteet tr. blow out or distend, as with wind, air,

or gas; fill (a balloon, gasbag, tire) with air or gas.
inflated in'fz.ee-tid adj. puft out or swollen by air or gas.
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iuflater in'feee-toz n. [also spelt inflatory one who or that

which inflates.

inflating-gas in'fz.ee-tii^gses n. gas used for inflating a

balloon or the gasbag of an airship; balloomgas.

inflating-neek in'fz.ee-tiq,nek n. the neck or tube thru

which a balloon is inflated or fild with gas; the inflations:

tube.

inflation in'fixe-Son n.

1. the action of inflating or filling with air or gas; fill-

ing.

2. the condition of being inflated with air or gas; dis-

tended or swollen condition.

inflation-tube in'f^ee-Son^guub n. the tube or pipe thru

which a balloon is inflated; the inflatingmeck.

inflowing /
in

/
fsLoo-ii] adj. flowing or blowing inward, that

is, toward the land; blowing inland: as, an *inflowing sea^

breeze.

inrusli 'in^Aj n. a rushing in; a rapid inflow, as of air; an
inrun; an influx.

instability ^nsto'bili-ti n. lack of stability, stedfastness,

or balance; unstediness : as, rotativ ^instability,

intake 'in,teek n. the amount or quantity of air taken in by,

or passing thru, a propeller or airscrew,

intercity 'intoz,siti adj. extending or taking place between
cities : as, an ^intercity flight.

interplane 'into^pteen adj. [also spelt interzplane] extend-
ing between the planes or aerofoils of a flyingmiachine

:

as, an *interplane sty.ut.

inversion in'vnz$on n. same meaning as inversionsone.

inversion-zone in'vBzS9n,zoon w. a horizontal zone or can-

opy consisting of compact masses of warm air which have
risen and spred out, floating in the cold atmosfere at a

considerable altitude : as, the upper *inversion?zone. com-
pare zone of discontinuity

,

under zone.

inviscid /
in'visid adj. not viscid; having no viscosity; not

sticky.

irrotation ,izo'tee-$on n. absence of rotation; want of rota-

tory movement.
irrofational ,izo'tee-$o-nl adj. not rotational; characterized

by absence of rotation
;
destitute of rotatory motion

;
pos-

sessing irrotation.

isametral ,ai-so'met£9l adj. having the same average cli-

matic conditions during a specified period; marking equal-
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ity of climate; passing thru points or places so char-

acterized : as, an *isamet£al line,

isametral
/
ai-s9

,metjol n. an isametgal line,

isanomal /ai-s9
,nom3l n. a line, as on a wether^map, which

passes thru points or places on the earth’s surface having

equal anomalies of temperature, atmosferic pressure, etc.;

an isanomalous line.

isanomalous
/
ai-s9

,nom9-l9s adj . having or marking equal

anomalies or departures from normal meteorologic con-

ditions.

isobar 'ai-S9,ba:z n. a line, as on a wether^map, which passes

thru points or places on the earth’s surface where the sea=s

level barometric pressure is the same (at a given time, or

on the average for a given period)
;
an isobaric line,

isobaric /ai-s9
/
b3ezik adj. of equal weight or pressure; mark-

ing equality of atmosferic pressure; passing thru points or

places on the earth’s surface where the atmosferic pressure

is the same; isobarometaic : as, an *isobaric line,

isobarometric
/
ai-s9-b3ez9

,metrik adj. of equal barometric
conditions; marking equality in atmosferic pressure; pass-

ing thru points or places on the earth’s surface having such
conditions, as a line on a wether^map; isobaric.

isobront 'ai-S9,bzont n. a line, as on a wether^map, which
passes thru points or places on the earth’s surface at which
the first thunder is heard at the same instant of time; a

line of equal front. In France the isobront is drawn thru
the points where the mean of the time at which the first

and last thunder is heard is the same instant,

isocbimal 'ai-so^ai-mol adj. [also spelt isocheimal] of an
isochime or isochimes; of equal mean summer temperature;
isochimenal

;
isochimonal : as, *isochimal lines, an *isochi-

mal chart, compare isotheral.

isocbime 'ai-so^aim n. [also spelt isocheim\ a line, as on a
wether^map, which passes thru points or places on the
earth’s surface where the mean winter temperature is the
same; an isochimal line.

isochimenal
/ai-S9'kai-mi-nl adj. same meaning as iso-

chimal.

isochimonal ,ai-S9'kai-m9-nl adj. [also spelt isocheimonal]

same meaning as isochimal.

isohelic ^i-so'hii-Iik adj. having equal amounts of clear
sunshine

;
marking equality as regards sunshine : as, an *iso-

helic line.
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isohelic
/
ai-s9

,
hii-lik n. an isohelic line.

isohyetal ^i-so'hai-i-tl adj. of equal rainfall; marking equal-

ity of rainfall
;
passing thru points or places on the earth's

surface where the amount of rain which falls is the same

:

as, an *isohyetal line, an *isohyetal chart,

isopag 'ai-sa^aeg n. a line, as on a wethemnap, which
passes thru points or places on the earth’s surface where
the conditions as to frozen water^surfaces, as of rivers,

lakes, harbors, etc., are the same,

isopyc 'ai-S9,pik n. [also spelt isopyk] an isopycnic line; an
isopycnic : the inverse of isostere.

isopycnal ,ai-s9'pikNl adj. same meaning as isopycnic.

isopycnic /ai-S9
rpikNik adj. of equal density; marking

equality of atmosferic density; passing thru points or

places in the earth’s atmosfere where the density of the air

is the same
;
isopycnal : as, an *isopycnic line,

isopycnic ,81-so'pikNik n. an isopycnic line; an isopyc.

isostath 'ai-s9,st3e0 n. a line which passes thru points or

places in the earth’s atmosfere where the air has equal

buoyancy, due allowance being first made for variation in

the force of gravitation.

isostere 'ai-S9,sti:z n. a line which passes thru points or

places in the earth’s atmosfere where the air has equal spe-

cific volume; an isosteric line: the inverse of isopyc.

isotheral 'ai-s9,0i:-z9l adj. of an isothere or isotheres; of

equal mean summer temperature : as, *isotheral lines, an
*isotheral chart.

isotheral 'ai-s9,0i:-z9l n. an isotheral line; an isothere.

isothere 'ai-s9,0i:z n. a line, as on a wether^map, which
passes thru points or places on the earth’s surface having
equal mean summer temperature; an isotheral line,

isotherm 'ai-s9,0B:zm n. a line, as on a wether^map, which
passes thru points or places on the earth’s surface where the

mean temperature is the same; an isothermal line,

isothermal /ai-s9'0a:z-m9l adj. of equal heat; of the same
temperature; marking equality of temperature; isotherm-

ous : as, an ^isothermal chart, *isothermal relations.

isothermal line

,

a line, as on a wether^map, which passes

thru points or places on the earth’s surface where the mean
temperature is the same; an isothermal; an isotherm.

isothermal zone

,

a zone or belt on either side of the

earth’s equator having the same mean temperature,

isothermal ,ai-S9'0B:z-mol n. an isothermal line
; an iso-

therm.
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jet d38t n.

jet propulsion

,

propulsion by means of a jet; a proposed

mode of propelling airships by means of a powerfully

emitted stream of air, steam, or gaseous products of ex-

plosivs.

jettison 'd3eti-son n. the action of throwing goods or mate-

rial overboard, as in order to lighten a balloon or airship in

distress; also, the goods thus thrown out; jetsam.

kaguan ,ka'gwa:n n. a flying4emur, colugo, or kubong.

kedge ked3 intr. warp; move a balloon by means of a rope

attacht to an anchor.

keel kiil n. a long structure or framework of wood or other

material extending lengthwise under an airship or kite for

purposes of support, rigidity, or equilibration
;
the keeElike

understjucture of a dirigible; an aeroplane fixt in a ver-

tical position underneath or in the hinder part of certain

monoplanes or other aircraft as an aid in maintaining lat-

eral stability.

on an even keel, in a position such that the keel is level

or horizontal
;
in horizontal position : said of an airship,

keel-cloth 'kii^ktoiG n. a cloth or sail placed longitudinally

at the lower part of an airship or keekddte, to aid in equili-

brating or balancing the craft in flight,

keel-kite 'kiil,kait n. a kite, invented by H. H. Clayton, in

u>hich a keel is employd to aid in equilibration or bal-

ancing.

keel-plane 'kii^pteen n. a plane or aeroplane serving as a

keel in a flying^machine
; a keel in the form of a plane,

khamsin 'kaemsin n. [also spelt kamsin~\ a hot and sometimes
pestilential south or southeast wind which blows in Egypt
at intervals for a periad of about 50 days in March, April,

and May, filling the air with sand from the desert,

kinematic ,kinTmaetik adj. relating to motion,
kinematics ,kinTmaetiks n. the science of motion : distin-

guish from dynamics.

kinetic ki'netik adj. of or pertaining to motion; causing
motion; motory. compare static, dynamic, kinematic.

kite kait n.

4 . a long^wingd diurnal bird of prey of the family Fal-

conidae and subfamily JMilvinae ; a glede.

2 . an apparatus consisting of a light frame with paper or
other thin material stjetcht upon it, designed so that it
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may be flown or floated in the air by means of a long string

or wire attacht to it.

aerocurve kite

,

a cellular kite, invented by C. H. Lamson,
the main supporting-surfaces of which are aerocurvs or

curvd aerofoils.

auxiliary kite, a kite which is auxiliary or supplementary

to the main or highest kite, being attacht to the line of the

main kite in order to reliev the strain on the main kite or

to support the line.

Bell kite, a composit kite made up of tetrahedral cells,

invented by A. G. Bell about 1903; a tetrahedral kite.

biplane kite, a kite having the form of a biplane; a kite

with two parallel superposed sustaining-planes.

bipolar kite, a kite tried by Bazin in 1888, the frame of

which consists of a bow and a central stick, both of which
are flexible.

bow kite, a kite whose frame consists of two sticks, one
of which is a flexible rod at the hed, bent to a bow,, and the

other a main central vertical spine (at right angles to the

bow) to which the bow-strings are fastend.

box kite, a box-like kite or a kite made up of box-like

parts; a cellular kite, such as that of Hargrave, Clayton, or

Marvin, in which the front and rear cells are rectangular

parallelepipeds.

boys’ kite, any one of the various forms of kite commonly
made or flown by boys; a flat or single-plane kite, such as

the bow kite, the diamond kite, the hexagonal kite, or the

star kite, whose frame consists of two or more crest sticks.

catamaran kite, see under catamaran.
cellular kite, a kite consisting of cellular compartments or

parts, originally designed by Lawrence Hargrave of New
South Wales, Australia, about 1892; a kite made up of

open cells, which may be of rectangular, tetrahedral, circu-

lar, or other shape, and either simple or composit; a multi-

plane kite; a box kite.

Chinese kite, a kite of a kind especially common in China
Japan, and the Malay Peninsula, made to resemble a bird,

dragon, man, or other object.

circular kite, a kite of circular shape; a round kite.

collapsible kite, a kite which is collapsible or can be
folded up for transportation.

diamond kite, a flat diamond-shaped kite; a single-plane

kite having the form of a rhomb; a lozenge-shaped boy’s

kite.

double kite, a kite consisting of two sustaining-units, as

two Malay kites upon one backbone.
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Eddy kite, a farm of Malay kite which was introduced

by Eddy about 1894, and was one of the first kites used in

the United States for scientific purposes. The bowd cress-

stick is placed at a point distant 18 per cent of the length

of the vertical stick from the top of the kite.

electrical kite, a kite coverd with silk or varnisht paper

and armd with a wire, such as that employd by Benjamin
Franklin to verify his hypothesis respecting the identity of

electricity and lightning.

folding kite, a kite that may be folded, for transportation

;

a collapsible kite.

Hargrave kite, any one of the various forms of cellular

kites invented by Lawrence Hargrave of New South Wales,

Australia, about 1893 or subsequently; a box kite.

hexagonal kite, a flat kite of hexagonal form; a singles

plane kite having the form of a hexagon or six-angled

figure; a six-sided boy’s kite.

Japanese kite, a tailless kite, flexible in both dimensions,

used in Japan and now commonly on sale in toyshops.
Malay kite, a kind of lozenges or diamond-shaped kite,

commonly tailless, much used in the Malay Peninsula. The
frame consists of two flexible sticks crossing at right angles,

one of the sticks being either so elastic as to bend easily

in the wind, or permanently bent in the form of a bow.
military kite, a kite used for military or war purposes,

sometimes man-carrying; a war-kite.

monoplane kite, a kite having the form of a monoplane
; a

single-plane kite; a flat kite; a boy’s kite.

multiplane kite, a kite made of many, or several, planes
or aerofoils; a cellular kite.

multiplezdisk kite, a kite consisting of a series of super-

posed disks or kites, such as the life-saving kite patented in
Great Britain in 1859 by E. J. Cordner, or as the Chinese
dragon-kite.

musical kite, a Chinese kite provided with a bamboo res-

onator which in flight produces an intense and plaintiv
sound audible at a great distance.

rigid kite, a kite which is rigid or unyielding; a kite with
a stiff frame

; a non-flexible kite.

rope^bearing kite, a kite proposed by Jobert in 1887, for
bearing a life-saving rope to a wreckt vessel.

self^registering kite, a kite carrying self-registering mete-
orological instruments, sent up in investigations of the at-

mosfere.

sextuple kite, a kite consisting of six sustaining-units,
as six Malay kites upon one backbone; a sixfold kite.
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single kite, a kite which has but a single sustainmg?sur-

face; a single?plane kite; a simple or nemmultiple kite.

singlezplcme kite, a kite having but a single sustaining?

plane; a monoplane kite; a uniplane kite; a flat kite; a

boy’s kite.

star kite, a flat star?shaped or pentagonal kite
;
a singles

plane kite having the form of a star or pentagon ; a five?

angled or five?sided boy’s kite.

tailless kite, a kite having no equilibrating tail, as a

Japanese kite : as, the Eddy Malay *tailless kite.

tetrahedral kite, a kite having a tetrahedral form, or

made up of tetrahedral compartments, invented by A. G.

Bell about 1903; a simple or composit cellular kite whose
cell or cells have the general form of a tetrahedron or

four?sided solid figure.

triple kite, a kite, consisting of three sustaining?units,

as three Malay kites upon one backbone; a threefold kite.

uniplane kite, a kite having only a single plane or aero-

foil; a single?plane kite; a flat kite; a boy’s kite,

kite kait v.

1. intr. fly, soar, or glide thru the air like a kite; move
along after the manner of a paper kite.

2. tr. cause to fly high in air like a paper kite,

kite-aeroplane 'kait-ee-o^p^een n. an aeroplane used in or

as a kite; a sustaining?surface in a kite,

kite-ascension 'kait-o^enSon n. an ascension of a kite into

the air
;
a kite?ascent.

kite-ascent 'kait-O/Sent n. same meaning as kitezascension.

kite-balloon 'kait-bo/luun n. a captiv balloon which flies

somewhat in the manner of a kite; a longish balloon held

captiv (by means of ropes attacht not to the basket but to

the front and back of the gasbag or balloon itself), which
sets itself diagonally, like a kite, to the direction of the

wind : first proposed by A. Douglas, in 1845, and now used
considerably in meteorologic work,

kite-battle 'kaibbaetl n. a battle, fight, or conflict between
kites; a kite?game in which the kites are made to war or

fight with one another. Kite?battles constitute a regular

sport in Japan.
kite-boat 'kait,boot n. a boat which is especially designed

to be propeld or pold along by a flying kite,

kite-building 'kait,bildii3 n. [also spelt kitezbilding] the art

of bilding or constructing kites; kite?making.

kite-carriage 'kait,kseaid3 n. a man?carrying apparatus de-

scribed by G. Pocock of Bristol, England, about 1827, con-
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sisting of a kite with a chair strung just below, and provid-

ed with cords for regulating flight,

kite-cell 'kait,sel n. a cell intended for use as or in a kite;

one of the cells or compartments of a cellular kite,

kite-club 'kait,ki;Ab n. a club or society devoted to kite-fly-

ing, as in Japan

kite-designer 'kait-d^zai-noe n. one who designs or con-

trives kites.

kite-designing 'kait-d^zai-nirj n. the act or process of de-

signing kites; the occupation of a kite-designer,

kite-experiment 'kait-ik,spezi-mont n. an experiment in

kite-flying; a testing of kites.

kite-expert 'kait,ek-spe:et n. an expert on kites; one skild

in the art of kite-making or kite-flying,

kite-factory 'kai^faekto-zi n. a factory where kites are

made
;
a kite-bilder’s establishment,

kite-fancier 'kai^faensi-oe n. one who fancies, or makes
and flies kites; a kite-flyer.

kite-flier 'kait,fi.ai-9e n. same meaning as kitetflyer.

kite-flight 'kait/f^ait n.

1. the mode of flight characteristic of paper kites.

2. a flight made by a kite; the action of flying a kite : as,

the highest *kite-flights.

kite-flyer 'kait,fcai-oz n. [also spelt kitezflier] one who flies

kites
; a kite-fancier.

kite-flying 'kait^ai-ir) n. the practis, art, or amusement
of flying kites.

kite-frame 'kait,fseem n. the frame or framework of a kite,

kite-game 'kait,geem n. a game or sport in which kites are

flown, as in Japan.
kite-house 'kait,haos n. a house or structure from which a

meteorolegic kite is flown or controlled,

kite-like 'kait,laik adj. [also spelt kitelike] like a kite in

form or appearance; resembling a kite,

kite-line 'kait,lain n. the line by which a kite is flown or
controlled; a kite^string.

kite-meteorograph 'kait-mit^ozo-gcaif n. [also spelt kite*

meteorograf ] a small meteorograf designed to be carried
by a kite; a combination of a barograf, thermograf, and
anemograf adapted for use on a kite designed for exploring
the atmosfere.

kite-observation 'kait-ebzoz/vee-Son n. an observation or
accurate remarking of wether^conditions made by means of
a kite or kites.

kite-photograph 'kait,foto-gca:f n. [also spelt kitezfoto-
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graf] a fotograf taken by means of a camera attacht to a

kite or kite^balloon.

kite-reel 'kait,£iil n. a reel for letting out or polling in the

line or string of a kite.

kite-sail 'kai^seel n. the sail or sustainmg^surface of a

kite, or a sail or sustaining^surface similar to that of a kite,

kite-shaped 'kait^eept n. shaped like a kite; having the

form of a kite.

kite-station 'kai^stee-Jon n. a station, or point on the

ground, from which kites are flown in meteorolegic work,
kite-string 'kait,st£iij n. the string or cord by which a kite

is flown or controlled; a kite^line.

kite-surface 'kait,SBzfxs n. the surface or sustaimng^sur-
face of a kite.

kite-track 'kait,t£3ek n. a track, course, or grounds for

racing or testing kites.

kite-winch 'kait/wint$ n. a winch or windlass used in con-

trolling a kite^line.

kite-wind 'kait/wind n. a south or southwest wind in Siam,
prevailing in the latter part of February and early March,

kite-wire 'kait/waiz n. the wire by which a kite is flown or

controlled; a wire kite^line.

kite-work 'kait/wB:zk n. work done with or by the aid of

kites, as meteorolegic investigation,

knock-down 'nek^daon adj. kneckt down or taken apart, as

a flying^machine for shipment : as, the machine was shipt

in *kneck?down form.

kona 'koo-no n. a southwest wind, usually associated with
rain, interrupting the northeast tradewind, occurring in

the Hawaiian Islands, principally from December to April,

krypton 'ksip^en n. a constituent gas of the atmosfere dis-

coverd by Ramsay in 1898.

kubong ,ku'ber| n. a flymgsdemur, colugo, or kaguan.

land Isend n. the selid portion of the earth’s surface, as con-

trasted "with sea, water \
also, ground, soil; and further,

country, territory, landed property,

land Isend v.

1. tr. bring (an airship or its passengers) to land; set on
the ground; disembark.

2. intr. come to land or earth with, in, or from an airship;

get out on the ground
;
disembark, compare alight.

land-area 'lsend,e:-zi-o n. [also spelt land area ] the area or

region of the land as distinguisht from the water or air;

also, an area or tract of land, compare waterzarea.
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land-bird 'laend^mzd n. any bird which habitually lives en

or above the land, compare sea-bird,

land-breeze 'laendjbziiz n. a breeze or light wind blowing

from the land toward the sea; specifically, a regular night-

wind blowing seaward en the coasts of continents and

islands; a land-wind, compare sea-breeze.

land-flight /
lsend

/
fz,ait n. a flight over the land or land*

area, as distinguisht from a flight over the sea or other

large bedy of water, compare water-flight.

landing 'Isendig n.

1. the act or process of bringing an airship to rest en the

land.

emergency landing, a landing due to some emergency or

unexpected happening, such as engin*t£Ouble.

2. a place or spot on the land or earth suitable for bring-

ing an airship to rest; a place of coming to earth or land;

a landing*place
;
an alighting*place.

landing-area 'kendii^ei-zi-s n. an area or tgact upon which
an airship may land or come to earth; an alighting*area.

landing-certificate 'isendig-sn^tifi-kot n. a certificate or

written permit authorizing one to land or come to earth

with or in a balloon or airship.

landing-chassis 'Isendiq^sesis n. [ploral landing-chassis] the

chassis or under*framework upon which a flying*machine

lands.

landing-ground 'laendi^gzaund n. ground or land area

which is suitable for landing in aeroplanes or other air-

ships.

landing-hawser 'laendi^hcr-soz n. a hawser or large rope
attacht to and cast from a dirigible balloon when landing,

landing-operation 'Isendig-epo^ee-fen n. the operation or

process of landing a balloon or bringing it to earth; the

act of alighting.

landing-pit 'l3endig,pit n. a pit dug in the earth, proposed
as a place for landing and sheltering airships,

landing-place 'faendii^pnees n .

1. a place where an aeroplane or other airship lands or
lodges, after a fall; a place where an involuntary landing is

made.
2. a place or spot on the earth or ground suitable for

landing or bringing a balloon or airship to rest; a landing*
spot; an alighting*place

; a landing.

landing-point 'laendii^peint n. a point or spot on the earth
or ground suitable for landing or bringing an airship to

rest; a landing*spot; a landing*place.
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landing-privilege 'laendii^psivi-hds n. a privilege to land

or come to earth with or in a balloon or airship,

landing-skate 'laendi^skeet n. a skate-like runner or skid

attacht to the under part of an aeroplane or other airship

as an aid in landing or alighting upon the ground,

landing-skid 'laendii^skid n. a skid or sk,i-like runner at-

tacht to the under part of an aeroplane or dirigible as an
aid in landing or alighting upon the ground; a landings

skate; a runner; a skid.

landing-speed 'kendir^spiid n. the speed with which a land-

ing or descent to the earth is made, as by a man falling

from a height.

landing-spot 'laendi^spet n. a spot or place where a land-

ing is or may be made with an airship; a landing-place,

landing-stage 'laendi^steeds n. a stage or platform, some-
times floating on water, for the landing of airships or their

passengers or freight.

landing-station 'laendi^stee-Son n. a station consisting of

or provided with suitable grounds or structures for landing
dirigible balloons or airships.

landing-wheel 'l3ending,wiil n. one of the wheels attacht to

the under part of an aeroplane flying-machine as an aid in

landing or alighting upon the ground.
main landingzzvheeis, the principal landing-wheels; the

chief wheels of an alighting-gear,

landmark 'laend^narzk n. an object in the landscape which,

by its conspicuousness or convenience, servs as a guide in

directing one’s course when voyaging in a balloon or air-

ship.

land-sailing 'laend^ee-liq adj. habitually sailing or soaring
over the land or land-area; capable of sailing over the

land : as, *land-sailing birds.

landscape 'l3end,skeep n. a view or prospect of natural inland

scenery such as can be taken in at a glance from one point

of view; the portion of the earth’s surface seen by, or in
sight for, an observer at any particular moment,

landsman 'laendzmon n. [plural landsmen ] one who hvs or

stays on the land or surface of the earth, as distinguisht
from air-sailors or airmen; an earthman.

land-surface ,
lsend/snzfis n. a surface which is of land

rather than of water; the ground; the terrain: distinguisht
from waterzsurface. compare land surface, under surface.

land-wind 'laend/wind n. a wind blowing from the land sea-

ward; a land-breeze.

lap laep n. a single round or turn of a flying-course or cir-

cuit of flight; one of the number of turns round a race-
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tjack or path of light which are required to complete the

course.

larboard 'lai^boizd adj. on that side of an aircraft which

is on the left as one faces the bow; port: the epposit of

starboard.

latitude 'laeti,U*ud n. distance north or south mesured in

degrees along the meridian vertically below the observer,

on the surface of the earth; especially, the angular distance

(of the plane passing thru any point, place, or position on

or above the earth’s surface and the center of the earth,

perpendicular to the plane of the meridian at that point)

north or south from the plane of the equator of the earth;

also, a locality as markt by parallels of latitude ;
in ploral,

regions, climes, or parts of the world.

calm latitude, same meaning as region of calms, see

under calm.

horse latitudes, same meaning as Calms of Cancer, see

under calm.

lattice-girder 'laetis^mz-doz n. [also spelt lattice girder] a

latticed girder or beam often used in the framework of

aerial vehicles; a compound longitudinal structural support

consisting of two horizontal bars connected by vertical and
diagonal bars crest so as to resemble lattice*work.

launch lc:nt$ tr. cause to move or slide into the air; start

in flight; start; send off : as, launching a kite.

launching-apparatus 'Ic:n-t$ii]-sep3,zee-t9s n. an apparatus

with or from which to launch an aerodrome or flying*ma-

chine; a launching*mechanism
; a starting*mechanism.

launching-derrick 'lc:n-t$ii],dezik n. a derrick or catapult

used in launching a flying*machine
; a starting*derrick; a

pylon.

launching-device 'Icm-tSiq-di/vais n. a device or appara-
tus used for launching a flying*machine

;
a launching*mech-

anism; a starting*device.

launching-ground 'lc:n-t$ii3,gzaond n. a ground or field

from which flying*machines may be launcht into the air or

started in flight.

launching-mechanism 'lc:n-t§it],mek9-nizom n. a mecha-
nism with or from which to launch an aerodrome or flying*

machine; a launching*apparatus
; a launching*device

; a start-

ing*apparatus.

launching-platform 'lc:n-t$irj
/pi.3et-f0:zm n. a platform, as

on the deck of a water*ship, from which flying*machines
may be launcht into the air or started in flight.

launching-rail 'lc:n-t$ir),zeel n. a rail or continuous bar,
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as of wood, along which a flying*machine is run in launch-

ing it into the air; a monorail launching*t£ack.

launching-scow 'Icin-tSii^skao n. a scow or large flat*bot-

tomd boat used as a launching*platform for a flyer,

launching-staff 'lc:n-t$ig,sta:f n . a staff used for launching

an experimental aerofoil into the air. It consists of a

straight rod a few feet in length, capt with a small rectan-

gular platen on which the aerofoil is carried; a launching*

stick.

launching-sfick 'lc:n-t$ir),stik n. a stick or stick*like device

for launching an experimental aeroplane or aerofoil into

the air; a launching*staff.

launching-track 'lc:n-t$ir},t£3ek n. a tjack or railway along

which a flying*machine is run in launching it into the air.

launching-vehicle 'Icin-tSirj/vii-i-kol n. a vehicle, such as

an automobile or a boat, upon which a flying*machine may
be mounted and moved along so as to launch it into the air.

law 1c: n. a principle or proposition which expresses the con-

stant or regular order of certain fenomena; a general for-

mula or rule to which all things or events of a given class

tend to conform.
Allen's law, the normal law of skin*friction as stated by

H. S. Allen.

Ferrel's law, the law or principle, as formulated by
William Ferrel in 1854, that a body moving in any di-

rection along the surface of the earth is deflected toward
the right in the northern hemisfere and toward the left in

the southern hemisfere by an amount which varies di-

rectly as the velocity of the body and as the sine of the

latitude.

Galton's anticyclonic law, see under anticyclonic.

Langley's law, the law or principle that (under certain

conditions) the power required to propel an aeroplane
diminishes mdefinitly as the speed increases.

law of Avanzini, the law or principle that as the speed of

an inclined or oblique plane moving thru a fluid increases,

and as the angle of incidence becomes less, the center of
pressure moves toward the rear of the plane.

law of slip, the law to which the slip of a propeller or
other solid body which is moving thru a fluid conforms

;

the principle that, at low pressures, the relativ motion of
a gas along a solid surface is the same as tho the solid
surface were removed to a distance equal to twice the mean
free path of the gaseous particles and were replaced by a
layer of gas at rest.

law of storms, the law or principle that the distance of
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the center of a hurricane or other such storm from any

given point has a certain rough relation to the average

rate at which the barometric pressure is falling.

Maxwell's law of viscosities, the law or principle that the

viscosity of a gas is independent of its pressure.

sine law, same meaning as sinezsquare law

.

sinezsquared law

,

same meaning as sinetsquare lazv .

sinezsquare law, the law or principle stated by Isaac

Newton, that in a (Newtonian) fluid the resistance to a

moving solid surface varies directly as the square of the

sine of the angle of incidence; the sine^squared law; the

sine law.

leaden 'ledn adj. [also spelt leden\ having the color of led;

dulLcolord
;
gloomy : as, a *leden sky.

leading-angle 'lii-dit^aerjgol n. the angle of a wing or other

aerofoil which is in leading or forward position; the angle

of the leading or advancing edge; the angle of entry: the

opposit of trailingzangle.

leakage 'hi-kids n. the action of leaking; gradual escape of

inflating^gas, as thru a hole or orifis in a balloon^envelop.

lee hi n. the shelterd side of an airship, the land, an emi-
nence, or other object; the side turnd away from the wind.

lee shore, the shore or coast on the lee side of the ship

;

the shore toward or against which the wind blows; the lee-

ward shore.

leeward 'hi-wozd adv. toward the lee or side which is turnd
away from the wind; toward the shelterd side: opposed to

windward.
leeward 'hi-wozd adj. away from the wind; farthest from

the point toward which the wind blows : the opposit of

windward.
leeward 'hi-wozd n. the part or side which is shelterd from

the wind; the shelterd side; the lee.

leewardly 'hi-woz-dli adj. (nautical) apt to fall to leeward

:

opposed to Weatherly.

leg leg n. a run made (by a water^ship) on a single tack; a
flight made in a single direction or over a siiagle division
or section of the whole course.

leonid 'hi-o-md n. a falling star or meteor which appears
to issue or hail from the constellation Leo.

lepidopter /tepi'doptoz n. any insect of the order lepi-

doptera.

lepidoptera ^epi'dopto-eo n. pi. a large order of insects
comprizing the butterflies and moths, characterized by hav-
ing four membranous wings coverd with scales; the scaly*

wingd insects.
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lever-arm 'hi-vaz,a:zm n. the arm which connects one of

the controlling-levers, as in a Wright biplane, with the cor-

responding lever-crank in the hed-piece of the machine,

lever-crank 'hi-v9z,ks3egk n. the crank or short rotating

bar, as in the hed-piece of a Wright biplane, which is con-

nected (by means of the corresponding lever-arm) with

one of the controlling-levers.

levitation ,levTtee-$9n n. the action or process of rising in

virtue of lightness or buoyancy : the opposit of gravitation.

lifeboat 'lai^boot n. a boat specially constructed for life-

saving, as one attacht to an airship at sea, to be used in

case of downfall.

lifebuoy 'laif/bou-i n. a life-preserver; a life-belt,

life-kite 'laif,kait n. a kite flown from a vessel wreckt on

a lee shore for the purpose of sending a life-saving line to

the shore.

life-preserver 'laif-psi,ZB:z-v9z n. a lifebuoy; a life-belt,

life-saving 'laif,see-viq adj. organized for or devoted to

saving life at sea : as, *life-saving servis.

lift lift n. (obsolete) the sky; the upper regions; the atmos-
fere; the air.

lift lift v.

1. tr. raise into the air; cause to rise; elevate.

2. intr. rise into the air; begin to glide or fly into the air;

leave the earth in flight, as an aeroplane flying-machine
does just after the get-off.

lift lift n. the action or mode of lifting in or into the air;

a rising, a raising; elevation; tendency to lift or rise, as

of a balloon; lifting-power
;

specifically, the force with
irhich a fluid, as the air, presses vertically upon an aero-

foil, aeroplane, kite, or airship; the vertical component of

the air-pressure upon an airship; the vertical component of

the poll on a kite-st£ing.

2. a going up, as of a passenger in a balloon; an ascent

into or thru the air; an air-tjip.

lifter 'liftoz n. something which lifts or is used in lifting or

raising : as, both surfaces act as *lifters.

lifting-capacity 'hftiq-ko^aesi-ti n. capacity or ability to

lift or raise or rise into the air; lifting-power,

lifting-effect 'liftiij-^fekt n. the effekt or result of lifting

or raising; raising-effect.

lifting-force 'hftii^foizs n. force applicable to or tending
to lift; lifting-power.

lifting-power 'hftii],pau-9z n. power or capacity to lift or

raise (an aeroplane or airship) in the air; lifting-force;
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lifting^capacity : as, the *lifting^power of gas; the *liftings;

powers of hot air.

lifting-propeller 'hftiq-pso^elaz n. a propeller of an air-

ship whose function is to lift or raise the airship in the

air; a lifting^screw ;
a vertical screw,

lifting-screw 'hftir^sksou n. a revolving screw designed for

lifting an airship; a gyrating helical aerofoil for raising

a flying^machine into or thru the air; a lifting^propeller.

lifting-test 'hftig^test n. a test or trial of the liftings

powers of a helicopter or other mechanism,
lifting-wheel 'hftiri,wiii n. a wheel or screw used to lift or

raise an airsmachine; a liftingsscrew.

lighter-than-air ^ai-toz-da'nerz, (assumptivly ) 'lai-taz-da-

,ne:z adj. possessing less weight in proportion to bulk than

the air or atmosfere ; of less specific gravity than the air

:

said of balloons or dirigibles which depend upon gases

lighter than the air, or upon rarified air or a vacuum for

sustainmgspower : the opposit of heavierzthanzair.

lightning 'lait-nirj n. the visible discharge of electricity be-

tween one group of clouds and another or between the

clouds and the ground.

ball lightning, lightning in the form of a slowly moving
ball of fire which finally explodes, sometimes seen in hevy
downpours of rain, and consisting of incandescent rari-

fied air and gas.

chained lightning, same meaning as chain lightning,

chain lightning, lightning which assumes the form of a

zigzag or broken line; forkt lightning.

forkt lightning, zigzag lightning; chain lightning.

sheet lightning, lightning in which a wide surface is

illuminated at once, as summerdightning or heatdightnmg.
summer lightning, see summerzlightning.

lightning-flash 'lait-mrj,fi,aeS n. a flash or flame of light-

ning.

lightning-recorder 'lait-nirj-zi,ko:z-d3z n. a modification
of a wirelessdelegraf instrument which records or indicates
the presence of distant lightning,

limbat 'hm,baet n. a cool northwest wind in the island of
Cyprus.

line-storm 'lain,sto:zm n. an equinoxial storm,
list list intr. careen, heel, or incline to one side, as an air-

ship in flight: as, initial *list; augmented *hst.

listing-moment 'hstii^moo-mont n. the moment or effect
of listing, see list.

load-grading dood^zee-dirj n. the grading (or rate of vari-
ation or change) of a variable load or normal pressure, as
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along the length of an aerial screw-propeller blade, com-

pare thrusUgrading and linear grading .

load-value 'lood/vaeliu n. the value or amount of the load or

normal external pressure, as upon the blade of a propeller,

locomotion. /loko'moo-Son n. motion from place to place; the

action or power to move from one place to another; pro-

gressiv movement.

lofty 'lo:f-ti adj. very high in air; extending to or existing

at great elevations; taking place or occurring at great alti-

tudes: as, his *lofty car; birds of *lofty wing,

log-book 'log^ok n. a book in which the particulars of a

balloon-trip or airship-flight are enterd or kept,

longitude 'londsi/tgud n. distance east or west mesured in

degrees along the parallel of latitude vertically below the

observer on the surface of the earth, especially the angular

distance (of the plane of the meridian of any point, place,

or position on or above the earth’s surface) east or west
from the plane of some standard meridian (such as that of

Greenwich, England),
loom loum n. same meaning as looming.

looming 'luu-nug n. a form of mirage in u)hich a distant

object, as a ship at sea, appears abnormally elevated, and
often inverted and vertically magnified,

low loo n. an area of low barometric pressure, bounded by
an isobar; a cyclone.

low-flying 'looT^ai-ir) adj

.

habitually flying low or near

the ground
;
used to flight at small altitudes,

low-hanging 'loo^iaeqirj adj. hanging low; suspended at a

relatively small altitude : as, *low-hanging clouds,

low-lying 'loo^ai-irj adj. lying low; located at a relativly

small altitude above the earth’s surface : as, *low-lying
fogs and clouds.

loxodrome 'loksO/drom n. a line on a sferical or sfereidal

surface (as the earth) which cuts the meridians at a con-

stant angle; a loxodronnc spiral; a rhumb-line,

lozenge 'lezind3 n. a plane figure, form, or shape, having
four equal straight sides and two obtuse angles, as of cer-

tain kites; an oblique equilateral parallelogram; a diamond-
shaped plane figure.

lubrication ,liubai'kee-$3n n. the act of lubricating; the

process of making smooth or slippery the joints of the en-
gin or driving-mechanism of an airship, as by means of
oil, for the purpose of diminishing friction; also, the state

or condition of being lubricated.

forced lubrication, lubrication by means of oil which is
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forced into the bearings; lubrication by oil which is fur-

nisht to the bearings under pressure.

gravity lubrication

,

lubrication by means of oil which is

caused to flow into the bearings by the force of gravity.

splash lubrication, lubrication of an engin by means of a

splash of oil brought about by enclosing the crank and con-

necting-rod in a case fild with oil to a certain level such

that the crank dips into it and spatters the oil upward over

the appropriate surfaces.

machine mo'Jiin n. a structure or vehicle; an apparatus for

applying or converting power; specifically, an air-machine;

a flying-machine.

altitude machine, a flying-machine designed for attaining

great altitudes; an air-machine adapted to high-flying.

endurance machine, a flying-machine designed for great

endurance; an air-machine adapted to making continuous
flights of long duration.

passenger^carrying machine, a flying-machine designed for

carrying passengers; an air-machine adapted to transporting

other persons besides the aviator himself.

speed machine, a flying-machine designed for attaining

great speed; an air-machine adapted to su)ift flight.

weight-lifting machine, a flying-machine designed for lift-

ing and carrying great weight; an air-machine of great

lifting-capacity
; a weight-carrier,

mackerel-sky 'maekaza^skai n. a sky dappled with small

white fleecy clouds resembling the markings of a mackerel;
a mackerel sky; cirro-cumulus; spotted alto-stratus,

main-line 'meen,lain n. the principal line or string of a
kite; the main kite-line, compare pennant-line.

main-plane 'meen,pi,een n. one of the main or principal

supporting-planes or aerofoils in an aeroplane flying-ma-
chine.

mammato-cirnis mo,mee-to'sie9s n. a rounded festoon-
shaped cloud related to cirrus.

mammato-cumulns m^mee-tD'kgumjo-las n. cloud consist-

ing of protuberances on the under side of an otherwise
flat-bottomd cloud.

man-bearing 'm3en,be:-ziij adj. bearing aloft, or carrying,
a man; man-lifting: as, a ’•'man-bearing kite,

man-bird 'msen^med n. [also spelt manbird]

1. [plural man-birds] an artificial bird or flyer operated
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by a man or human being; a mamcarrying flying^machine,

by an aeroplane.

2. [plural manzbirds, membirds] a birchlike man; a man
likend to a bird on account of his power to fly; a birdman

:

as, the *man?bird profession,

manflight 'm3en,fz.ait n. [also spelt man^flight]
1. the flight of man, or the power of man to fly thru the

air, as in a glider or aeroplane; human flight; artificial or

mechanical flight.

2. an instance of this power; a flight made by a man.
manhole 'mae^hool n. the neck of a balloon,

man-lifting 'msen.hftirj n. the action of lifting or raising

a man or men into the air.

man-lifting 'maen,hftii] adj. capable of lifting a man, as a
kite; mamcarrying.

manned maend adj. [also spelt mand] provided with a man
or operator; furnisht with an aviator or aeronaut: as, a
*mand balloon : the epposit of unmanned.

manoeuvering-plane mo'njuu-v3-zii3,pi.een n. a plane or

aerocurv used for manoeuvering or managing a dirigible

balloon; a governing^plane.

manometer mo'nomi-toz n. an instrument for determining
the elastic pressure of the air and other fluids : as, an
open?air *manometer; a compresteair ^manometer; a stat-

ical *manometer.
man-propelled 'maen-p:so,peld adj. [also spelt manzpropeld]

propeld or driven by man power, as a flying^machine.

mantle 'msentf n. the covering or envelop of the gasbag of a

balloon.

man-vessel 'msen/vesol n. the car or basket of a balloon or

airship : distinguisht from gaszvessel.

map msep n. a representation of the earth’s surface or any
part of it, or of the hevens, on a flat surface, as of paper,

according to a definit scale and system of projection; a

chart : as, an aeronautical *map of Europe,
mare’s-tails 'merzz^eelz n. pi. long straight taildike strands

of cirrus cloud, sometimes considerd as indicating the ap-

proach of stormy wether; horsetail,

marline 'ma:z-lin n. small two?st£and line, used by sailors

for seizings, and also sometimes used in kite^making.

mass-center 'mars^entoz n. [also spelt mass^centre] the

center of mass, as of a flying projectil : identical in posi-

tion with the center of gravity, see under center.

mast ma:st n. a tall upright pole or rod forming part of a

flying^machine, held in position by t^uss^wires and serving

in the control of rudders, etc.
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mattress 'maetgos n. a mattress-like arrangement attacht to

the netting of some balloons.

May-carp 'mee,ka:zp n. a hollow Japanese fish-shaped bag

kite deckt out so as to resemble a carp, hoisted on the tops

of houses on May 5th if the father of the family has been

presented with a son during the preceding year,

mean miin adj. forming an average between two or more
terms; average: as, *mean winds, *mean temperature,

megaphone 'mega,fon n. [also spelt megafone ] an instru-

ment consisting of two funnels and flexible ear-tubes, de-

vised by T. A. Edison for enabling speech and other sounds
to be heard at a distance; also, a large speaking-trumpet,

meridian mi'zidi-on n. the great circle of the earth which
passes thru a given place or point and the axis of rota-

tion of the earth, or the north and south poles; also, that

half of this circle which extends from pole to pole thru a

given place or point.

mesh me$ n. one of the open spaces or interstices of a bal-

loon-net, between the adjacent knots,

meteor 'mii-ti-az n. any atmosferic fenomenon; specifically,

a transient firey or luminous body seen at night in the

atmosfere or sky; a shooting-star; a falling-star,

meteor-cloud 'mii-ti-o^k^aud n. the cloud-like train or

streak left by a meteor or shooting-star in its course thru
the upper air or sky; a meteor-train,

meteoric ,miti'ozik adj. of the region of mid-air; of the
atmosfere; atmosferical

;
meteorological; of meteors,

meteorograph ,miti'oz3,gza:f n. [also spelt meteorograph an
apparatus for automatically recording several different kinds
of meteorologic fenomena at the same time.

aerial meteorograph, a light form of meteorograf used on
kites and sounding-balloons.

meteorologic ,miti-3ea'lod3ik adj. pertaining to or con-
nected with meteorology; meteorological,

meteorological ,miti-3z9'lod3i-kal adj. same meaning as
meteorologic.

meteorological chart, a chart or map on which meteoro-
logical fenomena are represented; a wether-map.

meteorological equator, see under equator,
meteorological photography, fotografy as applied to mete-

orological record-making or other work; fotografy of me-
teorological fenomena.

meteorologically ,miti-9z9'lod3ik9-li adj. in a meteorologi-
cal manner; by means of, or with respect to, meteorology,

meteorologist ,miti-Yeela-d3ist n. one skild in meteorology,
meteorology ,miti-9'£ol9-d3i n. the science of the atmosfere.
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cosmical meteorology, meteorology as related to cosmical

fenomena; the science of the earth’s atmosferic fenomena
as modified by or modifying the rest of the material uni-

verse.

dynamic meteorology, meteorology from the point of view
of dynamics; the science of the forces which produce the

movements of the atmosfere.

statical meteorology, meteorology from the point of view
of statics; the science of the statical fenomena of the

earth’s atmosfere; the study of the atmosfere at rest,

meteorometer ,miti-3'zomi-t3z n. an instrument for mesur-
ing meteors or for receiving and transmitting information

as to the amount of rainfall, air-pressure, wind, etc.

meteoroscope
/
miti'oe3

/
skop n. an instrument for observing

meteors; a meteorscope.

meteor-train 'mii-ti-a^treen n. the cloud-like train or

streak left by a meteor or shooting-star in its course thru

the upper air or sky; a meteor-cloud,

micr©photograph. ,mai-ks3'fot3,gza:f n. [also spelt micro-

fotograf] a microscopic reduction or miniature fotograf, as

of a map or written message, sometimes used in ballooning,

in place of an ordinary map, or for transport by carrier-

pigeons.

microphotoscope ^ai-kso'fota^kop n. [also spelt micro-

fotoscope] a magnifying-device for reading microfotografs.

midair 'mid,e:z, ,mid'e:z n. [also spelt midzair] the middle
region of the air; the tract or zone between the clouds and
the part of the atmosfere near the ground,

midair 'mid,e:z adj. [also spelt midtair] of, pertaining to,

or produced in, midair.

midflight 'mid,fi.ait n. the midst of a flight : as, he was
halted in *mrdflight by the failure of his motor,

rnidrih 'midrib n. the middle or principal rib or stick in

the frame of a kite.

mid-section 'mid,sek$3n n. a section thru the middle part,

mid-zone 'mid,zoon n. the zone or region in the middle, or

at the equator, of the gasbag of a balloon,

mile-high 'mail,hai adj. situated or floating at a height or

altitude of a mile from the ground-surface,

milky way ,milkTwee n. the whitish or luminous cloudlike

starry streaks and sheets visible in the sky at night and
forming a belt girdling the entire hevens; the galaxy,

mirage mi'zars n. an optical illusion due to refraction or

bending of light-rays in traversing air-layers of different

densities, common in hot sandy deserts and occurring
sometimes at sea, in which distorted, displaced, or inverted
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images of distant objects are seen and often taken (when

below the horizon) for real objects reflected in a body of

water.

inferior mirage

,

a mirage located below the horizon
;
an

illusory appearance as of a body of water at some distance

with tgees or other objects reflected in it.

superior mirage
,
a mirage located above the horizon

;
the

appearance in the sky of an inverted image, as of a ship

which is really on the sea below the horizon,

mist mist n. a cloud consisting of an aggregation of minute
globules of water and resting on or near the ground; fog;

also, a precipitation of closely aggregated and very fine

droplets, intermediate between fog and rain,

mist-cloud ,mist,ki.aod n. [also spelt mist cloud ] a low

cloud composed of mist or fog.

mist-foam 'mis^foom n. {poetical) mist considerd as foam,

as when beating upon an airship in flight; foamdike
mist.

mistral 'mistral n. a cold northwest wind in the Mediter-
ranean provinces of France and neighboring districts,

misty 'misti adj. characterized by mist; coverd or obscurd
by mist; consisting of mist,

mock-moon 'mo^muun n. a paraselene,

mock-sun 'mek^An n. a parhelion,

model 'modi n.

1. a representation in three dimensions showing the de-

tails of the structure or working of a flying?machine or

other mechanism : as, a working *model.
2. a type of design or structure, as of a flying?machine

;

style of structure
;

pattern, bild, make : as, the Herring?
Chanute *model; the firm’s 19n *model.

moisture-laden 'm0is-t$3z,lee-dn adj. laden or freighted

with moisture or dampness : as, a *moisture?laden wind,
moisture-proof 'mois-t$oz,psuuf adj. proof against mois-

ture or dampness; damp?proof.
moment 'moo-mont n. an effect; a function serving as the
mesure of some mechanical effect the quantity of which de-
pends on different factors: as, center of ^moments; *mo-
ment of friction.

momentum mo'mentom n. [plural momenta] the product of
the mass and velocity of a moving body; the quantity of
motion of a body: as, angular ^momentum, negativ mo-
mentum.

principle of no momentum
, the principle that when a

body moving thru an incompressible fluid containd in a
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fixt enclosure experiences resistance to its motion, the body
imparts no momentum to the fluid,

monoplane 'mena^Leen n. a single?plane flying?machine
;
a

flying? or gliding?machine having commonly but one main
sustaining?plane (at least on either side of its central body),

or (if it have two or more main sustaining?planes), having
the sustaining?planes which are located on either side of its

central body disposed in one geometric plane; an aeroplane

flying?machine without superposed sustaining?planes : con-

trasted with biplane, triplane, multiplane, etc.

double monoplane, a monoplane having two sustaining?

planes, placed one after the other; a tandem monoplane
having two sustaining?surfaces.

tandem monoplane, a monoplane which has separate sus-

taining?planes placed tandem, or one after the other, as in

a double monoplane, see tandem.
monoplane 'mon^pteen adj. resembling or having the

characteristics or nature of a monoplane; single?plane
;
one?

plane; flat: as, a *monoplane tail,

monoplane-flight 'meno-pixen^tait n. a flight made by

or in a monoplane.
monopianist 'mono^tee-nist n. one who uses monoplanes;

an aviator who drives monoplanes,
monsoon ^en'soun n. a seasonal wind prevailing in south-

ern Asia and the Indian Ocean, which from April to Oc-
tober blows from the southwest and from October to April

from the northeast.

dry monsoon

,

same meaning as winter monsoon,
rainy monsoon, the southwest monsoon, occurring in

summer and commonly accompanied by hevy and continuous
rainfall

;
the wet monsoon; the summer monsoon.

summer monsoon, same meaning as rainy monsoon,
wet monsoon, same meaning as rainy monsoon,
winter monsoon, the northeast monsoon, occurring in

winter; the dry monsoon.
montgolfier ^mont'golfi-os- n. [also spelt montgolfiere,

montgolfiere] a balloon of the kind invented by the

brothers J. M. and J. E. Montgolfier of Annonay (Ardeche),

France, in 1783, raised by heated air; a hot?air balloon; a

fire?balloon
;
a Montgolfier balloon,

moonlight 'moun^ait n. the light of the moon ; moonshine,
mooring 'mo:-riq n. something by which an airship or bal-

loon is made fast to earth, or the object to which it is

moored or made fast.

moth me:0 n. any lepidopterous insect of the suborder hete-

rocera, which resemble the butterflies (rhopalocera) but are
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distinguishable from them by their (usually) nocturnal

habit and non?clubd antennae.

motor 'moo-taz n. an apparatus or mechanism for moving
machinery or vehicles of locomotion

;
a motory engin :

sometimes distinguisht from steam-engine.

motor-airship 'm90-t9z,e:z-$ip n. an airship or aerial ve-

hicle propeld by a motor; a power^driven airship,

motor-balloon 'm90-taz-b9,luun n. a balloon propeld by a

motor; a motor?driven balloon.

motor-driven 'moo-taz/irivan adj. driven or propeld by a

motor: as, a *motor?driven kite; a *motor?driven flyer,

motorless 'mao-taz-las adj. having no motor; without a mo-

tor: as, a *motorless soaring?machine.

motor-propelled 'mD0-taz-p3a,peld adj. [also spelt motor

-

propeld ] propeld by a motor, as a kite or airship
;
motor?

driven.

motory 'mao-ta-zi adj. related to or causing motion
;

ki-

netic.

mount mount intr. go up; ascend; rise; make an ascension,

mountain-breeze 'maun-tin,bziiz n. same meaning as

mountain-wind.

mountain-sickness 'maon-tin,sikNis n. a sickness or mal-

ady caused by breathing the rarefied air of mountain?
heights, or to ascending or descending rapidly at considera-

ble altitudes.

mountain-wind 'maun-tin,wind n. a very regular wind
normally blowing up a mountain by day and down by night,

due to the heat of the inclined surface of the mountain

;

a mountain?breeze.

mounting 'maun-tig n. the mode in which a flying?machine

is mounted or set up, as upon skids or wheels, or both,

mouth mau0 n. the orifis or opening at the lower end of

the neck of the gasbag of a balloon,

muffler 'niAftaz n. a device to muffle, deden, or silence

the explosiv puff of the exhaust of hot gases from an in-

ternal?combustion motor; an exhaust?muffler
;
a silencer,

multiplane 'mAlti,pz.een n. a flying?machine with several

or many sustaining?planes, especially many superposed sus-

taining?planes
;
a multiple?wingd aeroplane flying?machine :

distinguisht from monoplane and biplane.

multiplane 'mAlti,ptxen adj. having several or many planes
or aeroplanes; a pelyplane.

multiple-wing ,mAltipal'wiq adj. having several wings;
having more than one or two wings; multiple?wingd : said
of gliders or flying?machines; multiple?wmgd.
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multiple-winged 'mAltipol/wigd adj. [also spelt multiple

t

wingd ] same meaning as multiplexing.
multiply 'mAlti-pm adv. in a multiple manner; in a mani-

fold way
;
by many paths : as, a muliply?connected region

of fluid?fild space.

murky 'mneki adj. dark, obscure, gloomy,
muslin 'mAzlin n. any one of several kinds of fine cotton

cloth, sometimes used in making aerial apparatus.

nacelle ,ne'sel, ,nae'sel n. the car of a balloon; the frame-
work or body of a dirigible balloon or other airship; the

body^frame; the fuselage.

nadir 'nee-doz n. the point directly underneath the observer;

the point opposit to the zenith,

nainsook 'neen,suk, 'neen-sok n. a cotton fabric, a kind of

muslin or jaconet of East Indian origin, sometimes used in

making kites.

nausea 'nc:-$o n. a feeling of sickness with inclination to

vomit; seasickness,

navigable 'naevigo-bol adj.

1. admitting of being navigated; affording passage for

airships : said of the air or atmosfere.

2. capable of being navigated or guided; steerable; diri-

gible : as, a ^navigable balloon.

navigate 'n3evi,get v.

1. tr. sail or drive : as, to *navigate a balloon.

2. tr. sail in or thru : as, to *navigate the air.

3. intr. sail or travel thru the air or atmosfere.

navigating-level 'nsevi-getii],levol n. a horizontal tract or

level, in the atmosfere, which is adapted for aerial navi-

gating or sailing : as, the inversion *navigatingdevel.

navigation ^sevi'gee-Jon n. the action of navigating; the

practis or art of passing or traveling thru the air; air?

sailing.

aerial navigation, see under aerial.

navigator 'ncevi,getoz n. one who navigates; a pilot or one
of the crew of an airship or flyer; an air?sailor; an aero-

naut.

near-ground 'ni:z,gzaund adj. taking place near the ground;
conducted at a low altitude above the land^surface

;
close

to the ground: as, *near?ground flights,

neck nek n. the narrow or constricted part at the lower end
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of the gasbag of a balloon, thru which the inflating?gas is

introduced, and which is often left open while voyaging;

the tail.

open neck, the neck of a balloon as left open or unclosed,

as is sometimes the case when incomplete inflation of the

gasbag is employd : as, the *open?neck scheme,

neck-pipe 'nek,paip n. a pipe or tube fitted into the neck of

a balloon.

needle-kole 'nii-d^hool n. one of the holes in a balloon?

envelop or gasbag, made by the needle in sewing the gores

together.

negotiate nTgoo-$i,et tr. manage, handle : as, to Negotiate

a curv; Negotiating air?currents.

neon 'nii,en n. an elementary gas, a constituent of the atmos-

fere, discoverd by Ramsay about 1898.

neossoptile ^i-o'septil n. [also spelt neossoptil] one of the

soft fethers of a newly hatcht bird, as contrasted with a

fether of a mature type.

nephological ^efo'ledsi-kol adj. [also spelt nefological ]

pertaining to nefology; relating to clouds or cloudiness,

nepkologist ni'fol3-d3ist n. [also spelt nefologist] one
skild in nefology; a student of the clouds,

nephology ni'fela-dsi n. [also spelt nefology] the science

of the clouds; cloud?study.

nephoscope 'nef3,skop n. [also spelt nefoscope] an instru-

ment for observing cloud?motion and determining the alti-

tude of clouds and the velocity and direction of their

movement.
Abbe’s marine nephoscope, a nefoscope designed for ob-

serving the motions of the clouds at sea.

Aime’s nephoscope, a nefoscope for showing the altitude

of the clouds; a reflecting anemometer.
Besson’s zenithal nephoscope, a nefoscope especially

adapted for observations near the zenith.

vanishing-point nephoscope, a nefoscope designed for

quickly observing the vanishing?point and radiation?point

for the motion of clouds which are moving in parallel

directions.

nephoscopic ^nefa'skopik adj. [also spelt nefoscopic ] of,

or made by means of, the nefoscope : as,, Nefoscopic ob-

servations.

nephoscopist ni'foska-pist n. [also spelt nefoscopist ] a

student of nefoscopy; a nefologist.

nephoscopy ni'fosks-pi n. [also spelt nefoscopy'] scientific

observation of the clouds; nefology.

nervulet 'nmz-vio-lat n. a little nervure, in an insect's wing.
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nervure 'nB:e,viuz n. one of the slender hollow tubes form-

ing the framework of an insect’s wing,

net net n. the open-work fabric made of cord forming coarse

meshes, used for enclosing and confining the gasbag of a

balloon or airship; the network; the netting,

net-cord 'net,ko:.zd n. one of the cords attacht to the net or

network of a balloon and connecting it to the concentrat-

ing^hoop or ring below; a net^rope.

net-rope 'net,eoop n. a rope of the net of a balloon; one of

the ropes attacht to the network or netting of a balloon and
connecting it to the cencentgating^hoop or ring below; a

net?cord.

netted-winged 'netid^iqd adj. [also spelt nettedzwingdl
having reticulated wings; characterized by conspicuous neu-

ration of the wings; neuropterous; neurepteral.

netting 'netiij n. the net of a balloon; the network spred

over the envelop of a nomrigid balloon in order to preserv

the form of the gasbag and distribute the load of the car

and cargo; the net.

netting-hoop 'netii],huup n. the concentrating ring of a

sferical balloon,

network 'net,WB:zk n.

1. the net of a balloon, made of cord or twine; the net-

ting.

2. a piece of work or a structure having the form or con-

struction of, or resembling, a net or netting : as, the '^net-

work of an insect’s wing.

neuropter /njo'eopt3z n. an insect of the order neuroptera;

a neuropterous or netted^wingd insect,

neuroptera ,nju'eopt9-£3 n. pi. an order of insects includ-

ing the flies, having four naked membranous transparent

wings, with reticulate neuration; the netted^wingd insects,

night nait n. the time when there is no sunlight
;
the interval

between the rising and the setting of the sun.

night-breeze 'nait,beiiz n. a breeze or light wind which
blows in the night, compare daytbreeze.

night-cloud 'nait,ktaud n. cloud of night; stratus cloud;

falkcloud.

night-dew 'nait,djou n. dew which is formd in the night,

night-flying 'nait,fi.ai-iq adj. flying habitually in the

night, as the bats.

nimbi 'nim^bai n. pi. see nimbus.
nimbus 'nimbos n. [ploral nimbi] a dense cloud spreding

out into a crown of cirrus and passing beneath into a

shower; rain^cloud.
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nimbus-like 'nnnbas^aik adj. like nimbus
;
resembling nim-

bus cloud.

nocturnal /nok'tnenl adj. of the night; done or occurring at

night
;
activ during the night : as, a *nocturnal ascent,

non-dirigible ^on'dieidgo-bol adj. not dirigible; incapable

of being steerd : as, a *nomdirigible balloon,

non-gasproof ,n0n'g3es,p5ouf adj. not gasproof : said of

balloonTabrics.

non-lifting ,non'hftir) adj. incapable of lifting or of rais-

ing weight : said of balloons in which the ascensional force

and the weight balance each other at the ground level, so

that there is no tendency to rise spontaneously,

non-rigid ,non'eid3id adj. not having a rigid frame; not

rigid
;
flexible : as, a ^non^rigid balloon

; a *non^rigid pro-

peller. compare semi-rigid.

non-soaring ^non'soi-eii] adj. that does not soar; incapable

of soaring.

non-spberical ,non'sfeei-k9l adj. [also spelt nontsferical ]

not of a sferical or globular shape; elongated, as a cigars

shaped balloon.

non-stop 'nonstop adj. made without stops; nosstop : as, a

*nonsstep flight.

norther 'no:z-d3z n. a northerly wind, especially a strong
north wind accompanied by intense cold, occurring in
autumn and winter in the region of Missouri, Texas, the

Gulf of Mexico, and Florida,

northern 'nore-doen adj.

northern lights, the aurora borealis,

northwester ,no:z6'west3z n. a wind or gale blowing from
the northwest; a nor’wester.

nor’wester ,noe'west3e n. a wind or gale blowing from the
northwest; a northwester; also, a southerly wind in New
Zealand, of the same nature as the pampero of South Amer-
ica, and corresponding to the norther of the northern henn-
sfere; the southerly buster.

nose nooz n. the foresend or projecting front part of a diri-
gible balloon or airship or of any part thereof

;
the equa-

lizer or front rudder of an aeroplane flyer,

nose-on 'nooz,on adj. occurring with the nose or front pro-
jecting part of the machine directed toward or hitting
against the ground or other obstacle : as, a *nose^on crash,

nose-on ,nooz'en adv. with the nose or front projecting
part directed against the obstacle: as, the aeroplane struck
the ground *nose^on.

no-stop 'noo,st0p adj. executed or carried on without stops;
non-stop : as, a *no£Stop flight.
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obscuration '©bskgu'zee-Son n. the act of obscuring or dark-

ening; the state of being obscured: as, the obscuration of

the moon in an eclipse; specifically, in meteorology, the

darkening or hiding of the sun by clouds; cloudiness,

observation-kite /
obzaz:

/
-vee-$9n,kait n. a mandifting kite

used in warfare for purposes of observation or reconnais-

sance; a warddte.
observer ab'zme-voz n. a soldier or other person whose busi-

ness is to observ the enemy from an airship; one who
makes a reconnaissance while riding in a balloon or aero-

• plane.

observing-board ab'zmz-vir^boied n. a board or boarddike
structure sometimes used in balloons in connection with the

making of observations.

observing-station ob'zmz-vir^stee-Son n. a station where
meteorological observations are made; a wether^station.

obstacle 'obsto-kol n. any hindrance or obstruction to the

motion of air or other fluid, as an aerofoil,

ocellus o'selos n. one of the eyedike spots in the taibfethers

of a peacock or in the wing of an argusTesant ; an eye^spot.

oil-silk 'oil,silk n. silk cloth impregnated with boild oil,

semitransparent, waterproof, and gasproof, used in making
balloomenvelops or gasbags; oild silk,

oilskin 'oilskin n. cloth made gasproof or waterproof by
treatment with oil, often used in making balloons and other

aircraft; cotton, silk, or linen fabric prepared with oil so

as to be impermeable.
one-man 'wAn,maen adj. perfermd by one man only : as, a

*one?man exhibition flight.

operating-wire 'epo-zetiri/waiz n. a wire, in a flying^ma-

chine, used in operating the rudder; a rudder^operating
wire.

orbit 'o:z-bit n. a track, course, or circuit; a circular or ellip-

tical path; the orbitdike oval flight^path of a bird soaring
against the wind : as, the form of *orbit in dynamic soaring.

Ferret's orbit theory, a theory advanced by Ferrel attrib-

uting the growth of hailstones to their motion in loopdike

orbits or paths in and out of the air^strata where rain or

ice is forming.
orbital 'e:z-bi-tl adj. taking place in an orbit; of revolution,

orbit-motion 'e:z-bit,moo-$on n. motion in an orbit; move-
ment along a path, as a circle or ellipse, which returns

upon itself.

ornitkopter ,oznT9opt9z n. [also spelt ornithoptere'] a bird^

wing flying?machine
; a hevier^thamair aerial vehicle de-

signed to fly by means of flapping or oscillating wings,
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after the manner common among birds : distinguish^ from

helicopter and aeroplane, compare orthopter.

ornithopterous /©zni'Gopta-zos adj. having wings or fores

lims like those of a bird; birdswingd.

orthogonal ^z'Goga-nl adj. pertaining to or characterized by

right angles; rightsangled
;
characterized by rising or ap-

pearing to rise vertically from the ground, as the sparrow

is sometimes supposed to do : as, an *orthogonal flyer.

orthogonal flight, a supposed mode of birdsflight in which

the creature rises vertically from the ground.

orthogonal theory, the theory or notion that certain birds

can, by flapping their wings, rise vertically from the ground

in flight.

orthopter ^z'Goptoz n.

1. an insect of the order orthoptera; a st^aightswingd in-

sect; an orthopteran or orthopteron,

2. a st^aightswingd flyingsmachine, usually or always de-

pendent upon the flappingswing idea and thus often con-

fused with ornithopter.

orthoptera ,oz'0opt9-z9 n. pi. an order of insects comprizing
cockroaches, walkingssticks, crickets, and grasshoppers, hav-

ing coriaceous and usually straight and narrow foreswings,

broad longitudinally folded hindswings and incomplete

metamorfosis.
orthopterous ^z'Goptg^s adj. having .straight wings;

stjaightswingd
;
of the nature of an orthopter.

outfiy ,aot'fz.ai tr. [past participle outflown ; preterit out -

flew] outdo or excel in flight.

outride
/
aut'zaid tr. ride out, or survive the violence of (a

storm).

outrigger 'aut,zigoz n. any framework, structure, or part,

rigged up outside the main or usual limits of a structure,

especially a moving structure such as a ship, wagon, or

flyingsmachine, for stedying, strengthening, or other pur-

pose; the projecting framework supporting a tailsplane,

rudder, or control : as, an ostrich’s wings are used as Out-
riggers to aid in running; the front and rear Outriggers
of a Curtiss biplane.

front outrigger, the outrigger at the front or fore part of

an aeroplane flyingsmachine, carrying the hedspiece or

front rudder.

rear outrigger, the outrigger at the rear or hind part of

an aeroplane flyingsmachine, carrying the tailspiece, etc.

outrigger-joint 'aot-zigs^dsoint n. the joint or junction

of one of the outriggers of an aeroplane flyingsmachine, as

with a spar of one of the maimplanes,
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outrigger-member 'aut-zig9z,memb9z n. a structural mem-
ber or part of an outrigger of an aeroplane flying^machine.

outrigger-wbeel 'aut-ziga^wiil n. a wheel attacht to the

outrigger of a flyingmiachine.

outspread /lut'spsed, (assumptivly ) 'aubspsed adj. [also

spelt outspred ] spred out, as the wings; outstjetcht; ex-

tended.

outstretch /lut'stretS tr. stretch out
;
spred : as, like a gi-

gantic bird with *outstretcht wings,

overboard 'oo-va^boizd adv. over or beyond the side of a

balloon : as, a piece of golddeaf thrown ^overboard,

overcharge ,ov9z't$a:zd3 tr. pot too great a charge in; fill

too foil : as, the balloon was ^overcharged with gas.

overhead ,ov9z'hed adv. above one’s hed; on high, aloft; up
in the air or sky

;
near the zenith,

overhead ^voz'hed, (assumptivly ) 'oo-va^hed adj. placed or

situated overhed.

over-ocean 'oo-v9zpo-$9n adj. occurring or executed in the

air over or above the ocean; oversea,

oversea 'oo-va^sii adj. occurring or executed in the air over

or above the sea; over^ocean.

over-water 'oo-v9e,wc:-t9z adj. occurring or carried on over

a water^area; transaquatic : as, *over^water flight: distin-

guish from overland.

paddle-wheel 'p^d^wiil n. a wheel containing radial floats

or paddle^boards similar to that used for boats, proposed
or propelling airships.

pagoscope 'pseg9,skop n. an istrument for showing the prob-

ability of frost; a device for predicting frosts; a form of

hydrodeik which shows the current temperature of the dew^
point.

pampero ,p3em'pe:-z9 n. [plural pamperos] a cold, dry, south-

westerly wind that sweeps over the pampas of Argentina
and Uruguay, and northeastward to the Brazilian coast, in

the rear of barometric depressions, corresponding to the

norther of the Gulf States.

panel 'psenl n. one of the vertical planes or aerofoils in a

boxdike structure; a curtain; a partition.

panorama ,p3en9'za:-m9 n. a complete or entire view; also, a

picture representing a wide general view, as of a tract of

country.

panoramic ,psen9'zaemik adj. of or pertaining to a pano-
rama

;
of the nature of a panorama : as, a ^panoramic view,

a ^panoramic camera or lens.
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parabola po'eaebo-lo n. a curv such as fermd by the inter-

section of a cone with a plane parallel with its side; a

plane curv which is everywhere equally distant from a cer-

tain fixt point or focus and a certain straight line or

directrix.

parabolic 'paezojbohk adj. having the form of, or resem-

bling a parabola; of which the section is a parabola; of or

related to the parabola : as, a ^parabolic wing^section.

parachute 'p^3,$ut n .

1. an apparatus, usually of an umbrella shape, carried in

a balloon and used by the aeronaut as a means of descend-

ing safely to the ground, as in the case of an accident to

the balloon; also, any similar but smaller device.

dirigible parachute, a parachute that may be guided or

steerd; a steerable parachute.

double doublezparachute leap, a leap or jump made by two
performers by the aid of a double parachute.

double parachute, a parachute^apparatus invented Dy

Lattemann consisting of two parachutes which at the start

are attacht to the balloon folded and one above the other,

the lower one opening out first, and the other afterward.

double parachute descent, a descent in a double parachute.

parachute light, a bright light given by a burning compo-
sition usually attacht to a 4mall parachute and issuing,

along with the parachute, from a small bom (cald a para-

chute light^ball) from which it is set free by explosion,

used by armies in observing the position or movements of

the enemy at night.

rotary parachute, a parachute which descends with a ro-

tary or turning motion.
2 . any natural structure or organ serving to check a fall

thru the air, or to support something in the air, as the pa-

tagium of a flying?squirrel.

parachute 'pseeo^ut v.

1. tr. convey by the aid of a parachute : as, I was
^parachuted down.

2. intr . descend by, or as if by, a parachute,
parachute-bearing 'paezo-Su^ber-ziq adj. bearing or hav-

ing a parachute
;
provided with a parachute or patagium.

parachute-cloak 'p2ez9-Sut,ki.Dok n. a cloakdike sleeveless

garment for aviators, which, in case of a fall, is designed
to open out and act as a parachute; a falkmantle.

parachute-cord 'p2ee9-$ut,k0:ed n. the cord which connects
a parachute with a balloon or airship,

parachute-descent 'paeeo-Sut-d^sent n. a descent in, or by
means of, a parachute.
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parachute-jump 'psezo-Sut^Amp n. a jump or leap made
by the aid of a parachute; a parachute^leap.

parachute-jumper 'p3ez3-$ut,d3Ampoz n. one who jumps by
means of a parachute; one whose occupation is to make
parachute-jumps.

parachute-knife 'paezg-Su^naif n. the knife by u)hich a

parachute is cut loose or freed from a balloon,

parachute-plane 'p^^-Sut'pneen n. an aeroplane or plane

aerofoil which forms part of an aircraft and servs as or

acts like a parachute; an emergency^wing.
parachuting 'pae^Sutiq n. the art or practis of using para-

chutes; the occupation of one who parachutes or makes par-

achute?leaps.

parachutism 'paeza-Su^izam n. the art or practis of para-

chuting.

parachutist ,
paez3

/
jutist n. one who uses a parachute; a

parachute^’umper.
parakite 'psez3,kait n. any kite of advanced type; a kite

used for serious work rather than as a mere toy; a tailless

kite such as used for scientific purposes,

paraselenae ^aezasi'h^ni n. pi. see paraselene.

paraselene ,paez3si'hi-ni n. [ploral paraselenae ] one of the

bright spots sometimes seen at the intersection of the lunar

halos with the parhelic circle; a mock^moon.
parhelia ,paz'hii-li-o n. pi. see parhelion.

parheliacal ,pa^-hi'lai-o-kol adj.

parheliacal ring

,

same meaning as parhelic circle, see

under parhelic.

parhelic ,pae'helik adj.

parhelic circle, a circle of white light extending all around
the sky, passing thru the sun or moon, parallel to the

horizon
; a parheliacal ring.

parhelion ..pae'hii-li-on n. [ploral parhelia, parhelions] one

of the bright spots sometimes seen at the intersection of

the solar halos with the parhelic circle or some super-

numerary circle or band of light; a mock^sun; a sun-dog.

2. an image of the sun in the sky at a point directly

©pposit the real position of the sun.

passenger-plane 'psesirtclsa^pzxen n. an aeroplane flyings

machine designed to carry passengers,

patagial po'tee-d3i-ol adj. of a patagium.

patagiate po'tee-dsi-ot adj. of the nature of, or having, a

patagium.
patagium ,p3eto'd3ai-om n. [ploral patagial

4. a fold of skin or membrane extending along the side

of the body of certain mammals and reptils, capable of ex-
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pansion so as to enable the animal to take flying leaps; the

wing-membrane of a bat; a parachute.

2. a fold or integument occupying the angle between the

upper arm and the forearm of a bird.

3. one of a pair of processes or appendages on the pro-

notum and thorax of certain deptidoptera.

path-curvature 'pa’-0,ki3:z-v9-t$oz nm the curvature of the

flight-path of a flying aircraft,

patrol po'tjpol tr. tjavers, or move about in, as if on duty

or on the watch; t^avers leisurely in all directions: as,

*pat£olling the sky.

peace-bomb 'pnS/bom [also spelt peacezbom] a homelike

missil used for peaceful purposes; one of the medal-like

disks dropt from a friendly airship, intended as a symbol
of peace, or as an advertisement, destind to be pickt up and
kept as a souvenir by the people upon the earth below,

pear-shaped 'percept adj. having the shape or form of a

pear, as certain balloons or gasbags,

pectoral 'pekto-zol adj. of, pertaining to, or situated on, the

brest or chest of a bird or other animal, or some part or

region of a flying-machine likend thereto
;

thoracic : as,

^pectoral fins, *pectoral muscles,

pedal 'psdl n. a device, as in a flying-machine, which is

actuated by the foot of the operator; a footdever; a t£edle.

pedal 'psdl, 'pii-dl adj. of or by means of the foot: as,

*pedal control.

pegamoid 'p££P,m® I(i w. a parchment-like material used on
the outside of balloon-envelops for protection from the sun,

rain, etc.

pegasidae pTgsesi,di n. pi. a family of fishes, typified by
the genus Pegasus; the flying sea-horses,

pendulum 'pend3o-lom n. a body suspended in such a man-
ner as to swing freely to and fro under the influence of

gravity and its energy of position. The pendulum has been
suggested as a means of automatic balance for flying-

machines.
penna 'peno n. [ploral pennae ] a contour-fether

;
a pluma.

pennant-line 'penont,lain n. the line or cord connecting a
branch kite with the main kite-line,

pennipotent ,pe'nipo-tnt adj. strong on the wing; powerful
in flight.

percaline 'pneko-hn n. [also spelt percalin] a glossy French
cotton cloth, sometimes used for kite-sails,

percher 'pBztfez n. a bird which habitually perches, as dis-

tinguish from birds which rest on the ground; a perching
bird.
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peripheral po'zifo-zol adj. [also spelt periferal] of the pe-

rifery : as, *periferal speed.

periphery-line p9'zifozi,lain n. [also spelt periferydine] the

line of the perifery of a balloon,

peripteral po'zipto-^ol adj. of or pertaining to the pe-

riptery; situated or occurring in the neighborhood of a

wing or other aerofoil : as, the *peripteral system of flow.

peripteral area, the area of the cress?section of a perip-

teral zone: as, the *peripteral areas of adjacent blades

overlap.

peripteral motion, the motion of the air or other fluid in

the immediate vicinity of a moving wing or aerofoil; the

forced wave or system of air^currents about a moving aero-

foil

peripteral theory, theory regarding wing^form and the

resultant fluid motions in the peripteral zone; doctrin as to

the shapes of aerofoils and the systems of currents due to

their motion thru the air or other fluid.

peripteral zone, the zone or sfere of influence of an aero-

foil; the tract or region of fluid^fild space which surrounds
an aerofoil.

peripteroid po'zipto^oid adj. like the periptery; resembling
that which occurs round about the wing or aerofoil of a

natural or artificial flyer : as, ^peripteroid motion,

periptery po'zipto-ei n. the region round about the wing,

or in the vicinity of the aerofoil, of a natural or artificial

flyer : as, an unstable *periptery.

perspectometer ,pBzspek'tomi-t9e: n. a device for marking
dimensions or distances on a fotograf, or perspectiv draw-
ing, as an aid in interpretation or in judging perspectiv.

petaurist pi'tc:-zist n. a flying^falanger
; a flying?opossum

;

an Australian flying^squirrel
;
an acrobat; one of the Petau-

rista.

petrol 'petrol, pi'trool n. a volatil inflammable liquid, one
of the first products in the distillation of crude petroleum,

used in the motors of automobiles and flyers; petroleum
^spirit; gasoline.

petrol-depot 'petrol/lii-po n. a depot or storehouse where
petrol or gasoline is kept for the use of airships,

petrol-tank 'petro^tserjk n. the gasoline^tank of an airship,

phase-curve 'feez,ki3:zv n. [also spelt phase curve, faset

curv'] a curv or curvd line drawn thru the mid^fase points,

or points of greatest flight^velocity, in a series of fugoid

curvs.

photogrammeter ,foto'gz3emi-toz n. [also spelt fotogram-
meter] a fotografic camera used in mesuring the location
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and motion of clouds and in other surveying?work ; a cloud?

camera.
photogrammetry ^oto'gzaemi-tsi n. [also spelt fotogram-

metry ] the use of the fotogrammeter
; the art of mesuring

fotograms or bird’s?eye?view fotografs taken from airships,

piano-wire pi'aeno/waiz n.

1 . a kind of slender steel wire of great strength such as

used for the musical strings in pianos, often empleyd in

airship?const£UCtion.

2. one of the stays or braces made of such wire, as in an
aeroplane flying?machine.

phugoid 'fiuu,goid adj. [also spelt fugoidl like flight; flight?

like; of or related to a flight?path.

phugoid chart, a chart or drawing showing a complete se-

ries of fugoid curvs.
^

phugoid curve, a curv showing the form of a' flight?path.

phugoid equation, the equation of the flight?path of an
air?craft.

phugoid oscillation, the oscillation, or periodic up?and?

down stringing which often characterizes flight; the waver-
ing, or alternate fluctuation of the flight?path of an air?

craft.

phugoid plane, the vertical plane passing thru the curv of

the flight?path of an air?craft.

phugoid theory, the theory relating to longitudinal sta-

bility and the form of the fugoid curv or flight?path,

phugoid 'fiou^oid n. a fugoid curv.

inflected phugoid, a fugoid having the form of an in-

flected curv.

pilot 'pai-lat n one wh0 steers or directs the course of an
airship; a steersman; a helmsman; an air?pilot; an aero-

naut; an aviator.

pilot 'pai-lot tr. conduct as a pilot; direct the course of (an

airship); steer; guide.

pilot-balloon 'pai-lot-bo^oun n. a small unmand auxiliary

balloon (sometimes attacht to a main balloon) allowd to

rise in advance of the main balloon in order to ascertain

the direction of the overhed air?currents.

pilot-chart 'pai-l3t,t$a:zt n. a chart for the use of pilots,

showing wether?conditions, storm?paths, etc.

pilotess 'pEu-te-t18 n% a female pilot
; a woman air?pilot.

pilot-kite 'pen-fot^kait w the first, upper, and smaller kite

in a series of superposed kites (such as that described by
Wenham in 1866), sent up in advance and used to lift the
others or help sustain them in the air. compare draftekite.

pinfeather 'pin,fedoz n. [also spelt pinfether] one of the
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pimlike ungrown fethers of a bird, as it is before it has
burst its confining sheath and expanded its vanes; any
young undevelopt fether as it first pierces the skin,

pinion 'pmjon n.

1. the distal or terminal segment of a bird’s wing; the

outef part of a bird’s wing, borne on the manus or hand
and consisting commonly of ten primaries, the primary
coverts, and the alula or bastard wing; also, the anterior

border of an insects’s wing.
2. a wing, especially with reference to flight.

3. the outermost fether, or any flightTether, of a bird’s

wing; a pinionTether.
pinion-bone 'pmjoi^boon n. any one of the several bones

of the pinion, hand, manus, or distal joint of a bird’s wing,
pinion-claw 'pmjon^enc: n. a horny claw borne by the in-

dex or polfex of certain birds.

pinion-feather 'pinj3n,lTdoe n. one of the fethers on the

pinion of a bird’s wing; the outermost fether, or any flight*

fether, of a bird’s wing; a pinion,

pirouette ,pieu'et n. a quick, short turn or whirl, as of a

flying*machine.

pirouette ,pieu'et intr. perform a pirouette; turn or whirl

quickly,

pitch pitS z'-

1. tr. plunge, throw, or hurl downward thru the air.

2. intr. plunge with prow or hed downwad thru the air;

also, rise or fall alternately at bow and stern; plunge in a

longitudinal direction : distinguish from roll.

pitch pitS n.

1. an act of plunging hed foremost.

2. the height to which a bird of prey soars before swoop-
ing down upon its victim : as, to fly a *pitch.

3. the constant distance between fixt points or lines, as

between any two successiv convolutions or threds of a

screw propeller, or between any two successiv turns of a

screw propeller considerd as moving in a solid nut, mes-
sured in a direction parallel to the axis.

straight pitch

,

the pitch of an aerial propeller the angle

of whose blade*surface remains constant, so that the dif-

ferent portions of the blade tend to advance thru the air at

different velocities : distinguish from uniform pitch

.

uniform pitch, the pitch of an aerial propeller the angle

of whose blade*surface varies from hub to tip in such a

manner that all portions of the blade tend to advance thru

the air with uniform velocity : distinguisht from straight

pitch .
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pitch-angle 'pitS^ijgal n . the angle of pitch, as of the

blades of an aerial propeller.

pitching 'p i tS I13 n • the forward downward plunging of an
airship; the alternate rising and falling of bow and stern;

plunging lengthwise : distinguisht from rolling.

pit-gage 'p it,gsed3 n. [also spelt piUgauge] a raimgagc ar-

ranged in a pit or saucerdike cavity in the ground,

plane pi.een n.

1. a surface or superficies such that every straight line

joining any two points in it lies wholly in it; a surface

whose intersection with any other like surface is a straight

line; often, a horizontal plane; a level.

2. [also, sometimes, spelt
’

plane] a material surface ap-

proximately of this nature; also, a thin flat structure pre-

senting such surface or surfaces to the air; a plane aero-

foil; an aeroplane.

articulated plane, a sustaining^plane in a flying^machine

articulated or jointed in such a manner as to make possible

the reduction or increase of the supporting^area according
to the speed of the machine.

falling plane, an aeroplane or aerofoil which is falling

freely thru the air or other fluid, as in aerodynamic ex-

perimentation.

following plane, a plane or aerofoil which follows, or is

attacht at the rear of the other planes or parts of a kite or

flying^machine
;
one of the hinder supporting^planes among

several which are placed tandem, compare leading plane.

horizontal plane, an aeroplane or aerofoil which is in a

horizontal position in the air or other fluid, as in aerody-

namic , experiments : distinguisht from inclined aeroplane,

leading plane, a plane or aerofoil which leads.

main plane, see mainzplane.

normal plane, a plane or aeroplane whose surface is

normal, or at right angles to, the line of the direction of

its translatory motion thru the air.

oblique plane, a plane or aeroplane whose surface is

oblique or inclined to the line of the direction of its tjans-

latory motion thru the air; a slanting plane or aeroplane.

superposed plane, an aeroplane or aerofoil which is placed

above another, as the upper of the two planes of a biplane

flying^machine or kite; one of a series of such planes.

trochoidal plane, a plane the center of which moves in a

circular path at a uniform speed while the plane is

kept normal to the surface of a trochoidal wave the period

of which is equal to the time occupied by the center of the

plane in making one revolution.
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3. [also spelt ’plane] a flying*machine whose sustaining*

structures are planes or aeroplanes; an aeroplane flyer; an
aeroplane.

plane pzxen adj. such that every straight line joining any
two points in it lies wholly in it; flat; level,

plane pixen intr. drive an aeroplane flying*machine
;
move

in a flyer : as, he *planed gently downward to earth,

plane-dropper 'pixen/iropoe n. a device invented by S. P.

Langley of Washington, D. C., for studying the aeroplane
when allowd to drop or fall under the influence of gravity

against the aerodynamic resistance encounterd in its flight,

plane-spar 'pjxen^pax n. one of the spars, sticks, or

poles forming the framework of an aeroplane supporting*

surface; the front or rear longitudinal beam of a main
plane of an aeroplane flyer,

planetary 'ptaenijtez:! adj. of the planet or earth

planetary circulation, see under circulation,

planetary wind, see under wind.

plan-form 'ptsen^o^m n. a form of plan
;
the plan or shape

(of a wing or other aerofoil) as projected on a horizontal

or vertical plane.

planophore 'p£aen9,foz n. [also spelt planofore] a flying*

model produced by A. Penaud in 1871.

plan-view 'ptaen/viou n. the view or aspect of the plan of

an aerofoil.

pluma 'pixu-mo n. [ploral plumae, plumas ] a contour*fether

of a bird
; a penna.

plumage 'pL0u-mid3 n. the fethers of a bird, collectivly; the

natural covering of a bird
;
the ptilosis.

plunge pi.And3 intr. throw or hurl itself downward thru the

air; dive hedforemost; fall or sink hedfirst in a rapid or

erratic manner : as, to' soar and *plunge.

pluviograph. 'pzxu-vi,gza:f n. [also spelt pluviograf] an in-

strument for recording rainfall,

pneumatics nju'msetiks n. the science of air and other

gases.

pneumotide 'njum^taid n. (fanciful) the tide or swelling

current of the air; the flood of the airy ocean,

pocky 'p0ki adj. having pocks or pock*marks, as mammato*
cumulus cloud.

pogonip 'p0(p-niP n. a frozen fog which forms in cold air

of the high mountain*valleys of Colorado, Idaho, and Ne-
vada, and which, if inhaled, is apt to cause pulmonary
trouble.

pogonium po'goo-ni-om n. the vane or web of a bird’s fether

on either side of the shaft; the vexillum.
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point point n. precise limit or degree.

point-to-point 'point-ta^oint adj. extending from one

point or city to another : as, a *point-to-point t£ip.

poise peiz n.

1. equality of weight; a balanced or hovering condition;

equilibrium, balance, equipoise.

2. one of the poisers of a dipterous insect; a balancer; a

halter.

poise poiz v.

1. tr. hold or maintain in equilibrium; keep balanced.

2. intr. be balanced or held in equilibrium; be kept bal-

anced; remain stedy.

poise-point 'poiz^oint n. the point at which the whip-line

of a kite is attacht to the bridle, and at which the kite is

thus poised.

poiser 'poi-zoe n. one of a pair of slender processes with
clubd ends placed near the insertion of the wings in a

dipterous insect or a male coccid, supposed to aid in pois-

ing, balancing, or equilibrating the insect; a halter, a bal-

ancer.

poising 'poi-ziq n. balancing, hovering.

polar 'poo-loz adj.

polar band, a band or strip of cloud extending over the

sky from a point on the horizon to the opposit point; a

Noah’s Ark.
polar cap of cold air, the cap or mass of cold air which

covers the north or south polar region of the earth, flow-

ing toward the equator into the westerly planetary cur-

rents.

pole pool n.

1. either one of two points on the surface of the earth or

other sferical body or the like which are equidistant from
the equator, or are otherwise establisht as centers, termini,

or points having certain prominent characteristics of posi-

tion, influence, or function: as, the north *pole; the mag-
netic *pole; the galactic *pole.

magnetic pole, one of the two points on the earth’s sur-

face where the magnetic dipping-needle stands vertical

;

the pole of verticity.

pole of cold, the pole or point in the polar regions of the

earth where, at any given season, the wether is coldest; the

cold pole.

pole of snow, the pole or point in the polar regions of

the earth having the most, or the longest-lasting snow.
2. either of the extremities (upper or lower) of the ver-

tical axis of the sfere or gasbag of a sferoidal balloon.
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pole-star 'p3°i/Sta:z n. the star alfa in Ursae Minoris, at

present about i 1-4 degrees distant from the northern pole

of the hevens; the North Star; the Polar Star; Polaris,

polyplane 'peli^zen n. a multiplane.

pongee ,p0n'd3ii, (assumptivly) 'peri^i a s0ft unbleacht
Chinese silk made from the cocoons of a wild silk-worm,
Bombyx pernyi or fantoni, which feeds on oak-leaves, some-
times used in making balloon-envelops or gasbags; Chefoo
silk.

pontoon ^on'toun n. a floating structure of light framework
such as one of the flat-bottomd boats used to support a

dirigible upon a water-surface, or one of the hollow floats

attacht to the lower part of a flying-machine to keep it

afloat in case it falls into or alights upon the water,

port po:zt adj. on that side of an aircraft which is on the

left as one faces the bow; larboard: the opposit of star-

board.

potential-gradient po'ten$ol,geee-di-3nt n. the gradient ot

electric potential; the rate of change in the electric po-

tential of the air.

powder-down 'pau-doz,daun n. the powdery down or fluffy,

dusty, or scurfy exfoliation due to the presence of certain

down-fethers or plumulae in some birds, as the heron

;

pulviplume.

power 'pmi-oe n. the capacity (of a balloon) to rise
;
ability

to ascend or mount; lifting-capacity
;
ascensiv power,

power-gas 'pcm-^/gses n. gas used for power, as that used
in an internal-combustion engin.

power-plant 'pcm-oz^pi.arnt n. a plant or apparatus which
furnishes power; the engin or motor of an airship,

power-vessel 'pcm-o^vesol n. the vessel or car in which the

power-plant of an airship is located,

precess ,p3i'§es intr. move forward
;
advance : as, vortices

which *precess downward.
precipitation psi,sipi'tee-$9n n. condensation and deposi-

tion of moisture from the state of vapor, as in the for-

mation of dew, rain, or snow by cooling; also, that which
is so deposited, as rain, snow, or hail,

presentation ^rsizen'tee-Son n. the process, state, condi-

tion, or mode of being presented to view; exhibition; ap-

pearance, aspect : as, the shape of an aerofoil's face in

^presentation.

diagonal presentation

,

the presentation of an aeroplane

in a diagonal or oblique manner, as in aerodynamic experi-

mentation; oblique presentation.

square presentation

,

the presentation of an aeroplane in
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in a square manner, as in aerodynamic experimentation;
full-on presentation of a square plane,

pressure 'pseSoz n.

1. posh or thrust, as of the gas inside of a balloon, or

of the air upon an aeroplane, airship, or other object.

center of pressure, see under center.

forced pressure, an increast pressure or density which is

forced upon the air or other fluid adjacent to an aerofoil

dr other surface which is acting upon it. compare forced
vacuum, under vacuum.

negativ pressure, pressure in a negativ sense or di-

rection, as that produced by rarefaction of the air in front

of a revolving propeller; suction.

tangential pressure, pressure in a direction tangential to

the surface of an aerocurv or curvd aerofoil; posh or

thrust upon a curvd sustaining^surface in the direction of

a tangent to the curv of that surface parallel to the line

of the direction of the impinging aincurrent or to the di-

rection of flight.

vapor pressure, see vapor-pressure.

2. the elastic pressure of the atmosfere; atmosfenc pres-

sure; barometric pressure.

belt of high pressure, a belt or long narrow region of

high barometric pressure, as between two areas of high

pressure, or as the belt nearly encircling the earth near the

Tropic of Capricorn.

equatorial belt of low pressure, a belt or long narrow
tract nearly encircling the earth in the equatorial region

and characterized by low barometric pressure due to the

northeast and southeast tradewinds and the deflecting force

resulting from the rotation of the earth.

high pressure, unusually high pressure of the air as indi-

cated by a barometer; atmosfenc pressure which. is greater

than the normal.

high-pressure area, an area or region of the earth’s

surface over which the barometric pressure is high.

low pressure, unusually low pressure of the air as indi-

cated by a barometer; atmosfenc pressure which is less

than the normal.

pressure-anemometer 'pseSoe-sen^momi-tos n. an anemom-
eter for mesuring the pressure of the wind,

pressure-gradient 'pse$oz,geee-di-ont n. the gradient of

pressure, as of the atmosfere; the rate at which the ain
pressure changes in value.

pressure-height 'psefe^hait n. the atmosfenc pressure in
terms of the height of a vertical column of fluid of uni-
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form density equal to that of the air at the point where the

pressure is mesured ; the height of a homogeneous atmos-
fere.

pressure-plate 'p^So^pixet n. a plate used in ascertain-

ing the pressure of the wind.

pressure-reaction 'pseS^-zi/SekJon n. the reaction of a

moving aeroplane to the pressure of the atmosfere acting

against it.

pressure-region 'pseSoz^ii-dgon n. a region of air-pressure,

as against the under or the upper surface of a moving aero-

foil.

pressure-value 'pse$9£,v3elio n. the value or numerical
amount of the pressure of a fluid, as air upon an aerofoil.

primaried 'psai-mo-eid adj. furnisht with primaries or pri-

mary fethers : as, nine-*primaried.

primary 'psai-mo-zi n. one of the wing-fethers seated upon
the manus or hand of a bird.

prob pseb n.

old prob

,

the chief of the wether-bureau
;

the wether-

profet.

projector pso'dsektoz n. an apparatus for projecting or

throwing a beam of light, often consisting essentially of a

parabolic mirror.

pronation pso'nee-$on n. the act or result of pronating; the

prone position of the forearm in which the bones of ,he

forearm are more or less crest and the palm of the hand
turnd downward : the epposit of supination.

propellant pso'psfont n. an agent or force that propels; a

propelling-agent.

propeller pso'pstez n. any device for propelling, driving for-

ward, or imparting tjanslatory motion; a contrivance such

as an oar, a paddle-wheel, or especially a screw, actuated

by a motor and used for the propulsion of an airship; a

screw propeller.

collapsible propeller, a propeller so made as to be capable

of being collapst or folded up.

curved propeller, a propeller the cress-section of whose
blades, in a plane passing thru the shaft, is curvd; a pro-

peller the surface of the rotation of whose blades is curvd.

dihedral propeller, a propeller whose blades form a di-

hedral angle with each other.

fan propeller, same meaning as fanupropeller.

flexible propeller, a propeller which is made of flexible

material mounted on a frame; a nen-rigid propeller; a col-

lapsible propeller.
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multibladed propeller, a propeller having several or many
blades.

non-rigid propeller, an aerial propeller which is not

rigid; a flexible propeller.

plural propellers, propellers which are placed several

upon one given flying-machine; propellers two or more of

which are placed upon a single machine; multiple pro-

pellers.

rear propeller, a propeller which is placed in the rear or

hind part of an aircraft, compare tractor propeller.

screw propeller, a propeller in the form of a screw or

system of blades arranged spirally around a central hub at-

tacht to a rotating shaft and made to rotate by power.

single propeller, a propeller which is single or the only

one upon a given flying-machine. compare plural pro-

pellers.

straight propeller, a propeller the cross-section of whose
blades, in a plane passing thru the shaft, is straight; a pro-

peller the surface of the rotation of whose blades is a plane

normal to the shaft.

tractor propeller, a propeller which is placed in the front

or fore part of an aircraft, thus acting as a tractor draw-
ing the machine forward; a tractor screw; a front pro-

peller.

propeller-blade pso'pel9z,bleed n. one of the blades or

vanes of a propeller.

propeller-diameter pso'pete-da^semi-taz n. the diameter
of a propeller.

propeller-efficiency p-so'pel3e-i,fi$3n-si n. the efficiency

or effectual power of an aerial propeller.

propeller-hub pso'pela^hAb n. the hub or central block-like

part of a propeller, from which the blades radiate and by
which it is fastend to the shaft.

propeller-reaction pso'peloz-d^ekSon the reaction of the

revolving (single or unneut^alized) propeller of an air-craft

against the air on which it acts, to which is due the ten-

dency of the craft to revelv in the epposit direction.

propeller-shaft p3o'pel9z,$a:ft n. the rigid shaft which
carries the propeller of an airship.

propeller-speed pso'pete^spiid n. the rotational speed or

velocity of an aerial propeller.

propeller-thrust pso'pel3e,0sASt n. the thrust or posh of a
propeller against the air.

propeller-travel pso'pela^tsaeval n. the tjavel or tjansla-

tory motion of a propeller thru the air.
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propeller-wheel pso'p&teZ/Uml n . an aerial propeller or

screw; a screw propeller.

propelling-agent pso'peliQ^e-dgsnt n. an agent for pro-

pelling; an agency for effecting the propulsion, or the for-

ward tganslatory motion, of an airship; a propellant,

propelling-apparatus pso'peliq-aep^ee-tos n. an appa-

ratus or contrivance for propelling or driving forward an
airship.

propelling-device pso'pdiQ-di/vais n. a device for pro-

pelling an aircraft; a propelling^apparatus.

propelling-effect p^o'pslirj-iT8^ n - the effect of propel-

ling; the fact of propulsion.

propelling-force psa'pelni/fo^s n. a force effectiv in pro-

pelling; a force used in airship^propulsion.

propelling-machinery pso'pehq-mo^ii-no-ei n. machinery
used in propelling; propulsiv apparatus,

propelling-screw pso'pelitbsksuu n. the screw which pro-

pels an airship; a screw propeller,

propelling-surface pso'peliibsnzfis n. a surface or thin

structure used in propelling; a propellant aerofoil, such as

the wing of a bird.

propelling-wing pso'pelirj/Wii] n. a wing which propels, a

wing considerd as a propelling^organ.

propulsor pso'pAlsoz n . anything which propels, drives for-

ward, or imparts tjanslatory motion; a propulsiv apparatus;

a propeller.

propulsion p3o'pAl$on n. the act of propelling or driving

forward; impulse given.

prow psau n. the fore or front part of an airship; the bow.
pseudoneuroptera ^gudo-njo'eopto-eo n. pL an order of

neurepterous insects comprizing the dragon-flies, Mayflies,
and others, having incomplete metamorfosis, four mem-
branous wings, and mandibulate mouth^parts.

psychrometer ^ai'ksomi-toz n. an instrument consisting

of a wet^bulb thermometer and a dry^bulb thermometer, for

mesuring the pressure of the watenwapor in the air, or the

relativ humidity.

aspirator psychrometer, a psychrometer fitted with an
aspirator; an aspiration psychrometer.

pterodactyl ,tez3'daektil n. an extinct reptil of the genus
Pterodactylus or order Pterosauria; a pterosaurian

;
an er~

mthosaurian
;
a flying^dragon

;
a pterodactylian.

pterophore 'tez2,foz n. [also spelt pterofore] a flyer pro-

posed by Paucton in 1768, consisting of two aerial screws,

one to sustain and the other to propel, attacht to a light

chair.
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pterygoid 'tezi,goid adj. winglike; wing^shaped
;
resembling

that of a wing; as of something provided with wings or

sustaining^surfaces
;

similar to that of a winged thing,

compare apteroid.

pterygoid aspect

,

see under aspect.

pteryla 'tezi-lo n. [ploral pterylae] a fetherd t£act or space

en the skin of a bird; a fether?tjact : distinguisht from ap-

terium.

pterylae 't£zi,li n. pi. see pteryla.

puff pAf n. a sharp forcible blast of sudden emission, as of

air, wind, or smoke; a whiff of air.

puffy 'pAfi adj. coming in puffs; gusty,

pull pol n. drawing^power or action; a hauling; a tug.

pulling-power 'pulir^pau-oa power or capacity to poll;

tjactil power.
pulviplume 'pAlvi,pz.oum n. powder^down.
purga 'pu:z-go n. a cold wind in Siberia and Labrador

in which fine snow or snow^sand is often whirld about. It

is similar to the burga of Alaska,

pygostyle 'pui-go,stail n. the large bone at the end of a

bird’s tail; the plowshare bone; the vomer,
pylon 'paiylon, 'pai-lon n. the framework for raising and

dropping the weight sometimes used for starting an aero-

plane; a starting^derrick
; a catapult; also, a similar up-

right tapering wooden framework used as a signaLtower or

marking^post for the guidance of aviators on a flying?field.

pyrlieliometer ,pB:z-hili'omi-tor n. an instrument devised

by Pouillet for mesuring the intensity of the heat of the

sun; a pyroheliometer.

quadrant 'kwodront n. an instrument consisting primarily

of a graduated quarter circle, used for taking altitudes of

hevenly bodies; especially, the reflecting quadrant invented
in 1730 or earlier, used by navigators for taking the alti-

tude of the sun, but now largely superceded by the sextant,

quadruplane 'kwodro,pz.8en n. an aeroplane flying?machine
having four main^planes

;
a multiplane having four sustain-

ing^surfaces.

qualm kwa:m n. a (sudden) feeling or fit of faintness, ill-

ness, or sickness, as a touch of seasickness or nausea,

qualmish 'kwa:-mi$ adj. of the nature of a qualm,
quarter 'kwci-tor intr. fly with the wind on the quarter, or

45 degrees abaft the beam : as, to ^quarter into the wind,
quasi-aerial ,kwee-saLe'i:-sLal adj. seemingly or nearly.
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but net strictly, aerial; aerial in certain respects: as,

*quasi?aerial locomotion.

quill kuuil n. the tube or barrel of a bird’s fether, the part

whose base is attacht to the skin; sometimes, also, the tube

and shaft, taken together; and, further, the whole fether;

a quilMether.

bastard quills, the quills growing upon the bastard wing,

the winglet, or thum of a bird; the quills of the alula; the

spuriae.

quill-covert 'ku)il,kAvozt n . one of the fathers immediately
covering the bases of the quilkfethers or quills of the

wings of a bird; a wing^covert or a tail^covert; a tectgix.

quill-featlier 'kun^fedoe n. [also spelt quilbfether] one of

the large flight^fethers or remiges of a bird’s wing, or,

sometimes, of the tail, provided with a quill or hollow tube

at the base; a quill.

rachis 'eee-kis n. [also spelt rhachis\ the stem, shaft, or

scape of a bird’s fether, as distinguisht from the vexilla.

vanes, or webs; in quillTethers, the upper opaque part of

the stem which bears the vexilla or vanes, as distinguisht

from the calamus or quill.

racing-aeroplane 'zee-siq,ee-oz3-piLCen n. same meaning
as racingzplane.

racing-machine 'eee-siq-niD^iin n. an aeroplane or other

air^machine used for racing; a speed machine; a racer.

racing-plane 'zee-sii^pixen n. an aeroplane flying^machine

designed for racing or speed; a racing^machine of the aero-

plane type.

radiation ^edi'ee-fen n. the act of radiating; the state of

being radiated; the amount of heaterays or other form of

radiant energy shot forth from a given source.

atmospheric radiation, the thermal radiation from the

earth’s atmosfere; the radiant dissipation of heat from the

atmosfere.

solar radiation, the radiation of the sun as mesured by

the heat the earth receivs from it.

coefficient of radiation, the constant numerical mesure
of radiation ;

the unit of radiating^power, as of a given

portion of the earth’s atmosfere, or of a given quality

of air.

radiation-fog ^edi'ee-Son^fog n. fog caused by radiation of

heat on low grounds.

radiation-thermometer ^edi'eeT^nTtez^memi-ta? n. a
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mercurial thermemeter enclosed in a glass vacuum-tube,
used for mesuring solar radiation,

radiation-weather ^edi'ee-Son/wedoz n. wether due to, or

controlled largely by, radiation of heat from the ground; the

wether characteristic of an area of high atmosferic pres-

sure, clear sky, and light winds, varying with the thermal
radiations from the earth.

radiometer ,zedi'omi-t9z n. an instrument consisting of a

frame supporting mica-vanes which are free to revelv in

a vacuum, used for mesuring or demonstrating the effects

of radiant energy, as light or heat,

radius 'zee-di-os n. [plural radii] one of the processes on
each side of the upper border of a bird’s fether; a barbule,

aerodromic radius

,

the distance in a straight line from
the mass-center of an aerodone to the aerodromic wing-
center.

aerodynamic radius

,

the distance in a straight line from
the mass-center of an aerodone to the aerodynamic wing-
center,

raft za:ft n.

aerial raft, a flat structure capable of floating in the air;

an aeroplane.

rail zeel n. see startingirail and launchingsail.

rain zeen n. water in the form of drops resulting from the

condensation and aggregation of vapor, falling thru the

lower regions of the air or atmosfere; also, the descent or

fall of water in this form; and, further, a shower, period,

or season characterized by the fall of water in this form.

belt of rains, the belt or long narrow equatorial region

between the tjadewinds, nearly encircling the earth, char-

acterized by frequent rains thruout the year; the equatorial

rain-belt.

black rain, rain or rainwater which is somewhat black,

or which leavs a black residue owing to the presence of

black fungi, black soil, or soot carried down from the at-

mosfere.

coast rain, one of the rains characteristic of the coast

or costal regions of a continent or island, usually due to

winds blowing off the sea toward the land.

convective rain, rain which is due to the cooling of air by
expansion when forced upward by convection-currents.

cyclonic rain, rain whch is due to the cooling of air by
expansion when forced upward by cyclonic circulation.

dynamic theory of the formation of rain, the theory of

Espy and others that rain, snow, etc., is caused by thermo-
dynamic processes.
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monsoon rain

,

a rain accompanying or due to a monsoon
wind.
luminous rain, rain characterized by luminous electric

discharges or sparks between the drops or between the

drops and the ground.
orographic rain, rain which is due to the cooling of air

by expansion when deflected upward by hills or mountains.
yellow rain, rain due to the pollen of fir?tjees, etc., be-

• mg raised by the wind and afterwards precipitated ;
sul-

fur^rain.

rain-area 'zzzn,z:~zi-a n.

1. an area or region of the earth over which rain is

falling or has fallen, as one of those shown on a wethers
map.

2. the area or region of an extensiv cyclone in which the

maximum rainfall occurs, as one of the southerly quadrants,

in the northern hemisfere, or a northerly quadrant in the

southerly hemisfere.
3. the area or tract of a storm^area where rain is falling,

as distinguish from the area where snow is falling.

rainball 'zeen,bc:l n. (in England) one of the festoons of

mammatoscumulus or pocky cloud, considerd as being a

sign of rain.

rainband 'zeen,b3end n. a dark band in the solar spectrum
due to absorption of light by the watersvapor in the at-

mosfere, studied by means of a spectroscope in forecasting

wether.

rain-bearing 'zeen,be:-zir) adj. having, producing, or bring-

ing rain : said of winds.

rain-belt 'zeen^elt n. a belt or elongated region where rain

is relativly frequent; a tract where the rainfall is greater

than in surrounding relativly arid tracts.

equatorial rainzbelt, the rain^belt which girdles the earth

in the equatorial region and is containd by the somewhat
wider zone known as the equatorial cloud^belt.

rain-bird 'zeen^mzd n. a bird, as the rain^crow, which is

supposed to indicate rain by its noisy or uneasy actions,

compare stormzbird.

rainbow 'zeen,boo n. a bow or arch exhibiting the colors of

the solar spectrum in concentric bands, formd in the sky

opposit the sun, by the reflection, double refraction, and
dispersion of the sun’s rays in falling rain^drops; also, a

similar arch in the spray of cataracts, breakers, and the

like.

moonlight rainbow, a dun rainbow occurring by moon-
light.
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spurious rainbow, a relativly faint bow seen close inside

the violet of the primary bow of a finely developt rainbow,

or outside the violet of the secondary bow; a supernu-

merary rainbow.
supernumerary rainbow, same meaning as spurious rain-

’ bow.
rain-chart 'zeen,tSa:zt n. a chart or map showing the distri-

bution of the rainfall over a certain area; a rain-map.

rain-cloud 'zeen,ki.aod n . a cloud from which rain falls;

nimbus; cumulo-nimbus or stgato-nimbus
;

also, sometimes,

fracto-cumulus, and, further, scud,

rain-crow 'zeen,ksoo n. a tree-cuckoo often heard in lower-

ing wether, and supposed to foretell rain,

rainfall 'zeen,fc:l n.

1. a fall or shower of rain.

2. the quantity of rain (or rain, snow, etc.,) which falls

in a certain time in a given area, mesured by its average
depth (or the depth of its equivalent in the form of water),

in inches or otherwise.

rainfall-chart 'zeen-fc:l,tSa:zt n. an isohyetal chart,

rain-gage 'zeen,geed3 n. [also spelt rain-gauge] an instru-

ment for collecting and mesuring the amount of rainfall at

a given place; a pluviometer.

rain-maker 'zeen,mee-k9z n. one who pretends to cause rain

by some fysical process, as by the explosion of dynamite,
rain-map 'zeen,m3ep n. same meaning as rain-chart.

rain-proof 'zeen,p:suuf adj. proof against rain; rain-tight;

waterproof in a shower.

rain-storm 'zeen,sterm n. a storm of rain; a rain,

rain-streak 'zeen,st£iik n. a streak or tail-like mass seen in

connection with cumulus cloud, due to rain falling slowly

and drifting behind in the lower wind, compare tailed cir-

rus under cirrus.

rain-tight 'zeen,tait adj. so tight as to exclude rain; rain-

proof.

rain-wind 'zeen,wind n. a wind blowing from the point or

region whence rain is coming, as one blowing from the

ocean, from the earth's equator, or up a mountain-side,
rake zeek v.

1. intr. incline from the perpendicular or the horizontal,

as the mast, stem, or stern of a water-ship.

2. tr. give a rake to; cause to incline or slope.

rake zeek n. inclination or slope away from a perpendicular
or horizontal line : as, the *rake of a ship's mast,

raking 'zee-kiq adj. having a rake or inclination; inclining,

rami 'zee,mai n. pi. see ramus.
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ramus 'zee-mas n. [plural rami'] one of the barbs of the web,
vane, or vexillum of a bird’s fether.

rarefaction ^sezi'faekSan n. the act or process of rarefying
or making rare

;
also, the state of being rarefied or rare

:

opposed to condensation and compression .

rarefaction side, the side or surface of a wing, aeroplane,

propellerTdade, or other aerofoil, which effects the rare-

faction of, or recedes from, the air : the opposit of com-
pression side.

ratite 'zee,tait adj. raft^brested, as a bird; having a flat or
keelless brest^bone or sternum; flat like a raft; having no
keel, as a brestebone.

ratline 'zaet^in n. [also spelt ratlin] one of the horizontal

ropes extending between the shrouds of a ship, or between
ropes hanging vertically below the car of an aircraft, thus
furnishing steps, like the rungs of a ladder, for climbing up
and down.

rattan ,zse't3en n. [also spelt ratan] the stem of the rattans

palm, often split, used somewhat in flying^machine con-

struction.

reaction-jet zi'aekSonnet n. a jet or fluid, as air or steam,

the atmosferic reaction against which has been proposed as

a means of propelling airships.

rearward 'zi:z-wozd adj. situated at or toward the rear;

placed astern; aft.

reascend ,zi-o'send intr. ascend again; mount or go up a

second time.

reascension ,zi-o'sen$on n. another ascension, as of an aero-

plane after landing; the action of ascending again.

rebalance ^zi'bselons intr. balance again; regain equilibrium.

recession zTseJon n. the action of an airship in retiring or

withdrawing into the air, just after a swoop; the upward
sweep which immediately follows the downward rush of a

flyingsanachine.

reckoning 'zeko-mq, 'zekNiq n. (seazterm) the calculation

of the position of a ship from the rate as determind by the

leg and the course as determind by the compass, the place

from which the vessel started being known.
reconnaissance zi'koni-sons n. the act or operation of rec-

onnoitering; preliminary examination or survey.

reconnoissance ,zeko'noi-S9ns n. same meaning as recon-

naissance .

reconnoiter ,zeko'noi-t9z v.

1. tr. examxn; make a preliminary survey of; survey, as

for military purposes.

2. intr. make a survey or inspection preliminary to tak-
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ing some action; examin a position or locality as a pre-

caution.

reconnoitering-balloon ^eko'noi-to-ziq-bo^uun n, a bal-

loon used for military reconneitering.

recording-balloon zTkeiz-diq-ba^uun n. a balloon for

sending meteorolegic recording^instguments to high alti-

tudes to obtain data as to atmosferic conditions,

recording-instrument zi'koiz-dir^instjo-mont n. an instru-

ment for automatically recording temperature, altitude, etc.

record-sbeet 'zekazd^iit n. the sheet of paper on which a

record is made by an instrument such as the meteerograf.

rectrices ^ek'tra^siz n. pi. see rectrix.

rectrix 'zektriks n. [plural rectrices] one of the long large

quilhfethers of a bird’s tail; a rudder; a tail^fether.

reef ziif tr. reduce the extent or surface of (an aerofoil or

supporting?plane) as by taking in, folding up, and secur-

ing, as for speedy flight,

reek ziik n. smoke; vapor; exhalation, fume,
reel ziil intr. turn round and round; whirl; sway from side

to side as if dizzy.

reentrance ,zi'ent£ons n. the reentering angle in the poste-

rior or rear border of a bird’s wing, or the part of the

wing adjacent thereto.

registering-balloon 'zedsistjiij-bo^uun n. a small balloon

to which a registering?mst£ument or recording^apparatus is

attacht; a registjatiomballoon.

registration-balloon ,zed3i'st£ee-S9n-b9,luun n. a small

balloon to which a registering^instgument is attacht
;

a
registering^balloon; an exploring?balloon.

regulating-cone 'zegju-letiq,koon n . a conical opening or

part in a parachute for regulating the escape or passage of

the air thru the parachute.

remex 'zii,meks n. [plural remiges] one of the large stiff

quill^fethers which form most of the spred of a bird’s wing;
a flightefether

; a rower,

remiges 'zemi^iz n. pi. see remex.
rend zend intr. [past participle rent] tear, split, part asun-

der, as a balloomenvelop sometimes does,

rent zent n. an opening made by rending or tearing; a tear,

break, or breach; a crevice or crack: as, a *rent in a bal-

loon.

resilient zi'zili-ont adj. having resilience; apt to resile, start

back, recede, or recoil; tending to spring or bend back; re-

bounding : as, a mobile and ^resilient flightefether.

resistance zi'zistns n. the action of resisting; opposition,

antagonism.
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fluid resistance

,

the resistance offerd by a fluid, as air,

to a body moving in it.

resisting-surface zi'zisir^snzfxs n. a surface which resists

atmosferic pressure.

resonator 'zez9,net3z n. a device which resounds, as that

used on certain Chinese kites, producing an intense

plaintiv sound which can be heard at a great distance.

re-start ,zi'sta:zt intr. start again, as en a flight; set out

once more.
resting-place 'zestii^pzxes n. a place or spet upen which a

balloon or airship rests, er may rest; a landing-place; an
alighting-place.

restraining-rope zTstree-niq,zoop n. a short rope attacht

to a flying-machine and restraining or preventing it from
rising too far, as in the circular testing-railway proposed by

C. Weyher in 1884.

return-trade zTtn:zn,treed n. same meaning as antitrade.

rhachis 'zee-kis n. same meaning as rachis.

rhipiptera ei'pipto-zo n. pi. 3 family of heteromerous cole-

©ptera including the genus Stylops; the rhipidoptera; the

stylopidae.

rhumb-line 'zAm,lain n. [also spelt rum-line'] a line on the

surface of the earth which cuts the meridians at a constant

angle; a loxodrome, or loxodromic line.

rib zib n.

1. one of the curvd cross-pieces in the frame of a kite or

other aerofoil : as, the main *rib of a kite.

2. one of the strips or rods extending between the front

and rear spars of a main-plane or wing in an aeroplane or

other flying-machine and helping to support it and main-
tain its peculiar archt form or outline; a rib-piece, compare
stiffener, wing-bar (sense 2).

3 . a nb-like stripe of cloud, such as a Noah's Ark or

polar band.

ridge zid3 n. the highest part of the roof of a bilding; the

meeting of the upper ends of the rafters.

rift zift n.

1. an opening made by riving or splitting; a fissure, a

cleft : as, a *rift in the clouds.

2. a discontinuity in a fluid caused by a body coursing
swiftly thru it.

right-and-left ,zai-tn'left adj. side-to-side.

rigid 'zid3id adj. characterized by having a rigid or stiff

gasbag frame, as a Zeppelin airship; of airships of this

type : as, a *rigid balloon
; the *rxgid type of dirigible

:

distmguisht from non-rigid and semi-rigid.
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rigidity zi'd3idi-ti n. the quality or condition of being

rigid; stiffness.

rime zaim n. white frest or hoarfrost, especially the thick

hevy frost which forms upon objects from rain or the freez-

ing of mist.

ring zir) n. the concent£ating-ring of a balloon; the concen-

tj;ating-hoop
;
the hoop,

rip zip v.

1. tr. tear or cut open; split.

2. be torn or split open; open or part.

rip-cord 'zip^eizd n. a cord in a balloon or airship, in-

vented by John Wise in 1844, which, when pold by the

aeronaut, will cause the ripping-panel or the gasbag to be

ript or torn open, thus allowing the gas to escape and the

balloon to descend quickly to the ground; the ripping-cord,

ripping-cord 'zipii^koizd n. same meaning as rip-cord.

ripping-panel 'zipii^psenl n. a panel or st£ip of balloons

cloth in the upper part of the gasbag of a balloon which,

by manipulating the ripping-cord, may be suddenly ript or

or rent, so as to allow the inflating-gas to escape and the

balloon to descend; the ripping-st£ip
;
a rip-st£ip.

ripping-strip 'zipig,st£ip n. same meaning as ripping*

panel.

ripple-cloud 'zipal,ki.aod n. a shortdived cloud formd as

if markt by ripples; a waved cloud,

rip-strip 'zip,st£ip n. the ripping?st£ip of a balloon; the

ripping-panel.

rise zaiz intr. [past participle risen

;

preterit rose] move up-

ward; ascend, mount.
rising-angle 'zai-zu^aeqgal n. the angle at which rising is

done; the angle which a rising aeroplane or glider makes
with the direction of flight or with the horizontal; the

angle of inclination of an aerofoil adjusted for rising into

or thru the air : compare gliding*angle.

rising-capacity 'zai-ziq-k9,p3esi-ti n. capacity to rise,

mount, or ascend in or thru the air; rising-power; ascend-
ing-power.

rising-power 'zai-zit^pau-az n. power to rise, mount, or

ascend in or thru the air; rising-capacity
;

ascending?
power.

rising-track 'zeu-ziq,tpek n. the tjack or railway by the aid

of which a flying-machine rises into the air in flight-; a

starting-tjack ; a launching-rail,

rocket 'zokit n. a tube containing explosivs which, when
ignited, propel the tube forward; a sky-rocket. Rockets
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are used in fireworks, warfare, and life-saving, and have
been proposed as a means of propelling balloons,

rocket 'zekit intr. fly swiftly straight up into the air, as a

fesant when flusht; tower.

rocketing 'eeki-tiq n. the action of the verb rocket
;
a fly-

ing rapidly upward as a fesant does when flusht; towering,

rocket-rising 'zokit,zai-ziq adj. rising swiftly in flight like

a sky-rocket, as a flying-machine,

roll zool intr. go down or sink on one side and then on the

other, as an airship; turn, swing, or oscillate from side to

side about a longitudinal axis, compare pitch.

roll-cloud 'eoo^ki.aod n. a roll-shaped, cylindrical, or

spindle-shaped cloud as in cirro-cumulus, stratus, or cu-

mulo-stjatus
;
a cloud resembling a roller or breaker of the

sea.

roller 'zoo-loz n. one of a series of vertex-filaments in a

system of flow which act as rollers between the live fluid

and the ded-water; a vortex roller,

root zuut n. the part of a bird’s wing toward the anatomi-
cal shoulder.

rotation zo'tee-$on n. the act or process of rotating or turn-

ing, as do the parts or particles of a fluid; the action or

state of whirling around.

rotation-anemometer zo'tee-Son-aen^memi-toz n. an ane-

mometer for mesuring the velocity of the wind by means
of the rotation of blades or cups moved by the wind,

rough-winged 'zAf,wujd adj. [also spelt roughzwingd ]

having rough wings; having the outer web of the first pri-

mary retorsely serrulate : as, the common *rough-wingd
swallow.

rower 'zoo-oz n.

1. one of the remiges or flight-fethers of a bird’s wing;
a quill-fether of the wing.

2. a bird that rows with its wings, or practises rowing
flight.

rubbersilk 'zAboz,silk n. a balloon-fabric of rubberized silk

introduced by T. S. Baldwin about 1908, or earlier, used

also in aeroplane-wings,

rudder 'zAdoz n. *

1. a device, usually at the rear or front of an airship, by

means of which the craft is guided or steerd; a steering-

plane; a rudder-plane.

box rudder, a rudder in the form of a box with two
opposit sides or ends wanting; a rudder typically consist-

ing of four planes joining at right angles in lines lying
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in planes parallel to the vertical plane passing thru the

line of the direction of flight.

double rudder, any rudder having two planes or surfaces.

flexible rudder, a rudder which is made flexible or capa-

ble of being bent so as to present curvd surfaces to the

air.

forward rudder, same meaning as front rudder

.

front rudder, a rudder, usually horizontal, located at the

front or fore part of an airship; a forward rudder; an ele-

vating-plane
;
an elevator.

horizontal rudder, a rudder, commonly at the front or

rear of a flying-machine, whose axis of rotation is hori-

zontal and which is used for up-and-down steering and to

effect, or aid in maintaining, longitudinal equilibrium; an
up-and-down rudder; an altitude-rudder; an elevating-

plane; an elevator.

lateral rudder, a rudder, as in the rear of an aeroplane

flying-machine, used to effect, or aid in maintaining, lat-

eral equilibrium; a vertical rudder-plane designed to aid in

balancing a flyer laterally; a right-and-left rudder.

pivoted rudder, a rudder which is pivoted so as to turn

upon an axis, usually horizontal or vertical,.

right-and-left rudder, same meaning as lateral rudder,

vertical rudder, side-to-side rudder.

side-to-side rudder, same meaning as right-and-left rud-

der.

stabilizing rudder, a rudder or rudder-like aerofoil, as at

either wing-tip of an aeroplane flying-machine, used for

stabilizing or stedying the craft; a balancing-plane; an
aileron.

twisting rudder, a flying-machine rudder which is capa-

ble of being tunsted, warpt, or revolvd and flext at the

same time, and thus acting upon the air in every possible

direction, after the manner of the tail of most birds.

up-and-down rudder
,
same meaning as horizontal rudder,

altitude rudder.

vertical rudder, a rudder whose axis of rotation is ver-

tical and which is used for right-and-left steering and to

effect, or aid in maintaining, lateral equilibrium; a right-

and-left rudder; a lateral rudder.

2. a rudder-fether.

rudder-feather 'zAdo^fedoz-

n. [also spelt rudder-fether ]

one of the rectjices or principal fethers of a bird's tail;

a true tail-fether ; a rudder.

rudder-frame 'zAdoz,f^eem n. the frame of the rudder of

an airship.
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rudder-lever 'zAd9z,hi-v9£ n. a lever in an airship, used to

control a rudder.

rudder-plane 'zAdo^pixen n. an aeroplane used in or as a

rudder, as in a Zeppelin airship; a steering^plane.

rudder-rope '^Ado^eoop n. the rope by which the steersman
or aeronaut controls the rudder of an airship,

rudder-tail 'zAdo^teel n. a tail acting as a rudder; an air-

ship^tail designed to function as a rudder; a steering^tail.

rudder-wlieel 'zAdo^wiil n. a wheel by which the rudder of

an airship is contjold; a steering?wheel.

rule eoul n. the expression of a uniformity among fenomena;
a minor law; a formula.

Archibald's rule, the rule .stated by E. D. Archibald as to

the rate of diminution of wind^velocity with altitude.

Broun's rule, the rule stated by J. Allan Broun, in 1845,

as to the direction of the movement of lower cumulus scud,

etc.

Buchan's rule, the rule formulated by A. Buchan, in 1865,

as follows : “Stand with your left hand toward the center of

low barometer and your right hand toward the high, then,

in the northern hemisfere, the wind will be on your
back.”

Espy's rule, the rough rule stated by Espy, about 1834,

that the altitude (in feet), above the observer, of the base of

cumulus cloud is 300 times the depression of the dew-point
(in Fahrenheit degrees) at the locality of the observer.

Galton's anticyclonic rule, see under anticyclonic .

Meldrum's rules, the rules formulated by C. Meldrum for

guidance in hurricanes in the Indian Ocean. These rules

were elaborated by Blanford, in 1888.

Stevenson's rule, a rule or formula stated by Stevenson
as to the velocity of wind, over level land^surfaces in-

creasing with the altitude.

run zAn n. the buttock and tail (taken together) of an aero-

foil or other streamline body; the stern or afterbody of an
airship of streamline form : as, the flow has not time to

close in round the *run : distinguish! from entrance.

runner '^Anoz n. a skid, skate, or the like, attacht under a

flying^macliine so as to allow it to run or slide along upon
the ground in alighting; a landing^skid.

running-gear 'eAnii^gi:^ n the gear or apparatus by

which a flying^machine is run or operated; the underbody
or chassis.

running-rope 'zAmrj^oop n. a fastening^rope, as in an air-

ship or flyer, which, as it is loosend or let go and allowd

to run out, permits the craft to rise.
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sack-cloud 'sae^ktaod n. a cloud from which a sackdike or
bag-like pocket hangs

; a form of mammato?cumulus whose
rounded pendent portions resemble sacks or bags,

safety-bridle 'seef-ti,bzai-di n. a kitedmdle provided with,
or arranged in the form of, a safety?device which comes
into play in case of breakage.
Marvin safetytbridle

,

a form of kite?bridle having two
parts, a lower and an upper bridle, joined by a safety?line.
If the safetydine breaks, the upper bridle comes into play,

safety-buoy 'seef-t^buu-i n. an aerial buoy or float, as a
balloon, attacht to or forming part of an airship and de-
signed to act as a safey?device in case of a tendency to fall,

safety-car 'seef-ti,ka:£ n. a proposed auxiliary car to be
suspended below the principal car or basket of a balloon so
as to admit of cooking and other operations being carried
on in it with safety or without danger of igniting the gas
of the balloon, or so as to serv as a lifeboat, in case of the
craft falling into water.

safety-line 'seef-ti^ain n. a line attacht to the bridle of a
kite, which acts as a safety?device.

safety-stick 'seef-ti,stik n. a ^stick attacht like a bowsprit
to the front of a (Hargrave) flyer to break or ease the
fall of the machine when coming to earth,

safety-valve 'seef-t^vselv n. [also spelt safetyzvalv] a falv
in the gasbag of a balloon, allowing gas to escape, for
safety’s sake; a balloomvalv; an escape?valv.

sag saeg intr. slowly descend, as a kite sometimes does; sink,
droop, settle.

sagging 'saegiq n. the slack of a kite?st£ing; sag.
sail seel v.

1. intr. fly without visible movement of the wings, as a
bird; float thru the air, as a cloud; glide; navigate the air.

2. tr. sail in or thru; navigate: as, to *sail the air.
sailer see-loa n. a bird that habitually sails or practises sail-

ing flight, as the albatross; a sailing or soaring bird.
sailing 'see-lig n. the action or process of one who, or a

thing which sails; moving or floating thru the air ; soar-
ing; gliding.

sailing-balloon 'see-liq-bo^oun n. a balloon fitted with
saildike surfaces for propulsion or steering,

sailing-machine '‘see-liq-mo^iin n. a machine or apparatus
which sails thru the air

; a soaring? or glidmg?machine.
sailing-man 'see-ln^mam w. a man who sails or soars in

the air; a glider.

sail-wagon 'seel/wsegon n. a wagon provided with sails or
vanes; a wind?wagon.
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sail-wheel 'see^wiil n. a wheel or revolving drum contain-
ing sails for supporting and propelling a flying^machine

;

a fan^wheel.

saloon so'loun n

.

the main cabin of an airship,

samara 'saemo-zo n. a dry, indehiscent, usually one-seeded
fruit, as that of the elm, provided with a wing or aerofoil

by which it is wafted thru the air; a key^fruit or key; a
pteridium.

double samara, a samara such as the mapleTruit, having
two wings or aerofoils,

samiel 'see-mi-ol n. the simoom.
sand-bag 'saend,baeg n. a bag used for containing sandsbal-

last
;
a ballast^bag.

sand-ballast 'ssend^selost n. ballast in the form of sand;
sand used as ballast.

sand-column 's3end,kol9m n. a columndike cloud of sand
sometimes formd by a windstorm in the desert,

sand-pillar 's3end,piloz n. a pillar or columndike mass of

sand raised by a whirlwind; a sandspout,

sand-pipe 'saend^aip n. a pipedike or cylindrical sandspout
formd in an upward rotary air^current.

sand-wind 's 3end,wind n. a sanddaden wind, as a simoom,
scale skeel n. a graded series of values or terms; a gradation.

Beaufort scale

,

a scale of estimated wind^velocities repre-

sented by the numbers i to 12, and by a corresponding
series of names, introduced into the British Navy by Ad-
miral Beaufort about 1805.

scale skeel v.

1. intr. skim or glide thru the air.

2. tr. skim or glide in or thru : as, to *scale the air.

scape skeep n. the shaft, stem, or rachis of a fether; a scapus.

scapular 'sksepgu-loz n. one of a bundle of fethers which
spring from the pteryla humeralis, humeral tract, or upper
arm of a bird, at or near the shoulder, and lie along the

side of the back; a shoulder^fether
;
a scapulary.

scapulary 'sksepQu^ezi n. same meaning as scapular.

scareship 'ske:z-,$ip n. (jocular) an airship, real or imagi-
nary, which creates a scare or fright, as by mysterious

flights at night; a scare airship,

scepter 'septoz n.

broken scepter

,

the shadow of a person seen on a fog, as

from a mountaimtop.
school-balloon 'skoul-b3,loun n. a balloon used for school-

ing or teaching novices in balloon^work.

scintillation ,sinti'lee-S9n n . the twinkling, flickering, or

tremulous motion of the light of the larger fixt stars or of
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the edges of the sun, moon, and planets, often including

changes of color when the stars are near the horizon or

when the observer shakes his hed, and due to the irregular

refraction by the warm and cold currents of the atmosfere.

scintillometer ,sintTlomi-t3z n. an instrument devised by

Montigny for mesuring the scintillation of the stars,

scirocco si'zoko n. same meaning as sirocco.

scout skaut intr. observ or explore as a scout; watch the

enemy’s movements.
scout-airship 'skao^erz-Sip n. an airship which is used

for scouting^purposes ;
an aerial scouting^craft.

scouting-craft 'skau-tir^ksarft n. an aircraft used for scout-

ing; a scouting^airship.

scouting-machine 'skao-tirj-mo^iin n. a flying^machine

designed for military scouting or reconnoitering; an aerial

scouting?craft; a scouting^airship.

screw sksuu n. a cylinder of wood, metal, or other material,

having a spiral ridge or thred winding round it, used for

fastening things together or for imparting motion; also, a

rotary, bladed propeller or flyer constructed on the same
principle.

aerial screw, a screw propeller designed for use in the air

;

an airscrew.

doublezbladed screw, a propelling^screw with two blades

or vanes; a double^vaned screw.

doublezvaned screw, same meaning as doubletbladed

screw.

flying screw, see flyingzscrew.

screw propeller, see under propeller.

tractor screw, a screw propeller which is placed in the

front or fore part of an aircraft, thus acting as a tractor

drawing the machine forward; a> tractor propeller; a front

propeller.

screw-blade 'sksuu^leed n. one of the blades or vanes of

an aerial screw, screw propeller, or lifting^screw.

screw-plane 'sksu^pixen n. an aeroplane or aerofoil in

the form of a screw; an airscrew; an aerial screw pro-

peller.

screw-propeller 'sksuu-pso^peloz n. same meaning as

screw propeller, see under propeller.

screw-slip 'sksou^mp n. the slip of a screw propeller; the

drag of an airscrew.

screw-vane 'sksuu,veen n. the vane of an aerial screw; a

screw^blade.

scud skAd n. irregular fragments or patches of cloud torn

from, or floating below, a nimbus or raimcloud ; small de-
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tacht clouds moving rapidly under a mass of storm-cloud;
fracto-nimbus cloud.

scull skAl intr. make movements similar to those of one who
sculls a boat; make strokes with the outer portion of the
wings, turning these parts of the wings at each stroke.

sea-anchor 'si^aepkoz n. a water-anchor attacht to an air-

craft, for use at sea.

sea-bird 'sii,bn:cd n. a bird that lives habitually over or

near the sea; a marine or pelagic web-footed bird; a sea-

fowl. compare land-bird.

seaboard 'sii,bo:zd n. the sea-shore or sea-coast; the coast-

line of the sea or ocean.

sea-breeze 'sii,bziiz n. a breeze blowing from the sea toward
the land ; a diurnal breeze occurring near the sea-coast,

commonly lasting from about io o’clock in the forenoon
till sunset, compare land-breeze.

sea-dust 'sii/iAst n. dust, usually of brick-red color, borne
from deserts far out to sea where it appears as red fog or

sirocco-dust, or in blood-rain.

sea-edge 'si^edj n. the edge of the open sea or ocean next
to the ice-field; the boundary-line between the open and
the frozen arctic sea.

sea-horizon 'sii-ho^ai-zon n. the horizon or circle which
bounds the view of the observer at sea; the sensible or

visible horizon of one who is upon the open ocean.

sea-gull 'sii,gAl n. any bird of the subfamily Larinae most
of which fly over the sea and inland waters; also, one of

certain of the larger terns; a gull.

sea-horse 'sii,h0 :es n.

flying sea-horse, one of a family of fishes, the Pegasi-

dae, typified by the genus Pegasus.

seam siim n. one of the lines joining the sewd or stitcht

edges of the silk or other gores of the envelop of the gasbag
of a balloon; the line of union between two contiguous

gores.

sea-plane 'si^pteen n. the plane or level constituting the

surface of the sea; the two-dimensional surface of the ocean
or sea.

searchlight 'si3:zt$,lait n. a powerful light or lamp with a

parabolic reflector or lens used, as on an airship, for

searching out or illuminating distant objects.

seasickness 'si^sikNis n. the state or condition of being
seasick; nausea.

seat-back 'siit,bsek n. the movable back of the seat or chair

occupied by the driver, as in a Curtiss aeroplane, by which
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the lateral motions of the driver’s body are communicated
to the balancing-planes. compare body-cradle and shoulder

-

yoke.

secondary 'sekon/Ieei n. a secondary remex or flight-fether

of a bird’s wing; one of the large quill-fethers of a bird’s

wing which are seated upon the forearm, between the pri-

maries and tertiaries.

section 'sek$on n. a cutting or division
;
a representation,

as of an aerofoil or airship as it would appear if cut by
an intersecting plane : as, a longitudinal *section, a trans-

verse ^section.

fish section, a section, as of a streamline body, which
resembles the longitudinal section of a fish, being blunt

at one end and tapering at the other end.

sectional 'sek$o-nl adj. characterized by the presence of

sections, divisions, or compartments : as, the ^sectional con-

struction of a Zeppelin airship,

self-raising ,self'eee-zir) adj. capable of raising or lifting

itself into the air : as, a *self-raising, self-sustaining, and
self-propelling flying-machine.

self-register ,self'eed3i-st9z n. an automatic register or

self-registering device, as for an anemometer,

self-registering ,self'eed3i-strii] adj. registering automat-
ical^; self-recording: as, *self-registermg instruments; a

*self-registering balloon.

self-righting ^elf'eai-tirj adj. capable of righting itself, as

a gliding-machine, when capsized or disturbed in its mo-
tion or balance.

self-sustained ,self-so'steend adj. [also spelt self-sustaind ]

sustaind or held up in the air by its own power or move-
ment, altho hevier than air, as an aeroplane flying-machine,

self-sustaining ,self-so'stee-nir) adj. capable of sustaining

or holding itself up in the air, as a flying-machine,

semirigid ,semi'zid3id adj. [also spelt semi-rigid] partly

rigid : said of balloons, airships, or gas-vessels which are

neither wholly rigid nor wholly non-rigid,

sennit 'senit n. [also spelt sennet'] flat braided cordage, some-
times used as belting for transmitting power from the motor
to the propeller in airships,

settle 'setl intr. descend gradually
;
sink.

sextant 'sekstnt n. an instrument consisting of a graduated
arc of a sixth part of a circle, used for mesurmg the angu-
lar distance of two stars or other distant objects in the

sky, or the altitude of a star above the horizon.
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shaft $a:ft n.

1. the main stem or stock of a bird’s fether including
both the calamus and rachis; the scape.

2. an axle, commonly an elongated cylinder or bar in

shape, as that connecting the motor of an airship with the

propeller; also, any bar revolvd by power and communi-
cating its motion to various working-parts or separate ma-
chines, as by drums and belts, or by cogwheels.

sharpshooter 'Saxp^ou-toe n. one skild in shooting with
firearms, especially with the rifle; a skirmisher.

shear $i \z n. a deflection or deviation from the normal path;

movement to one side.

shelter-belt '$elt9z,belt n. a forest maintaind as a protec-

tion against wind or snow; a shelter-wood; a wind-mantle,

compare wind-break.

ship $ip n. an aerial vessel; an airship; a dirigible balloon.

shock-absorber 'Sok-ob^oie-boz n. a device for absorbing
or dedenmg the shock or concussion experienced by an air-

ship when it lands or comes into contact with any obsta-

cle; a buffer.

shooting-star 'Juu-tii^staiz n. same meaning as falling-

star.

short-winged '$o:et,wii]d adj. [also spelt short-wingd] hav-

ing wings that are short; furnisht with short wings.

shoulder 'Sool-doe n. the part of an aerofoil or streamline

body just behind the hed; the hinder portion of the en-

trance of a streamline body.

shoulder-feather 'Sool-do^fedoe n. same meaning as

scapular.

shoulder-fork '§Do3-d9e,fo:ek n. the fork or yoke-like part

of the movable seat-back, as of a Curtiss aeroplane, em-
bracing the operator’s shoulders

;
the shoulder-yoke : as,

*shoulder-fork control.

shoulder-yoke '$ool-doz,jook n. the yoke or fork-like part

of the movable seat-back, as of a Curtiss aeroplane, em-
bracing the operator’s shoulders; the shoulder-fork.

shoulder-link '§ool-d9e,hijk n. the shoulder-joint of a bird,

in the region of mhich the tertiary fethers are attacht.

shower-cloud '§au-9e,ki.aod n. a cumulo-nimbus cloud from
whose base a shower of rain, hail, or sleet generally falls;

a thunder-cloud

side-plane 'said,pi.een n. a plane placed at either side, or

near the lateral extremities, of a flying-machine, as for

stability.

side-pocket 'said,pokit n. a wind-pocket or windbag on the

side of a Japanese kite, for aiding stability.
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side-rope 'said,zoop n. one of two ropes attacht one to each

side of a kite, manipulated from the ground so as to re-

strain the side oscillations of the kite,

side-string 'said,st£ii] n. one of the strings at the side of a

kite, attacht to the outer ends of the frame-sticks,

side-to-side 'said-to,said adj.

1. from one side to the other; from right to left, or vice

versa; lateral: as, *side-to-side motion: distmguisht from
up-and-down.

2. related to, or controlling the side-to-side movements
of an aircraft; having to do with horizontal steering;

right-and-left : as, a *side-to-side rudder : distinguish from
up-and-down.

side-van 'said/vsen n. a van, vane, or wing located at one
side of an airship; a side-vane; a side-plane; a side-wing,

side-wind 'said/wind n. a wind blowing laterally or toward
the side; a wind or air-current coming from the side; also,

at sea, a beam-wind.
side-wing 'said/wirj - n. a wing or aeroplane located on one

side of a flying-machine; a lateral wTing; a side-plane,

signal 'signl n. a sign or indication
;
some conventional ob-

ject, as a flag, a sound, or a light, displayd so as to com-
municate information regarding wether-conditions, etc.: as,

a hot-wind signal.

ball signal, same meaning as staff-and-ball signal,

bomb signal, a colord-light wether-signal made by means
of an explosiv bom thrown to a great height.

cautionary signal, specifically, one of the wind-signals
formerly (1871-91) used by the United States government
in place of the present storm-warnings.

drum-and-cone signal, a wind-signal consisting of a pen-
dent drum or short vertical cylinder and a cone, displayd in

different combinations at European and Colonial stations.

information signal, a triangular red-flag signal formerly
used by the United State government (in place of the pres-

ent storm-warnings) to notify seamen of the advisability of

applying for information as to probable storms.

staff-and-ball signal, a wether-signal consisting of three

balls arranged vertically above one another upon a staff in
different combinations.

signal-corps 'signl,ko:z n. a corps of the United States

army charged with signal-work such as telegrafing; an
army-corps concernd with signal-servis.

signal-flag 'signl,fz.aeg n. a flag used as a signal or sign,

as by the Wether-Bureau; one of a set of flags of different
colors, shapes, and markings used for signaling.
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signaling-balloon 'signl-n]-bD,luun n. a balloon used for
making signals, as in war.

signal-service 'sign^smz-vis n. the service or business of

transmitting signals; the occupation of signaling, especially

in the army : as, to be assigned to *signal?service
;

also, an
organization for the business of signaling, such as the

signakcorps.

silencer 'sai-lon-soa n. a device for silencing or muffling the
exhaust of an internakcombustion engin; an exhaustmiuf-
fler.

silk silk n. cloth made from the fine soft threds of the co-

coons of the larvae of bombycid worms cald silkworms,
used in making balloomenvelops and other aerial appara-
tus.

oiled silk
, same meaning as oihsilk.

simoom si'moum n. a hot, dry sand^wind occurring in the

African and Asiatic deserts in spring and summer,
sine-curve 'sain,kB:ev n. [also spelt sine curve, sinezcurv'] a

curv in tuhich the abscissa is proportionate to the angle

and the ordinate proportionate to the sine of the angle; a

curv of sines; a sinusoid.

single-celled -sirjgol'seid adj . [also spelt singlezceld ] having
but one cell

;
as a cellular kite.

single-surface ^iggol'snzfis adj . having a single sustain-

ing^surface or aerofoil; having but one aeroplane support-

ing^surface : compare doublezsurface.

sink snjk n. a hypothetic point or system of points at

which a fluid is being dest^oyd or absorbd : opposed to

source : as, a source^and?*sink system,

sink sirjk intr. [past participle sunk, sunken
;
preterit sank,

sunk ] fall or settle downward, as thru the air, by force of

gravity; descend.

sirocco si'eoko n [also spelt scirocca] a hot, dry, often

dustdaden southeast spring and summer wind originating

in the high lands of Africa and blowing over Malta, Sicily,

and Italy: the same as the wind cald in Northern Africa

the “leste,” and in Spain “la veche.”

sirocco-dust sTeoko,dAst n. a sea^dust borne in a sirocco

wind.
skid skid n. a sled^like runner attacht to the under surface

of an aeroplane or flying^machine as an aid in landing; a

landing^skid
; a runner,

skid skid intr.

1. slide along after the manner of an automobile the

udieels of which are not revolving; slip obliquely thru the
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air, as an aeroplane flyer does, or seems to do, when net

wholly under the control of the operator.

2. move along on a skid or on skids, as a flying^machine

does in landing; slide on the landing^skids or runners,

skid-strut ,
skid,st£At n. one of the struts or braces of the

landing^skid of a flying^machine.

skid-wheel 'skid,iuiil n. one of the landing^wheels attacht

to or taking the place of a skid in a flying^machine.

skim skim v.

1. glide along upon; soar close to.

2. glide or dart along in a smooth even course thru the

air; soar.

skimmer 'skimoz n. a bird that skims or shears the water,

as any member of the genus rhynchops; a cutwater, shear-

water, or scissorbill.

skin-area /skin
/e:-^i-9 n. the area of the portion of the sur-

face of a solid body which is immerst in a fluid,

skin-fold 'skin,f9old n. the fold or fly in the skin forming
the patagium or flying^membrane of a flying animal : as,

the *skimfold of the flying^squirrel.

skin-friction 'skin,fsik$9n n. [also spelt skin friction ] the

friction between the skin or immerst surface of a solid

body and a fluid, such as the air, in which the solid body
is immerst and thru which it is moving; skimresistance.

skin-frictional 'skin,fsik$9-nl adj. of or related to, skims

friction : as, the influence of *skin?frictional error,

skin-resistance 'skin-zi,zistns n. the resistancce offerd to

the air or other fluid by the skin or surface of a moving
aerofoil; skimfriction.

sky skai n. [ploral skies] the region of clouds; cloudland; the

hevens
;

the firmament : often used in the ploral ; as, to

sail the *skies.

clear sky , a sky markt by the absence of clouds; the sky
characteristic of a clear day; specifically, in the United
States Wether^Bureau, a sky in which the obscuration is

about 3 on a scale of io.

green sky

,

a sky which is green in color, usually occur-
ring at sunset.

lamb'szwool sky

,

a sky characterized by white fleecy

patches of cloud against the blue.

livid sky

,

a sky overspred by clouds of a livid hue; a
blackish^blue or leden sky.

mackerel sky, same meaning as mackerehsky.
red sky , a sky which is red in color, usually occurring at

sunset.
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sky-aspect 'ska^se-spekt n. the aspect of the sky. see under
aspect.

sky-battle 'ska^baetl n. a battle fought in the sky; a battle

or combat in the air.

sky-boat 'skai,boot n. a boat or ship for sailing the sky; an
air*boat; an airship; a flying*machine.

sky-climber 'ska^k^ai-maz n. an aircraft designed for

climbing high into the sky; an altitude*machine ; a height*

machine.

sky-craft 'skai,ksa:ft n. a craft for sailing the sky; a sky*

boat; an airship.

sky-cycler 'ska^sai-ktoz n. one who practises mechanical
flight, or, as it were, cycles about in the sky or air; an
aviator.

skyey 'skai-i adj. like the sky; of or situated in the sky or

upper air.

sky-fligkt 'skai,ftait n. the art of flight in the sky; aerial

flight; airTlight; aviation.

sky-flyer 'skai,f^ai-oz n. [also spelt skyzflier] one who flies

in the sky; an air*sailor; an aviator,

sky-gazing 'skai
/
gee-ziq n. given to gazing or looking ex-

pectantly into the sky; prone to look skyward for airships,

compare airshipzgazer.

sky-glow 'skai,gloo n. a peculiar glow recently observd in

the sky at Copenhagen and other places,

sky-gun 'skai,gAn n. a gvn for shooting into the sky; a gun
or cannon for firing at airships,

sky-high ,skai'hai, (assumptivly) 'skai,hai adj. as high as

the sky; very high.

sky-journey 'skai^nzm n. [also spelt sky journey ] a jour-

ney in the sky; a tjip thru the skies; an air*t£ip.

skylight 'skai^ait n. the light of the sky; sunlight as it

comes from the sky.

sky-line 'skai,lain n.

1. the line where the sky and the earth or objects on the

earth appear to meet; the horizon*line
; the horizon.

2. a line or route of travel or transport in the sky, or thru

the air; the sky*way; an air*way, an airline (sense 2).

sky-man 'skai,m3en n. [plural skyzmen\ a man of the sky; an
airman

;
a sky*pilot

;
an aviator,

sky-pilot 'skai,pai~l3t n. a pilot of the sky; a guide who
works in the sky; the steersman of a sky*craft; an air*

pilot ;
an aviator.

sky-road 'skai,zood n. a road or way in or thru the sky; a
highway thru the air or atmosfere; a sky?way; an air*road
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sky-sailing 'skai,see-liq n. the art, occupation, or sport of

sailing the skies; airmailing; aeronautics, aviation,

sky-sailor 'ska^see-laz n. a sailor of the sky ;
an airmailor

;

an airman; an aeronaut; an aviator,

skyscape 'skai,skeep n. a view of the sky; a part of the sky

within the observer’s range of vision at any moment,
skyscraper 'skai,sksee-p9e n. anything which extends or is

projected far into the sky or air, as a ball or missil;

especially, a very tall steel bilding.

skyscraper-top 'skai-sksee-po^top n. the top or roof of a

skyscraper or very tall bilding.

skyscraping 'skai,sksee-pii] n. the occupation or sport of

high flying, or, as it were, scraping or sweeping the sky in

flyingmnachines
;
skymailing: air^flight; aviation,

sky-skimmer 'ska^skimsz n. one who is habitually occu-

pied in skimming or gliding in the sky; a skymailor; an
expert aviator.

sky-skipper 'skai,skip3z intr. proceed or fly in the manner
of a sky^pilot or aerial skipper; skip along in a flyings

machine.
sky-slide 'skai,sz.aid n. a slide or inclined way in the sky

or air; an aerial chute.

sky-traffic 'skai,t£sefik n. the traffic of the sky or air;

. aerial t£ade, commerce, or travel; air?t£afic.

sky-voyage 'skai/voi-ids n. a voyage in the sky
;
an aerial

voyage; an air?t£ip.

skyward 'skai-wsed adv. toward the sky or upper air; sky-

wards; hevenward.
skywards 'skai-waedz adv . same meaning as skyward.
sky-way 'skai/wee n. the way or highway of the sky; the

atmosfere considerd as a road or path of travel; a sky^

road : as, to travel a thousand miles of *sky^ways.

slack stsek n. the part of a line, cord, or rope that hangs
loose or appears to do so; the sag of a kitemtjing; the

slackage.

sleet smit n. hail or snow mingled with rain, usually in fine

particles and often driven by the wind,
slider 'sz^ai-daz n. a gliding^machine

; a glider,

slip sz.ip n. the difference between the amount of tjanslatory

motion which a screw propeller would have if it were re-

volving in a solid nut and the amount of tjanslatory motion
which it actually has when revolving in the air or other
fluid while propelling a vehicle; screwmlip; drag.

apparent slip, the slip in reference to the main body of

the surrounding fluid (regarded as stationary) rather than
with that portion of the fluid which is just in front of, or
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actually in contact with, the propeller, and which has a
certain forward motion; the difference between the t^ans-

latory speed which a propeller would have if it were re-

volving in a solid nut and the tjanslatory speed which it

actually has when revolving in the air or other fluid while

propelling a vehicle : distinguisht from true slip,

coefficient of slip, see under coefficient,

negative slip, apparent slip whose numerical value is less

than zero; apparent slip in which the speed of tjanslatory

motion which a propeller actually has with reference to

the main body of the surrounding air or other fluid is

greater than the speed of tganslatory motion which the pro-

peller would have if it were revolving in a solid nut; ap-

parent slip in which the speed of the ship is greater than
the speed which the screw propeller would have if it were
traveling in a solid nut.

true slip, the slip in reference to that portion of the

surrounding fluid which is immediately in front of, or

actually in contact with, the propeller, regardless of the

forward motion which this portion of the fluid has rel-

ativly to the main body of the fluid : distinguisht from ap-

parent slip.

slip smp intr. move in continuous contact with a surface,

without rolling; slide, glide.

slip-angle 'smp^ijgol n. the angle of slip; the angle be-

tween the curv which would be described by a point on a

propellerdblade if the propeller were revolving in a solid

nut and the curv which is actually described by the same
point when the propeller is revolving in the air or other

fluid while propelling a vehicle.

slope s^oop n.

revolving slope, a revolving sloping structure devised by
Merrill to afford a starting^place for gliders or flying^ma-

chines.

smoke-balloon 'sMDok-bo^uun n. a balloon whose inflating^

gas is warm air mixt with smoke and other products of

combustion of a fire placed underneath; a firesballoon.

smoke-cloud 'sMOok,kixiud n. a mass or cloud of smoke.
smoke-principle 'sMOok^sinsi-pol n. the principle or nat-

ural law by which smoke rises or remains suspended in the

air or atmosfere.

smoke-reek 'sMOok^iik n. reek or exhalation consisting of

smoke; smoke?fild air.

smuggle 'sMAgol v. import or export secretly or in a manner
forbidden by law.

smuggler SMAgloz n.
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1. one who smuggles.

2. an aircraft specially adapted to, or engaged in, smug-
gling.

snow snoo n. the white, crystallin precipitate falling from
the atmosfere in cold wether, formd by the condensation

and freezing of the water-vapor in the air and aggregation

of the ice-crystals so formd; also, a fall of this matter; a

snowfall
;
a snow-storm.

diamond snow

,

fine particles of snow suspended in the

air and glistening in the sunshine, occurring in Russia,

snow-banner 'sNoo^senoz n. a long divergent beam or

streamer from the top of a mountain, sometimes visible at

a distance of 30 or 40 miles, and due to the sunlight on fine

particles of snow in the air-currents diverted upward by
the mountain when strong winds prevail,

snow-blink 'sNoo^hqk n. the peculiar reflection that arises

from fields of ice or snow; ice-blink; snow-light, compare
waterzblink.

snow-craft 'sNoo,ksa:ft n. craft or knowledge about snow
and the best methods of combatting it, as in mountaineer-
ing.

snow-crystal rSNoo,k5istl n. a crystal of snow ; one of the

minute crystals in a snowflake,

snow-dust 'sNOO/lAst n. dust composed of particles of snow

;

fine snow such as that driven along in the porga; snow-
dust.

snowfall 'sNoo,fc:l n. the falling of snow; a quiet fall of

snow; also, the amount of snow falling in a given time,

mesured by its depth either actually as it has fallen or as

melted into water.

snow-field /SN00
/
fiild n. a field or wide expanse of snow,

especially when permanent, as in the polar regions,

snowflake SNoo,fi.eek n. a flake or small fethery mass of

falling snow.
snow-gage 'sNoo,geed3 n. [also spelt snowzgauge\ a recep-

tacle, commonly a galvanized iron cylinder, used for catch-

ing falling snow and gaging or mesuring the snowfall,

snow-ice 'sNoo,ais n. ice formd by the freezing of slush or

compacted or half-melted snow, especially as occurring in

ponds, etc. : distinguisht from black ice.

snow-light 'sNOO,lait n. same meaning as snowzblink.

snow-line 'sNoo^ain n. the line above which there is per-

petual snow; the limit, on a mountain-slope, above which
there is continual snow all the year round,

snow-sand 'sNOO,ssend n. sand-like snow raised by the wind,
as in the porga; snow-dust.
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snow-spectacles 'sNoo^pekto-kolz n. pi. a kind of spectacles

or shield with narrow slits, designed to protect the eyes
from the glare of the snow.

soar so:a inti', mount en wings, or as on wings, thru the air;

rise aloft and remain on the wing without visible move-
|

ments of the pinions; fly easily to a great height with but

little advance in any direction; sail on the air; glide,

soar so:a n. height attaind in soaring; the range of one that

soars.

soarer 'so:-zdz n. a bird which habitually soars,

soaring 'sor-aiij n. the action of the verb soar ; the act or

process of flying easily and lightly upward with or without
wing-movement; the action of sailing on the air.

automatic soaring, soaring performd by an aircraft by
automatic means; soaring by means of self-acting mech-
anism.

dynamic soaring, soaring which depends upon want of

uniformity of the wind, in distinction from soaring in a

wind which is uniform and has an upward velocity-compo-

nent.

soaring-energy 'soi-zii^enaz-dsi n. energy of soaring,

soaringly 'soi-eiq-li adv. as if soaring; so as to soar; with
an upward motion or direction,

soaring-machine 'soi-rig-ma^iin n. a machine designed for

soaring or practising soaring flight; a gliding-machine; a

glider.

soaring-velocity 'soi-zitj-vi^esi-ti n. velocity or speed of

soaring or gliding.

solano so'lcn-no n. an easterly or southerly wind occurring

in Spain or on the northern coast of the Mediterranean Sea.

somersault 'sAm3z,sc:lt n. [also spelt sommersault\ a com-
plete turn in the air; a revolution or rotation in the air,

usually about a transverse axis,

sonora sa'no:-z9 n. a storm occurring in parts of southern

California; also, an immense thunder-cloud,

soul sool n. the loose dry pith, in the form of a series of

caps or thimbles, in the calamus, tube, barrel or quill of

a bird’s fether.

sound sound v.

1. tr. mesure the depth of
;
fathom : as, *sounding the

ocean of air.

2. intr. use sounding-apparatus, as in finding the depth

of the air below an air-craft : as, ^sounding for the bottom
or terrain.

sounding-balloon 'saun-dit]-bo,luun n.

1. a balloon used for sounding or investigating the air
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or atmosfere, as a small secondary balloon used by aero-

nauts for detecting air^currents at some distance from the

mam balloon.

2. a small unmand hydrogemfild balloon, now usually

made of thin rubber, carrying meteorological instruments

and dispatcht to great altitudes where the gasbag usually

explodes allowing the instruments to descend slowly by the

aid of a parachute; a ballon sonde,

source so:ss n. a hypothetic point or system of points at

which fluid is being continually generated or produced

:

the opposit of sink.

line source , a source in the form of a line; a linear

source.

point source

,

a source consisting of a single point.

sourcezandzsink system

,

a hypothetic system in which
fluid is being produced (at a source) and made to dis-

appear (at a sink).

span spaen n. the transverse dimension of an aeroplane or

other aerofoil; tip^to^tip mesurement; extent of stretch;

expanse; spred (sense 3).

spar spa:e n. a stick or piece of wood of considerable length

as compared with its thickness, forming some part of an
airship, as a strut, mast, or brace; a round stick of timber;

a pole.

spark-break 'spa:£k,beeek n. the break or breaking of the

electric circuit at the spark-gap of an internakcombustion
engin, in the make^and^break system of ignition,

spark-gap 'spa:ek,gsep n. the gap or open space between the

electric terminals where the sparks are formd which are

used in the make^and^break system of ignition,

speaking-trumpet 'spii-kir^trAmpit n. a tjumpetslike in-

strument used for speaking at a distance; a megafone.
spear-kite 'spi:z,kait n. a kite whose frame consists of two

sticks of unequal length crost at right angles, and which
therefore resembles in shape the hed of*a spear,

specter 'spektaz n. [also spelt spectre ] a startling clouds

effect in which the observer sees his own shadow cast upon
the clouds or on thin fog (with a circle of glory around the

hed).

speculum 'spekgu-lam n. [plural specula, speculums] an ocel-

lus or eye^spet, as of a peacock’s tail; also, the mirror of a
wing, a specially colord, often iridescent area on some of

the flightTethers
;
the mirror,

speed spiid n. rapidity of movement; swiftness; velocity.

air speed, the speed of a flying^machine relativ to the air

thru which it is passing : distinguisht from land speed.
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land speed

,

the speed of a flying-machine relativ to the
land^surface or earth beneath : distinguisht from air speed.

law of corresponding speeds, the law that when the speed
of a given aircraft or model is to that of another similar
craft as the square roots of their linear mesurements, their

resistances are as to their respectiv masses, or as the cubes
of their linear mesurements.

speed spiid intr. [past participle and preterit sped, speeded ]

make progress; fly along: as, the machine *sped rapidly ©n.

speed-circle 'spiid^nzkal n. a circular flight made at spe-

cial speed; a circular speedslight,

speed-flight 'spiid,fi.ait n. a flight made at special speed,

as by balloon or aeroplane; a swift flight; a speediest,
speeding 'spii-diq n. the action of putting on speed or going

at a rapid gait in an airship; the practis of making speed-
flights.

speed-prize 'spiid,psaiz n. a prize, premium, or t^ofy offerd
for or won by making a speed-record in a flying-machine

;

a speed-t£ofy.

speed-test 'spiid,test n. a test or tjial of the speed of a

flying-machine
; a speed-t^ial.

speed-trial 'spiid^ai-al n. a tjial of the speed of an air-

ship; a flight or race in which speed is tested; a t^ial

speed-flight
; a speediest.

speed-trophy 'spiid,t£oo-fi n. [also spelt speedztrofy ] a

t£ofy or prize offerd for or won by making a speed-record
in a flying-machine; a speed-prize,

sphere sfi:z n. [also spelt sfere ] the gasbag (of a sfencat
balloon).

spherical 'sfezi-kal adj. [also spelt sferical ] having the form
of a sfere, ball, or globe, as a balloon

;
globular, round, sferic.

spherical 'sfezi-kal n. [also spelt sferical] a sferical balloon,

spheroidal sfi'zoi-dl adj. [also spelt sferoidal ] having the

the shape or character of a sfereid; resembling a sfere in

form, but not quite sferical, as an ellipsoid of revolution;

nearly sfere-shaped : as, a balloon of *sferoidal shape,

spider-web 'spai-daz/web n. a device used for holding a

balloon in place during inflation, consisting of a stout rope

encircling the netting (and fastend and readjusted to the

netting from time to time by snap-hooks), with lateral ropes

extending radially from it to timbers sunk in the ground
at intervals around and at some distance from the balloon,

spindle-shaped 'spindl,$eept adj. shaped or formd like a

spindle used in hand-spinning; circular in cross-section

and tapering from the middle toward each end; fusiform:

as, a *spindle-shaped balloon.
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spinning-screw 'spinii^sksou n. a toy flyer of cardboard
or metal, consisting of an aerial screw with two or more
blades, attacht to a spindle around which a string is wound,
and which is set moving or spinning by briskly polling

and unwinding the cord.

spiracle 'spai-zo-kol n. an aperture or orifis; one of the

breathing?holes or external erifises of the tracheae or

windpipes of an insect’s body.

spiral 'spai-zol adj. of or resembling a spire, coil, helix, or

whorl; winding or circling and at the same time advancing,
rising, or falling; proceeding or formd like a screw?thred;

helical, helicoid: as, a ^spiral flight,

sprag spsaeg n. a short wooden prop.

spray-shield 'spsee^iild n. a shield, as that just back of the

elevating?hydroplane of a Curtiss hydroaeroplane, for pro-

tecting the craft from the spray rising from the water be-

neath.

spread spsed n. [also spelt spred]

1. expansion; the state, or the capability of being out-

spred : as, the peacock’s tail has an imposing *spred.

2. the expanse or area of surface; the extent or amount
of supporting?surface presented by a wing, tail, or aerofoil:

as, the *spred of a peacock’s tail; foil *spred of tail; the

altitude?machine will have an immense *spred.

3. the distance or mesurement, from tip?to?tip, of the

spred wings or aerofoils of a bird, bat, insect, or flyings

machine; expanse, or extent of wing; wing?spred {sense I ).

spreader 'spsedoz n. [also spelt spreder] a device made of

wood and twine used for spreding or booming the pennant?
line of a secondary kite away from the mainline or stpng
of a kite, thus preventing the twirling mainline from weav-
ing the pennant?line around itself,

spur spmz n. a horny outgrowth on the pinion?bone of the

wing in certain geese, plovers, pigeons, and other birds,

spuriae 'spQu:-zi,i: n. pi. the packet of fethers growing on
the spurious or bastard wing, that is, on the winglet or

alula of a bird; one of the bastard quills of the alula,

spur-winged 'spme/wiqd adj. [also spelt spunwingd] hav-
ing a horny spur on the pinion of the wing, as certain

geese, plovers, and other birds,

squall skwc:l n. a sudden or violent gust of wind or a suc-

cession of such gusts often accompanied by rain, snow, or

sleet.

archt squall, a squall markt by peculiar dense archt

masses of dark cloud, furious gusts of wind, and torrents

of rain, occurring in tropical regions; a tornado.
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squall-cloud 'sktuc^ktaud n. the rolbcloud in front ©f and
above a squall of wind or in front of a thunder-storm cloud,

squall-wind 'skiucd/wind n. a squally wind, such as the out-

blowing wind due to the kick of a thundercloud,
squally 'skijuc:-li adv. abounding with squalls or strong gusts

of wind; having the nature of a squall; gusty,

stability sto'bik-ti n. the state, condition, or property of

being stable, stedy, or habitually well balanced in the air;

the character of equilibrium; equipoise, balance, stableness,

stediness.

automatic stability, stability or stediness maintaind in an
aircraft by automatic means; balance by means of self?

acting mechanism; automatic equilibrium or balance.

directional stability, stability or stediness of an aerodone
or aircraft in respect of its direction or tjanslatory motion,

or of the course of its flight; directional equilibrium.

dynamic stability, stability of an aerodone or aircraft

due to the forces acting upon it so as to keep it in motion;
dynamic equilibrium : distinguish from static stability.

equation of stability, the equation which expresses the

mutual relations of the factors concernd in the stability of

an aerodone or aircraft.

fore-and-aft stability, longitudinal stability.

horizontal stability, the stability or stediness of an aero-

done or aircraft in the right-and-left or transverse direc-

tion
;

lateral stability : distinguisht from longitudinal sta-

bility.

lateral stability, stability or stediness in a side-to-side

direction
;
transverse balance or equipoise ; the quality or

condition of not tipping sidewise or rolling from side to

side during travel ;
lateral equilibrium : distinguish! from

longitudinal stability.

longitudinal stability, stability or stediness in the longitu-

dinal or fore-and-aft direction; fore-and-aft stability;

longitudinal equilibrium : distinguisht from lateral stability.

pendular stability, stability or equilibrium resembling
that of a pendulum or free-sunnging hanging body : as, the

*pendular stabilit}^ of a helicopter.

rotative stability, stability of an aerodone or air-craft

in respect of its rotativ or rotary motion around a vertical

axis, or an axis perpendicular to its flight-path, and result-

ing from the interaction of the motions involvd in the

maintenance of lateral and directional stability.

static stability, stability of a material object which is sta-

tionary or motionless; static equilibrium: distinguish! from
dynamic stability.
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stability-control st9'biliti-kan,tgool: n. the control or con-

tgolling-mechanism of the stability or equilibrium of an
aircraft.

stabilize 'stee-bi,laiz v. [also spelt stabilise] render stable

or stedy; equilibrate; balance.

stabilizer 'stee-bi^ai-zaz n. [also spelt stabiliser'] a device

which stabilizes or balances an aircraft, either laterally or

longitudinally; specifically, a stabilizing-plane ; a balancer;

an equilibrator
;

also, one of the pear-shaped protuberances

at the end of the gasbag of a dirigible balloon, as the

Clement-Bayard, serving to stedy the craft in flight,

stabilizing-fiu, 'stee-bi-lai-zig/in n. a fin or fm-like aero-

foil used for stabilizing or balancing an air-craft; a ver-

tical stabilizing-plane.

stabilizing-plane 'stee-bi-lai-ziij,pi.een n. an aeroplane

used for stabilizing or balancing an air-craft, as an aile-

ron, fin, or rudder; a balancing-plane,

stabilizing-rudder 'stee-bi-lai-ziij,zAdoz n. a rudder or

rudder-like plane used in stabilizing or balancing an air-

craft
;
a balancing-rudder

;
an aileron,

stabilizing-snrface 'stee-bi~lai-zii],sBzfis n. a surface or

aerofoil used in stabilizing or balancing an aircraft; a

balancing-surface.

stable 'stee-bol adj. firm, stedfast; not easily overthrown or

thrown out of balance in the air; well equilibrated during
flight; stedy.

stagger 'stsegaz v. arrange (or arrange the parts of) in zig-

zag or stept order or series: as, *staggerd surfaces; a
*staggerd biplane; a *staggerd-tooth gear,

stake-balloon 'steek-bo^oun n. a small captiv balloon used
as a stake, mark, or limit in a flying-course,

standard 'stsendozd n. the two vanes, webs, or vexilla of a
bird’s fether, taken together.

star sta:z n. any celestial body which appears regularly and
constantly as a point of light; especially, one of the so-cald

fixt stars, (see below.)

fixed star

,

one of the self-luminous stars at a great dis-

tance from the earth, which remains practically fixt in
its position relativ to the other stars of the same class:

distinguisht from the planets, the sun, moon, comets, and
the like.

starboard 'sta:z,bo:zd, 'sta:z-bozd adj. on that side of an
air-craft which is on the right as one faces the bow : as,

his *starboard wing: the ©pposit of larboard and port.

star-chart 'sta:z,t$a:zt n. a chart of the stars; a map of the
hevens; an astsografie chart.
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start starzt intr. begin to move or fly; set out on an air?t£ip;

get off.

start sta:zt n. the action of the verb start

;

a starting or de-

parture from the earth; a get-away or get?off.

running start, a start (of a flying?machine) which is pre-

ceded by a run along the ground; a get?off accomplisht by
means of running, as on starting?wheels : as, the *running?
start system.

starter 'staetoer n. an aeronaut or a balloon that starts out

for a t£ip or voyage, especially among others, as in an air?

race; a competitor in a balloon?race.

starting-area 'staztii3,e:-zi-o n. an area of t£act used for

starting or launching aircraft; a starting?field ; a starting?

ground.

starting-catapult 'staetir^kaeto-pAlt n. a catapult?like de-

vice used for starting or launching an air?craft; a starting-

derrick; a pylon.

starting-crank 'staztir^ksceqk n. the crank by which the

shaft of an mternal?combustion engin is turnd, by hand, in

order to start it or set it in motion.
starting-derrick 'staztig,dezik n . a derrick or frame for

raising and dropping the weight used in starting or launch-

ing a flying?machine
; a launching?derrick; a catapult; a

pylon.

starting-device 'staztig-di,vais n. a device for starting an
aircraft in flight; a starting?mechanism

; a launching?de-
vice.

starting-field 'staetir),fiild n. a field or tjact of ground
used for starting or hunching air?craft; a starting?area

;
a

starting?ground.

starting-gear 'staetir},gi:z n. the gear or apparatus in an
air?craft which is used in starting the machine in flight:

as, a wheeld *starting?gear.

starting-ground 'staetit^gzaond n. a tjact of ground used
for starting or launching air?craft; a starting?area ; a

starting?field.

starting-impulse 'staetirj/rm-pAls n. the impulse of start-

ing; the impulsiv or compelling force by which a craft is

started; the initial thrust by which a flying?machine is

launcht into the air.

starting-line 'staetig^ain n. the line (on the ground) from
which an airship starts, as when making a test flight.

starting-meckanism 'staztir^meko-nizom n. any mecha-
nism used in starting or launching an air?craft; a starting?

device; a launching?apparatus.

starting-place 'staztirj,pi.ees n. a place on the earth from
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which an airship starts or ascends into the air; a starting*

point.

starting-point 'staztir^point n. a point or place on the

earth from which an airship starts or ascends into the air;

the opposit of finishing*point; also, a starting*place : as,

a raised *starting*point.

starting-rail 'staztig,zeel n. the monorail used in starting

or launching some flying*machines; a launchmg*rail.

starting-system 'staztii^sistom n. a system or method of

starting or launching aircraft.

starting-track 'staztii^tpek n. a t^ack used in starting an
aeroplane or other craft in flight; a launching*rail.

starting-truck 'sta^tiq^jAk n. a tguck or small wheeld ve-

hicle used for starting or launching aircraft; a tguck used
as a launching*vehicle.

starting-weight 'staztiq,weet n. a weight such as in a cata-

pult or pylon, which is allowd to fall and thus furnish an
impulse used in starting or launching an aircraft,

static 'staetik adj . of or pertaining to bodies at rest, or to

forces in equilibrium; statical, compare kinetic, dynamic,
kinematic .

static stability, see under stability.

statoscope 'staet3,skop n. a form of aneroid barometer which
shows at a glance any change in the elevation, or rise and
fall, of an airship.

stay stee n. a prop or support, as of rope, wire, or wood; a

supporting*rope
;
a guy. compare brace, sprag.

stay-rope 'stee,eoop n. a stay which is made of rope
;
one

of two long cords attacht to the outside of the frame of the

upper valv of a balloon, used to stedy the position of the

balloon during inflation and deflation, to prevent the craft

from rolling to the ground.

steady 'stedi tr. make stedy; hold or keep from shaking,

reeling, or falling; support; balance; keep firm or stable,

steadying-bag 'stedi-iqjbseg n. [also spelt stedying*bag ] an
air*bag or air*sack inflated by the wind, forming the rear

end of a kite*balloon, and aiding in stedying or keeping
it stable in the air.

steadying-fin 'stedi-iri/fin n. [also spelt stedying*fin] a

findike aerofoil placed at the stern of a dirigible balloon

for the purpose of stedying or maintaining the stability of

the craft; a findike stabilizing*plane or balancing*surface.

steadying-plane 'stedi-ir^pt.een n. [also spelt stedying

*

plane] an aeroplane or aerofoil used for stedying an air*

craft; a stabilizing*plane
;
a balancing*plane.

steam-bird 'stiin^bmzd n. an artificial bird, or birddike
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flyer, using steam as a motiv power; a mechanical bird

driven by steam-power.
steam-engine 'stiim,end3in n. [also spelt steam engine

,

steamzengin ] any engin in irhich the motory power is

steam; a motor driven by steam.

steer stv.z v.

1. tr. guide by the movements of a rudder or helm; gov-

ern the movements of (an airship) in flight; direct.

2. intr. direct, guide; govern the movement of an airship

in flight.

steerable 'stn-zo-bol adj. capable of being steerd or guided

in its course; dirigible.

steerage 'sti:-zid3 n. the process or action of steering;

guidance, direction, control.

steerage-control 'sti:-zid3-k3n,t3pol n. the control of the

steerage of an airship; the management of an air-craft in

so far as it consists in steering, guiding, or directing

flight; the steering-control.

steerageway 'sti:-zid3,wee n. [also spelt steerage way] that

degree of hedway of an airship which renders steerage

possible; forward movement of an air-machine sufficient

to make the craft dirigible or subject to control by the

helm.

steerer 'str.-zoz n. one who steers an airship; a steersman or

pilot.

steering 'stu-ziq n. the action of guiding or controlling the

direction of an air-craft in flight
;
steerage.

lateral steering, sidewise steering, as by means of a verti-

cal rudder; steerage to the right or left as distinguisht

from steerage up and down; horizontal steering.

vertical steering, up-and-down steering, as by means of

a horizontal rudder; steerage vertically as distinguisht

from steerage up and down; the practis of height-control.

steering-aeroplane 'stii-zit^ee-ozo-p^een n. an aeroplane

used for steering; a steering-plane; a rudder-plane.

steering-bag 'stu-zir^bseg n. a bag in the lower part of a

kite-balloon connected by a valv with the air-bag, used in

steering the kite-balloon so that the long axis is always in

the direction of the wind.
steering-balloon 'sti:-zii3-bo,loun n. a balloon capable of

being steerd; a steerable balloon; a dirigible.

steering-bar 'sti:-zit},ba:£ n

.

a bar or rod used in steering a

flying-machine
;
a cross-bar pedal for steering : as, a foot

*steering-bar.

steering-control 'stn-zig-kon^tsool n. the control or man-
agement of the steering of an airship; the steerage-contjol.
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steering-device 'stu-ziq-di/vais n. a device or apparatus

for steering an airship or flyer; a steering-mechanism,

steering-gear 'sti:-ziq,gi:z n. the gear or apparatus for

steering, guiding, or directing the course of an airship or

flyer; the steering-mechanism.
steering-lever 'sti:-eit3,lii-voz n. a hand-lever used for work-
ing a steering-mechanism; a lever in an aeroplane flyings

machine by the manipulation of which the craft is steerd.

steering-mechanism 'sti:-ziq,meko-niz9m n. the mecha-
nism or apparatus for steering an airship; the steermg-
gear.

steering-organ 'stir-zii^oie-gon n. an organ or part, as of

an aeroplane, which is used in steering; a steenng-mecha-
nism.

steering-plane 'stu-zu^p&een n. a plane or aeroplane used
for steering; a rudder-plane.

steering-rudder 'stu-ziq^Acbz n. a rudder used for steer-

ing, as at the rear of an Antoinette monoplane,
steering-wheel 'stir-zii^wiil n. a wheel by which the steers-

man controls the steering-gear of an airship; the helm-
wheel; the wheel.

steering-wire 'stn-ziq/waiz n. a wire connecting the steer-

ing-gear of a flyer with the controlling-lever or other de-

vice at the hand of the operator,

steersman 'sti:ez-mon n. [plural steersmen] the man who
steers an airship

;
a steerer, helmsman, or pilot.

stem1 stem n. the forward part of an airship; the bow.
stem2 stem n. the shaft or scape of a bird’s fether.

stem3 stem tr. make hedway against by flying or sailing,

stepped stept adj. [also spelt stept] arranged in step-like

order, as aeroplane surfaces on the hull of a dirigible bal-

loon; placed like steps; staggerd.

stern stmzn n. the hinder part of an airship
; the part

furthest from the stem or prow,
stern-rope 'stmzn^oop n. a rope at the stern of a Phillips

flyer, used for mooring the craft,

stern-rudder 'stmzn^Adoz n. a rudder located at the stern

or hinder end of an airship; a rear rudder,

sternward 'stmzn-wo^d adv. directed or proceeding toward
the stern or rear; rearward.

stick stik n. one of the wooden rods forming the frame of a
kite.

stiffener 'stifo-noz n. a straight bar or rod used to stiffen

a plain aerofoil or flat supporting-surface, compare rib.

stoop stuup intr. come down; descend; swoop upon prey or

quarry, as a hawk does; swoop; pounce.
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storm sto:zm n. a disturbance of the normal condition of the

atmosfere characterized by winds of unusual direction or

force, or by rain, snow, hail, or otherwise; a tempest; spe-

cifically, a wind (numberd 1 1 in Beaufort’s wind^scale)

having a velocity of about 30 meters per second; also, an
area of low barometric pressure; a cyclone.

cyclonic storm, a storm that accompanies, or is caused

by, a cyclone; a low^area. storm.

electrical storm, a condition of the wether or atmosfere
occurring in regions of dry air, as at hight altitudes in the

western United States, when light shocks and tingling sen-

sations are felt, and brushes and sheets of light are seen on
various objects; a violent disturbance of the electrical con-

dition of the earth characterized by strong earth^currents,

as thru telegraUlines, occurring oftenest when auroras and
sun-spots are frequent; an electric storm.

electric storm

,

same meaning as electrical storm .

Espy’s theory of storms

,

the theory advanced by Espy that

storms are due to the evolution of heat by the condensation
of the moisture of ascending air.

eye of a storm, the calm region or part at the center of

a violent cyclonic storm, where the clouds clear away and
blue sky appears, to be observd chiefly in the tropics.

highzarea storm, a storm associated with an area of high

barometric pressure.

land storm, a storm which occurs on or over the land

:

distinguisht from ocean storm.

laze of storms, the law that the center of a storm or hurri-

cane from any given point may be roughly calculated (ac-

cording to a certain formula) from the average rate at

which the barometric pressure is falling; the law of hurri-

cane^distance.

lozvzarea storm, a storm associated with an area of low
barometric pressure; a cyclonic storm.

magnetic storm, an abrupt and usually widespred disturb-

ance of the equilibrium of the magnetic fenomena of the

earth causing the magnetic needle to oscillate and become
displaced, and often accompanied by electric earthscurrents

and sun-spot frequency.

ocean storm, a storm which occurs on or over the ocean;
a storm at sea : distinguisht from land storm .

revolving storm, a cyclone.

storm-approach 'st0:zm-3,ps3Ot$ n . the approach or on-

coming of a storm or of storms,

storm-area 'ste:£m,e:-ei-o n. the area coverd by a storm or
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cyclone; the region lying within the closed isobars which
surround a center of low pressure,

storm-belt 'sto:zm,belt n. a belt or zone of maximum
storm*frequency

; a storm*zone.

storm-bird 'steizmfimzd n.

1. a petrel; a storm*pet£el.

2. a bird, as the storm*cock, which seems to foretell bad
wether by its cries, etc. compare raimbird.

storm-bound 'sto:zm,baond adj. [also spelt stormbound 3

bound or hemd in by a storm ; confined or delayd by storms,

storm-breeder 'stoizn^beii-doz n. a day or a wether*con-

dition which is likely to breed or produce a storm,

storm-card 'sto:em,ka:zd n. a transparent card containing

lines to represent the wind*directions in all quarters of a

cyclonic storm, devised by Reid to be used on a chart as

an aid to seamen in avoiding dangerous storms; a storm*

circle; a storm*compass.
storm-center /sto:zm

/
sent9z n. the center of a storm; the

position of lowest barometric pressure in a cyclonic storm,

storm-circle 'sto:zm
/
SBzk3l n. same meaning as stormzcard.

storm-clock 'sto:zm,kz.ok n. a clockdike apparatus for re-

cording or indicating storms ; a meteorograf, especially the

one devised and named by Francis Ronalds,

storm-cloud 'stoizrrvknaud n. a cloud that brings or thret-

ens storm.

storm-compass 'sto:zm,kAmpos n. same meaning as storm*

card.

storm-cone 'sto:em,koon n. a cone coverd with tard canvas
hoisted alone or along with a storm*drum, as a storm*signal.

storm-current 'sto:zm,ki3Z3nt n. an atmosferic current

which accompanies or is related in some way to a storm,

storm-drum 'storem/irAm n. a cylinder coverd with tard

canvas hoisted along with a storm*cone, as a storm*signal.

storm-energy 'sto:em/
en9e-d3i n. the energy within a

storm; the internal energy of a cyclone,

storm-flag 'sto:em,fi.3eg n. a flag used as a storm*signal.

storm-formation 'ste:zm-foe,mee-Son n. the formation of a
storm; the genesis of cyclones,

storm-front 'stoerr^fsAnt n. the front of a storm,

storm-glass 'sto:zm,gla:s n. a seald glass tube containing
an alcoholic solution of camfor, together with crystals of

nitrate of potash and ammonium chloride : supposed to indi-
cate (by increase of the precipitate) the approach of storm,
but really being nothing but a chemical thermoscope,

storm-kite 'stoizn^kait n. a kite or kitedike device for
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carrying a rope from a ship to the shore in a storm; a

rope?bearing kite.

storm-like 'stoizm/taik adj. [also spelt storm like] like a

storm; resembling or associated with stormy wether: as, to

outride the *stermdike eagle.

storm-motion 'ste:zm,moo-$on n. the motion characteristic

of storms; the mode of movement peculiar to cyclones,

storm-path 'sto:zm,pa:0 n. the path, track, or route of a

storm; the course of the translatory movement of the cen-

ter of a cyclone.

storm-proof 'storzn^psuuf adj. proof agaist storms or stress

of wether.

storm-signal 'sto:^m/signl n. a signal or sign displayd ©n
sea?coast and lake^shores for indicating the expected prev-

alence of storms or high winds : as, a British or a Canadian
*storm?signal.

storm-track 'sto:em,t£aek n. the track, course,, or route of a

storm; the course of the translatory movement of the center

of a cyclone; a storimpath.

stormward 'storem-woad adj . turnd or directed toward a
storm; facing a storm; stermwards.

stormward 'sto:zm/w3zd adv. toward a storm; facing the

storm; stormwards.
storm-warning 'sto:zm/w0:z-nig n. a warning or admoni-

tory notice regarding an approaching storm,

storm-wave 'sto:cm,weev n. a great wave of the ocean ac-

companying a storm or cyclone,

storm-wind 'st©:em,wind n. the wind which accompanies,

precedes, or forms part of a storm; a severe wind of a

minimum velocity of 30 miles an hour on land and 40 to 50
on the sea; a hurricane.

storm-zone 'stoian^zoon n. same meaning as storm-belt.

straightaway 'stree-ta/wee adj. extending forward in a

straight line
;
having a straight course, without turn or

curv
; straight-line : as, a *stjaightaway flight,

straightaway 'st£ee-to,wee n. a straightaway flight,

straight-line 'street^ain adj. being or occurring in a

straight line ; in a bee-line
;
straightaway,

strainer 'stree-naz n. a screw^device for straining or tight-

ening a wire; a turnbuckle.

strata 'stree-to n. pi. see stratum.

stratiform 'str3eti,fo:zm adj. having the form of a stratus,

layer, or lamella; stratified.

strato-cirrus ,stree-to'siz3s n. a cloud similar to cirro^

stratus but more compact and formd at a lower altitude,

strato-cumulus ,stree-to'kgumjo-l9s n. a stratum or layer
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of low cloud consisting of separate irregular masses : not

sufficiently uniform to be pure stratus; cumulo^stjatus.

strato-nimbus ^tree-to'nimbas n. stratus cloud causing

rain; stratus raimcloud.

stratum 'stree-tom n. [plural strata] a layer of any material,

as air or cloud; an air^layer.

reactive stratum

,

a stratum or layer of air which is com-
prest by and reacts against an aerofoil, as the atmosferic

stratum beneath a flying aeroplane or behind a revolving

propeller.

stratus 'stgee-tos n

.

[plural strati] a continuous horizontal

sheet or layer of fine^wether cloud, the lowest of all forms
of cloud, increasing from beneath and characteristic of

areas of high pressure; stratiform cloud; fall^cloud; cloud

of night.

stratus maculosus, mackerebcloud, mackereFsky.
stream stjiim n. a stedy current, as of water or air; a flow;

a drift.

Gulf Stream, the part of the equatorial current in the wa-
ters of the Atlantic Ocean which, having enterd the Carib-

bean Sea, and past thru it and between Yucatan and Cuba
into the Gulf of Mexico and thence thru the straits of

Florida, emerges into the Atlantic Ocean, thru which it

flows parallel to the American coast as far as Newfound-
land, and thence toward Europe.

live stream, the lively or activly moving stream of air

or other fluid flowing definitly about a streamline body or

other obstacle : distinguisht from dead-water.
stream-area 'striim/e:~zi-3 n. area of fluid stream; the

tract of flow, as of air along the surface of a streamline

body.

streamer-cloud 'strii-m9z,ki.aud n . a cloud in the form of

a streamer or banner, as the streamer of false cirrus from a
thunder^hed; a banner^cloud.

streamline 'striim^ain n. a line of motion in a fluid, as

air, which is moving in a stedy stream or stream system;
one of the lines of direction in which the particles of a
fluid are streaming.

streamline body, a body of streamline or ichthyoid form;
a fish^shaped body.

streamline form, a form characteristic of streamline
bodies; ichthyoid or fishlike form.

streamline motion, the motion of a stedy^moving fluid,

considerd as made up of particles streaming or coursing
along certain lines.

streamline surface, the surface of a streamline body.
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strepsiptera ,st£ep'sipto-z:3 n. pi. an order of parasitic in-

sects (including the genus Styleps) the wings of the male
members of which are mere twisted filaments or pseudely-
t£a, the females having no wings,

stretch. st£et$ n. reach or extent; wmg?spred. see frases

under wing.

string st£irj n. the line or cord attacht to a kite and extend-
ing to the hand of the person flying it; a kite-st£ing; a

kite-line.

stroke st£Ook n. a sweeping movement, as of a wing; one of

the two motions of a flapping wing or other reciprocating

part, see downtstroke and upstroke.

strut st£At n. a brace, as in the frame of an aircraft, de-

signed to receive a direct thrust; a support, as of wood or

metal, which resists a pressure acting in the direction of

its length.

strut-socket 'stjAt^sekit n. a socket into which a st£ut fits;

a hollow piece of metal or other material into which the

end of a brace or support rests or is fastend.

subalary ,SAb'ee-l9-zi adj. situated below the wings,

subtorrid ,SAb'tozid adj. same meaning as subtropical.

subtropic ,sAb't£0pik adj. same meaning as subtropical.

subtropic ,sAb't£opik n. a subtropical region,

subtropical ^Ab'trepi-kol adj. having a climate or charac-

ter between tropical and temperate; quasitorid; subtropic,

suction-anemometer 'sAk§9n-3eni,memi-t3z n. an anemom-
eter for mesuring the velocity of the wind by means of

the suction or decrease of barometric pressure produced in

a tube by the passage of the wind across the open end of

the tube.

sulphur-rain 'sAlfo^een n. [also spelt sulfurtrain] same
meaning as yellow rain, see under rain.

summer-cloud 'sAmo^ktaud n. cumulus cloud; day-cloud,

summer-lightning 'sAmo^lait-nirj n. sheet lightning with-

out thunder, the result of a storm at a great distance;

heat-lightning.

sun-dog 'sAn,do:g n. a mock-sun; a parhelion,

sunset 'sAn,set n. the descent of (the upper lim of) the sun

below the horizon at evening; also, the cloud^effect or other

atmosfenc fenomena accompanying the setting of the sun;

and, the time when the sun sets ;
sundown

;
evening.

double sunset, a sunset in which the sun is seen to set

twice by the same observer who, just after witnessing the

first sunset, rises in an air-craft beyond the limits of the

earth’s shadow, or above the twilight-curv, whence he sees
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the sun rise again (in the west), and subsequently set for

the second time.

red sunset

,

a sunset in which the sky is red; specifically,

one of a series of remarkable sunsets, such as those of the

years 1883-84, in which the red sky is due to the reflection

of the sunlight by dusteparticles carried to great heights as

the result of volcanic eruptions,

sunshine 'sAn,$ain n.

bright sunshine, specifically, sunshine which is suf-

ficiently bright to be recorded by a CampbelUStokes sun-

shine^recorder.

sunshine-recorder 'sAn-Sain-e^koie-doe n. an instrument
for recording the length of time the sun has been shining:

as, Callendar’s *sunshine^recorder.

sun-shower 'sAn,$au-oz n. a shower of rain falling (on a

warm summer day) from a passing cumulus cloud during
a time and in a region otherwise sunny,

sun-stricken 'sAn,st£ikon adj

.

stricken by the sun; affected

with sunstroke; sunstruck.

sunstroke 'sAn,st£Dok n. acute prostration from excessiv heat

of the sunshine or wether.

sunstruck /SAn
/strAk adj. overcome by the heat of the sun;

affected with sunstroke.

sunward 'sAnwoed adv. toward the sun
;
sunwards,

superaeroplane ,SQup9z'ee-3e9,pi.een n. (fanciful ) one of

the upper aeroplanes of an airship,

superimpose ,sgup9z-im'pooz tr. impose or lay on, over, or

above something else, as one aeroplane above another;
superpose.

superpose ,sgup3z'p30z tr. lay or place upon or over some-
thing else, as one aeroplane above an other; superimpose,

superposition ^Qupoz-po'zijan n. the act or process of su-

perposing; the placing upon, above, or over; a laying or be-

ing situated upon, above, or over something else,

supersurface 'sgupo^snzfis adj. [also spelt superzsurface ]

carried on or occurring above the surface of the earth : as,

*supersurface traffic.

support sa'pmzt tr. bear up, uphold, sustain, especially in
the air

;
keep or prevent from falling,

support so'p^zt n. the action of supporting, upholding, or

sustaining, especially in the air; sustainmg^power, sustain-

ing^effect; also, that which upholds, sustains, or keeps
from falling; a prop, a base.

supporting-device so'porz-tig-di/vms n. a device for sup-

porting, upholding, or sustaining something in the air; the

sustaining^device or sustaimng^apparatus of an airship.
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supporting-plane sa'poiz-tu^pz-een n. a plane or aeroplane
designed to support an aerial machine of any kind,

supporting-power so'po^-tii^pau-oz n . power to support

or uphold in the air; capacity to sustain in the atmosfere;
ability to keep or prevent from falling,

supporting-reaction so'pmz-tiij-ei.sekSon n. a reaction

which tends toward, or effects, support; sustaining?reac-

tion
;
supporting^ef feet.

supporting-rope so'p^-tnj/ZSOp n. one of the ropes which
support the basket or car of a balloon, or connect it with
the gasbag above.

supporting-surface S3'po:z-tn3,SBzfis n. a surface which
supports, upholds, or sustains something in the air; a sus-

taining^surface.

surf sa:ef n. the disturbd portion of the air or atmosfere
next the surface of the earth, likend to that of the sea as its

waves break upon the shore.

surface 'sBzfis n. the bounding or limiting parts of a

body; the parts of a body which are next to the air; the

superficies; the outside.

advancing surface

,

a surface or aerofoil which advances
or precedes another, as the front sustaimng^surface* of a

tandem monoplane : the opposit of following surface.

alternating surface, a surface which is alternated or

moved back and forth, up and down, or from side to side;

a surface or plane having a reciprocating motion.

following surface

,

a surface or aerofoil which follows or

comes after another, as the rear sustaining^surface of a

tandem monoplane : the opposit of advancing surface.

land surface

,

the surface of the land or ground, compare
landzsurface and water surface.

main surface, one of the principal supporting^surfaces, as

in an aeroplane flying^machine ; a maimplane.
streamline surface

,

the surface of a streamline body.

supplementary surface

,

a relativly small surface or aero-

foil which is supplementary to the main surfaces of a fly-

ing^machine, as an aileron or rudder; an auxiliary plane.

surface in presentation, the surface which an aerofoil

presents to an opposing or sustaining fluid, as the atmos-

fere.

water surface, the surface of the water, as of a lake,

river, or sea. compare waterzsurface and land surface.

surface-wind 'sBzfis/wind n. a wind near or next the sur-

face of the earth; a ground^current.

surfacing 'sBzfi-sirj n. the mode of application of the sur-

face fabric to a wing or aerofoil.
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double surfacing, surfacing, as of the maimplanes of a

flyer, in which there are two layers of fabric applied, with
an air-space between them.

surrounding-cord so'eaun-dii^keied n. the cord which sur-

rounds the frame of a kite; the string which is fastend to

or past around the ends of the sticks of a kite*frame and
to which the covering is pasted,

survey soz'vee tr. overlook, view at large, as from a balloon;

inspect or examin, as a landscape or position
;

also, deter-

min the boundaries, extent, and position of, by special

means.
survey soe'vee, 'sn:e/ve n. a general view; a comprehensiv

prospect; also, a particular view; an examination or mes-
urement in detail, as of a piece of land,

surveying soe'vee-iij n. the art or process of determining
the form, boundaries, area, contour, and position of a

portion of the earth’s surface from actual mesurment or in

some kindred way.
military surveying, an examination of a territory or of

an enemy’s position, for the purpose of directing military

operations; a reconnaissance.

photographic surveying, surveying carried on by means of

fotografy from above, as from an airship,

suspend so'spend tr. cause to hang; hang from something:
as, a car *suspended beneath a balloon,

suspended so'spendid adj.

1. hanging from something; pendent: as, the balloon

had no *suspended car.

2. hanging self*sustaind, as a balloon in the air; floating

in the atmosfere.

suspender so'spendoe n. a rope or line by which something
is suspended or hung; one of the cords by which the car of

a balloon is attacht to the netting above; a suspender^cord.

siispender-cord so'spendoz,ke:ed n. a cord which acts as a

suspender; one of the ropes in a balloon by which the car

or basket is suspended or hung from the gasbag or keel

above; a suspender.

suspending-net so'spendi^net n. the net of a balloon from
which is suspended the car.

suspending-rope so'spendig^oop n. a rope from which
something is suspended; the rope from which a flying*ma-
chine is suspended during tests, as in the elevated railway
proposed by A. Goupil; the rope or line by which a kite is

flown or kept suspended or aloft in the air; a rope kite*

line.

fespension so'spenjon n. the act of suspending or the state
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of being suspended; the act or state of hanging from a sup-

port; the condition of being held up or kept afloat, as in

the air; sustention.

flexible suspension

,

suspension by means of flexible sup-

ports or suspenders, as of the basket or car of an ordinary
balloon.

suspension-cord so'spenSon/keizd n. same meaning as sus-

pensionzline.

suspension-line sa'spenjan^ain n. a line by irhich the car

of a balloon is suspended or hung to the gas^vessel; a sus-

pensiomcord
; a suspender^cerd.

sustain so'steen tr. hold up; bear up; uphold, support; hold
suspended; keep from falling or sinking.

sustainable so'stee-no-bol adj. capable of being sustaind or

held up, as a moving aerofoil by the air.

sustainer so'stee-noe n. a structure or apparatus which sus-

tains or holds up, as a gasbag or aerofoil; a supporting^de-

vice; one of the numerous narrow aerocurvs, crossddades,
or slats designed to sustain or support the flying^machine
patented by H. P. Phillips of Harrow, England, in 1890.

sustaining;-area s9'stee-nir),e:-zi-o n. the area of a sustain-

ing^surface; the amount of supporting^surface utilized in

a flying?machine.

sustaining-chamber so'stee-nig/tSeem-boz n. a gas^cham-
ber for sustaining an airship; a vessel or compartment
forming part of a dirigible balloon and fild with hydrogen
or other gas in order to support the craft or cause it to

float in the air.

sustaining-plane S9'stee-nig,pi.een n. an aeroplane which
forms part of a flying^machine used for sustaining the craft

in the air; a supporting^plane
;

a supporting^surface
; a

carrying^surface.

sustaining-power sa'stee-mr^pau-se n. power or capacity

to sustain or hold up; supporting?power
;
buoyancy: as, the

*sustaining^power of the air.

sustaining-screw so'stee-nii^sksou n. a screw designed to

sustain, support, or lift an aircraft such as a helicopter.

sustaining-surface sa'stee-nii^snzfis n. a surface or aero-

foil which forms part of a flying^macliine and is used for

sustaining the craft in the air; a supporting^surface
;

a

carrying^surface
;
a sustaining^plane.

sustentation ,SAston'tee-$an n. the action of sustaining or

state of being sustaind or held suspended, as in the air;

support.

sustention so'stenjon n. the act of sustaining or holding

up
;
sustainment

;
sustentation

;
suspension.
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swallow-like 'swolo^aik adj. like that of a swallow : as,

*swallow-like swiftness.

sweep swiip intr . [past participle and preterit swept] move,
or glide along with a swift waving or surging movement, as

a bird or a machine in flight : as, to *sweep upward,
sweep swiip n.

1. the action of the verb sweep ; the direction of any non-
rectilinear motion; the reach or range of a motion or

stroke ; a turn, bend, or curv; a rapid survey, as of the

earth’s surface, or of the hevens : as, a wide *sweep to the

left; the *sweep of a wing; beyond the *sweep of the tele-

scope; a grand *sweep of mountain country.

2. the area of the vertical cross-section of the moving
stratum or layer of air or other fluid which is assumed to

be that to whose inertia the supporting-reaction upon an
aeroplane or other aerofoil is due : as, the *sweep of an
aeroplane; the hypothesis of constant *sweep.

sweep-area 'swiip,e:-zi-o n. the area of the cross-section of

the stratum or layer of air or other fluid which is assumed
to be that to whose inertia the supporting-reaction upon
an aerofoil is due; the sweep of an aeroplane,

sweeping 'swii-pirj adj . characterizing the motion of, or de-

scribed by a body which sweeps along : as, the aeroplane

rose in a *sweeping curv.

swell swel intr. [past participle swelled, sweld, swollen ; pret-

erit swelled , sweld] grow in bulk; bulge, dilate, expand,
belly; also, increase in intensity or force, as the wind does,

swell swel n. the action of the verb swell

;

a rise, surging, or

bulging, as of the air, the water, or the land-surface ; a

wave or billow
; a surge

;
a bulge : as, the surging land-

scape’s *swell; a hevy *swell of the sea.

swerve swmzv intr. [past participle and preterit swerved,
swervd ] turn aside suddenly, as an aeroplane sometimes
does from its course.

swerve swatzv n. a sudden turning aside, as of an aeroplane

from its course.

swing swig intr. [past participle swung
;

preterit swung,
swang] move to and fro; oscillate; glide or fly with a free

swaying motion : as, twice he *swung round the field.

yearly swing of the atmosphere, the yearly to-and-fro

movement of portions of the earth’s atmosfere; the annual
oscillatory motion of the aerial ocean resulting in accumu-
lation of air over the land in winter and over the sea in

summer, as shown by changes in barometric pressure,

swirl swb: z\ n. a whirling motion; an eddy of air; a gyra-

tion; a whirl.
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swirl swb:z! tr. [past participle and preterit swirled, swirld]

whirl thru the air; send whirling.

switchback 'swit$,b3ek adj. characterized by backsandsforth
or alternate motion thru the air

;
zigzag : as, *switchback

hoverings; the *switchback theory; a *switchback flight#

path.

switchback 'swit^baek n. a switchback flight; an aerial zig-

zag.

swoop swoup v. [past participe and preterit swooped, swooptl
1. intr. rush or sweep downward; as a hawk or other bird

of prey does upon its quarry or victim; descend swiftly and
at a sharp incline thru the air; stoop.

2. tr. descend upon suddenly and swiftly and seize while

on the wing; take or capture with a downward sweep.

swoop swoup n. a sudden pouncing or downward sweeping
movement in flight : as, the *swoop as a feature in aerial

warfare.

sympiesometer ,simpi-Tsemi-toz n. an instrument for

mesuring the pressure of a current; also, a form of barom-
eter.

tack task n. a temporary change of a few points in the di-

rection of sailing, as in order to take advantage of a sides

wind; one of a series of movements of a watersship to star-

board and port alternately out of the general line of her

course.

tack taek intr. change the course of a ship, as by turning her
hed toward the wind, etc.; shift one’s course, veer,

tacking 'tsekiq n. the action of the verb tack ; veering,

tail teel n.

1. the posterior extremity of an animal, especially when
consisting of an appendage prolongd beyond the rest of the

body; the caudal appendage; the cauda; also, in birds, the

tailsfethers, collectivly; any appendage resembling the tail

of an animal or bird, or placed in a similar relativ posi-

tion; a rear extremity.

tail of the wing, see under wing1 {sense i).

2. the cord or st£ip with pieces of paper or other mate-
rial knotted to it at intervals, attacht to the lower part of a

kite; a balancingstail.

3. an aerofoil or other part attacht to and extending out

behind a flyingsmachine and used as an aid in balancing
or steering, or as a support for some balancings or steer-

ingsdevice; sometimes, specifically, a rear horiental plane
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attacht to or intersecting the rear rudder; a rear directiv

organ or balancer; a trailer: as, a cellular *tail.

negative tail

,

a tail, in an aircraft, which is conceivd as

acting in a negativ manner, distinguisht from positive

tail.

positive tail, a tail, in an aircraft, which is conceivd as

acting in a pesitiv manner, distinguisht from negative

tail.

4. the neck of the gasbag of a balloon.

5. the part of a streamline body behind the buttock; the

posterior extremity of a streamline body.

tail-area 'teel,e:-zi-3 n. the area of the tail of a bird, as at

maximum or minimum spred.

tail-boom 'teel,boum n. the boom, spar, or pole which ex-

tends rearward behind a flying^machine and constitutes or

carries the tail : as, the upper and lower *taikbooms con-

verge to a point.

tail-cord 'tsel,ko:zd n. a cord serving as, or attacht to, the

tail of a kite.

tail-covert 'tee^kAvost n. one of the covertefethers of a

bird’s tail.

tailed teeld adj. [also spelt taild] furnisht with a tail : as, a

*taild monoplane.
tail-feather 'teel,fedoz n . [also spelt taihfether] one of the

main fethers of a bird’s tail; a rectrix, a rudder.

tail-length 'teenier) 0 n. the length of the tail of an aero-

done : as, positiv, neutral, or negativ *taildength,

tail-like 'tee^laik adj. like a tail; resembling a tail in

form or position.

tail-piece 'teel,piis n. the piece or part in a flying^machine
which occupies the position of, or acts as, a tail; the tail

of an airship.

tail-plane 'tee^p^een n. a plane or aerofoil which forms the

tail of a glider or flying^machine
;
a posterior directiv or-

gan or stabilizer.

tail-plumage 'tcel,pi.ou-mid3 n. the plumage of a bird’s tail.

tail-skid 'teel,skid n. a small skid or runner attacht under
the tail or hinder extremity of a flying^machine in order to

keep the tail off the ground or facilitate its motion along
the ground, as in landing, compare wingzskid.

tail-steerage 'teel,sti:-zid3 n. steerage or steering by means
of a tail.

tail-wheel 'teel,uml n. a wheel attacht under the tail of a
flying^machine to support it, or keep it off the ground.

tandem 'tsendom adv. one behind the other; in single file:

as, two aerofoils placed *tandem.
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tandem 'tcendom n.* a series in which one is placed behind
another

;
single file : as, a string of five kites flying in

*tandem.
tandem 'tsendam adj. having units, or a series of similar

parts or aerofoils, placed tandem, or one behind the other :

as, a *tandem system of fins; a *tandem monoplane; a *tan-

dem biplane.

target-balloon 'taiz-git-ba^uun n. a small balloon, com-
monly captiv, used as a target, as in firing explosiv shells,

tariff 'taezif n. a duty or tax, or such taxes collectivly, im-
posed according to a list, table, or scale, upon goods im-
ported into, or exported from, a country or place; also, a

table or scale of charges of any kind,

teetrices ,tek't£ai,siz n. pi. see tectrix.

tectrix 'tekt£iks n. [ploral teetrices] a coveringTether of a

bird’s wing or tail
; a covert

; a wing^covert or a taikeovert.

tegmen 'tegman n. [plural tegmina] the covering of the

posterior wing of some insects; the fore^wmg of any er-

thopter, corresponding to the elytron or wing-case of a bee-

tle; also, rarely, a tectrix or covert of a bird’s wing or tail,

tegmina 'tegmi-na n. pi. see tegmen.
telebarometer ^eli-ba'zomi-taz n. a barometer which is lo-

cated at, or furnishes reports from a distance; one of a

series of barometers separated from each other by a certain

horizontal or vertical distance.

telehydrograph ^elo'hai-dro^zaif n. [also spelt telehydro

-

graf ] a hydtograf which is located at, or furnishes re-

ports from, a distance.

telescope 'teli,skop n. an instrument consisting essentially

of a hollow cylinder containing a system of lenses, for

looking at or examining distant objects,

telethermograph. ^eli'Gmz-m^gzarf n. [also spelt telether-

mografl a thermograf which is located at, or furnishes re-

ports from, a distance.

temperature 'tempaea^Juz n. state or condition with re-

gard to heat; the degree or intensity of the sensible heat

of a body.

temperature-gradient 'tempaea-t$ue,gzee-di-ant n. the gra-

dient of temperature; the rate at which the temperature

of the air changes in value, as with change of altitude,

temperature-signal 'tempaza-t$uz,signl n. a signal, sign,

or notice regarding the probabilities or the condition of

atmosferic temperature.

template 'temptat n. [also spelt templet ] a pattern used to

indicate the shape which any piece of work is to assume
when fimsht; a guide; a medeL
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tenderwing 'tendoz/wiq n. a newcomer or beginner in the

art of flight; an aerial novice or amateur; a fledgling,

tense tens adj. being in a state of tension; stjetcht until

tight; rigid; not lax; taut, as the envelop of a balloon,

tension-buffer 'tenSon^Afoz n. a buffer, as of rubber, as

on the axle of a skid*u)heel, for providing or regulating ten-

sion or strain.

tension-wire 'tehSon/waiz n. a wire, as in an aeroplane

flying*machine, by which a strain of tension is applied ; a

wire which regulates or provides tensil strain,

terra firma ,tezo'fB:e-mo n.

1. firm or solid earth; dry land, as distinguisht from
water; the land.

2. the earth or land, as distinguisht from the air or at-

mosfere; the ground.

terrain ,te'zeen n. the ground, or any portion of the land*

surface.

terrestrial to'zestri-ol adj. of or pertaining to the earth;

earthly: opposed to celestial; also, pertaining to the land*

area as distinguisht from the water*area of the globe, or

to the land or earth as distinguisht from, or as contem-
plated from, the air or atmosfere.

tertial n. a tertiary flight*fether
;
one of the pennae

or large fathers of a bird’s wing of the third set, which
grows on the elbow or upper arm; a tertiary,

tertiary 'tBe§i,eei n. a tertiary flight*fether
;

one of the

remiges or wing*fethers seated upon the upper arm or hume-
rus of a bird; a specialized inner secondary; one of the

innermost remiges of the pteryla alaris; a tertial.

test-balloon 'test-ba,luun n. a small balloon or inflated

bladder let fly in the air to test the direction or velocity of

the wind.
tetrahedral ^etro'hii-drol adj. pertaining to a tetrahedron

or to a system of forms to which the tetrahedron belongs :

as, Bell’s ^tetrahedral kites.

tetrahedron ^etro'hii-dran n. [plural tetrahedra, tetrahe-

drons ] a solid figure or form comprehended under, or

bounded by, four planes; also, the regular tetrahedron
whose sides are four equilateral triangles; the triangular

pyramid.
thermogram '0n:^-mo

/
gz3em n. the sheet record of a self*

registering thermometer.
thermometer 03z,memi-toz n. an instrument for mesuring

temperature, as of the atmosfere.

blackzbulb thermometer in vacuo, a form of solar*radia*

tion thermometer originated by John Herschel; a mercurial
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thermometer having the bulb and a portion of the stem
j

coverd with lampblack, the whole being placed in a glass
j

vacuum-tube to prevent loss of heat by convection. It is

often used along with a bright-bulb thermometer similarly

encased.

Celsius thermometer, a thermometer introduced by Cel-

sius in 1736, in luhich the zero is at the boiling-point of

water, and the 1 oo-degree-mark at the melting-point of ice.

This thermometer, by whose use plus and minus degrees 111

ordinary atmosferic temperatures are avoided, has never
been extensivly used.

centigrade thermometer, a thermometer introduced by
Linnaeus, in which the zero is at the freezing-point of

water and the 1 oo-degree-mark at the boiling-point of

water. This thermometer is in common use in many coun-

tries of the continent of Europe, and is there and elsewhere

extensivly employd in scientific work.

Fahrenheit thermometer, a thermometer devised by Fah-
renheit, in which the zero is at 32 degrees below the melt-

ing-point of ice, and the 212-degree-mark at the boiling-

point of water. This thermometer is in common use in

English-speaking countries and in Holland
maximum thermometer, a thermometer which registers

the maximum temperature to which it is exposed, as those

of Rutherford, Phillips, and Negretti.

minimum thermometer, a thermometer which registers the

minimum temperature to which it is exposed, as the alco-

hol minimum thermometer devised by Rutherford 111 1704.

Reaumur's thermometer, a thermometer in which the zero

is at the freezing-point of water and the 80-degree-mark at

the boiling-point of water. This thermometer was formerly

extensivly used in Germany and Russia,

thermoscope '0B:z-m3,skop n. an instrument for indicating

minute variations in temperature without mesuring their

amount.
thread-feather 'Bsed^eda! n. one of the thred-like or hair-

like fethers usually closely associated with the contour-

fethers of birds; a filoplume.

throttle '0setl n. a valv, as in the eduction-pipe of a steam-
engin, for controlling the flow of steam; a throttle-valv.

thrust 05Ast n. a posh or shove; also, the horizontal compo-
nent of a positiv pressure of the air, as upon an aeroplane

or other aerofoil
;
pesitiv drift,

thunder '
0Andaz n . the loud noise which follows a flash of

lightning, due to the same discharge of electricity in the

air to which the lightning is due, but occurring a little lafer
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than the lightning en account of the velocity of the sound?

waves being much less than the velocity of the lightwaves,

thunder-cloud 'GAndos^ki.aud n. a cloud that produces light-

ning and thunder, usually dense, dark, towering masses of

cumulus or st£ato?cumulus, with a cirro?st£atus overflow; a

cumulo?nimbus cloud
;
a turreted cloud

;
a showercloud.

kick of the thundercloud, the kick?like, or sudden out-

ward and downward thrust or push of a thundercloud, due
to the expansion of the rising air within the cloud, and
producing a jump in barometric pressure and giving rise to

squall?winds.

thunder-gust '0And9z,gASt n. [also spelt thundergust] a

gust accompanied by thunder; a thundersquall ; a thunder?

storm.

thunder-head 'GAnda^hed n. one of the round, compact,

spelling cumulus clouds which frequently develop into

thunderclouds. ,

thunder-headed 'GAnd9z,hedid adj. [also spelt thunder
heded ] pertaining to, or like, a thunderhed : as, a *thunder
heded cloud.

thunder-shower '0And9z,$au-9e: n. a shower of rain accom-
panied by/ thunder and lightning,

thunder-squall 'GAndo^skwc:! n. a squall of wind accom-
panied by thunder; a thundergust.

thunder-storm 'GAndo^storem n. [also spelt thunderstorm]

a storm accompanied by lightning and thunder, due to a

state of unstable atmosferic equilibrium and high relativ

humidity.
cyclonic thunderstorm, a thunderstorm associated with

a cyclone or region of low barometric pressure, and having
a progressiv movement which may, however, be quite dif-

ferent from the cyclonic movement of which it is a part.

heat thunderstorm, a thunderstorm having little or no
progressiv motion, characteristic of the hot equatorial re-

gions of the earth, and occurring in summer in temperate
latitudes.

line thunderstorm, a thunderstorm accompanying V?
shaped isobaric depressions.

thunderstorm belt, a belt, zone, or long narrow area
within which thunderstorms occur simultaneously or con-
tinuously, and which moves stedily in an easterly direction,

thysanoptera ,0is9'riept9-z9 n. pi. an order of insects in-

cluding only the family Thripidae or Thripsidae, with long,

narrow, often veinless wings furmsht with a long fringe,

tie tai n. something which fastens or binds; a bond which
withstands stress of pull

; a wire or other tension?member
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connecting or holding together two points or parts, as in

an aeroplane flying-machine or other aircraft,

tie-rope 'tai^oop n. a stay-rope or stay of a balloon,

tightener 'tai-tn-oz n. any device for tightening a wire stay

or the like; a wire-tightener. compare turnbuckle.
tiller-rope 'tilo^eoop n. a rope connected with the tiller

or steering-gear of an airship.

tilt tilt intr. heel or lean, as a balloon; assume a sloping po-

sition, as an aeroplane.

tilt tilt n. a sloping position; an inclination,

tilting-angle 'tilti^seggol n. the angle or degree of incli-

nation which is safe or allowable in driving. an aeroplane
flying-machine,

time taim n.

apparent time, time as reckond from, or mesured by, the

apparent position of the sun; solar time.

central time, the standard time or hour used in the cen-

tral or third American time-section
;
the time of the 90th

meridian west of Greenwich. It is 6 hours earlier than

Greenwich time.

civil time, time as reckond for civil uses, and divided into

days, months, years, etc.

colonial time, the standard time or hour used in the colo-

nial or first American time-section; the time of the 60th

meridian west of Greenwich. It is 4 hours earlier than
Greenwich time.

eastern time, the standard time or hour used in the east-

ern or second American time-section
;
the time of the 75th

meridian west of Greenwich. It is 5 hours earlier than

Greenwich time.

international time, the system of reckoning time, now
adopted by many nations, which takes the time of Green-

wich, England, as the basis and divides the world into sec-

tions in each of which the time is taken as varying exactly

one hour from that of the next section
;
standard time as

applied or adopted internationally : distinguish! from local

time.

local time, the time as recorded or kept at any given lo-

cality or place, and determind by the passage of the mean
sun over the meridian of that place : distinguish from
standard time and international time.

mean solar time, time as reckond from, or mesured by, the

motions of the mean sun, such as indicated by chronometers

at sea
;
mean-sun time.

mountain time, the standard time or hour used in the

Rocky Mountain or fourth American time-section; the time
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of the 105th meridian west of Greenwich. It is 7 hours

earlier than Greenwich time.

Pacific time, the standard time or hour used in the Pacific

or fifth American time-section; the time of the 120th me-
ridian west of Greenwich. It is 8 hours earlier than

Greenwich time.

solar time, time as reckond from, or mesured by, the ap-

parent position of the sun; apparent time.

standard time, the system of reckoning time (in con-

formity with the international time system) adopted by the

railroads, etc., of the United States and Canada on Novem-
ber 18th, 1883, and now in general use in those and many
other countries, which takes the time of Greenwich, Eng-
land, as the basis and divides the world into sections in

each of which the time is taken as varying exactly one
hour from that of the next section : distinguisht from local

time.

tip tip n. the extremity or end, as of a wing; the outer

part or lateral termination, whether flexible or rigid, mov-
able or fixt, of a main plane or aerofoil of a flying-ma-

chine; also, a small supplementary plane or end-piece at or

near either extremity of a sustaining-plane, such as an
aileron or winglet, or a rear flap, used for balancing : as,

the *tip of a wing; the left *tip of the machine.

from tip to tip, from the tip or outer extremity of one of

the wings of a bird or flying-machine to the tip of the other

and opposit wing, when the wings are extended,

tip tip v. [past participle and preterit tipped, tipt]

1. tr. turn from an upright position, as a flying-machine

;

cause to slant or lean, as a horizontal aeroplane; incline

downward; tilt; cant.

2. intr. lean from the normal or usual position; slant

over.

tip-control 'tip-kon,t£Ool n. a device or apparatus for con-

trolling or regulating the movements or position of the

tip or extremity of the plane, wing, or sustaining-surface

of an aeroplane or flying-machine,

tip-feather 'tip,fed3z n. [also spelt tip^fether] one of the

fethers at the tip or outer end of a bird’s wing : as, the

finger-like *tip-fethers of the wings of many soaring birds,

tip-rudder 'tip^Adaz n. a rudder or rudder-like aerofoil

located at the tip or outer end of a main sustaining-plane

in a flying-machine
;
an aileron,

tip-speed 'tip^piid n. the oscillatory speed of the tip of a
reciprocating wing; the up-and-down velocity of a wing-
tip in flapping flight.
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tonnage 'tAnids n - the weight of goods or load which an
airship is capable of carrying; the carrying-capacity of an
aircraft.

top-light 'top,lait n. a signal-light placed at the top of an
airship while in flight.

topography to'pegza-fi n. [also spelt topografy ] the detaild

description of a particular region, place, or t£act of land; a

grafic’ representation of a certain land-area; also, the fea-

tures of a region or land-area.

torch-bomb 'toizrtS/bom n. [also spelt torchzbom ] a bem or

bom-like missil which is used as, or which carries or servs

as a torch, as for illuminating the terrain, and showing
the position of the enemy.

tornado ,toz'nee-do n. [plural tornadoes] a violent squall

or whirlwind of small extent; an archt squall, occurring in

tropical regions; in the United States, a violent and rap-

idly progressiv whirlwind of small radius usually seen as

a whirling funnel hanging from a mass of black cloud,

tornado-funnel ,toz'nce-do,fAnl n. a funnel-shaped for-

mation observd during a tornado; a windspout.
torque te:zk n. the moment of twisting-force; a function

serving as a mesure of a turning-force such as that applied

to the shaft which drives a propeller; turning-moment;
twisting-effect; twist.

tourbillion ,tuz'bili-9n n. a device likend to or producing
an effect similar to a whirlwind.

aerial tourbillion

,

a device consisting of a rotor of seg-

mental section turning on an axis, so made that, if given

a sufficient initial rotation and then held in a current of

air with its plane face fronting the wind, it will have its

speed accelerated and rotate with extreme rapidity,

touring-balloon 'tui-eiq-bs^uun n. a balloon designed for

touring or traveling about.

touring-plane 'tui-zn^p^sen n. an aeroplane flying-ma-

chine designed for touring or traveling about; an aero-

plane used for making journeys or t£ips.

tourniquet 'tu:z-ni-ket n. [synonymous cognate torniquet] a

twisting-device sometimes used to steer flight-models,

tower 'tau-az intr. soar aloft thru the air, as a bird; rise in

vertical or orthogonal flight; mount straight up in flight,

as some birds do when wounded or flusht; rocket,

towering 'tau-a-zirj n. the action of the verb tower ;
the

process of rising vertically in flight; rocketing: as, the

^towering of hard-hit birds.

tractor 'trsekto? n. that which draws; a device for drawing
or pulling.
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tractor screw, an airscrew which draws or polls; an
aerial propeller which is attacht to the front of the craft

and which thus polls or draws the machine along thru the

air, insted of pushing or thrusting it along, as rear pro-

pellers do; a front propeller; a tractor propeller,

trade treed n. same meaning as tradewind.

trade-cumulus 'treed^cgumju-los n. [also spelt trade cumu-
lus ] small detacht cumulus cloud occurring by day in the

region of the tradewind and usually developing no rain,

tradewind 'treed/wind n. [also spelt trade-wind, trade wind ]

a wind that blows in a regular trade, path, or course, that

is, continually in the same direction; one of a system of

air-currents or winds prevailing over the oceans of the

equatorial regions, blowing in each hemisfere toward the

thermal equator.

trail treel n. the action of the verb trail ; a drawing along

behind; also, something which trails; a streak; a train.

angle of trail, see under angle.

trailer 'tjee-loe n.

1. a structure which forms part of, and trails along be-

hind, a flying-machine, as a balancing-tail; a tail.

2. a rope or other device which is attacht to and allowd

to trail or drag along behind a balloon or airship; a trail-

rope; a drag-rope.

trailing-angle 'trse-lir^seqgol n. the angle of a wing or

other aerofoil which is in trailing or rear position; the

angle at which the rear part or following edge of an ad-

vancing aeroplane trails or is drawn along thru the air as it

leaves it behind; the angle of the trailing edge; the angle

of trail; the epposit of leading-angle and angle of entry.

trailing-rope 'tjee-hg^oop n. a trail-rope; a trailer,

trail-rope 'tjeel,eoop n. a rope of definit length which is

attacht to a balloon and is sometimes allowd to trail along
on the earth in order to lighten the load and thus make the

craft tend to rise or glide along at a uniform height; a

trailing-rope; a trailer; a drag-rope; a guide-rope,

train tjeen n. a part which is drawn along behind; a trail-

ing structure; the tail of a bird, especially when long, large,

or conspicuous, and whether ornamental or serving as a

steering-organ : as, a peacock's *train.

trajectory tro'dsekto-ei n. the curvd path along which a

projectil or other body moves in its flight thru the air:

as, the ^trajectory of a flying-model,

tramontana ,tramon'ta:-no n. the north wind, as that com-
ing from beyond the Alps mountains into Italy and the

Mediterranean region.
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transaquatic ^aens-o'kwaetik adj. [also spelt transiaquatic]

occurring or carried on over an aqueous surface; overs

water: as, *t£ansaquatic journeys,

translation ^pens'lee-Son n. the process or condition of

being translated, conveyd, transported, or removed.
motion of translation

,

motion in which rotation is absent
or not considerd

;
motion in which all parts of a body are

considerd as moving in the same direction,

translational ,t£3ens'lee-So~nl adj

.

pertaining to or having
the character of translation; of motion of translation: as,

the *translational efficiency of a helicopter,

transportation ,t£3enspoz'tee-$9n n. the act of transporting
or conveying goods or passengers from one place to

another; transport; carriage, conveyance,
trapeze ^jse'piiz n. a swing consisting of one or more

cross-bars each suspended by two cords at some distance

from the ground, on which feats of strength and agility

are perfermd; also, such an apparatus as attacht to a para-

chute, glider, or other air-machine,

traveling-speed 'tjaevlir^spiid n. the speed or velocity at

which an aeroplane or other air-craft travels or is capable

of traveling thru the air; the rapidity of flight character-

izing a given airship.

tree-top 't£ii,top n. the top or uppermost part of a tree : as,

to rise to the height of the *t£ee-tops.

trend trend n. general course or direction; directional ten-

dency : as, the wind has an ascending *t£end.

triangulation ^ai-aeqgjo'lee-Jan n. mesurement by means
of triangles conceivd as existing upon the earth’s surface

or elsewhere; the operation of determining altitude, dis

tance, or position, as of an airship, by calculations from
observations made with a theodolite upon points taken as

the apexes of triangles referd to a certain base-line,

trim trim n. the state or condition of an airship or of her

cargo, ballast, or spars, with reference to her fitness for

sailing or flying; adjustment, arrangement: as, the lateral

*t£im of an air-craft.

triplane 'trai,pi.een n. a flying-machine of the aeroplane

type having three sustaining-planes or supporting-surfaces

:

compare monoplane, biplane, multiplane.

tripping-rope 'tripirj^oop n. a rope used in connection

with the t£ipping-device or release by which a balloon

water-anchor may be relievd of its contents,

trochoid 't£DO,keid n. a prolate or curtate cycloid; a curv

described by a point fixt to a wheel which rolls on a

straight line.
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trochoidal ^o'koi-dl, 'tjoOjkei-dl adj. pertaining to or hav-

ing the nature of a trochoid : as, *t£oehoidal curvs, a *t£0-

choidal wave.
trochoidal plane, see under plane.

truss t£AS ir. tie, bind, fasten; adjust, draw, make fast or

stiffen as with a t£uss.

truss t£As n. a stiff frame; a combination of beams, posts,

and struts of wood, steel, or other material, constituting a

rigid or unyielding frame, as that of the planes or wings
of a double-deckt aeroplane flying-machine,

truss-wire /
tjAs,wai^ n. one of the wires of a t£uss, as in

an aeroplane flying-machine.

tryout 't£ai,aot n. the action or process of trying out, as of a

flying-machine
; a tjial or test.

tube-whistle 'tgoub,u)isol n. a light wind-blown whistle

made of bamboo tubes placed side by side, such as the Chi-

nese sometimes attach to the tail of a flying pigeon,

turbulence 'tnabjo-lons n. the state or condition of being
turbulent; disturbd state; agitation, commotion, as of the

air.

energy of turbulence, the energy of the turbulence, agi-

tation, or commotion of a fluid, as the air; energy of wind-
fluctuation

;
turbulence-energy.

motion of turbulence, the motion of a fluid, as the air.

when in a state of turbulence or agitation ;
the movement

of a fluid in commotion
;
motion of wind-fluctuation.

velocity of turbulence, the velocity of the motion of tur-

bulence of a fluid, as the air; turbulence-velocity,

turbulence-energy 'tnebjulons^naz-dsi n. the energy of the

turbulence, agitation, or commotion of a fluid, as the

air; energy of turbulence; energy of wind-fluctuation,

turbulence-velocity 'tnebjolans-vi^osi-ti n. the velocity

of a fluid in a state of turbulence or agitation; velocity

of turbulence; velocity of wind-fluctuation,

turnbuckle 'tmzn^Akol n. a screw device for connecting
or drawing together two parts of a wire or metal rod; a

wire-tightener consisting of a right-hand and a left-hand

screw, used for keeping taut the wire stays of air-craft; a

strainer : as, an open ^turnbuckle.

turning-point 'tnznir^point n. the point or place in the air

or atmosfere at which an airship turns, or changes or re-

verses its course, as in order to return to its starting-point,

turtle 'tnztl n.

turn turtle, turn upside down
;
capsize : said of an airship,

twilight 'twai,lait n. the light from the sky when the sun is

below the horizon at morning and evening; the illumina-
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tion after sunset (or before sunrise) produced by the re-

flection of sunlight from the upper air. compare gloaming
,

glooming, dusk.

twilight-arc 'twai-lait,a:zk n. same meaning as twilight*

curve.

twilight-curve 'twai-lait,ki3:sv n. [also spelt tivilight^curv]

the curv or arc, sometimes very sharply defined, constitut-

ing the visible part of the circular outline or boundary of

the projection of the earth’s shadow upon the sky, which
rises in the east just after the sun has set and, as it

passes to the zenith and thence to the western horizon,

gradually cuts off the twilight^glow
;
the twilightearc.

twilight-glow 'twai-laiCgloo n. the glow or luster of the

twilight.

twisting-action 'twisti^sekjon n. an action of twisting or

spirally turning.

twisting-effect 'twistiq-^fekt n. an effect having the na-

ture of a twist or spiral turn.

two-bladed ^uu'blee-did, (assumptivly) 'tou,blee-did adj.

having two blades, as a screw propeller.

two-winged ^uu'wiqd, (assumptivly ) 'tuu/wiijd adj. [also

spelt two*zvingd~\ having two wings or winglike sustaining^

surfaces.

tying-point 'tai-ir),point n. the point at which the guy^line

or string of a kite is attach!, as to the hanger or bridle
;
the

tyingson point.

typhoon ,tai'fuun n. [also spelt tyfoon ] a violent hurricane

occurring in the China seas and thereabouts, mostly from
July to October.

unclouded ^n'kzmo-did adj. not clouded : as, an *unclouded,

but misty, sky.

underbody 'Ando^bodi n, the body or framework forming
the under part of an airship; the rigid underst^ucture at-

tacht or suspended beneath the float^vessel
;
the fuselage,

underplane 'Andoe,pi.een n. a stationary plane situated just

under a moving or soaring plane; a plane surface, such as

a level piece of land or a water^surface, lying close be-

neath an aeroplane or flyer, in flight,

underrun ,Ando'eAn tr. run or pass under or underneath :

as, the thunder^squall *underruns humid air^currents.

understructure 'Andoz,st£Akt$oz n. a structure under
another; the lower part or parts of an airship, underneath

the gasbag; the underbody; the underwork.
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under-wind 'Andoz/wind n. a wind blowing in the under
or lower airs

;
an atmosferic undercurrent : distinguish

from uppenwind.
underwork 'Aiidoz/wmzk n. the framework or other con-

trivances situated under or beneath the main part of an
airship; the lower parts of a dirigible balloon, located

underneath the gasbag; the understructure; the underbedy.
unmanned ^n'maend, (assumptivly ) 'An,maend adj. [also

spelt unmand] not carrying a man or operator; having no
aeronaut or aviator aboard : as, an *unmand balloon,

ntoggle /Aii'togol tr. unfasten, disconnect : as, to *untoggle

the car.

ap-and-down ,Apan'daon adj

.

1. characterized by upward movement followd by down-
ward movement; going first up and then down: as, a sen-

sational *up-and-down flight.

2. related to, or controlling up-and-down movement; hav-
to do with vertical steering: as, the *up-and-down and the

stabilizing planes : distinguish from sideztozside.

up-current 'Ap,ki3Z9nt n. a current or stream of air coming
or going up; a rising or ascending atmosferic current; an
up-wind.

upper-wind 'Apoz,wind n. a wind blowing in the upper
or higher airs

;
an upper wind or atmosferic current : dis-

tinguish from underzwind.
upright 'Ap,zait n. an upright or vertical stick or piece, as

in a kite-frame : as, the cress-sticks and ^uprights.

uprush 'ap,zaS n. a rush, or sudden and forceful movement,
upward or skyward, as of air.

up-stroke 'Ap,st£Ook n. the upward stroke or sweep of a re-

ciprocating part such as a flapping wing; a stroke or beat

in an upward direction : the epposit of downastroke.
up-thrust 'Ap,03ASt n. a thrust or posh in an upward di-

rection
;
lift : as, the *upthrust of the wind upon a wing.

vacuum 'vsekgu-om n. empty space; an enclosed space from
which the air or other gas has been removed, by means of a

pump or otherwise.

forced vacuum, a partial vacuum, or decrease of pressure
or density which is forced upon the air or other fluid ad-

jacent to an aerofoil or other surface which is acting upon
it. compare forced pressure . under pressure .

valve vaelv n. [also spelt valv] a device or appliance designed
to control the flow of a fluid, as gas or air, thru a pipe,
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outlet, or inlet, as the one inserted at the top of’ a balloon,

for letting outinflating^gas.

emergency valve, a balloomvalv which works automati-
cally in case of an emergency.

valve-line 'vaelv,lain n. [also spelt valvdine] a line con-

trolling the valv of a balloon.

valve-rim 'vaelv^im n. [also spelt valvzrim'] the rim or

marginal part of a balloomvalv.
valve-ring 'vyelv^nj n. [also spelt valvaring~\ a ring which

is connected with or encircles a balloomvalv.
valve-rope 'vselv^oop n. [also spelt valvzrope ] a rope con-

trolling a balloomvalv
; a valv^line.

valve-tender 'vaelv^ender n. [also spelt valvztender] one
who tends or operates a balloon^valv.

valve-string 'vselv^tgig n. [also spelt valvtstring~\ the string

controlling a balloomvalv; a valv^line or valv^rope.

van vaen n .

1. a vane or web of a bird’s fether on either side of the

shaft; the vexillum; the pogonium.
2. a wing or wingdike organ or structure; a sail,

vane veen n.

1. a wethercock or wethervane; also, a similar device,

as in an anemometer.
2. a saildike or winglike supportings, propellings, or guid-

ingsstructure, as one of the blades of an aerial irheel, one
of the plates or floats of a windmill, or one of the pieces

of fether attacht to either side of the nocksend of an arrow.

3. the web or vexillum of a bird’s fether on either side

of the shaft; the pogonium; the van.

vane-wlieel 'veenquiil n. an aerial wheel fitted with vanes
or blades; a screwsvane.

vapor 'vee-paz n. [also spelt vapour] any visible diffused

substance, especially fog, mist, cloud, or condenst steam,

foating in or obscuring the air or atmosfere; watersvapor;

(in fysics) the gaseous form of a substance which is usually

solid or liquid : as, mercury *vapor.

vapor-condition /vee-p3^-kon /diSon n. the condition of, or

as to, atmosferic vapor or vapors,

vapor-dust 'vee-p3e,dASt n. atmosferic dust consisting of

minute globules of water condenst from aqueous vapor,

appreciable by certain optical effects but not visible as fog

or haze; dustevapor.

vapor-laden 'vee-p3z,lee-dn adj. laden or loaded with va-

por, as air.

vaporous 'vee-po-£3s adj. having the form or nature of

vapor; vapory.
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vapor-plane 'vee-p9z,pz.een n. the plane or level at which
vapor forms; the level of condensation; the plane of the

altitudes or elevations at u)hich ascending currents of

moist air are coold to the dew-point and begin to con-

dense into visible vapor.

vapor-pressure 'vee-pas^psejoz n. the elastic pressure ex-

erted by any invisible or gaseous vapor, especially that of

the water^vapor in the air or atmosfere; vaporstension.

vaporspout 'vee-po^spciot n. same meaning as waterspout.

vapor-tension 'vee-po^tenjon n. same meaning as vapor

*

pressure.

vapor-value 'vee-poz/vaelio n. the value of the water^vapor
in the atmosfere; the vapor^condition, considerd quantita-

tive, of the aqueous vapor in the air, as at different ele-

vations.

vapory 'vee-po-zi adj. [also spelt vapoury'] composed of or

characterized by, vapor; vaporous,
varnisli 'va:z-ni$ n. a solution of resinous or elastic mate-

rial in alcohol or other limpid liquid, capable of harden-
ing into an elastic waterproof and gasproof coating, ap-

plied to balloomenvelops to render them impermeable and
wether:sproof.

veer vi :z intr. turn; shift or change direction; change; also,

in meteorology, shift m the same direction as the course
of the sun : as, in the northern hemisfere, from east by way
of south to west: said of the wind,

vehicle-speed 'vii-i-ko^spiid n. the speed or velocity of the

tganslatory motion of a vehicle; the rapidity with which a

craft moves thru the air. compare propellerzspeed.

velocity vi'losi-ti n. rapidity of motion; speed or quickness
in movement; swiftness.

natural velocity, the velocity at which an aeroplane or

plane aerofoil naturally continues to glide indefimtly.

compare natural glidingtangle, under glidingzangle.

velocity-potential vi'lesiti-p^tcnjol n. a potential, or

scalar quantity, whose slope is everywhere equal to the ve-

locity of a mass of fluid in irrotational motion,

venation vi'nee-$on n. the mode of distribution of the veins

or nervures of an insect’s wings; also, these veins collect-

ivly, considerd as to their arrangement.
Venetian-blind vi'nii-$on,blaind adj. resembling a certain

type of window^blind made of slats of wood : said of a

mode of aeroplane^constjuction : as, the Phillips *Venetiams

blind method.
vent-feather 'vent,fed9£ n. [also spelt vent^fether] a fether

located under the tail, behind the yent or anus of a bird;
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one of the under tail?coverts
; a fether of the cnssum; a

crissal fether.

vertex 'vm^teks n. [plural vertices, vertexes] the point in the

hevens directly overhed; the zenith.

vertical 'veeti-kol adj. of or relating to the vertex or ze-

nith; perpendicular to the plane of the horizon; straight up
in the air : that is, not diagonal, slanting, or oblique.

angle of the vertical, the angle between the astronomical
zenith and the geocentric zenith, see under zenith. This
angle reaches its maximum value in latitude 45 degrees,

where it is about 11 minutes.
vertically 'vnztiko-li adv. in a vertical manner or direction;

straight up in the air.

vertices 'vBzti/Siz n. pi. see vertex.

vessel 'vesol n. an airship; an aircraft; a ship, a craft.

aerial vessel, an airship.

vexilla /vek'silo n. pi. see vexillum.

vexillum /vek'silam n. [plural vexillal the vane or web of

a bird’s fether on either side of the shaft or stem; the po-

gonium; the van.

viscosity ,vis'kosi-ti n. the state or property of being vis-

cous; the quality of flowing slowly; also, in fysics, internal

friction; resistance to the motion of the molecules of

a fluid among themselvs : the opposit of mobility.

viscous 'viskos adj. having the property of viscosity or in-

ternal molecular friction
; characterized by resistance to

internal motion; net mobile.

volant 'voo-lont adj. passing thru the air; flying; able to

fly; capable of flight; volitant.

volation ,vo'lee-$on n. flight, as of a bird; the power or fac-

ulty of flight; velitation.

volational /vo'lee-Jo-nl adj. of volation or flight; voca-
tional.

volator ,vo'lee-taz n. that which flies; specifically, a flying?

fish.

volitant 'voli-tnt adj. flying; capable of flight; volant; as,

a bat is a volitant mammal.
volitation ,volTtse-$on n. the act of flying; the power or

capacity to fly; the habitual practis of flight; volation;

flight.

volitational /voli'tee-So-nl adj. of volitation; volational.

volplane 'vol,pixen intr. fly in, or by means of, an aeroplane

flying?machine
;
plane, glide, coast : as, while he was Vol-

planing down to earth.

volplane 'vof^pixen n. the action of the verb volplane : as,

his Volplane of a mile from the clouds to the ground.
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vortex '\q\z,teks n. [ploral vortices, vortexes] a whirl of

fluid, as the air in a smoke^ring; also, a whirling or gyra-

tory motion; a gyre; an eddy.

vortex-core 've:z-teks,ko:z n. the core or innermost central

nuclear part of a verteks or whirl of air.

vortex-cylinder 'veiz-teks^ilin-doz n. the cylinder^shaped

part of a vertex; a cylindrical vertex,

vortex-filament 've:z-teks,filo-mont n. the portion of fluid

included within a vertex^tube.

vortex-fringe 've:e-teks/fsmd3 n. the upward circulatory

fringe, or system of vertical currents produced at the edges
of a herizental plane falling thru the air or other fluid,

vortex-knot 've:e-teks,net n. a knetelike vertex; a compli-

cated gyre or eddy, as in an air^stjeam.

vortex-hoop 've:z-teks,houp n. an imaginary uncreatable

and undest^uctible vertex in an inviscid gas, shaped like a

hoop or half^ring.

vortex-motion 'veie-teks^oo-Son n. the motion charac-

teristic of a vertex; a rotational motion of a fluid in

which there is circulation about certain vertex^filaments,

and no circulation except about them,

vortex-ring 'verz-teks^n] n. a vertical molecular filament
or column returning into itself so as to ferm a ring com-
posed of a number of small rotating circles arranged like

beads on a string, as the air in a smoke^ring.
vortex roller, a series of vertex^filaments following each

other in rapid succession and acting as rollers between the

live fluid and the ded^water.

vortex-train 'veie-teks^een n. a train of vertices, as the

vertex^cylinders of air, collectivly, left trailing behind an
aerofoil in flight.

vortex-trunk 've:z-teks,trAr)k n. a trunk, twisted column, or

helicoid cloud composed of vertex^filaments wound round
each other like the strands of a rope,

vortex-tube 'veiz-teks^guub n. an imaginary tube, within
a fluid, whose surface is the locus of vertexdines thru a
small closed curv drawn arbitrarily,

vortical 've:z-ti-kol adj. of or like a vertex or gyre : as, a
*vertical system of air^currents.

vortices 've:z-ti,siz n. pi. see vortex.

vulture 'vAlt$oz n. any one of various large birds of prey
of the order Raptores, having the hed and neck more or
less bare of fethers, and furnisht with powerful beak and
claws.
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wader 'wee-doz n. a bird which wades, as a crane, a stork,

or a sandpiper; any bird of the order Grallae or Gralla-

tores.

waft wa:ft n. a form of aerial propeller.

waft wa:ft tr. bear thru a fluid or buoyant medium, as air;

convey thru the atmosfere.

wake week n. the tjack left by a streamline or other solid

body moving thru a fluid; the track or stream of agitated

air left trailing behind an aerofoil, aeroplane, or airship

in flight thru the atmosfere; also, a track, a course, com-
pare wash.

wake-current 'week,kB£9nt n. a current of, or of the

nature of, a wake.
war-balloon 'woiz-bo^oun n. a balloon used in war; a diri-

gible or other balloon designed for use in warfare; a mili-

tary balloon.

war-car 'we:z,ka:z n. an aerial car or vessel designed for

use in warfare; a warship of the air.

war-kite 'wor^kait n. a kite used in warfare; a mandifting
kite used for military reconnaissance or observation

;
a

military kite; an observationdcite.

warning 'we:£-mr) n. a signal, such as a flag or pennant,

displayd as a warning or cautionary notice of approach-

ing winds, storms, hurricanes, etc.

warp wo:ep tr.

1. tieist out of shape, as. a wing or other aerofoil; turn

or bend out of a condition of straightness, as the outer por-

tions or lateral extremities of the sustaining*surfaces of

an aeroplane flying*machine
;

contort.

2. move into some desired place or position by means of

a warp or rope secured to something fixt; kedge : as, to

*warp a dirigible into her dock or shed.

warping-deviee 'wo:e-pig-di,vais n. a device or apparatus

used in warping or contorting one or more of the aerofoils

in a flying*machine ; a wing*warping device; a warping*
mechanism.

warping-meckanism 'worz-pii^meko-nizom n. a mecha-
nism for warping the planes or wings of a flying*machine

;

a warping*device.

warping-rope 'worz-pig^oop n. a rope used in warping or

flexing the wing or wings of an aeroplane flying*machine
;

the cord by tuhich an aerofoil is warpt by the driver of a

flying*machine.

war-plane 'wo:z,pz.een n. an aeroplane flying*machine de-

signed for use in warfare; an aerial warship of the aero-

plane type.
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wash. wo:$ n. the broken or eddying air which is left behind
by a flying aircraft or by its propeller; the ded^water or

eddy^air in the rear of a moving aerofoil or streamline

body, compare wake .

waste-valve 'weest/vaelv n. [also spelt waste^valv] a valv, as

in the gasbag of a balloon, thru irhich gas may be allowd

to escape or go to waste
;
an escape^valv.

water-anchor 'wci-toz^aeqkoz n. a special form of anchor
adapted for retarding the speed or influencing or arresting

the motion of a balloon passing over the sea or other body
of water.

water-area 'wci-toe^ei-zi-o n. [also spelt water area~\ the

area, surface, or region of the water as distinguisht from
the land or air; also, an area or tract of water, compare
landzarea.

water-ballast 'wci-to^baelost n. (seazterm ) 'ballast which
consists of water; water used for ballast in a ship,

water-blink 'wci-to^bhgk n. a spot of cloud hanging in

arctic regions over open water, the presence of irhich it

servs to indicate, compare snowMink.
water-cloud 'wcr-to^k^aod n. any one of the class of clouds

comprizing all but the highest (cirrus) clouds and the cirro^

nebulae, whose component particles are minute droplets of

water : distinguisht from icezcloud.

water-drag 'wci-to^drseg n. a drag or device attacht to a

balloon by a rope and designed for trailing along in the

water beneath, as an aid in controlling the motions of the

craft.

water-dropper 'wc:-toe,dropoz n. a cylindric water^con-

tainer from whose nozzle the water is allowd to drop freely

into the atmosfere. The device was invented by Sir

William Thomson and is used, as in a balloon, in mesuring
the electric potential of the air.

water-fligbt 'wc:-t3,zylYait n. a flight over the water; a

flight thru the air above a water^surface
; an over^water or

transaquatic flight, compare landzflight.

water-foot 'wer-to^fut n. a foot or footdike understructure
in a flyingmiachine designed to enable the craft to rest or

alight upon a water^surface
;

a waterTloat attacht to the

base of a flyingmiachine
;
a water^skid.

water-haze 'wer-to^heez n. atmosferic haze which is made
up of particles or minute droplets of water, with or with-
out an admixture of dust or smoke; aqueous haze, com-
pare dustehaze.

water-particle 'wc:-t3z,pazti-kol n. one of the particles or
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droplets of water such as water^clouds and mist are com-
posed of; a minute globule of water,

water-ship 'wci-to^ship n. a ship that sails on the water;

a vessel used for navigating the seas or other bodies of

water : distinguish from aerial ship and airship.

water-skid 'wci-toz^skid n. a skid or runner4ike under-

structure in a flying^machine designed to enable the craft

to alight and rest upon or to launch itself from, a waters

surface; a skiddike water^float or water^foot attacht to the

base of a flying^machine.

water-sky 'wc:-t9z,skai n. a popular reflection in the sky,

common in arctic regions, indicating the presence of open
water beneath.

water-smoke 'wc:-t9z,SMook n. smokedike or steamdike fog

or mist formd over a body of water whose surface^tempe-

rature is above the dew-point of the air, which is alredy

saturated with water^vapor.

waterspout 'wc:-toz,spaot n. a whirlwind characterized by
a huge funnehshaped mass of nnst descending to the sur-

face of a body of water, as the sea, where, picking up
water, it forms a column reaching to the clouds; a vapor-

spout; a windspout.
water-surface 'wc:-t3z,snzfis n. the upper or free surface

of a body of water; a surface which is of water rather than
land : distinguisht from landzsurface. compare zvater sur-

face, under surface.

water-tiglit 'wc:-toz,tait adj. so tight as to resist the

passage of water; impermeable to /water,

wave wsev n.

1. a continually propagated form which is assumed by
parts of a body, as the air, when out of equilibrium.

2. a progressiv oscillation of atmosferic pressure or

temperature; also, an advancing movement of large extent

in which these are considerably above or below the normal

:

as, a barometric *wave, a cold *wave.
cold wave, a wave of cold wether; an advancing atmos-

feric area which is characterized by a temperature which
in any part is at least as low as 36 degrees Fahrenheit.

hot zjvave, a wave of hot wether; a heat-wave,

wave weev v.

1. intr. move up or down or two and fro; undulate; sway:
as, *waving wings.

2. tr. move up and down, as a wing; cause to sway,

wave-action 'weev,3ek$on adj. actuated by wave motion;

moved by an undulating aerofoil or wave^surface. see

under aeroplane.
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wave-line 'weev,lain adj. having the form of, or related to,

the lines or outlines of the waves in a fluid; undulating;

wavy : as, a body molded in *wavedine curvs
; a flying?ma-

chine moving in an undulating or *wave4ine course, com-
pare streamline.

wave-surface 'weev^Bzfis n.

1. the surface of a wave or undulation in a fluid.

2. a flexible surface or aerofoil which forms part of a

flying^machine, and in which a rapid undulatory or wave
motion is produced for the purpose of causing the surface

to propel or sustain the craft in the air.

wave-train 'weev^een n. a train or series of waves in a

fluid; a trailing succession of undulations,

weather 'wedozr n. [also spelt wether] the state of the air or

atmosfere with respect to its cloudiness, humidity, mo-
tions, temperature, pressure, electrical condition, or other

characteristics.

broken weather, unsettled wether.

clerk of the weather, a humorous personification of the

influences controlling the wether; Old Preb; also, the di-

rector of the British Meteorological Office or the meteoro-
logical department of the SignakService of the United
States.

falling weather, wether in which there is, or is liable to

be, a precipitation or fall of rain, snow, or hail; rainy or

snowy wether.

radiation weather, wether in which radiation of heat

from the earth’s surface is especially noticeable; the clear

dry atmosferic condition which prevails within areas of

high barometric pressure or descending air when terres-

trial radiation of heat is at its maximum.
Weather-Bureau 'wedo^bjur-^o n. a bureau of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture of the United States government hav-
ing charge of the forecasting of the wether, issuance of

of wether^warnmgs, display of wether^signals, etc.

weatlier-card 'webo^kaiad n. a card on which is a dia-

gram showing the average or typical wether^conditions

on each side of moving areas of high or low barometric
pressure.

weather-case 'webo^kees n. a case holding instruments for

observing the wether; a cupboard containing meteorologi-
cal apparatus.

weather-change 'web3^,t$eend3 n. a change in the wether;
an alteration of general atmosferic conditions,

weather-chart 'wedoe^tSaizt n. a wether^map.
synoptic weather-chart, a synoptic chart of the wether;
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a wether-map which affords a synopsis or general view of

the meteorological conditions; a synoptic wether-map.
weather-'condition 'wec)9£-k9n,di§9n n. one of the con-

ditions, circumstances, or characteristics of the wether

:

commonly used in the ploral.

weather-cycle 'wecte^sai-kal n. a cycle or round of wether-
conditions; one of a series of recurrent periods of time, of

equal length, in each of which a certain succession of

atmosferic fenomena, or course of meteorolegic events, is

observd or believd to complete itself, compare weather*
period.

weather-flag 'wedo^f^seg n. a flag which is used as a

wether-signal; one of the special signal-flags used by the

United States Wether-Bureau since the year 1891 to indi-

cate the character of the atmosferic conditions expected to

occur at a given locality within thirty-six hours.

weather-forecast 'wedo^fm^-lcarst n. a forecast of wether-
conditions; specifically, one of the daily wether-predictions,

or statements of wether-probabilities, publisht by the United
States Wether-Bureau.

weather-forecaster 'wed9z-foe,ka:-st9e n. a forecaster of

the wether; one whose occupation is to foretell or predict

wether-conditions.

weather-lights 'wedo^laits n. pi. lights such as the auroral

lights or heat-lightning, considerd as being related to the

wether.

weather-man 'weda^msen n. a man whose occupation is the

observation or prediction of wether-conditions; a wether-
forecaster; a meteorologist.

weather-map 'webo^maep n. a map showing the state of

the wether or atmosferic conditions, as of temperature,

pressure, and wind, thruout a country or region by con-

ventional lines, shading, or other symbols; a wether-chart.

weather-notation /wedoz-no'tee-Son n. a notation or system
of abbreviation of terms descriptiv of the principal wether-
fenomena, as the alfabetic notation of Beaufort used in

Great Britain, in which (c) signifies cloud , (/), fog, etc.

weather-period 'web9z,pi:-ei-od n. a wether-cycle or other

period of time in which certain uniformities are observable

in recurring wether-fenomena. compare weather*cycle.

weather-prediction 'webaz-psi/hkSan n. the prediction of

wether-conditions; the art of forecasting the wether.

wether-prevision 'wedae-pm/v^on n. the prevision or fore-

seeing of wether-conditions.

weather-prophet 'weda^psefit n. [also spelt wether*profet]

one who n*akes profesies as to the wether; a forecaster.
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weather-register 'wedo^zedsi-stoz n. a register or record
of wether=*conditions; an hourly or daily meteorolegic rec-

ord at any station, especially such a record kept by the ob-

servers themselvs, as distinguish from one kept by seifs*

recording instruments.

weather-report 'webae-e^poiet n. a report of the wether*
conditions, especially as issued daily by a wether^servis.

weather-service 'wedoz,si3zvis n. [also spelt wetherzservisl

a servis or organization for studying, reporting upon, and
forecasting the wether; a meteorological servis, such as

maintaind by each of the principal governments of the

world.

weather-sharp 'wed3e,$a:zp n. an expert on the wether; a

skild forecaster or meteorologist.

weather-sign 'wedoz,sain n. a sign or indication of wether*

conditions; a fenomenon or sensation indicating state or

change of wether or atmosferic conditions.

weather-signal 'wedo^signl n. a signal, such as a special

flag, displayd so as to give notice of, or information re-

garding, approaching wether*conditions.

Buys Ballot’s system of weathensignals, a system of

wether*signals, the first in modern times, adopted in Hol-

land in i860, and employing a form of semafore similar in

design to the French, consisting of a movable horizontal

bar or wind*vane and an arm hinged to the vane and carry-

ing a disk at its free end.

weather-situation 'wedoz-sit$u,ee-$on n. the situation as

to wether; the state of things as far as the wether goes;

the wether^conditions.

weather-station 'wedo^stee-Jon n. a station where observa-

tions are made upon the wether and reported to a central

offis; one of the branch stations of a wether*=servis
; a me-

teorologic observing^station.

weather-symbol 'wed3z,simbol n. a symbol or conven-
tional sign used in recording wether^conditions or making
wether^maps, as one of those adopted by the International

Meteorological Congress to represent hydrometeors, etc.

weather-type 'wedoz,taip n. a type or distinctly kind of

wether observable at a given station under given distance**

relations to centers of high and low barometric pressure,

compare windztype.

weather-warning 'wedoz/werz-nig n. warning regarding
approaching bad wether; an admonitory wether**signal.

compare s torm?wanting.
weather-whistle 'wedo^wisol n. a whistle used as a
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wether-signal
;

a signal consisting of steam-whistle blasts,

long and short, in various combinations,
web web n,

1. a sheet of woven fabric covering an aeroplane-wing;
the cloth which forms the surface of an aerofoil.

2. the vane or vexillum of a bird’s fether on either side

of the shaft or stem; the pogonium or van.

3. one of the wooden blocks acting as distance-pieces be-

tween the ribs of the sustaining-plane of a flying-machine.

webbing 'webirj n. the woven fabric which is stgetcht over
the frame of an aerofoil or wing; the cloth surfacing of

an aeroplane.

web-cloth 'web^LOiG n. the cloth used in or constituting

the web of an air-craft.

webby 'webi adj. of a web; web-like; membranous: as, the

*webby plumage of certain birds; the *webby wings of

bats.

web-sprit 'web,spsit n. a spsit or spar connected with the

web or webbing of a air-craft,

weight weet n.

shifting weight, one of the weights or hevy bodies which
in some airships are made to shift longitudinally along the

understructure to aid in maintaining equilibrium,

weight-carrier 'wee^ksezi-oe n. a flying-machine especially

designed to carry weight; an air-craft for transporting hevy
goods; an aerial freighter.

westerly 'westoz-li n. [ploral westerlies] a westerly wind :

as, a prevailing ^westerly.

wheel wiil «. the circular, rotating handle by the manipu-
lation of which the driver or pilot operates the rudder or

control of an air-craft; the hand-wheel used for steering;

the steering-wheel; the helm-wheel: as, at the airship’s

*wheel; the *wheel of the aeroplane,

wheel-kite 'wiil,kait n. a hevy Chinese taild kite consisting

of two connected disks in each of whose faces is a wind-
mill-wheel which is revolvd by the wind,

whip wip n. one of the radii, arms, or sail-frames of an old-

style four-vaned vertical windmill,

whip-line 'wip,lain n. a line or piece of strong cord which
is attacht at one end to the bridle of a kite and which has

at its other end a long loop to which the flying-cord or

kite-line may be tied,

whir wg:z v.

4. intr. fly, dart, revolv or otherwise move quickly with a

whizzing or buzzing sound, or swish, like that made by a

stick or a projectil moving rapidly thru the air; whizz.
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2. tr. move quickly with a whizzing or buzzing sound:

as, the humming-bird *whirs its wings.

whir wb :z n. a swishing or buzzing sound, as of the wings
of certain birds when in flight, or of the blades of a re-

volving propeller.

whirl wb:z! v.

1. tr. siuing or turn rapidly round; rotate; revelv.

2. intr. turn swiftly round, as in a helicoid course; rotate

rapidly.

whirl wb:z! n.

1. a rapid turning or circling movement; a swift or ro-

tary motion or gyration : as, his spiral *whirl thru the air.

2. a mass of air or other matter having such a circling

or helicoid motion, as an air-eddy or whirlwind.

whirlhlast 'wB:zl,bla:st n. a whirling blast of wind; a whirl-

wind.
whirling-fan. 'wBiz-hq^fsen n. a fan which by whirling im-

parts motion to an air-craft; a fan-propeller; an air-screw.

whirling-machine 'wB:z-litj-mo,$iin n. a primitiv form of

whirling-table, said to have been first used by Robbins in

1761.

whirling-table 'wBiz-lii^tee-bol n. a machine consisting of

a horizontal arm turning upon a vertical axis used for

whirling or revolving planes or aerofoils in order to de-

termin the resistance offerd by the air, or for determining
the constants of anemometers, or for similar purposes; a

whirling-machine of modern construction.

whirlwind 'wB:zl,wind n. a wind moving in a whirl, eddy,

or circumscribed circular path; a mass of air, as in a tor-

nado, waterspout, or sand-pillar, of which the height is usu-
ally great in proportion to the width, rotating rapidly on a
vertical or slightly inclined axis and having at the same
time a translatory motion over the land or sea.

wicker 'wikoz n. a small pliant twig; an osier; a withe; also,

wickerwork.
wickerwork 'wikoz/wnidc n. [also spelt wicker-work] bas-
ketwork of any sort, as that of a balloon-car; anything
plated, woven, or wattled of flexible and tough material,

as osier, rattan, or thin strips of wood.
winch wint$ n. a machine in which an axis is rotated by
means of a crank-handle, used for winding up or letting

out the holding-rope of a captiv balloon, or a kite-line; a
windlass.

winch-house 'wint$,haos n. a house or bilding from which
a kite-winch is workt.

wind wind n. air in natural motion at or above the earth’s
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surface, er, especially, relativly to the earth's surface; an
atmosferic current; a current of air as coming from a par-

ticular direction; a movement or rush of air relativ to the

observer, as when flying thru still air; also, air artificially

put in motion, as by bellows or a blower, or by a projectil;

an aiicurrent or blast, natural or artificial.

against the wind

,

in an epposit direction to the wind; in

a direction ©pposit to that in which the wind is blowing;
so as to meet the wind.

backing wind

,

a wind the changing direction of which
shifts around the dial of the compass anticlockwise, or

against the sun : the epposit of hauling wind.
beating wind, (seazterm) a hed^wind which beats against

a vessel and forces it to tack.

before the wind, (seatterm) in the direction in which the

wind blows.

Capetown wind, a violent vapoiladen wind which blows
down from Table Mountain, epposit Cape Town, South
Africa.

cardinal wind, a wind which blows from one of the four

cardinal points; a nerth, south, east, or west wind.
chinook wind, a warm, dry, westerly or northerly wind

blowing at intervals en the eastern slopes of the Reeky
Mountains, similar to the fohn winds of Switzerland; a

chinook.

coastal wind, same meaning as coasUwind .

diurnal inversion of the wind, the inversion or reversal

of the relations of the velocities of the winds every twenty^

four hours discoverd by Espy in 1840; the law that the

wind next the surface of the earth is feeblest at night and
strongest at midday, whereas the reverse is t^ue at a cer-

tain altitude above the surface.

Dove's law of the rotation of the winds, the law or rule,

known alredy by Aristotle to be t£ue (for the Mediterra-
nean region) but given wider extension by Dove in 1827,

that, in the north temperate zone, the wind^directions at

any given place pass thru a cycle of changes lasting only

a few days, the order usually being east, south, west, north

:

that is (on a compass^dial), clockwise, or with the sun.

down the wind, in the same direction as the wind is

blowing or moving; with the wind: as, birds fly quickly

down the wind.
etesian wind, the regular north and northeast wind blow-

ing over the Mediterranean Sea from southern Europe in

the summertime, especially in July and August, and appa-

rently due to an indraft of air toward the Sahara.
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eye of the wind

,

the precise point from which the wind
is blowing.

face of a wind, the front or forespart of a wind conceivd

as a mass of advancing air; the aspect presented by a hed?

wind : as, to struggle in the *face of a wind.

fish-tail wind, a fluctuating or gusty wind.
groundzsurface wind, a wind along the surface of the

ground; a wind just above the land^surface.

hauling wind, a wind the changing direction of which
shifts around the dial of the compass clockwise, or with
the sun : the opposit of backing wind.

head wind, same meaning as headzwind.
high wind, a wind of great velocity or force; a strong

wind.
hot wind, any wind made up of hot or very warm air

;

specifically, in Australia, a north wind lasting two or three

days, and being at times excessivly hot.

hurricane wind, a wind which is characteristic of a

hurricane, revolving anticlockwise in the northern henu-
sfere, clockwise in the southern.

mean wind, a wind which has the mean or average ve-

locity or force.

moderate wind, same meaning as moderate breeze, see

under breeze.

planetary wind, a wind which forms part of or is due to

the planetary circulation of the earth’s atmosfere; a plane-

tary aiicurrent. see under circulation.

polar wind, one of the winds characteristic of the polar

regions of the earth; one of the general atmosferic cur-

rents in the neighborhood of the north or south pole.

relative wind, the wind or motion of the air relativ to a

moving body or object such as an aerofoil, airship, or flyer,

in flight.

spiraling wind, same meaning as spiral wind,

spiral wind, a wind which has a spiral or helicoid course;

an atmosferic current moving spirally, as in a cyclone, or

around the globe; a cyclonic or anticyclonic wind; a spiral-

ing wind.

stiff wind, a wind of considerable stxength or velocity; a

strong wind; a stiff breeze.

with the wind, in the direction in which the wind is

blowing or moving; down the wind,

windage 'windidg n.

1. the disturbance set up in the atmosfere by a body
moving thru it or revolving in it.

2. the air?friction of a moving mechanism or part.
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wind-area 'wind^i-zi-o n. the area presented to the wind,

as of the wheel of a wind-motor.

wind-bag 'wind,b3eg n. a bag fild with wind or designed

to be fild by the wind.

wind-band 'wind,b3end n. (provincial, in England

)

a long

band-like cloud supposed to indicate winds or stormy

wether.

wind-base 'wind,bees n. the base or surface of an aeroplane

flying-machine which is acted upon, or resists the pressure

of, the wind or air during flight.

wind-blown 'wind,bloon adj.

1. blown or wafted by the wind or air; wind-borne;

wind-driven : as, *wind-blown thistledown.

2. blown by the wind or air, as a Chinese whistle attacht

to a flying pigeon.

wind-borne 'wind,bo:zn adj. borne along by the wind or

air; wind-blown; wind-driven.

wind-break /wind
/
b^eek n. some object which breaks the

force of the wind, as a fence, a belt of trees, or a cliff; a

barrier on the earth’s surface which breaks or interrupts

winds; a narow shelter-belt, compare wind-mantle, shelter

-

wood, snow-break.

wind-chart 'wind,t$a:z:t n. a chart or map showing the wind-

directions at a given time or season over any region of the

earth.

wind-check 'wind^ek n. a check or ticket-stub with which

spectators of an airship-test or flying-exhibition are some-

times provided, good for admission a second time, as on

some other day, if unfavorable wind or wether-conditions

prevent flight at the first trial.

wind-chest 'windiest n. a chest, as the gourd-like body

of certain whistles, designed to receiv or contain wind.

wind-cnrrent 'wind,ki3^nt n. a current of wind or air; an

air-current.

wind-direction 'wind-di,eek$on n. a direction of the wind;

the point or quarter from which the wind blows.

wind-dog 'wind,dog n. a fragment, piece, or portion of a

rainbow seen on detacht clouds; a wind-gall.

wind-drift 'wmd,dnft n. the drift or general movement of

the wind; the trend of the air-currents as shown by the

drift of clouds, storms, etc.

wind-driven 'wind,driven n. driven along by the wind;

wind-blown ;
wind-borne.

wind-eddy 'wind,edi n. an eddy or whirl of wind
;
a little

whirlwind ; as, trscherous *wind-rddies.
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winder 'wain-doz n. a device for winding a cerd, as in a

rubber-band driven flyer.

wind-firm 'wind^nizm adj. firm against the wind; capa-

ble of withstanding hevy winds,

wind-fluctuation 'wind-fz.Akt$u,ee-$on n. the fluctuation

or wave-like movement in the wind, in different direc-

tions; turbulence, commotion, or disturbance of the wind,
wind-friction 'wind,f3ik$3n n. the friction or surface-re-

sistance of the wind, as upon a kite
;
air-friction,

wind-gage 'wind,geed3 n. [also spelt wind-gauge] an in-

strument for gaging or mesuring the velocity, force, or

pressure of the wind; an anemometer,
wind-gall 'wind,gc:l n. a fragment, piece, or portion of a

rainbow seen on detacht clouds; a wind-dog.

wind-gap 'wind,gaep n. a sloping ravine, notch, or cleft

indenting the upper part of a mountain-ridge,

wind-guard 'wind^ared n. [also spelt wincbgard ] a gard, as

on the nose of a balloon, for protection against the wind; a
wind-screen.

wind-gust 'wind,gAst n. a gust or flaw of wind,
wind-gyration 'wind-d3ai,eee-$3n n. a gyration or rotary

mass of wind; an atmosferic eddy,

windily 'windi-li adv. with high wind; in a way that be-

tokens wind.
windiness 'windi-ms n. the state of being windy or tem-

pestuous.

winding-drum 'wain-dig,drAm n. a drum or windlass on
a flying-machine by means of which to wind the starting-

rope by which the craft is launcht; a winch,
windlass 'windlos n. a wheel-and-axle device, such as a

winch, used for controlling the ropes or lines connected
with captiv balloons or kites, or the guide-ropes of bal-

loons.

wind-mantle 'wind^msentl n. a natural or artificial forest

maintaind as a mantle for protection against the wind; a
shelter-belt or shelter-wood.

wind-meter 'wind,mii-tO£ n. a meter or mesuring-device
for gaging the force, pressure, or velocity of the wind; an
anemometer.

windmill 'winded, 'win^mil n. a wind-motor,
windmill-sail 'wind-mil,seel n. one of the sails, vanes, or

whips of a windmill.

wind-motion 'wind,moo-$on n. the motion of the wind; the
movement of the air : as, the motiv power of *wind-motion,

wind-motor 'wind,mDO-tez n. a motor driven by the force

of the wind; a windmill.
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wind-object 'winc^ebdsikt n. an object designed to act in or

against the wind; an aerofoil or the like,

wind-pocket 'wind,pokit n. a pocket or receptacle in a kite

or aeroplane, designed to catch the wind or, air and aid in

preserving the equilibrium of the craft; a small windbag,
wind-pressure 'wind^sejoz n. the pressure of the wind
upon any object in its path.

coefficient of winckpressure, the coefficient or numerical
constant used as a mesure of the pressure of the wind
against a stationary object, or of the resistance of the air to

a moving object.

wind-pulsation 'wind-pA^see-Son n. a pulsation, throb, or

beat of the wind; the pulsation or throbbing of the wind; a

wind^pulse : as, harmonic *wind^pulsation.

wind-pulse 'wind,pAls n. a pulse or throb of the wind; a

wind^pulsation.

wind-rate 'wind^eet n. the rate of wind^movement; the

comparativ degree of rapidity of a wind; wimFvelocity

;

wind^speed.

wind-record 'wind^ekazd n. a record of wind velocities or

directions, as by an anemograf; an anemogram.
wind-register 'wind^edsi-stoz n. an instrument for regi-

stering or recording the direction and force of the wind;
an anemograf.

wind-river 'wind^ivaz n. a river or definitly defined cur-

rent of wind; a long, stedy atmosferic stream or current

flowing between certain points : as, the mighty *wind?river
formd by the Rhine valley.

wind-rose 'wind^ooz n. a table, diagram, or grafic device

of radial or rosette^like form indicating the relativ fre-

quency of winds blowing from different points of the

compass or the relativ amount of total wind^movement in

each direction; a wind?star; also, a similar table or dia-

gram showing the connection between the wind^direction

and any other wether^condition, as cloudiness, rainfall, or

temperature.

baric wincUrose, a wind?rose whose radii are proportional

to, or show, for a given place, the average barometric pres-

sure of the atmosfere during the prevalence of wind from
each point of the compass; a barometric wind^rose.

barometric windzrose, same meaning as baric windzrose.

humidity winderose, a wind^rose whose radii are propor-

tional to, or show, for a given place, the average relativ or

absolute humidity or the relativ dew-point of the atmosfere

during the prevalence of wind from each point of the com-
pass.
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hyetal zvindzrose, same meaning as rain windzrose.

rain windzrose, a wincFrose whose radii are proportional

to, or show, for a given place, the average rainfall during
the prevalence of wind from each point of the compass; a

hyetal windsrose.

temperature windzrose, a wind^rose whose radii are pro-

portional to, or show, for a given place, the average tempe-
rature during the prevalence of wind from each point of

the compass,

wind-sail 'wind,seei n.

1. (seazterm ) a wide tube or funnel of canvas serving to

convey wind or a current of fresh air into the lower parts

of a ship.

2. one of the vanes or sails of a windmill,

wind-scale 'wind,skeel n. a number of words or terms
systematically arranged for use in describing the force of

the wind, as the i2^term scale introduced by Beaufort into

the British navy in 1805. see under scale.

international windzscale, same meaning as Smithsonian
zvindzscale.

Smithsonian windzscale, a wind^scale consisting of ten

numerical terms: o, calm, 1, light air, 2, light wind, etc.,

introduced by the Smithsonian Institution of Washington,
D. C. ;

the international wind^scale.

wind-scoop 'wind^kuup n. a device resembling a scoop or

funnel, as on the deck of a water^ship, so arranged that the

motion of the craft will cause it to take in and transmit
fresh air to the interior of the vessel, for ventilation,

wind-shaft 'wind/Sa:ft n. the horizontal shaft of a wind-
mill or wind?motor.

wind-shield 'wind^iild n. a shield or screen for protec-

tion against the wind; a wind^gard.
wind-signal 'wind,signl n. a signal having reference to ap-

proaching wind or storm; a sign, such as a special flag,

for publicly announcing wind^velocities or storms,

wind-speed 'wind,spiid n. the speed or rapidity of move-
ment of the wind; wind^velocity

;
wind^rate.

windspont 'wind,spaot n. [also spelt windzspout] a water-

spout, tornadoTunnel, or other form of whirlwind; a vapor-

spout.

wind-star 'wind,sta:e n. a star^shaped diagram whose radii

are proportional to, or show, for a given place, the average
velocities of the winds blowing from each point of the com-
pass; a wind^rose.

wind-storm 'wind
/
sto:zm n. [also spelt windstorm, wind
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storm ] a sterm with hevy wind, without rain or other pre-

cipitation.

wind-strong 'wind,st£o:i] n. having strong winds; charac-
terized by the presence of atmosferic currents of relativly

. great strength or Velocity : said of regions : the epposxt of

windzweak.
wind-support 'wind-so,po:zt n. the support or supportings
power of the wind; the sustaimngspower or buoyancy of

the air.

wind-swift 'wind,swift adj. swift as the wind: as, the

*windssu)ift Cupid.
wind-table 'wiiid,t£e-bal n. a table, as in print, presenting

data regarding winds; a tabular view of statistics of winds
speeds, etc.

wind-term 'wind/tmzm n. a term, word, or frase used to

describe a wind, as in a windsscale.

wind-tiglit 'wind,tait adj. so tight as to prevent the passage
of wind or air.

wind-type 'wind,taip n. a type or distinctiv kind of wind

:

as, the southerly *windstype at a given station, compare
weatherztype.

wind-umbrella 'wind-Air^bzelo n. a parachute,

wind-vane 'wind,veen n. a vane operated by the wind, such
as an arrow free to revolv on an upright rod, used for indi-

cating the direction of the wind; also, a device resembling
a fishskite; a fly; sometimes cald by sailors duffzbag.

wind-velocity 'wind-vi^osi-ti n. the velocity of the wind;
the rate or speed at which a wind blows or an airscurrent

moves; windsspeed; windsrate.

wind-wagon 'wind/wasgon n. a wagon or landsvehicle

which is driven by means of an aerial propeller,

windward 'windwozd adj. toward the wind; nearest the

point from which the wind blows : the opposit of leeward.

windward 'windwozd n. the point from which the wind
blows.

windward 'windwozd adv. toward the wind; opposed to lee-

ward.
wind-warning 'wind/worz-mq n. a warning or admonitory

notice regarding approaching wind^conditions
; a caution-

ary wind^signal.

wind-weak 'wind/wiik adj. having weak winds; character-

ized by the presence of relativly feeble atmosferic currents

:

said of regions : the opposit of windzstrong.

wind-wheel 'wind^uiil n. a wheel moved by the wind and
used as a propeller in an airship, or as a source of power
as in a windmill.
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windy 'windi adj. consisting of, next to, characterized

by, or resembling wind.

windy-weep 'windi/wiip n. a gentle evening breeze which
issues with a weeping or sighing sound from a forest or

ravine upon a broad quiet river,

wind-zone 'wind^oon n. a zone, belt, or region in which a

certain type of wind prevails; the region of the under:*

winds, or of the upper*winds.

wing wiq n.

1. the fore*lim of a bird, bat, or other vertebrate ani-

mal (homologous with the human arm), fitted in any way
for flight or aerial locomotion, or even, sometimes, when
not so fitted; also, a similar appendage in insects, having
a similar function : sometimes used figurativly.

ample wing, see ample.

angle of the wing, the carpal angle of a bird’s wing; the

bend of the wing; the bend; the flexure.

anterior wing, (in entomology ) one of the front upper
wings of an insect which has two pairs of wings; a fore*:

wing; a mesothoracic wing; a superior wing.

archt wing, a wing having an archt form
;
a bow*shaped

wing.

bastard wing, the winglet or alula of a bird’s wing; the

spurious wing; the ala spuria.

convoluted zvings, (in entomology ) wings which in repose

embrace the body of the insect from above downward, in-

closing it as in a tube.

deflexed wings, (in entomology) wings which in repose

cover the body of the insect like a roof, the internal edges
of the primaries meeting, and the surfaces sloping down on
both sides, as in many moths and homopters.

dentate wing, a wing with dentate or tootht margin
;
a

wing with a netcht edge.

digitate wing, (in entomology) a wing divided into finger*

like radii, as in many pteroforidae, by incisions extending
from the margin of the wing, between the veins or ner-

vures, toward the base.

divergent wings, (in entomology) wings which in repose
are horizontal but spred apart receding from the abdomen,
as in many flies.

erect wings (in entomology) wings which in repose are
held erect or upright over the body when the insect rests,

as in most butterflies; vertical wings.

expanse of wing, the expanse, extent, or spred of wing;
the tip*to*tip mesurement of the extended wings; stretch of
wing; alar expanse; alar extent; wing*spred (sense J).
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extent of wing, the extent or expanse of wing; wings
spred.

false wing, the alula of a bird’s wing; the bastard wing;
the ala spuria.

fixing of the wing, a fixing or rigidity of the wing or

wings of a wounded bird, due to nervous shock.

flexure of the wing, the carpal angle of a bird’s wing;
the bend of the wing; the flexure or bend.

folded wings, same meaning as plicate wings,

inferior wing, (in entomology) a posterior or hind wing
of an insect : so cald because it folds under the anterior

wing.

length of wing, the shortest distance from the flexure or

carpal angle of a bird’s wing to the wingstip or point of

the wing.
lining of the wing, the under set of wingscoverts, which

lines the wing of a bird; the inferior tectjices.

little wing, the small parcel of fethers which grow upon
a bird’s thum.
make wing, take wing, take flight; fly; depart.

mesothoracic wing, (in entomology) one of the pair of

wings borne on the mesothorax or middle division of the

thorax of an insect; one of the first pair of wings; an an-

terior or upper wing; a fore^wing; a superior wing.

metathoracic wing, (in entomology) one of the pair of

wings borne on the metathorax or third division of the

thorax of an insect; one of the second pair of wings; a

posterior or lower wing; a hind^wing; an inferior wing.

mirror of a wing, a specially colord area on some of the

flightTethers of a bird’s wing; the speculum.

on the wing, (adjectivally

)

being upon the wing or in

flight; traveling: as, a hunter of birds *on the wing; (ad-

verbially) while upon the wing or in flight; while moving or

traveling thru the air.

on the wings of the wind, aloft, or in the air, borne along

by the wind considerd as a winged creature in flight.

petiolate wing, (in entomology) an insectewing with a

petiole=dike stalk or base; a wing in which the base is very

narrow and has parallel sides, suddenly enlarging to the

body of the wing, as in the genus Agrion.

plane wings, (in entomology) wings which in repose are

extended horizontally, or in a horizontal plane.

plicate wings, (in entomology) wings which in repose are

doubled or folded lengthwise one or more times; folded

wings.

point of the wing, the extreme end of a bird’s wing; the
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apex or tip^end of the longest primary of the wing; the

wing^tip.

posterior wing

,

(in entomology) one of the hinder or

under pair of wings of an insect which has two pairs of

wings; a himTwing; a metathoracic wing; an inferior

wing.

reversed wings

,

(in entomology) wings which in repose

are deflext, the upper wings lying closer to the body of the

insect than the lower ones, which project beyond their an-

terior margins, as in certain lepidopters.

root of the wing, the part or end of the wing toward the

bird’s shoulder.

spurious wing, the winglet or alula of a bird’s wing; the

bastard wing; the ala spuria.

stretch of the wings, same meaning as stretch of wing,

stretch of wing, the distance or mesurement from tip to

tip of the outspred wings of a bird or insect; expanse or

extent of wing; alar expanse; alar extent; wing^spred
(sense i).

superior wing, (in entomology) one of the anterior wings
of an insect which overlie or fold over the posterior ones;

an upper or fore wing.

tail of the wing, (in entomology ) one of the long slender

backward prolongations of the wing of an insect, as a but-

terfly or moth.
take wing, take flight; make wing; depart.

tectiform wings, (in entomology) roof^shaped wings;
wings which are held sloping like the roof of a house when
the insect rests.

thoracic wing, (in entomology) a wing borne upon the

thorax of an insect; a metathoracic or mesothoracic wing.
tumid wing, (in entomology ) a wing in which the mem-

brane of every cell is larger than the cell itself, so that the

membrane projects slightly, as in the saw-flies.

under wing, (in entomology) one of the inferior wings of

an insect; a posterior wing.
unequal wings, (in entomology) wings of which the an-

terior and posterior pairs are of unequal length, the anterior

pair being in this case usually the longer.

upper wing, (in entomology) one of the superior wings,

of an insect; an anterior wing.

vertical wings, same meaning as erect wings.

2. an artificial structure resembling a natural wing in

form or function, designed for aerial sustentation or flight;

one of the sustaining^surfaces, or sets of sustaining^sur-

faces or sails, on either side of the axis of flight, or of the
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body, of a flying-machine; one of the supporting aerofoils

or planes of a biplane or multiplane flyer.

continuous wing, a wing or supporting-plane which is

continuous or which presents a single uninterrupted surface

to the air; a sustaining-surface which consists of but one
aerofoil and is not of two or more separate wings : con-

trast separated wings.

flapping wing, a wing which flaps, moves up and down,
sways, or beats; a reciprocating wing.

oscillating wing, a wing which oscillates, swings, vibrates,

or moves to and fro, or up and down.
reciprocating wing, a wing which reciprocates, waves,

flaps, moves to and fro, or has an alternating movement;
a flapping wing.

rocking wing, a wing which rocks or is capable of an
oscillatory movement, as in some monoplane flying-ma-

chines, for purposes of lateral balancing.

rotating wing, a wing which rotates, revolvs, moves round
a center or axis, or has a circular motion like that of a

screw-propeller blade.

separated wings, wings or supporting-planes which, tho

disposed in approximately the same geometric plane, are

separated by a cartain space, as in a tandem monoplane;
sustaining-surfaces consisting of distinct or discontinuous
aerofoils placed one after the other with some space be-

tween. contrast continuous wing.

spread of zving, the surface-mesurement or area of the

wings of a flyer; wing-area; wing-spred (sense 2).

vibrating wing, a wing that swings, oscillates, or moves
to and fro; an oscillating wing.

waving zving, a wing that waves, undulates, fluctuates, or

sways up and down or to and fro.

wing wig v. [past participle and preterit winged, wingdh
1. tr. equip or provide with wings for flying; furnish

with fathers or vanes, as an arrow; qualify for flight: as,

for her he *wings his shoulders.

2. tr. bear in flight; transport on or as on wings: as, he

will *wing me some witherd bough.

3. tr. perform or accomplish by means of wings : as, to

heven she *wingd her flight; to *wing one's way.
4. tr. traverse in flight : as, to *wing the midway air.

5. tr. wound or disable in the wing; shoot or disable

while traveling on the wing, or in flight : as, the offense

of *winging a balloon or an aeroplane at a thousand yards.

6. intr. fly, soar, travel on the wing : as, he has never

*wmgd from view of the nest
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wing-action 'wir^aekjon n. the action characteristic of

wings; the motion peculiar to wings,

wing-arc 'wirj,a:^k n. the arc or angular distance tjaverst

by a flapping or reciprocating wing or aerofoil,

wing-area 'wn^ei-zi-o n. the area of the wing or wings; the

area of the sustainingssurfaces of a bird or flyingsmachine

;

spred of wing; wingsspred (sense 2 ).

wing-arm 'wiq/Kzm n. the arm or structure to which the

wing of a flyingsmachine is attacht, and which moves the

wing.

wing-band 'wiq,bsend n. same meaning as wingzbar.

wing-bar 'wii},ba:z n.

1. a colord bar or band across a bird's wing; such a band
formd by the tips of the greater or median wingscoverts,

or both of these, and located between the wingsbow and the

wingsbay; a wingsband.
2. a bar or rod used as a longitudinal strengthenings

member in a wingsframe; one of the spars or poles which
span an aeroplane sustainingsplane from tip to tip at right

angles to the ribs; a simple wingsgirder.

wing-bay 'wirj,bee n. the (bayscolord or other) plumages
marking of a bird formd by the secondary fethers of the

wing when the wing is closed and these fethers differ in

color from the rest of the plumage,
wing-beat 'wir^biit n. a beat or stroke of a wing; one com-

plete motion, or cycle of movement, of a wing in the action

of flying; a wingsstroke : as, the smaller the creature, the

quicker the *wingsbeat.

wing-blade 'wir^bleed n. the blade or vane of a wing or of

a wingslike part.

wing-bone 'wir^boon n. any bone of a bird’s wing,
wing-border 'wir),bo:z-dzz n. the border, margin, or edge

of a wing.

wing-bow 'wiq/boo n. the plumagesmarking on the shoul-

der or bend of a bird’s wing.
wing-case 'wiq,kees n. the hard, horny, caseslike anterior

or upper modified wing which overlies the functional

wing of many insects, especially coleopters; a wingscover;
a wingssheath

;
an elytrum

;
a hemielytrum : as, the flight

of the *wingscase insects.

wing-cell 'wirj,sel n. (in entomology) any one of the spaces

between the nerves or veins of an insect’s wing,
wing-center 'wn^sentoz n. the center or middle point of a

wing.
aerodromic wingzcenter, a point, in a wing of an aero-

foil, such that, if the whole wingsresistance (in the line of
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flight) were concentrated there, the rotary stability of the

aerofoil would be the same as in the actual case, compare
aerodynamic wingzcenter, aerodromic radius.

aerodynamic wingtcenier, a point, in a wing of an aero-

foil, such that, if the whole lifting^power of the wing were
concentrated there, the rotativ stability of the aerofoil

would be the same as in the actual case; the aerodynamic
center of a wing, compare aerodromic wingzcenter, aero-

dynamic radius.

wing-cover wiij,kAvoe n. same meaning as wing-case.

wing-covert 'wir^kAvost n. a covert or coveringTether of

a bird’s wing; ony one of the small fethers which overlie

or underlie the flightTethers of a wing; a covert^fether or

tectrix of the wing.

winged 'wnjid adj. having or wearing wings: as, the *winged
god, Mercury; the *winged horse, Pegasus; (of an arrow)
having vanes; fetherd.

winged leaf,
(in botany) a pinnate or pinnately divided

leaf.

winged petiole, (in botany) a petiole with a thin wing-
like expansion.

winged seed, (in botany) a seed, as a samara, having
one or more wings or membranous extensions causing it

to be wafted by the wind.
winged stem ,

(in botany) a stem having thin lateral ex-

tensions.

winged wiqd past participle and preterit, see wing (verb).

wingedly 'wiqi-dli adv. in a winged manner; on, with, or

by means of wings.
wing-end 'wir),end n. the outer end or lateral termination

of a wing or aerofoil
;
a wingdnp : as, sliding or swinging

*wing£ends.
winger 'wirjoz n. one who or that which wings, in any

sense.

wing-feather 'wiqT^oz [also spelt zvingtfether] any
fether of a bird’s wing, especially a quilMether of the wing;
a wing^quill; a flightTether

; a remex.
wing-finger 'wirj,f T1]d3^ w. one of the fingers or digits, as

of a bat (or pterodactyl), which supports (or supported)

the wmg^membrane.
wing-fish. 'wirjT 1 ^ n. a flyingTish, especially a flying^gur-

nard.

wing-flapper 'wiq/kLsepoz n. a bird, such as the pigeon,

which habitually flies by means of wingTlapping; a bird

which employs flapping flight.
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wing-flapping 'wirj/fz.aepirj n. that flaps wings; provided

with flapping wings : as, a *wing?flapping machine,

wing-flexion 'wir^fixkSon n. same meaning as wing'*

flexure.

wing-flexure 'wir^fnekSos n. the flexure, bending, or warp-
ing of the wings; wingsdlexion.

wing-flight 'wir^ftait n. artificial flight by means of

wings; mechanical flight.

wing-flyer 'wn^ftai-oz n. [also spelt wingtflier] one who
flies with wings or winged machines; an aeroplamst, an

aviator; a man^bird.

wing-footed 'wir^fotid adj. having wings; aliped; also,

rapid, sunft : as, *wing£footed Mercury,
wing-form n. [also spelt wing form'] the form

or shape characteristic of, or desirable for, wings or aero-

foils; wing^fonn; wing^plan.

wing-formed 'wirj,fo:zmd adj. [also spelt wingzformd ]

formd like a wing; wing^shaped, aliform, alate.

wing-frame 'wir^kseem n. the frame or framework which
gives form to or supports a wing or aerofoil

;
the skeletal

structure of an artificial wing.
wing-girder 'wir^ge:e-doe n. a girder in a wingTrame; a

wing^bar, commonly of bilt^up construction,

wing-handed 'wir^haendid adj. having hands or foreruns
modified as wings ; chiropterous, as a bat.

wing-incidence 'wir^insi-dns n. the incidence of a wing;
the impinging of an aerofoil upon the air.

wingless 'wiqlos adj. having no wings or only rudimentary
wings, as the ostrich or the apteryx; apterous; not alate;

not winged; impennate or squamipennate, as any ratite bird

or penguin.
winglessness 'wiglos-nis n. the state of being wingless; the

condition or trait of being destitute of wings,
winglet 'wiqlot n. a little wing; (in ornithology) the alula

of a bird’s wing; the bastard or spurious wing; the ala

spuria; (in entomology) the alula, a membrane under the

base of the elytron of many coleopters; also, the pterygium,

a lateral expansion on each side of the end of the rostrum,
in many weevils.

2. a relativly small supplementary wing, vane, or aero-

foil in a flyingmiacliine or other aerial device, as an aile-

ron, or a propeller^blade.

winglike 'wig,laik adj. [also spelt wing4ike] like or resem~
bling a wing.

wing-mark 'wir^marek n. a conspicuous mark or colord
band on an animal wing; the speculum of a duck.
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wing-membrane 'wi^mem-bzen n. the membrane or skin
of a bat’s wing; the alar membrane; the patagium or para-

chute of certain flying animals,
wing-motion 'wir),nioo-$3n n. the motion of a wing or

wings; the mode of moving the wings: as, the *wing-mo-
tion of birds.

wing-nmscle 'wu^niASol n. one of the muscles of a bird’s

wing; a flight-muscle.

wing-nervure 'wiij,nB:z-viuz n. one of the nervures or

veins of an insect’s wing.
wing-outline 'wiq/iot-lain n. the outline, contour, or shape

of a wing or aerofoil; wing-form; wing-plan,
wing-pad 'wn^paed n. an undevelopt pad-like wing, as in

a young grasshopper.

wing-pair 'wir^peie n. a pair of wings; the two wings or

aerofoils of a bird or flying-machine considerd together,

wing-patch 'wu^psetS n . any conspicuous patch of color on
a bird’s wirfg, as a wing-mark or speculum,

wing-plan 'wir^pz.sen n. the plan or horizontal projection

of a wing; the form or contour of an aerofoil as seen from
above or below.

wing-plane 'wu],p£een n. a plane or aeroplane, in an air-

ship, which functions as a sustaining-surface : as, *wing-
planes and rudder-planes.

wing-post 'wii3,poost n. a post or messenger that travels on
the wing, as a carrier-pigeon.

wing-power 'wii],pau-o~ n. the power or force of the wings
or sustaining-planes; the mechanical energy of reciprocal

ing wings, as used in an ormthopter.
wing-pressure 'wn^psejoz n. the pressure of the wings (as

of an albatross) against the air, in flight,

wing-propeller 'wuj-psojieloz n. a propeller which operates

the wing or wings of an aeroplane or flying-machine,

wing-quill 'wig,^ 1 * n. one of the quill-fethers of a bird’s

wing; a flight-fether
;
a remex.

wing-resistance 'wii3-zi,zistns n. the resistance offerd to

the air by either wing of an aerofoil : as, the relativ *wing-
resistances in the line of flight,

wing-scale 'wn^skeel n. (in entomology) the scale or tegu-

la covering the base of the anterior wing of a hymenopter;
a squamula or squamule.

wing-section 'wu^sekjon n. a section or sectional dia-

gram of a wing; a wing grafically represented as if cut by

an intersecting plane
;

especially, the longitudinal section

(showing the fore-and-aft curvature) of a wing,

wing-sheath 'wir^ii® n. a wing-case; an elytron.
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wing-shell 'wir),Sel n. (in entomology, obsolete) a wing*

case, wing*cover, or wing*sheath; an elytron,

wing-shield 'wip,$iild n. the wing-case, as of a beetle,

wing-shooting 'wir^Suu-tirj n. the art or practis of shoot-

ing birds while they are on the wing, or flying,

wing-shot 'wiq^ot adj. shot in the wing; also, shot while

on the wing or in flight.

wing-shot 'wii^Sot n. a shot made at a bird which is on the

wing; also, one who shoots flying birds,

wing-skid 'wir^skid n. a small skid or runner attacht under
the wing or lower main*plane of a flying*machine, com-
monly at the tip, in order to keep the wing free of the

ground, or to facilitate its motion along the ground, as in

landing, compare taibskid.

wing-spread 'wir^spsed n. [also spelt wingtspred]

1. the distance from tip to tip of the extended wings,

as of a bird, bat, or insect; tip*to*tip mesurement of the

outspred wings; extent or expanse of wing; alar expanse;

alar extent : as, a *wing*spred of 1 2 feet.

2. the surface*mesurement or area of the outspred wings,

or of the projection of the outspred wings upon a given

plane; spred of wing; wing*area.

wing-stay /wn]/stee n. a stay or prop which supports a

wing or aerofoil.

wing-stroke 'wir),strook n. a stroke or beat of a wing; the

upward or the downward sweep of a wing; one complete
motion, or cycle of movement, of a wing in the action of

flying; a wing*beat.

wing-structure 'wii3,strAkt$9z n. the mode of structure of

the wings : as, the degraded *wing*structure of penguins,
wing-surface 'wn^snzfis n.

1. the surface of a wing; a wing considerd as a sustain-

ing*surface or aerofoil.

2. the surface*mesurement or area of the wing or wings;
sustaining*surface, supporting^surface

; wing*area; wing*
spred (sense 2).

wing-swift 'wii3,swift adj. swift of wing; characterized by
rapid flight.

wing-tilting 'wii^tiltirj adj. designed for tilting or slanting

the wings; used for tipping the sustaining*planes, or in-

clining them sidewise : as, a *wing*tiltmg contrivance,

wing-tip 'wirj^tip n.

1. the tip or extremity of the wing of a bird or flyer; the

tip*end of the wing commonly composed of the two or

three longest primary wing*fethers
; the point of the wing.

2. the outer or lateral end or extremity of one of the
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wings or sustainmg^planes of a flying^machine
;
a supple-

mentary winglet, such as an aileron : as, movable *wing^
tips : see tip.

plural wing-tips, several or many tips on each wing; mul-
tiple tips at the lateral extremity of a supporting:=plane.

compare tip-feather.

swinging wing-tip, a wing^tip, in a flying^machine, which
is capable of a swinging movement; as on a hinge,

wing-tract 'wir),tpekt n. the fether^tract or pteryla, of the

wing, upon which grow all the wingTethers except the scap-

ulars (which grow on the humeral tract) ;
the pteryla alaris.

wing-warping 'wig/woie-pig n. the process of warping,
bending, or contorting the wings or aerofoils, as of an
aeroplane flyingmiachine.

wing-warping 'wir^weie-piq adj. designed or used for

wing^warping : as, *wmg£warping devices,

wing-weiglit 'wirpweet n. the weight of the wing or wings
of a bird or flying^machine

;
aerofoil^weight.

wing-wheel 'wirgwiil n. a small wheel mounted under the

wing or lower maimplane of a flying^machine, commonly
at the tip, in order to keep the wing free of the ground or

facilitate its motion along the ground, as in starting or

landing.

wingy 'wirji adj. having wings; also, soaring as on wings;
lofty; rapid, swift.

wire-tightener 'wai^tai-tn-oe n. any device, as a turn-

buckle, for tightening a wire stay or other part made of

wire; a strainer.

wrist-link 'aist,hgk n. the wrist^joint, as of a bird’s wing.

zenith 'zii-ni9 n. the point directly above the observer’s hed

;

the vertical point of the hevens at any place; the vertex: as,

the blue *zenith; to dwindle in the *zenith : the opposit

of nadir.

astronomical zenith, the point at which a plum^line, sus-

pended at the point of observation would, if produced up-

ward, touch or pierce the celestial sfere; the plurmdine ze-

nith. The astronomical zenith is farther from the equator

than the geocentric zenith, see angle of the vertical, under
vertical.

geocentric zenith, the point at which a line drawn from
the center of the earth and passing thru the observer

would, if produced upward, touch or pierce the celestial

sfere. contrast astronomical zenith.

plumb-line zenith, same meaning as astronomical zenith.
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zenithal 'zii-ni-Gol adj. of the zenith.

zenith-distance 'zii-niG/listns n. the angular distance of

any body from the zenith or vertex of the hevens; the arc

or portion of a great circle of the hevens intercepted be-

tween the zenith and any object in the sky; the co^altitude.

Zeppelin 'zepa-lin n. a dirigible balloon of the type devel-

opt by Ferdinand von Zeppelin
; a Zeppelin airship,

zone zoon n. a belt or band; specifically, one of the five

arbitrary divisions of the earth’s surface, bounded by lines

parallel to the equator
;
a climatic belt : as, the torrid *zone,

or one of the temperate or frigid *zones; also, any horizon-

tal or vertical belt, tj;act, or region, as of the atmosfere,

differing in character from adjoining belts : as, a *zone of

discontinuity.

climatic zone, one of the zones, belts, or tracts girdling

the earth and characterized by certain climatic conditions;

one of a number of elongated or beltdike subdivisions of

the surface of the globe distinguisht by successiv differ-

ences of climate : as, Koeppen’s ^climatic zones, Wojei-
koff’s *climatic zones.

zone of cyclones, the zone or belt between latitudes 30
and 60, characterized by the prevalence of cyclones due to

the conflict of descending polar winds with ascending equa-
torial winds.

zone of discontinuity, a zone or region of the atmosfere
where the wind^conditions are discontinuous; the neutral
aerial belt or tjact constituting the meeting^place of the

rising air^currents and the uppemvind; an upper inversion^

zone; a calm^zone.

zone of equilibrium, a zone, tjact, stratum, or layer of the

atmosfere in which a balloon assumes a condition of equi-
librium, equipoise, balance, or stability, tending neither to

rise nor fall.

zone of mixture, a zone characterized by the mixture of

conflicting winds, such as a zone of cyclones.












